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 Media Flow Controller Administrator’s Guide
End User License Agreement

READ THIS END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (“AGREEMENT”) BEFORE DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, OR USING THE SOFTWARE. BY 
DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, OR USING THE SOFTWARE OR OTHERWISE EXPRESSING YOUR AGREEMENT TO THE TERMS CONTAINED 
HEREIN, YOU (AS CUSTOMER OR IF YOU ARE NOT THE CUSTOMER, AS A REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT AUTHORIZED TO BIND THE CUSTOMER) 
CONSENT TO BE BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT OR CANNOT AGREE TO THE TERMS CONTAINED HEREIN, THEN (A) DO NOT 
DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, OR USE THE SOFTWARE, AND (B) YOU MAY CONTACT JUNIPER NETWORKS REGARDING LICENSE TERMS. 

1. The Parties. The parties to this Agreement are (i) Juniper Networks, Inc. (if the Customer’s principal office is located in the Americas) or Juniper Networks 
(Cayman) Limited (if the Customer’s principal office is located outside the Americas) (such applicable entity being referred to herein as “Juniper”), and (ii) the 
person or organization that originally purchased from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller the applicable license(s) for use of the Software (“Customer”) 
(collectively, the “Parties”). 

2. The Software. In this Agreement, “Software” means the program modules and features of the Juniper or Juniper-supplied software, for which Customer has paid 
the applicable license or support fees to Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller, or which was embedded by Juniper in equipment which Customer purchased 
from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller. “Software” also includes updates, upgrades and new releases of such software. “Embedded Software” means 
Software which Juniper has embedded in or loaded onto the Juniper equipment and any updates, upgrades, additions or replacements which are subsequently 
embedded in or loaded onto the equipment.

3. License Grant. Subject to payment of the applicable fees and the limitations and restrictions set forth herein, Juniper grants to Customer a non-exclusive and 
non-transferable license, without right to sublicense, to use the Software, in executable form only, subject to the following use restrictions:

a. Customer shall use Embedded Software solely as embedded in, and for execution on, Juniper equipment originally purchased by Customer from Juniper or 
an authorized Juniper reseller.

b. Customer shall use the Software on a single hardware chassis having a single processing unit, or as many chassis or processing units for which Customer 
has paid the applicable license fees; provided, however, with respect to the Steel-Belted Radius or Odyssey Access Client software only, Customer shall 
use such Software on a single computer containing a single physical random access memory space and containing any number of processors. Use of the 
Steel-Belted Radius or IMS AAA software on multiple computers or virtual machines (e.g., Solaris zones) requires multiple licenses, regardless of whether 
such computers or virtualizations are physically contained on a single chassis. 

c. Product purchase documents, paper or electronic user documentation, and/or the particular licenses purchased by Customer may specify limits to 
Customer’s use of the Software. Such limits may restrict use to a maximum number of seats, registered endpoints, concurrent users, sessions, calls, 
connections, subscribers, clusters, nodes, realms, devices, links, ports or transactions, or require the purchase of separate licenses to use particular features, 
functionalities, services, applications, operations, or capabilities, or provide throughput, performance, configuration, bandwidth, interface, processing, 
temporal, or geographical limits. In addition, such limits may restrict the use of the Software to managing certain kinds of networks or require the Software 
to be used only in conjunction with other specific Software. Customer’s use of the Software shall be subject to all such limitations and purchase of all 
applicable licenses.    

d. For any trial copy of the Software, Customer’s right to use the Software expires 30 days after download, installation or use of the Software. Customer may 
operate the Software after the 30-day trial period only if Customer pays for a license to do so. Customer may not extend or create an additional trial period 
by re-installing the Software after the 30-day trial period.

e. The Global Enterprise Edition of the Steel-Belted Radius software may be used by Customer only to manage access to Customer’s enterprise network. 
Specifically, service provider customers are expressly prohibited from using the Global Enterprise Edition of the Steel-Belted Radius software to support 
any commercial network access services. 

The foregoing license is not transferable or assignable by Customer. No license is granted herein to any user who did not originally purchase the applicable 
license(s) for the Software from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller. 

4. Use Prohibitions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the license provided herein does not permit the Customer to, and Customer agrees not to and shall not: (a) 
modify, unbundle, reverse engineer, or create derivative works based on the Software; (b) make unauthorized copies of the Software (except as necessary for 
backup purposes); (c) rent, sell, transfer, or grant any rights in and to any copy of the Software, in any form, to any third party; (d) remove any proprietary notices, 
labels, or marks on or in any copy of the Software or any product in which the Software is embedded; (e) distribute any copy of the Software to any third party, 
including as may be embedded in Juniper equipment sold in the secondhand market; (f) use any ‘locked’ or key-restricted feature, function, service, application, 
operation, or capability without first purchasing the applicable license(s) and obtaining a valid key from Juniper, even if such feature, function, service, 
application, operation, or capability is enabled without a key; (g) distribute any key for the Software provided by Juniper to any third party; (h) use the Software 
in any manner that extends or is broader than the uses purchased by Customer from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller; (i) use Embedded Software on non-
Juniper equipment; (j) use Embedded Software (or make it available for use) on Juniper equipment that the Customer did not originally purchase from Juniper or 
an authorized Juniper reseller; (k) disclose the results of testing or benchmarking of the Software to any third party without the prior written consent of Juniper; 
or (l) use the Software in any manner other than as expressly provided herein.

5. Audit. Customer shall maintain accurate records as necessary to verify compliance with this Agreement. Upon request by Juniper, Customer shall furnish such 
records to Juniper and certify its compliance with this Agreement.

6. Confidentiality. The Parties agree that aspects of the Software and associated documentation are the confidential property of Juniper. As such, Customer shall 
exercise all reasonable commercial efforts to maintain the Software and associated documentation in confidence, which at a minimum includes restricting access 
to the Software to Customer employees and contractors having a need to use the Software for Customer’s internal business purposes.

7. Ownership. Juniper and Juniper’s licensors, respectively, retain ownership of all right, title, and interest (including copyright) in and to the Software, associated 
documentation, and all copies of the Software. Nothing in this Agreement constitutes a transfer or conveyance of any right, title, or interest in the Software or 
associated documentation, or a sale of the Software, associated documentation, or copies of the Software. 

8. Warranty, Limitation of Liability, Disclaimer of Warranty. The warranty applicable to the Software shall be as set forth in the warranty statement that 
accompanies the Software (the “Warranty Statement”). Nothing in this Agreement shall give rise to any obligation to support the Software. Support services may 
be purchased separately. Any such support shall be governed by a separate, written support services agreement. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED 
BY LAW, JUNIPER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA, OR COSTS OR PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS 
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OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE SOFTWARE, OR 
ANY JUNIPER OR JUNIPER-SUPPLIED SOFTWARE. IN NO EVENT SHALL JUNIPER BE LIABLE FOR DAMAGES ARISING FROM 
UNAUTHORIZED OR IMPROPER USE OF ANY JUNIPER OR JUNIPER-SUPPLIED SOFTWARE. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN THE 
WARRANTY STATEMENT TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, JUNIPER DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES IN AND TO THE 
SOFTWARE (WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHERWISE), INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT DOES JUNIPER WARRANT THAT THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY 
EQUIPMENT OR NETWORK RUNNING THE SOFTWARE, WILL OPERATE WITHOUT ERROR OR INTERRUPTION, OR WILL BE FREE OF 
VULNERABILITY TO INTRUSION OR ATTACK. In no event shall Juniper’s or its suppliers’ or licensors’ liability to Customer, whether in contract, tort 
(including negligence), breach of warranty, or otherwise, exceed the price paid by Customer for the Software that gave rise to the claim, or if the Software is 
embedded in another Juniper product, the price paid by Customer for such other product. Customer acknowledges and agrees that Juniper has set its prices and 
entered into this Agreement in reliance upon the disclaimers of warranty and the limitations of liability set forth herein, that the same reflect an allocation of risk 
between the Parties (including the risk that a contract remedy may fail of its essential purpose and cause consequential loss), and that the same form an essential 
basis of the bargain between the Parties.

9. Termination. Any breach of this Agreement or failure by Customer to pay any applicable fees due shall result in automatic termination of the license granted 
herein. Upon such termination, Customer shall destroy or return to Juniper all copies of the Software and related documentation in Customer’s possession or 
control. 

10. Taxes. All license fees payable under this agreement are exclusive of tax.   Customer shall be responsible for paying Taxes arising from the purchase of the 
license, or importation or use of the Software. If applicable, valid exemption documentation for each taxing jurisdiction shall be provided to Juniper prior to 
invoicing, and Customer shall promptly notify Juniper if their exemption is revoked or modified. All payments made by Customer shall be net of any applicable 
withholding tax.   Customer will provide reasonable assistance to Juniper in connection with such withholding taxes by promptly: providing Juniper with valid 
tax receipts and other required documentation showing Customer’s payment of any withholding taxes; completing appropriate applications that would reduce the 
amount of withholding tax to be paid; and notifying and assisting Juniper in any audit or tax proceeding related to transactions hereunder. Customer shall comply 
with all applicable tax laws and regulations, and Customer will promptly pay or reimburse Juniper for all costs and damages related to any liability incurred by 
Juniper as a result of Customer’s non-compliance or delay with its responsibilities herein. Customer’s obligations under this Section shall survive termination or 
expiration of this Agreement. 

11. Export. Customer agrees to comply with all applicable export laws and restrictions and regulations of any United States and any applicable foreign agency or 
authority, and not to export or re-export the Software or any direct product thereof in violation of any such restrictions, laws or regulations, or without all 
necessary approvals. Customer shall be liable for any such violations. The version of the Software supplied to Customer may contain encryption or other 
capabilities restricting Customer’s ability to export the Software without an export license. 

12. Commercial Computer Software. The Software is “commercial computer software” and is provided with restricted rights. Use, duplication, or disclosure by the 
United States government is subject to restrictions set forth in this Agreement and as provided in DFARS 227.7201 through 227.7202-4, FAR 12.212, FAR 
27.405(b)(2), FAR 52.227-19, or FAR 52.227-14(ALT III) as applicable.

13. Interface Information. To the extent required by applicable law, and at Customer's written request, Juniper shall provide Customer with the interface 
information needed to achieve interoperability between the Software and another independently created program, on payment of applicable fee, if any. Customer 
shall observe strict obligations of confidentiality with respect to such information and shall use such information in compliance with any applicable terms and 
conditions upon which Juniper makes such information available.

14. Third Party Software. Any licensor of Juniper whose software is embedded in the Software and any supplier of Juniper whose products or technology are 
embedded in (or services are accessed by) the Software shall be a third party beneficiary with respect to this Agreement, and such licensor or vendor shall have 
the right to enforce this Agreement in its own name as if it were Juniper. In addition, certain third party software may be provided with the Software and is subject 
to the accompanying license(s), if any, of its respective owner(s). To the extent portions of the Software are distributed under and subject to open source licenses 
obligating Juniper to make the source code for such portions publicly available (such as the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU Library General 
Public License (“LGPL”)), Juniper will make such source code portions (including Juniper modifications, as appropriate) available upon request for a period of 
up to three years from the date of distribution. Such request can be made in writing to Juniper Networks, Inc., 1194 N. Mathilda Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94089, 
ATTN: General Counsel. You may obtain a copy of the GPL at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html, and a copy of the LGPL at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/
lgpl.html. 

15. Miscellaneous. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of California without reference to its conflicts of laws principles. The provisions of the 
U.N. Convention for the International Sale of Goods shall not apply to this Agreement. For any disputes arising under this Agreement, the Parties hereby consent 
to the personal and exclusive jurisdiction of, and venue in, the state and federal courts within Santa Clara County, California. This Agreement constitutes the 
entire and sole agreement between Juniper and the Customer with respect to the Software, and supersedes all prior and contemporaneous agreements relating to 
the Software, whether oral or written (including any inconsistent terms contained in a purchase order), except that the terms of a separate written agreement 
executed by an authorized Juniper representative and Customer shall govern to the extent such terms are inconsistent or conflict with terms contained herein. No 
modification to this Agreement nor any waiver of any rights hereunder shall be effective unless expressly assented to in writing by the party to be charged. If any 
portion of this Agreement is held invalid, the Parties agree that such invalidity shall not affect the validity of the remainder of this Agreement. This Agreement 
and associated documentation has been written in the English language, and the Parties agree that the English version will govern. (For Canada: Les parties aux 
présentés confirment leur volonté que cette convention de même que tous les documents y compris tout avis qui s'y rattaché, soient redigés en langue anglaise. 
(Translation: The parties confirm that this Agreement and all related documentation is and will be in the English language)).
III
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 Preface Media Flow Controller Administrator’s Guide
CHAPTER 1

Preface

This Administrator’s Guide is written for system and network administrators who plan,
implement, and manage video delivery environments. In addition to What’s New in Release
2.0.1, next, this preface includes these topics:

• Guide to This Document 

• Documentation and Release Notes 

• Typographical Conventions 

• Terminology 

• Documentation Feedback 

• Requesting Technical Support 

What’s New in Release 2.0.1
Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.1 is a major release focusing on policy and caching 
improvements, including:

• Optimizations to scale the delivery of small objects (up to 20K transactions per second). 
New features include caching chunked responses from Web servers, caching objects with 
HTTP cookies, object expiry management, object revalidation, proxying unsupported 
HTTP headers, connection persistence, and Referrer-based request blocking. 

• Support for HTTP-based adaptive streaming technologies such as Apple's HTTP 
Streaming and Microsoft SmoothStreaming, used to deliver videos to Apple iPhone/iPod 
Touch devices and Microsoft Silverlight players. 

• Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) support with a suite of protocols to deliver videos 
using RTSP (establishes and controls media sessions with the player); Real-Time 
Transport Protocol (RTP) to deliver the actual audio & video streams; and RTP Control 
Protocol (RTCP) to provide control information for an RTP flow and statistics for a media 
connection. Media Flow Controller can deliver videos using RTSP to Real, Quick Time, 
Windows Media Player, and VLC player. 

• Adobe FMS Connector, Real Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP) streaming, allows Media 
Flow Controller to be used as a platform to host Adobe Flash Media Server (FMS) 3.5. 

• Live Streaming to players using RTSP (natively) and RTMP (using Adobe FMS connector 
and Adobe FMS 3.5) protocols. Media providers can define multiple publishing points in 
the system for live stream ingests. Media Flow Controller can archive the live video 
streams in its caching file system for serving later to users as time-shift/delayed live 
streams or using on-demand video delivery mechanisms.
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• Logs can now be rotated/exported based on configurable size and time intervals. Access 
logs can be integrated with 3rdparty software such as Sawmill, to generate a wide variety 
of traffic reports such as peak traffic hours, and popular content served. Separate access 
logs are generated for RTSP requests. Media providers can separate log entries from 
access logs, based on namespace. 

• Media Flow Controllers can now be managed using Central Management Console (CMC). 
Nodes can be flexibly grouped based on factors such as business function or 
geographical location. Configuration templates can be created and applied to different 
node groups, on the fly, to provision new services. Periodic application level polling 
detects service unavailability and generates alarms. 

Guide to This Document
This document provides information on the following topics:

• “Media Flow Controller Overview” on page 27: Describes how Juniper Networks Media 
Flow Controller fits into the network topology, and the basic working principals including 
feature descriptions. 

• “Media Flow Controller Configuration Tasks” on page 43: Describes basic system setup 
including initial logins and configuration methods.

• “Media Flow Controller Log and Fault Management” on page 101: Describes how to set up 
SNMP alarms, logging, and event notifications and provides details on available 
diagnostic tools including how to reset the system to its factory configuration, rebooting 
the system, and installing upgrades to the system. Includes Testing Network Connectivity, 
Testing Media Flow Controller Namespace and Delivery, and Troubleshooting.

• “About the Command Line Interface (CLI)” on page 141: Describes Media Flow Controller 
CLI logging in, command notation conventions, roles and privileges, terminology, and CLI 
options. 

• “Media Flow Controller CLI Commands” on page 147: Alphabetical list of all commands 
including keywords, arguments, and notes. 

• “Media Flow Controller Web-Based Interface” on page 231: Page-by-page description of 
the Media Flow Controller Management Console. 

• “Server Map Configuration” on page 291: Describes how to create the XML server map 
file needed for the server-map command. 

• “Media Flow Controller MIB Definitions” on page 297: Provides the base MIBs supported 
by Media Flow Controller. 

Documentation and Release Notes
To obtain the most current version of all Juniper Networks® technical documentation, see the
product documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at
http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/ .
Juniper Networks supports a technical book program to publish books by Juniper Networks
engineers and subject matter experts with book publishers around the world. These books go
beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
18 Guide to This Document Copyright © 2010, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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deployment, and administration using JUNOS Software and Juniper Networks devices. In
addition, the Juniper Networks Technical Library, published in conjunction with O'Reilly Media,
explores improving network security, reliability, and availability using JUNOS configuration
techniques. All the books are for sale at technical bookstores and book outlets around the
world. The current list can be viewed at http://www.juniper.net/books.

Typographical Conventions
 

Terminology
This section provides definitions for Media Flow Controller-specific and industry-standard 
terms that may be unfamiliar to the reader.
Absolute URL An absolute URL points to the exact location of a file or directory on the
Internet, by name. Contrast with Relative URL. 
AFR Assured Flow Rate. A Media Flow Controller option that, when enabled, ensures that
media content is delivered at a rate that is minimally needed for the video to play smoothly.
ARP Address Resolution Protocol; allows systems to map IP addresses to MAC addresses.
Bit-rate  A data rate (the amount of data transferred in one direction over a link divided by the
time taken to transfer it) expressed in bits per second. Juniper Networks notation examples:
Kbps (kilobits per second), KB/s (kilobytes per second). See also Profile (Bit-rate profile).
Broadcast A type of network routing scheme where data is sent to all possible destinations on
a network. Contrast with Multicast and Unicast. 

Table 1 Typefaces Used in This Book 

Typeface Use Example

Arial Ordinary text. The origin server organizes media conte
hierarchically.

Arial Bold Commands in running text, and screen 
elements such as page titles, and option 
labels.

Use the interface command to configure
addresses.
In the Management Console, use the 
Setup > Date and time page.

Arial Italic Book titles, and emphasis. See the Juniper Networks Media Flow 
Manager Administrator’s Guide 

Courier New Text displayed online at a command line. Please enter your IP address

Courier New 
Bold 

Text that you type exactly as shown; 
variables are shown in chevrons (< > ), 
parameters (which may include variables) 
are shown in box brackets ([ ]), options are 
shown in curly brackets ({ }). Run-on lines 
are indicated by an indent (as shown at 
right).

interface eth0 ip address <I
address> 
Typographical Conventions 19
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CDN Content Delivery Network. A system of computers networked together across the
Internet that cooperate transparently to deliver content most often for the purpose of improving
performance, scalability, and cost efficiency, to end users.
CHD Computed Historical Datapoints; traffic samples that have been computed in some
manner, such as summation and averaging. 
CLI Command Line Interface. 
Client Node or software program (front-end device) that requests services from a server.
CMC  Central Management Console, Juniper Networks management interface that allows you
to push configurations to a number of Media Flow Controllers from a central interface. In
Release 2.0.1, only client configuration is supported.
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol.
DSR Direct Server Return. A method of handling TCP traffic in the context of utilizing a proxy.
Edge cache An appliance, placed between the Internet and close to the end user, that caches
and delivers content (like Java Script, CSS, images, etc.) freeing up Web servers for other
processes. Media Flow Controller as an edge cache is effectively a “reverse proxy,” that
provides these benefits: reduces the load (network and CPU) on an origin server by servicing
previously retrieved content and enhances the user experience due to a decrease in latency.
FMS  Flash Media Server. 
Full Download  An HTTP media delivery mode in which the entire media file is downloaded
before playback; contrast with Progressive Download (PDL). 
HDD Hard Disk Drives.
“Hot” Content (Short Tail vs. Long Tail) When content is often requested it becomes “hot.”
Media Flow Controller caches content hierarchically based on hotness. Short tail videos are
those that are often requested: a few videos requested by many different clients. Long tail
videos are those that are seldom requested: many different videos requested by few clients. 
Ingest  Data placed on a Media Flow Controller, analyzed, and queued; contrast with Pre-
stage. 
KB and KiB KB=1000 Kilo Bytes (networking), KiB=1024 Kilo Bytes (storage).
Local boot  This refers to booting from the default boot partition on the system, i.e. when the
reboot command is given. 
MB, MiB, and Mbit MB=1,000,000 Mega Bytes (networking). MiB=1,048,576 (1024 x 1024)
Mega Bytes (storage). Mbit=1,000,000 x 8 Megabits (data transfer).
MTU  Maximum transmission unit. The size (in bytes) of the largest packet or frame that a
given layer of a communications protocol can pass onwards.
Multicast A type of network routing scheme where data is sent to certain destinations based
on address. Contrast with Broadcast, and Unicast. 
Namespace  A defined collection of delivery policies for different categories of content or
domains.
NFS (network file system)  A protocol that allows a user on a client computer to access files
over a network similarly to how local storage is accessed.
NIC Network Interface Controller/Card. 
NTP Network Time Protocol. 
20 Terminology Copyright © 2010, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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Origin library  The source of media content, typically a server located at a data center.
Origin server The media content server. Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller is available
as an Origin server.
Player (media player software)  Any media player for playing back digital video data from
files of appropriate formats such as MPEG, AVI, RealVideo, Flash, QuickTime, and so forth. In
addition to VCR-like functions such as playing, pausing, stopping, rewinding, and forwarding,
some common functions include zooming/full screen, audio channel selection, subtitle
selection, and frame capturing.
Pre-stage Data placed on a Media Flow Controller or origin server before an HTTP request
comes in for it. 
Profile (Bit-rate profile) A media “bit-rate profile” is the bit-rate encoding that allows optimal
downloads to different bandwidths. 
Proxy (reverse, mid-tier, transparent, virtual) A reverse proxy is a server processing in-
bound traffic, installed in front of origin servers. Reverse proxies are used for scaling origin
servers, caching (serving commonly-accessed files), load balancing, and security (denying
requests, preventing direct origin server access, etc.). A mid-tier proxy sits between the
origin servers and the edge, and serves requests from the edge caches. Mid-tier proxies
improve response time for requests because content is closer to the user; and off-load origin
servers from repeat requests from the edge. A transparent proxy is a proxy that does not
modify the request or response beyond what is required for proxy authentication and
identification. Transparent proxies help optimize networks transparently (no client
configuration required, no modification of traffic done). A virtual proxy uses the HOST header
of the incoming request to derive origin; use this variant of a reverse proxy as an alternate to
providing a single origin-server. Media Flow Controller can be used in any of these capacities. 
Progressive Download (PDL) An HTTP media delivery mode in which the media file is
played while it is being downloaded; contrast with Full Download. 
Publishing Point (live-pub-point)  A way to distribute content to your users (live or
broadcast as live); either through a defined SDP (service delivery protocol) file, or a
namespace. 
Pull vs. Push  Pull refers to media fetches from the origin server initiated by Media Flow
Controller based on received requests. Push refers to scheduled media deliveries from the
origin server to Media Flow Controller.
PXE (Preboot eXecution Environment) boot A way to boot computers using a network
interface without needing a CDROM or USB drive; PXE must be properly installed first. 
RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial In User Service. A networking protocol that provides
centralized access, authorization and accounting management for people or computers to
connect and use a network service.
Relative URL A relative URL points to the location of a file from a point of reference, usually
the directory beneath. Preceded by two dots (../directory_path/file.txt) for the directory above;
one dot (./directory_path/file.txt) for the current directory. Contrast with Absolute URL.
RTMP Real Time Messaging Protocol. A multimedia streaming and RPC (remote procedure
call) protocol primarily used in Adobe Flash. RTMP has three variations: The “plain” protocol
which works on top of TCP and uses port 1935, RTMPT which is encapsulated within HTTP
requests to traverse firewalls, RTMPS which works just like RTMPT but over a secure HTTPS
connection.
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RTP Real-time Transport Protocol. A standardized packet format for delivering audio and
video over the Internet. It is used in conjunction with other protocols such as RTSP. The RTP
standard defines a pair of protocols, RTP and the Real-time Transport Control Protocol
(RTCP). RTP is used for transfer of multimedia data and RTCP is used to periodically send
control information and QoS (quality of service) parameters between the server and client.
RTSP  Real Time Streaming Protocol. An application level protocol for the control of real-time
streaming data sent over RTP. Typically RTP data is sent over UDP, but it can also be sent
over the RTSP channel via an interleaved mechanism or over TCP via port 80 with HTTP-like
syntax and operations. 
RU (Rack Unit)  A unit of measurement of the height of a rack-mounted device.
RX  A communications abbreviation for “receive.”
SAS  Serial attached SCSI. A data transfer technology designed to move data to and from
computer storage devices such as hard drives and tape drives. 
SATA Serial Advanced Technology Attachment. A computer bus technology primarily
designed for transfer of data to and from a hard disk. 
SSD Solid-state drive, a storage device using solid-state memory to store persistent data. 
Streaming Streaming is the process of playing a file while it is still being downloaded.
Streaming technology lets a user view and hear digitized content as it is being downloaded. 
Tunneling When a payload protocol is incompatible with the delivery network, a tunneling
protocol can encapsulate it for delivery only; no polices can be applied. 
Unicast A type of network routing scheme where data is sent to a single destination host on a
network. Contrast with Broadcast, and Multicast. 
UOL, URI, URL  Uniform Object Locator, Uniform Resource Identifier, Uniform Resource
Locator (respectively). 
uri-prefix  This namespace argument refines what requests Media Flow Controller accepts. 
In the URL shown below, the uri-prefix could be defined as / (slash), /vod, or /vod/path1. If / 
(slash) is used, all incoming requests to that domain are honored; if /vod, only requests 
containing “/vod” (and any sub-directory of it) are honored; if /vod/path1, requests must 
include that prefix and that sub-directory (sub-sub-directories of path1 need not be specified).

Virtual Host A virtual host is a capability of some computers that can respond to different IP
addresses and offer different services appearing to be a distinct host on a distinct machine; a
single machine can supply several virtual hosts. 
Virtual Player This is a Media Flow Controller term referring to the sever-side player provided
by Media Flow Controller to assist in media viewing. Media Flow Controller offers several
types of virtual player for use in different scenarios; for SmoothFlow, the Type 4 virtual player
is used exclusively. 
22 Terminology Copyright © 2010, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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VOD Video On Demand. 

Documentation Feedback
We encourage you to provide feedback, comments, and suggestions so that we can improve
the documentation. You can send your comments to
techpubs-comments@juniper.net, or fill out the documentation feedback form at
https://www.juniper.net/cgi-bin/docbugreport/. If you are using e-mail, be sure to include the
following information with your comments:
■ Document or topic name
■ URL or page number
■ Software release version (if applicable)

Requesting Technical Support
Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance
Center (JTAC). If you are a customer with an active J-Care or JNASC support contract, or are
covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and
resources online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC Policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, 
review the JTAC User Guide located at 
http://www.juniper.net/customers/support/downloads/710059.pdf 

• Product Warranties—For product warranty information, visit 
http://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/ 

• JTAC Hours of Operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week, 365 days a year.

Self-Help Online Tools and Resources
For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service
portal called the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:

• Find CSC offerings: 
http://www.juniper.net/customers/support/ 

• Search for known bugs: 
http://www2.juniper.net/kb/ 

• Find product documentation: 
http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/ 

• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: 
http://kb.juniper.net/ 

• Download the latest versions of software and review release notes: 
http://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/ 

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications: 
https://www.juniper.net/alerts/ 
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• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum: 
http://www.juniper.net/company/communities/ 

• Open a case online in the CSC Case Manager: 
http://www.juniper.net/cm/ 

To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement
(SNE) Tool located at 
https://tools.juniper.net/SerialNumberEntitlementSearch/ 

Opening a Case with JTAC
You can open a case with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.

• Use the Case Manager tool in the CSC at 
http://www.juniper.net/cm/ 

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC 
(1-888-314-5822 – toll free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico)

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, visit
http://www.juniper.net/support/requesting-support.html 
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CHAPTER 2

Media Flow Controller Overview

The Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller combines video intelligence, storage
organization, multi-tier caching, and network optimization to scale media throughput and
enhance end-user experience in a purpose-built appliance. 
Media Flow Controller is powered by the Juniper Networks Media Operating System
(NMoS™), a media-intelligent operating system designed to serve large numbers of sessions
and deliver high throughput by optimizing resource utilization and new media technologies. 

Media Flow Controller can be implemented as an end-to-end cache; an edge cache; an origin 
server; a mid-tier cache; or used for storage or load balancing optimization; to cache, store, 
and serve content in one box and is designed to:

• Facilitate progressive download of Web video.

• Deliver the highest quality video content that the viewing device/network can support at 
that time. 

• Combine media storage optimization, multi-tier caching, and rate-based delivery 
mechanisms to deliver large numbers of concurrent media streams at different data rates 
with an extremely high aggregate bandwidth. 

Environment
Media Flow Controller software can be deployed in any network that uses the TCP/IP protocol.
Media Flow Controller allows you to manage and deploy network bandwidth efficiently,
thereby ensuring the highest quality experience for your end users. Media Flow Controller is
compatible with the other tools, applications, and solutions that constitute your content
management and deployment environment.

• The Media Flow Controller open architecture enables it to integrate easily into existing 
network and storage infrastructures without requiring disruptive changes. Media Flow 
Controller supports industry standard storage interfaces and devices.

• Media Flow Controller supports industry standard video players, including Flash, 
QuickTime, SilverLight and Windows Media Player.

• Media Flow Controller runs on industry standard x86 64-bit server platforms.

Media Flow Controller uses deep media intelligence, identifying and understanding different
content type requirements, to store, distribute, and deliver content based on those
requirements. It creates an hierarchical caching solution that dynamically shifts content
between tiers. Via adaptive bit rate streaming, Media Flow Controller offers comprehensive
support for delivering different bit rates of media depending on variations in the network; both
native adaptive streaming and third-party techniques are supported.
Copyright © 2010, Juniper Networks, Inc. Environment 27
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System and Hardware
This section provides a high-level overview of Media Flow Controller hardware specifications,
for the most up-to-date and complete information, see the Media Flow Controller With VXA
Series and Media Flow Manager datasheet.

System Requirements
The following are required and/or recommended for Media Flow Controller optimal
performance.

Delivery Network Link Aggregation
Media Flow Controller supports LACP (Link Aggregation Control Protocol) to provide
redundancy and conserve IP addresses. A part of IEEE specification 802.3ad, LACP controls
the bundling of several physical ports together to form a single logical channel. LACP allows a
network device to negotiate an automatic bundling of links by sending LACP packets to the
peer (directly connected device that also implements LACP).

Installation
Media Flow Controller supports Net Boot (PXE Boot) and local boot from USB flash drive, or
CDROM for installation. Media Flow Controller runs from the local HDD (hard disk drive).

Console Port
Media Flow Controller provides a serial console port, USB, DB-9 serial, or VGA (video
graphics array), for configuration.

Table 2 Media Flow Controller System Requirements 

Hardware Description

Processor • Juniper Networks VXA Series Media Flow Engine.
• One quad-core (2.0 GHz or higher) x86 64-bit processor (second quad-

core processor recommended for future capacity expansion).

RAM 8GB to 16GB depending on throughput requirements.

Direct Attached Storage 
(DAS)

• Up to 16 DAS drives (SSD, SATA, or SAS), depending on server model 
and amount of cache.

• 72 GB minimum for boot drive. 
• 32 GB minimum recommended for additional drives (used for cache 

only).

Network Attached Storage NFS (Network File System) supported for handling cache misses.

Network Interfaces Up to ten 1GbE ports or one 10GbE port for content delivery.

Management Interface Dedicated 1GbE port. Note that network ports on the motherboard use 
lower performance controllers adequate for a management interface that 
typically does not require the full GbE capacity.
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How Media Flow Controller Works
A single Media Flow Controller can sustain up to 10Gbps (gigabits per second) of output, or up 
to 40,000 simultaneous connections for different media streams. 
Media Flow Controller utilizes a unique rate-based model to dispatch tasks that allows it to
manage delivery rates specific to each connection as a fundamental aspect of the platform.
For video, Media Flow Controller delivers SmoothFlow™ multi-bit-rate streaming and
AssuredFlow™ features that guarantee a TV-like viewing experience. Media Flow Controller
consolidates all streaming protocols (HTTP, RTSP, RTMP) into a single server, reducing the
number of servers required to deliver video over multiple protocols. 
Note! In Release 2.0.1, Media Flow Controller supports HTTP Progressive Download (PDL),
RTSP/RTP streaming, and Flash Media Server (FMS).
Media Flow Controller is able to get content from origin servers and/or origin storages once,
and serve it to several users simultaneously. 
Users typically point themselves to a portal, select content to watch (click on a thumbnail,
search and click a link to a video, and so forth), and the content then gets delivered from
Media Flow Controller. 
Requests for media get redirected to Media Flow Controller through one of the known
methods: DNS, HTTP URL re-direct, Transparent HTTP redirect (with or without Direct Server
Return), Policy Based Routing (PBR), and so forth.
When a request for content is received, Media Flow Controller does certain basic checks, such
as URL validation, and identifies the content to be served. Media Flow Controller parses the
URL query string, and header fields to identify policies associated with the content. Media
Flow Controller then calculates the assured flow rate (AFR) needed, and does a resource
check to verify that the content can be delivered in an acceptable manner for that session. 
Once the delivery session is admitted, AssuredFlow can guarantee certain resources
throughout the life of that session: if Media Flow Controller does not have enough resources, it
rejects the request, and/or redirects the request to a different Media Flow Controller.
Media Flow Controller then checks its hierarchical caches to minimize the cost of serving this
media. If no copy exists in any cache, Media Flow Controller posts a request to the target
origin server, fetches the content, and serves it to the user. Then Media Flow Controller
decides if that content is cache-worthy. Media Flow Controller decides the cache-worthiness
based on its intelligent Analytical Engine and customer-configured policies. When objects
become “hot” (downloaded at a high rate), Media Flow Controller promotes them to a cache
tier that supports faster delivery. Promotion in Media Flow Controller can happen starting from
the lowest tier, i.e. SATA to SAS, SSD, and RAM. This allows Media Flow Controller to scale
throughput and meet increased demand.
The Analytical Engine determines the “hotness” of content based on frequency of download
requests. As requests for a particular video increase, the hotness of that video increases and
the Analytical Engine moves that video up in the cache hierarchy. Likewise, as requests for a
video fall off, the Analytical Engine moves that video down in the cache hierarchy. 
A caching structure that starts with RAM and incorporates a flexible hierarchy of cache
devices ensures that objects are placed and migrated across the hierarchies based on
dynamic load characteristics.
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Cache tiers are implemented as an extendable framework, making it easy to add new types of
caching devices and origin storage. The caching system is agnostic to the delivery protocol,
allowing multiple delivery protocols to share the cached content. See Figure 1.

Figure 1 Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller Operations (reverse proxy deployment)
Figure 1, above, illustrates the relations between Media Flow Controller and other network
components in the media delivery optimization operation.

1. Requests come in from the Internet via HTTP, to (typically) an Ethernet switch or Load 
Balancer that redirects the request to Media Flow Controller. 

2. Upon an initial request, Media Flow Controller obtains the content from origin, serves it, 
and caches a copy. Subsequent requests are served directly from Media Flow Controller 
cache.

3. Management interfaces monitor activity and allow configuration changes.
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Media Flow Controller Functions
Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller provides several highly specialized functions for 
optimizing the delivery and storage of media content. Media Flow Controller utilizes 
namespaces as a way to set up delivery policies for different categories of content and 
consumers. 

Key elements to the creation of your delivery policies are a few Juniper Networks Media Flow 
Controller functions, described in the following sections:

• Delivery Methods—Different supported media delivery protocols.

• AssuredFlow™—Guarantees bit rates to clients based on client needs or Service Level 
Agreements.

• SmoothFlow™—Provides a smooth viewing experience by dynamically detecting the 
available bandwidth and seamlessly varying the bit-rate of the media being delivered.

• Network Connection—Set global connection options specifically for content delivery 
optimization.

• Namespace—Create media delivery policies.

• Virtual Player—Create fine-grained media handling policies; virtual players you create are 
then associated with a namespace thus providing detailed media policies. 

• Media Flow Manager—Manage remote Media Flow Controllers as individual nodes or 
groups: monitor, create and apply profiles (set of commands), edit remotely. Also, utilize 
GeoIP-based Service Locator, Admission Control, and special Reports via AWstats.

Delivery Methods
Media Flow Controller can deliver content simultaneously to a large audience across 3
screens (PCs, TVs and Mobile devices), by supporting a wide range of delivery protocols and
container formats. Media Flow Controller dynamically adapts to the change in traffic pattern
across 3-screens without re-provisioning. Media Flow Controller supports on-demand and live
streaming of videos and consolidates multiple delivery protocols such as HTTP, RTSP and
RTMP. See Figure 2, next for illustration.

• Efficiently caches objects of all sizes, ranging from small objects (thumbnails) to the 
largest objects (videos and software downloads)

• Supports delivery via HTTP, RTSP and RTMP

• Supports various formats required for delivery to different screen

• Supports multi-tenancy to host multiple hostnames

Media Flow Controller supports the entire spectrum of adaptive streaming methods for on-
demand and live streaming such as Apple iPhone Streaming, Microsoft Smooth Streaming,
Move Adaptive Streaming and Adobe Dynamic RTMP streaming. Media Flow Controller
supports SmoothFlow™ for on-demand streaming.
Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller works with HTTP progressive download (PDL) and
RTP/RTSP delivery methods.
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Figure 2 Media Flow Controller Ingest and Delivery Options 

Streaming with HTTP 
A standard Web server streams media data with HTTP on top of TCP, which handles the data
transfers. TCP is optimized for delivering non-real-time applications such as file transfers and
tries to maximize the data transfer rate while ensuring stability and high throughput. One of the
ways TCP achieves reliable data transfer is by re-transmitting lost packets; however, it cannot
ensure that all re-transmitted packets arrive in time to be played in the media stream. 
When streaming media with a standard HTTP Web server, compressed media files can be
delivered just like any other HTML file in a download-and-play case; however, media players
that support PDL cans start playing the audio or video while it is downloading, and retrieve the
remaining data as quickly as possible. 

HTTP Methods
Table 3 describes the HTTP methods supported for Media Flow Controller in Release 2.0.1.

Table 3 HTTP Methods 

Method Description

CONNECT Reserved for proxy use.

DELETE Request to delete a resource.
Responses not cacheable.
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Streaming with RTSP
Streaming media servers can use the HTTP/TCP protocols as well as specialized protocols
such as the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). UDP does not do re-transmission or data-rate
management functionality, making it ideal for transmitting real-time audio and video data,
which can tolerate some lost packets. Streaming media servers can use an intelligent
retransmission scheme to ensure that only lost packets that can be sent to the client in time to
get played are retransmitted. 
A compressed media file is produced and copied to a specialized streaming media server
instead of a Web server. Data is sent to the client at the exact rate associated with the
compressed audio and video streams, rather than at a set rate. The server and the client
communicate during the delivery process allowing additional services to be applied. 
RTSP/RTP can dynamically respond to client feedback, adjusting delivery rates appropriately,
increasing the likelihood of uninterrupted viewing. Advanced features such as detailed
reporting of streams played, VCR controls (seek, fast-forward, rewind), live video delivery, and
delivery of multiple streams to the client are available. 
Because Web server streaming typically creates a local cached copy of every media file
played, there is no way to prevent end users from keeping the media. With an RTSP/RTP
delivery scheme, users can only stream data and cannot download a media file directly to their
hard disk. 

RTSP Methods
Table 4 describes the RTSP methods supported for Media Flow Controller in Release 2.0.1.

GET Retrieve the resource identified by the Request-URI. Responses are 
cacheable.

HEAD Obtain meta-information. Identical to GET except no message-body can be 
returned. Responses are cacheable.

OPTIONS Get available request/response options. Responses are not cacheable.

POST Request server action:
• annotate an existing resource
• post a message
• accept a block of data
• append data in a database
Responses are not cacheable without the Cache-Control or Expires header. 

PUT Request to store or create a resource.
Responses not cacheable.

TRACE Invoke a loop-back of the request, for testing or diagnosis. Not cacheable.

Table 4 RTSP Methods (C = client, S = Server) 

Method Direction Requirement Description

DESCRIBE C --> S Recommended Get description of media object

OPTION C --> S, S --> C REQUIRED Get available request/response options

PAUSE C --> S Recommended Halt delivery but keep state

Table 3 HTTP Methods  (continued from previous page)

Method Description
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Connection Pooling
A connection pool is a cache of database connections maintained so connections can be
reused for additional data requests. Connection pools enhance the performance of executing
requests made to a dynamic database-driven Website application. In connection pooling,
connections are placed in a pool and used over again so that a new connection does not have
to be established for each request. If all the connections are being used, a new connection is
made and is added to the pool. This cuts down on the amount of time a user must wait to
establish a connection.
You use the delivery protocol CLI commands to control connection pooling.

Hierarchical Caching
When Media Flow Controller fetches data from origin upon cache miss, it caches the data in its
local disks. Media Flow Controller implements an hierarchical caching mechanism that allows
it to serve up to 10Gbps of data with just 16GB of RAM and a combination of SSD, SAS, and
SATA storage. Media Flow Controller has its own optimized storage sub-system in which data
is placed intelligently so it can be read back for very fast delivery to end-users.
Media Flow Controller organizes data in a hierarchical fashion using a cache tier manager that
dynamically calculates the “hotness” of the data and places it in the right cache tier (see ““Hot”
Content (Short Tail vs. Long Tail)” on page 20 for explanation of hotness). RAM is the highest
tier, followed by SSD, SAS, and SATA, in that order. 
The disk speeds are calculated and assigned a tier in the cache hierarchy as part of the
initialization of Media Flow Controller. When data is accessed from origin, it is stored in the
lowest cache tier, and promoted to higher cache tiers as the hotness of the data increases. All
this is done automatically by Media Flow Controller.
Additionally, Media Flow Controller allows you to set cache ingestion and promotion
parameters (cache-ingest size-threshold and cache-promotion hotness-threshold) via
the analytics command to create policies for when to ingest, or promote, hot objects to cache
or the next highest cache tier, respectively. See “Terminology” on page 19 for definition of
“ingest.”
See Figure 3 next, for an illustration.

PLAY C --> S REQUIRED Start playback via the transport 
mechanism established with SETUP

SETUP C --> S REQUIRED Establish transport mechanism

TEARDOWN C --> S REQUIRED Remove state

Table 4 RTSP Methods (C = client, S = Server)  (continued from previous page)

Method Direction Requirement Description
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Figure 3 Media Flow Controller Cache Ingest and Promotion Process

AssuredFlow™
The AssuredFlow feature assures that Media Flow Controller provides the required bandwidth
for a connection so that media encoded at different bit-rates are delivered at approximately the
encoded bit-rate rather than the fastest possible. This helps optimize use of the available
bandwidth per session along with contributing to the viewing experience of the end user.
Assured-flow rate (AFR) is the parameter through which Media Flow Controller provides
customer control of the AssuredFlow feature. AFR is specified in Kbps, and its intent is to
ensure that Media Flow Controller reserves at least the set rate in bandwidth for each delivery
session. Clearly, the sum of AFR can't exceed the aggregate bandwidth of the server. To be
more specific, if an interface, say, GbE, has “n” sessions, AssuredFlow can guarantee that the
sum of AFR assigned to each session does not exceed the capacity of the GbE port, or
1Gbps. Juniper Networks recommends that the sum of AFR be set to 80% to 90% of the link
speed, for best performance. Further, the configured AFR should reflect the average
bandwidth the target origin server is set to deliver media. For example, if a portal delivers
video to users at an average rate of 750 Kbps, AFR should be set to reflect this value (e.g. 750
Kbps). Assured-flow rate can be set globally or through a virtual player configuration. Traffic is
served at the configured AFR, or the dynamic AFR set by the virtual player, up to the set
maximum session bandwidth. 
It is not uncommon to have portals set the logic in their player to signal the AFR on each
session. In that case, the signaled AFR overrides the configured AFR. AFR is disabled by
default, which means Media Flow Controller does not assure a delivery rate. When AFR is
disabled in Media Flow Controller, player-signaled AFR is still effective.
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Admission Control
Session admission control provides a mechanism to avoid bandwidth overload; this is an
important part of AssuredFlow. Before a new session is admitted, a series of checks across
various resources determines whether the session can be admitted. A new session is defined
as the first GET request received within a new network connection. Existing sessions are not
subject to this control. The following are the various checks that can reject a new session. 

1. A new connection is rejected if the incoming interface is already serving at its bandwidth 
limit. 

2. Once a new connection is accepted, the first GET request can be rejected (with an HTTP 
error code) during various stages of processing: 

a. The AFR for the request is based on the URL and/or other query parameters and 
Media Flow Controller can determine that this AFR cannot be serviced given the 
existing bandwidth being served on that port. 

b. Media Flow Controller can refuse to create the delivery task if it is out of processing 
resources. 

c. Media Flow Controller can return an error if it is out of memory resources. 
d. Media Flow Controller can return an error if meeting this request would exceed the 

capacity of the internal caches or origin libraries. 
Logging and statistics for which Media Flow Controller module refused session admission are
provided in the errorlog.

SmoothFlow™
SmoothFlow™ refers to the Quality of Experience (QoE) feature that Juniper Networks Media
Flow Controller can provide to viewers for uninterrupted video viewing. Last-mile bandwidth
fluctuations can cause buffering, or long pauses. Juniper Networks SmoothFlow technology
provides viewers a TV-like video viewing experience irrespective of last-mile bandwidth
fluctuations, by dynamically detecting available bandwidth and seamlessly switching the bit-
rate of a video being progressively downloaded over HTTP. Viewers with high bandwidth
connections receive videos at higher quality resolutions while viewers with lower bandwidth
connections receive videos encoded at bit-rates matching their available bandwidth. Media
Flow Controller always sends video data at the bit-rate that is appropriate to the available
bandwidth between the server and client at any point of time. 
Media Flow Controller SmoothFlow receives client-side signals from the client player providing
information about real-time resource utilization (for example, if the viewer starts a CPU-
intensive application while watching a video). In addition to SmoothFlow, such signals enable
Media Flow Controller to allow viewers to control their media playback experience using flow
commands such as fast forward, rewind, frame step, pause, etc., on a video that is currently
being downloaded. 
Media Flow Controller server-side intelligence, coupled with player feedback, allows Juniper
Networks Media Flow Controller to deliver a really high quality of viewing experience tailored
specifically to each viewer. Figure 4, next, illustrates a SmoothFlow deployment.
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Figure 4 SmoothFlow™ Deployment Overview

How SmoothFlow Works
SmoothFlow is based on a dual channel approach where one channel is used for video
delivery, and the other for control purposes to signal to Media Flow Controller adaptation
points for responding to bandwidth fluctuations. SmoothFlow technology is delivered via
progressive download over HTTP, providing the additional benefit that the consumer does not
need to download a custom player. As shown in Figure 4:

1. Content providers decide how many bit-rate profiles (differently encoded versions) of any 
one video they want to create. Each set of encoded bit-rate profiles must include a 
metadata file describing how many bit-rate profiles a video has and where they are stored; 
this file may be created by the provider, or auto-created, depending on the encoding 
procedure used. Together, the bit-rate profiles and the description file are the “asset.” 
Once the assets are created, they are pre-staged to an origin server, typically via FTP.

2. Next the publisher or encoder sends a properly configured Media Flow Controller a 
SmoothFlow processing request for the asset. This may be done with a script, depending 
on the encoding procedure used.

3. SmoothFlow reads the data file given in the processing request, obtains the video files, 
and processes them for delivery; this includes chunking the different bit-rate profiles, 
creating the internal metadata file for Media Flow Controller, and queuing the assets on 
the origin server.

4. Assets are delivered to the edge either upon cache miss or via a SmoothFlow virtual 
player. As the assets are delivered to the client players over the delivery channel, 
feedback hints to SmoothFlow are sent over the control channel telling Media Flow 
Controller when to switch to a different bit-rate profile.
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Network Connection
The network connection CLI commands let you specify how requests are handled. These
are global values and may be overridden by namespace custom virtual-player settings. You
can specify an assured-flow-rate, how many concurrent sessions to allow (Media Flow
Controller can support up to 40,000 concurrent sessions), the idle timeout for a connection,
and max-bandwidth (the maximum allowable bandwidth) for any one given session. If you do
not use a customized virtual player in your namespace, these values are used.

Namespace
The namespace feature allows you to classify different types of traffic based on a combination
of URL and FQDN, and apply separate delivery policies to each type of classified traffic. This
gives you a way to separate your video delivery traffic characteristics based on any given
variable in the stream/request being received by Media Flow Controller from the client. 
At a minimum, namespace configuration requires a domain (only one per namespace), an
origin-server (one per namespace unless using server-map), and delivery protocol
parameters (two, http and rtsp, are allowed per namespace). Options change per chosen
delivery protocol, but each require that match criteria (to refine delivery of incoming
requests). Additional parameters for origin-fetch, cache options, and so forth, are optional.
You can also further define control by assigning a configured virtual-player (overrides
network connection global defaults). The namespace is referenced via the URL in the HTTP
request directed to Media Flow Controller. For example; if you are serving content through
Media Flow Controller for media under the following directories from your origin library...

• example.com/videos/trg

• example.com/videos/UGC

• example.com/videos/premiumcontent

... you might create three namespaces: TRG, UGC, and Premium each with a different set of
delivery policies. For example, requests with a domain FQDN example.com and delivery
protocol http match uri of /video/premium would be processed according to the delivery
policies (uri-prefix, protocol, domain, origin-server, virtual-player, and so on) defined in the
namespace example as shown below (output of show namespace example):

Namespace: example
  Active: yes
  Precedence: 0
  Domain Name: example.com
  Proxy Mode: reverse
  Origin-Server: nfs://example.com:/vod/premium/
  Delivery Protocol: http
  Match Type:
      URI-Prefix - /video/premium

  Origin Fetch Configuration:
    Cache-Age (Default): 28800 (seconds)
    Cache Age Threshold: 60 (seconds)
    Cache-Directive: follow
    Object Size Threshold: NONE (Always Cached)
    Modify Date Header: deny

  Origin Request Configuration:
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    Cache-Revalidate: permit
      Use 'Date' Header when Last-Modified is not present: no
    Convert HEAD to GET: permit
    Host-header Inherit: permit
    Set X-Forwaded-For Header : yes

  Client-Request Configuration:
    Allow objects with a query-string to be cached: no

  Client-Response Configuration :

  Delivery Protocol: rtsp
  Match Type:
      URI-Prefix - /video/live

  Origin Fetch Configuration:
    Cache-Age (Default): 28800 (seconds)
    Cache Age Threshold: 60 (seconds)
    Cache-Directive: follow
    Object Size Threshold: NONE (Always Cached)

  Virtual Player: sfplayer

  Live Pub-Point Details:

  Pre-stage FTP Configuration:
    User: example_ftpuser

Virtual Player
Media Flow Controller provides a virtual player function that assists in media viewing
optimization. You can create any number of virtual players; they are utilized when assigned to
a namespace. Namespaces that are not assigned a virtual-player use the values set under
network connection for the same functions. Virtual players let you implement custom
delivery policies. There are five types of virtual players, described in this section. Type 0 has a
super-set of delivery options including hash verification of data; Type 1 has a subset of Type 0
delivery options, Type 2 lets you create an assured flow rate map to apply different delivery
rates per URI; Type 3 provides a subset of delivery options plus special health and hash
verification options; Type 4 provides SmoothFlow options and is required for SmoothFlow
delivery; Type 5 provides a subset of delivery options and YouTube-specific options. 

Type 0
The Type 0 player is generic and provides options for nearly all virtual player functions. 

• assured-flow—Assure that content is delivered at the specified rate (AFR), but no more 
than the set connection max-bandwidth. AFR is defined in a kilobits per second rate, 
auto (auto-calculate), or signaled with a query param. 

• connection max-bandwidth—Maximum allowable bandwidth for a session. The actual 
session bandwidth used does not exceed this value, even if there is available bandwidth in 
the link. When it is a full download, Media Flow Controller tries to allocate this value to the 
session. 

• fast-start—Deliver the 1st set of kilobytes at either the configured maximum session 
speed or the detected available bandwidth; or by a value determined by one of the fast-
start options: either a static size value, a static time value, or a query-string-parm name. 
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• full-download—Allow the delivery to download at the fastest possible speed, up to the 
set connection max-bandwidth and possibly exceeding the set assured-flow rate.

• hash-verify—Verify the authorization hash value specified in the URL query string. 

• seek—Implement seek (currently only for FLV media files) based on the value of query-
string-parm. This function allows the client player to seek a specific part of the media 
content; for example, to jump ahead a few minutes or go back a few minutes in the video. 

Type 1
The Type 1 player offers a subset of Media Flow Controller delivery options: assured-flow,
connection max-bandwidth, fast-start, hash-verify, and seek options (see Type 0 for
details).

Type 2
The Type 2 player includes connection max-bandwidth (see Type 0 for details) and the
type-2 specific rate-map attribute for assured flow. The rate-map rate argument extracts the
value from the URL to calculate the assured flow rate needed for each HTTP request. By
default, the match string (length must be 2 bytes) is extracted by going to the end of the URL
and skipping 12 Bytes from the end. The value in that location is mapped to the configured
rate in kbps. Example:

http://video.example.com/public/BBB87026/xy_750_1938344/
AC60E15B2A7C4A45AC4C1472E2AC0816_030000003F.flv

In the URL above, the value 03 (12 Bytes from the end of the URL) is extracted, and the
corresponding assured flow rate (1000Kbps) is applied. 

Type 3
The Type 3 virtual player includes assured-flow, connection max-bandwidth, and seek
options (see Type 0 for details) as well as these special options: 

• health-probe—Configure an external server to do health checks by making Media Flow 
Controller fetch data from origin and play it to the server initiating the health check. The 
signal that a given HTTP request is for a health probe is the health-probe query-string-
parm name. If that name value matches the following <string> value, the GET request is 
treated as a health probe. When servicing health probes, Media Flow Controller does not 
cache the data into disk or in buffer. Use virtual player <name> type 3 no health-probe 
to disable.

• req-auth—Compute MD-5 hash of query string parameters representing stream-id, 
auth-id, a configured shared-secret, and time-interval; and match the computed value 
with the specified match query-string-parm <string>. The HTTP GET proceeds if the 
computed MD-5 hash matches; if there is no match, the session is rejected. Use virtual 
player <name> type 3 no req-auth to disable.

Type 4
The type 4 player configures SmoothFlow. It is a requirement of SmoothFlow that this virtual 
player be configured and used through a configured namespace. The Type 4 virtual player 
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includes connection max-bandwidth, hash-verify, and seek options (see Type 0 for details) 
as well as these special options: 

• control-point—Specify either server or player for smooth flow signaling. If server, 
then Media Flow Controller detects the bandwidth variations at the client side and adjusts 
the bit-rate of the video accordingly. If player, then the player at the client side explicitly 
signals the bandwidth changes and Media Flow Controller adjusts the bit-rate of the video 
accordingly.

• signals—Set triggers for delivery functions; use virtual player <name> type 4 no 
signals to disable.
• session-id query-string-parm—Specify a query-string-parm name to set the 

session ID; default is sid. Session ID is the way you bind the control session that 
signals the bandwidth change with the data channel.

• state query-string-parm—Specify a query-string-parm name to set 
SmoothFlow state; default is sf. The values this query param take signal various 
function calls to SmoothFlow. 

• profile query-string-parm—Specify a query param name to set the media 
bit-rate profile; default is pf.

Type 5
The Type 5 player is designed for YouTube and offers a subset of Media Flow Controller
delivery options: assured-flow, connection max-bandwidth, fast-start, seek (see Type 0
for details), and YouTube-specific options for identifying the requested video, video-id, and its
format, format-tag.
Note! Type 5 virtual-player cannot be configured through the Management Console in
Release 2.0.1; it can only be configured through the CLI.

Media Flow Manager
Media Flow Controller can be managed by the Media Flow Managerappliance; to configure
this you use the Web-based interface or the cmc commands. Using Media Flow Manager, you
can manage individual Media Flow Controllers, or you can group Media Flow Controllers, and
apply saved configurations, called “profiles,” to individual nodes or configured groups. For
details, see the Media Flow Manager Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command Reference.
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CHAPTER 3

Media Flow Controller Configuration Tasks

This chapter describes how to complete the basic configuration of the Media Flow Controller
appliance to get it integrated and running, and also provides information on advanced
configuration options.

Media Flow Controller is a network appliance and the network parameters must be configured 
first, as any network appliance. Before you begin, you will need to know:

• Hostnames/IP addresses (including but not limited to, Subnet Mask, Default Gateway, 
DNS servers, and NTP servers) for the Media Flow Controller traffic and management 
ports (eth0 is default management port, eth1 is the recommended origin-fetch interface).

• Hostnames/IP addresses for external servers such as origin servers/libraries, logging, 
SNMP, SSH, or storage servers. In order to configure the (required) namespace, you must 
know the uri-prefix (see uri-prefix for definition), domain name, and origin server FQDN 
(fully qualified domain name) or IP address, at a minimum. This information tells Media 
Flow Controller where to fetch media from and how to handle it.

• Domain names for the Media Flow Controller to resolve unqualified hostnames.

• The users you want to be able to administer or monitor Media Flow Controller, their email 
addresses (for event email notifications), and the authentication/authorization schemes 
you want to use; these schemes can be complicated and should be prepared by an 
expert.

• The query params that you use in URLs to pass information, if you expect to configure a 
virtual player (not required). Many content delivery networks (CDNs) have proprietary 
query params already defined.

You should also have a good understanding of the types of content that you serve and their
optimal delivery rates, the protocols that you use for delivery, and the general bandwidths of
delivery connections that you want to maintain. 
In order to get Media Flow Controller up and running, these topics are covered:

• Configuration Methods

• First Time Login

• Basic (System) Configurations

• Policy Configurations

• Advanced Configurations

• How To (configuration examples)
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Configuration Methods
This section describes Media Flow Controller configuration methods; either at the command 
line interface (CLI) or Management Console (Web UI).

Configuring with the Command Line Interface (CLI) 
Media Flow Controller CLI is modal; that is, depending on what mode you are in, you can 
execute different commands. When you log into the management shell over SSH (or 
optionally TELNET, if enabled; not recommended) you are in the lowest tier, Standard mode; 
show, help, EXEC, diagnostic commands and a few others can be entered. You get into 
Enable mode by entering the enable command. In Enable mode you can display current 
configurations but not make configurations. You need to enter Configuration mode in order to 
make any changes:

1. At the prompt, enter enable to change to Enable mode.

2. Now enter config terminal to change to Configuration mode. 

3. To get a brief description of the usage of any command, type the command followed by a 
question mark (?); to see the parameters and syntax for any command, type the command 
followed by a space and a question mark (?). To exit an over-long list, type q.

Note! The prompt begins with the hostname of the system (or mfd-unconfigured if hostname
has not been set). What follows depends on the command mode. For example, if the
hostname is "test-vos". The prompts for each of the modes would be:

test-vos >              (Standard mode)
test-vos #              (Enable mode)
test-vos (config) #     (Config mode)

Commands that succeed do not print any response. The next thing you see after pressing
Enter is the command prompt.
If an error is encountered in executing a command, the response begins with "% ", followed by
some text describing the error.

Configuring with the Management Console
To configure Media Flow Controller using the Media Flow Controller Management Console,
the Web UI and HTTP access to it must be enabled. Note that these settings are enabled by
default; however, if you need to re-enable them, you must use the CLI web commands.
Note! When using the Management Console, click Apply at the bottom of each section or
page and Save at the top of the page to make the changes persist past the current session.

First Time Login
To log into the system command line interface (CLI) for the first time, you need the IP address
assigned the interface.

1. Open an SSH session and enter the Media Flow Controller management IP address or 
hostname, or open a serial console session with the console server IP address and port, 
to connect. 
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2. Log in with these default credentials (there is no default password).
User: admin

To log into the Management Console (Web UI), just navigate to the configured Media Flow
Controller IP address, specify the management port (:8080), and use the same login
credentials. The Management Console has a subset of the CLI commands, but is good for
simple or First Day configurations. Example: 

http://192.168.1.100:8080.

Enable Mode, Configure Mode
Enter and leave enable, standard, and configure CLI modes. 

1. Enter enable mode, if the user account was set up with the privileges to do so.
enable

2. Leave enable mode.
disable

3. Enter configuration mode from enable mode (must be in enable mode first), if the current 
user account has the privileges to do so. Note there is no mechanism to prevent multiple 
users from being in configuration mode simultaneously.
configure terminal

4. Exit configuration mode and return to enable mode. Use either: 
exit
no configure
CTRL+d

5. Exit the current mode. From configuration mode, go to enable mode. From enable or 
standard mode, log out of the system and close the window. Note to go from enable 
mode to standard mode, use disable as described above in Step 2.
exit

Basic (System) Configurations
You begin by getting the Media Flow Controller appliance connected to your network, 
configuring system parameters, authentication/authorization schemes and parameters, users, 
and email notifications. You may also want to configure link aggregation or bonding. For CLI 
details see Chapter 6, “Media Flow Controller CLI Commands.” 
Note! Some of these configurations may have already been done at installation.
Important! Save your settings after each configuration by typing write memory.

Example Interface Configuration
Table 5, next, provides an example configuration. In Table 5, and Figure 5, the wiring logic is:

• Eth 0: Running SNMP, sending analytics to another machine, Web management, SSH, 
and Telnet; connected to your internal network.

• Eth 1: Upstream fetching content from origin; connected to the network that connects to 
the origin server.
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• Eth 2 - 5: Service traffic; connected to the public Internet. These interfaces must have IP 
addresses. 

 

Figure 5 Example Connectivity

Table 5 Example Machine Setup of Management and Traffic Ports 

Interface Connectivity IP Address Subnet Mask Open 
Ports

Internet 
Access Purpose

Eth 0 onboard 192.168.1.100 255.255.255.0 8080, 22 yes Management

Eth 1 onboard 172.20.46.10* 255.255.255.0 80 yes Origin fetch

Eth 2 PCIe card 10.1.1.11 255.255.255.0 80 n/a Traffic

Eth 3 PCIe card 10.1.2.11 255.255.255.0 80 n/a Traffic

Eth 4 PCIe card 10.1.3.11 255.255.255.0 80 n/a Traffic

Eth 5 PCIe card 10.1.4.11 255.255.255.0 80 n/a Traffic

LO** onboard 192.168.1.101 255.255.255.0 80, 22 yes Management

*Eth0 AND Eth1 can be on the same subnet; this examples indicates they are not.
**LO stands for “Lights Out” remote management. 
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Note! Typically Eth0 and Eth1 are the first two interfaces you use; these are usually the first
two network ports built into the system—either part of the system board, or the first add-in card
or module. 

Management Interfaces
Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller supports two management interfaces (LO and Eth0); 
illustrated in Figure 5, above.
Out-of-band management (aka lights-out) involves the use of a dedicated management
channel for device maintenance. It allows you to monitor and manage servers and other
network equipment by remote control regardless of whether the machine is powered on.
You can set up out-of-band management through the BIOS.
Important! Media Flow Controller does not support RAID arrays.

Configuring Interfaces, Hostname, Domain List, DNS, and Default Gateway
When Media Flow Controller initializes, the on-board Ethernet interfaces are numbered Eth0,
Eth1, and so on, up to Eth9. When a NIC, dual- or quad- port, is attached to the server, the 1st
NIC (goes by PCI channel number) gets interface names Eth10, Eth11, and so on to Eth19.
Second NIC gets the names Eth20, Eth21, and so on to Eth29; it is assumed that only up to 10
Ethernet interfaces per NIC exist. See the Media Flow Controller Installation Guide, chapter 2
“Assigning eth0 and eth1” section for more information.
Tip! Wherever there is a zero BIT in the netmask, there must be a zero BIT in the IP address
for the route. For example:

192.168.4.0 /24 or 192.168.0.0 /16 
Tip! You may want to temporarily change the CLI default logout time (900 = 15 minutes); to do
this, use the command below.

cli session auto-logout <seconds>

1. Configure interface IP addresses for management (eth0), and origin fetch (eth1). Later, 
use the delivery protocol commands to configure traffic interfaces as needed (described 
in “Policy Configurations”). It is important to keep the traffic ports separate from the origin 
fetch ports for proper functioning of assured-flow, if used. Use show interfaces to verify.
interface <interface_name> ip address <mangagement_IP_address> 

<netmask_or_length>
Note! It is important that eth0 be configured as the management interface. You can 
ensure this during installation with the eth-setup command; however, if you have 
completed installation and discover that your licenses are no good, it may be because 
eth0 has not been set. To do this at the command line, first discover which interface has 
been assigned an IP address and then assign it as the management interface:
show interfaces
management interface

2. Since delivery changes have been made, restart the delivery service (mod-delivery). 
service restart mod-delivery

3. Configure hostname, domain list (to resolve unqualified hostnames), and name server (DNS). 
Use show hosts to verify. 
hostname <name_for_the_appliance>
ip domain-list <domain_name_for_resolving_hostnames> ...
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ip name-server <DNS_server_IP_address>

4. Configure the default gateway. Use show ip default-gateway to verify.
ip default-gateway <default_gateway_IP_address>
Example:
test-vos (config) # show interface 
<aa:bb:cc:dd:ee:ff>       Set a mac-address for eth0
00:0c:29:44:31:c9
N/A
test-vos (config) # management interface 100:0c:29:44:31:c9
test-vos (config) # interface eth0 ip address 123.45.10.9 /24
test-vos (config) # hostname test-vos
test-vos (config) # ip domain-list example.local
test-vos (config) # ip name-server 172.19.172.1
test-vos (config) # ip default-gateway 123.45.10.1
test-vos (config) # service restart mod-delivery

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the System Config tab
and use the page links on the left; see System Config Tab for details.

Cut and Paste Interface CLI Configuration
You can copy this series of commands, plug in your variables, and save them to a file to re-
use as needed.

enable
configure terminal
interface eth0 ip address <IP_address> {<netmask> | <mask_length>}
hostname <name>
ip domain-list <domain_name_for_resolving_hostnames> ...
ip name-server <IP_address>
ip default-gateway <IP_address>
service restart mod-delivery
write memory

Configuring System Clock and Banner
Configure an NTP (network time protocol) server OR system clock and timezone. Proper time
configuration is required for accurate functioning.

1. Configure NTP server. Use show ntp to verify.
ntp server 123.45.10.8
Example:
test-vos (config) # ntp server 123.45.10.7
Alternately, configure the system clock, and timezone. Use show clock to verify.
clock set <hh:mm:ss> [<yyyy/mm/dd>]
clock timezone <zone> [<zone_word>] [<zone_word>] ...
Example:
test-vos (config) # clock set 15:51:30
test-vos (config) # clock timezone America North United_States Pacific

2. Optionally, configure banners. There are two banners you can set: motd (message of the 
day) and login. In the CLI, both display at the command line when you log in; in the 
Management Console, only the login message displays, on the login page. Multi-word 
messages must be surrounded by quotes. Use show host and show banner to verify.
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banner [login <message_string>] [banner motd <message_string>]
Example:
test-vos (config) # banner login “Welcome to Media Flow Controller”
test-vos (config) # banner motd “Please note new link bonding commands”

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the System Config tab
and use the page links on the left; see System Config > Date and Time  and System Config
> NTP for details.

Link Bonding, and Static Routes Options
Configure link bonding (aggregation), and static routes. Media Flow Controller supports three
bonding modes:

• balance-rr—”Round robin” mode. Sends TCP/IP packets belonging to the same 
session across multiple links. Out-of-order TCP packets coming through different links are 
retransmitted; supports load balancing and failover.

• balance-xor-layer3+4— Traffic to a particular network peer goes across multiple links, 
although packets belonging to a single connection/session do not span multiple links; 
supports load balancing and failover. Link selection based on TCP port + IP address.

• link-agg-layer3+4—Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP). Allows the automatic 
negotiation of port bundling to form a single logical channel between LACP-enabled links; 
supports load balancing and failover.

Media Flow Controller Load Balancing (LB) Direct Server Return (DSR) Guidelines
In order to implement DSR in Media Flow Controller, the following configurations are required.

• Server load balancer (SLB) and Media Flow Controller must be Layer 2 adjacent.

• Media Flow Controller must have the destination virtual IP address (VIP) configured on a 
loopback or a network interface that will not broadcast that IP address on the network.

• Media Flow Controller must not GARP (gratuitous address resolution protocol) the VIP 
address with its own MAC (media access control) address.

• The return response from Media Flow Controller must bypass the SLB.

• Response from Media Flow Controller routed to host not Layer 2 adjacent, via configured 
route or gateway.

Examples:

• L4 LB + DSR: This is one of the most popular modes as it allows deployment with an 
inexpensive load balancer. DSR allows the return data (response) to go from Media Flow 
Controller to the client directly. This allows scaling from to 10Gbps with a relatively 
inexpensive LB. The LB itself need not scale to 10Gbps; as long as it has enough 
bandwidth to handle the rate of incoming requests, this provides a good solution.

• L7 LB: DSR doesn't work in this case. The LB has to match the sum of the capacity of all 
the Media Flow Controllers to which the LB is load-balancing. However, rich L7 policies 
based on URI, header etc. can be built on LB, and traffic steering can be done in a more 
flexible way. 

See Figure 6, “Direct Server Return,” next for illustration.
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Figure 6 Direct Server Return

Configuring Link Bonding and Static Routes
Bond interfaces to create a port-channel or aggregated link for load distribution across links
and increased link availability. Example shows bonding interfaces eth10 and eth11 as a
named bonded interface “0”. In this way, layer 2 packets are distributed across the defined
links for load distribution; if one of the links fail, the other links take over the media delivery.
Once you have created the bonded interface, you can use the delivery protocol command to
assign it as a traffic interface and set its listen port, if needed. 

1. Create the bond interface with a name and specify a mode. Note! The CLI displays 
several options for bond <bond_interface> mode that are not supported. Only balance-
rr (“round robin”), balance-xor-layer3+4 (Non-LACP), and link-agg-layer3+4 (LACP) are 
supported modes.
bond <name_for_virtual_interface> mode <bond_mode>

2. Add interfaces to bond; repeat as needed.
interface <interface_name> <virtual_interface_name>

3. Assign the new bonded interface as a traffic interface and set non-default (80) listen ports, 
if needed; up to 64 ports can be assigned. Note! Once you assign a traffic interface, 
Media Flow Controller accepts traffic only on those assigned interfaces (up to 10); by 
default, Media Flow Controller accepts traffic on all interfaces.
delivery protocol http interface <bonded_interface_name>
delivery protocol http listen port <port> <port> <port>
Example:
test-vos (config) # bond 0 mode balance-rr
test-vos (config) # interface eth10 bond 0
test-vos (config) # interface eth11 bond 0
test-vos (config) # delivery protocol http interface bond 0 eth12 eth13
test-vos (config) # delivery protocol http listen port 80 81 82
test-vos (config) # show bonds
Bonded Interface 0:
   Enabled:            yes
   Mode:               balance-rr
   Link Monitor Time:  100
   Interfaces:
      eth10
      eth11
test-vos (config) #
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4. Set the IP address for the bonded interface.
test-vos (config) # interface 0 <IP_address>

5. Optionally, configure static routes and ensure a static host mapping for the defined 
hostname. Note ip route only works on devices that already have an IP address 
assigned. Use show ip route to verify. 
ip route <network_prefix> {<netmask> | <mask_length>} {next_hop_IP_address 

| interface_name>}
ip map-hostname
Example:
test-vos (config) # ip route 123.45.10.0 /24 eth0

6. Since delivery changes have been made, restart the delivery service. 
service restart mod-delivery

Note! Bonded interfaces show Speed and Duplex as UNKNOWN in show interfaces output;
this is not an error condition.

Authentication/Authorization and Users Options
Several configurations or tasks can use an already configured authentication/authorization
scheme (AAA, namespace pre-staging, users, file transfers, etc.). Authentication schemes can
be complex to configure—this section does not attempt to guide you through the configuration
steps for setting authentication or AAA options, but provides references to the CLI commands.
Before configuring any authentication/authorization schemes, you must have this information:
the hostname or IP address of the authenticating server, and a shared secret for
authentication.

About MD5, SHA1, AES-128, and DES
The first two, md5 and sha1 are cryptographic hash algorithms.

• md5—Message-Digest algorithm 5. Considered somewhat faster but less secure than 
sha1, but still supported for legacy systems. Generates a 128-bit (16 byte) hash.

• sha1—Secure Hash algorithm 1. Considered more secure than md5 but still vulnerable to 
collision attacks. Generates a 160-bit (20 byte) hash.

The second two, AES-128 and DES are encryption standards used to encrypt and un-encyrpt
data.

• AES-128—Advanced Encryption Standard; 128 is a specific “block cipher.” AES is a 
newer standard than DES and considered much more secure. Generates a 128 bit 
encryption key. AES is an asymmetric encryption algorithm which means the sender uses 
the public key of the receiver to encrypt the message and the receiver uses it's private key 
to decrypt the message.

• DES—Data Encryption Standard. This standard is older than AES-128 and considered 
less secure than AES-128 but still supported for legacy systems using it. Generates 56 
bits encryption key. DES is a symmetric encryption algorithm which means that you use 
the same key to encrypt and decrypt the message.
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About User Accounts
 The system comes initially with three accounts already created:

• admin—Full privileges to do anything on the system.

• juniper_probe_ftpuser—The auto-created user for CMC probes.

• cmcrendv—Default CMC user.

• monitor—Privileges to read almost everything on the system, and perform some actions, 
but cannot modify configurations.

These accounts are both enabled, and by default have no password required for login (except
cmcrendv, a new account/capability not fully supported in Release 2.0.1)
 There are five states an account may be in:

• “Account disabled” (not listed in /etc/passwd). The admin account cannot be disabled.
username foo disable       

• “Local password login disabled” (hashed password set to "*"). There is no locally-
configured password to permit the user to log in. The user may still log in using an SSH 
authorized key if one is installed, or remote authentication (e.g. RADIUS or TACACS+). 
The admin account may not be in this state unless it has an SSH authorized key installed.
username foo disable password

• “All password login disabled” (hashed password set to "!!"). No CLI command for this; the 
hashed password must be set to “!!”. Same as "Local password login disabled" (above) 
except that the user cannot be remotely authenticated (e.g. by a RADIUS or TACACS+ 
server). The user may still log in using an SSH authorized key if one is installed. The 
admin account may not be in this state unless it has an SSH authorized key installed.

• “Local password set”. The user can log in by typing the password whose hashed version 
we have stored. This won't be necessary if an SSH authorized key is installed, or if a 
remote auth server comes earlier in the authentication order.
username foo password mypassword

• “No password required for login” (hashed password set to ""). Anyone can log into this 
account without providing authentication. The admin and monitor accounts begin in this 
state (unless overridden by set defaults), but should be changed for better security.
username foo nopassword

Configuring User Accounts
1. Configure authentication/authorization: see radius-server and/or tacacs-server for CLI 

details. 

2. Once your authentication settings are made, configure authentication and authorization 
parameters such as setting the default login authentication order and default authorization 
mapping for local and remote users. See aaa for CLI details. 

3. Configure users. Media Flow Controller provides three capability sets for users: admin 
(full privileges), monitor (can view configurations but make no changes), and unpriv 
(very limited command access); see username for CLI details. In addition to the 
capabilities, you can set password options and disable a user account. Use show 
usernames to verify.
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a. Add a user and specify the capability; note users are added with admin privileges.
username <username> capability <capability>
b. Delete a user.
no username <username>
c. Disable a user’s password; this does not remove the user or the password.
username <username> disable password
d. For a defined user, allow no password.
username <username> nopassword
e. For a defined user, set a password. If no password is specified the user logs in with no 

password; if 0 is specified, enter a password in cleartext (the system encrypts it using 
the DES algorithm) and the user logs in with that password; if 7 is specified, you must 
enter the previously-created, DES encrypted password for that user at the command 
line. Important! Media Flow Controller default admin user does not have a default 
password; set an admin password to secure and restrict administration.

username password [ 0 <cleartext_password> | 7 <encrypted_password> | 
<cleartext_password>]

Example:
test-vos (config) # username bobo capability unpriv
test-vos (config) # username bobo password 12345
test-vos (config) # username bobo disable password
test-vos (config) # username bobo nopassword

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the System Config tab.
Use the Users and Authentication pages; see System Config > AAA (authentication) and
System Config > Users for details.

Email Notification Options
The email commands allow you to set email addresses for notifications for specified, pre-
defined, events. You can also enable autosupport emails: when certain failures occur Juniper
Networks support automatically receives an email. Additionally, you can specify return
address and host for emails, set the mailhub and mailhub port, and sent a test email. See
email for CLI details. Email class options are as follows:

• failure events: process-crash, unexpected-shutdown.

• info events: liveness-failure, process-exit, cpu-util-ok, cpu-util-high, disk-space-ok, disk-
space-low. Note, these disk events are not cache related.

Email event name options are:

• process-crash—A process in the system has crashed.

• process-exit—A process in the system unexpectedly exited.

• liveness-failure—A process in the system was detected hung.

• cpu-util-high—CPU utilization has risen too high.

• cpu-util-ok—CPU utilization has fallen back to normal levels.

• paging-high—Paging activity has risen too high.

• paging-ok—Paging activity has fallen back to normal levels.

• disk-space-low—File system free space has fallen too low.

• disk-space-ok—File system free space is back in the normal range.
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• memusage-high—Memory usage has risen too high.

• memusage-ok—Memory usage has fallen back to acceptable levels.

• netusage-high—Network utilization has risen too high.

• netusage-ok—Network utilization has fallen back to acceptable levels.

• disk-io-high—Disk I/O per second has risen too high.

• disk-io-ok—Disk I/O per second has fallen back to acceptable levels.

• smart-warning—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.

• unexpected-shutdown—Unexpected system shutdown.

• interface-up—An interface’s link state has changed to UP.*

• interface-down—An interface’s link state has changed to DOWN.*

• cpu-util-ave-high—Average CPU utilization has risen too high.

• cpu-util-ave-ok—Average CPU utilization has fallen back to normal levels.

* Can be added to info events class (see below) with email notify event <event_name>.

Configuring Email (Fault) Notifications
1. Configure who should receive email event notifications. The class option lets you simply 

choose a class of events for the specified recipients. The event option lets you add 
specified events to the info event class. The detail option only applies to process crash 
events; by default it is enabled. 
email notify recipient <email_address> [class {[failure] [info]}] [detail]
email notify event <event_name>

2. Set domain (default is configured ip domain-list), mailhub (SMTP server), mailhub-
port, return address, and include or exclude (with no) the return host in email notifications 
(default is include). Note! The mailhub option must be sent for notifications to work.
email domain {<hostname> | <IP_address>}
email mailhub {<hostname> | <IP_address>}
email malhub-port <port_number>
email return-addr <username>
email return-host 

3. Disable or enable event emails sent to Juniper Networks for certain pre-configured events; 
default is enabled. Use no email autosupport enable to disable. 
email autosupport enable

4. Manage undeliverable emails. Use cleanup max-age to set when to permanently delete.
dead-letter enable [cleanup max-age <duration>]

5. Send a test email to all the configured email notify recipients.
email send-test

6. To verify configurations.
show email
Example:
test-vos (config) # email notify recipient bobo@example.com
test-vos (config) # email notify event disk-io-high
test-vos (config) # email domain example.com
test-vos (config) # email mailhub mailgate1.example.com
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test-vos (config) # email mailhub-port 22
test-vos (config) # email return-addr support@example.com
test-vos (config) # email return-host
test-vos (config) # email autosupport enable
test-vos (config) # email dead-letter enable
test-vos (config) # show email

Mail hub:       mailgate1.example.com
Mail hub port:  22
Domain:         example.com
Return address: support@example.com
Include hostname in return address: yes

Dead Letter settings:
  Save dead.letter files: yes
  Dead letter max-age: (none)

Failure events for which emails will be sent:
  process-crash: A process in the system has crashed
  smart-warning: Smartd warnings
  unexpected-shutdown: Unexpected system shutdown

Informational events for which emails will be sent:
  liveness-failure: A process in the system was detected as hung
  process-exit: A process in the system unexpectedly exited
  cpu-util-ok: CPU utilization has fallen back to normal levels
  cpu-util-high: CPU utilization has risen too high
  disk-io-ok: Disk I/O per second has fallen back to acceptable levels
  disk-io-high: Disk I/O per second has risen too high
  disk-space-ok: Filesystem free space is back in the normal range
  disk-space-low: Filesystem free space has fallen too low
  netusage-ok: Network utilization has fallen back to acceptable levels
  netusage-high: Network utilization has risen too high
  memusage-ok: Memory usage has fallen back to acceptable levels
  memusage-high: Memory usage has risen too high
  cpu-util-ave-ok: Average CPU utilization has fallen back to normal levels
  cpu-util-ave-high: Average CPU utilization has risen too high
  paging-ok: Paging activity has fallen back to normal levels
  paging-high: Paging activity has risen too high

Email notification recipients:
  bobo@example.com (all events, in detail)

Autosupport emails
  Enabled: yes
  Recipient:
    support@example.com
  Mail hub:
    mail.example.com
  Events to send:
    process-crash: A process in the system has crashed
    liveness-failure: A process in the system was detected as hung
    smart-warning: Smartd warnings
test-vos (config) #

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the System Config tab.
Use the Faults page for email notifications; see System Config > Faults for details.
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Configuring CMC (Central Management Console) Options
Media Flow Controller has the ability to be managed by a Media Flow Manager appliance. To
setup your Media Flow Controller to be managed, use the CMC Clients page via the
Management Console; see System Config > CMC for details.

1. All Media Flow Controllers are enabled for CMC management by default. If you want to 
ensure that this Media Flow Controller cannot be managed by CMC, de-select the Enable 
CMC Client checkbox.

2. Rendezvous is a mechanism by which properly configured Media Flow Controllers can 
find a Media Flow Manager and request management. For rendezvous to work, it must be 
enabled on the client (the Media Flow Controller) and on the CMC server (the Media Flow 
Manager). Select the Automatic Rendezvous checkbox to do this. When rendezvous is 
configured on the client and enabled on the server, the client periodically sends out 
requests to the configured CMC Server Address asking to be managed. Currently, cmc 
is the only option for the CMC Service Name.

3. Click Apply to complete CMC client setup; Cancel to return settings to their previous 
state. Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots.

4. Use the CMC Status area to verify whether or not this Media Flow Controller is currently 
being managed by a CMC server and to check Rendezvous status of requests. Click 
Refresh Status to check for the latest data; click Rendezvous Now to force a rendezvous 
request from this client to the configured CMC server.

Applying the Media Flow Controller License
Media Flow Controller comes unlicensed and by default can only support 10 connections at
200Kbps each; it is a 40Mbps delivery system. Neither the number of sessions or the session
rate (network connection parameters) is configurable without the Media Flow Controller
license.
Once you install Media Flow Controller, contact Juniper Networks to obtain the Media Flow
Controller license for normal operations. You need to provide the node ID, which is the MAC
address of Eth0 interface; use show interface eth0 to find the hardware (HW MAC) address.
Based on this Juniper Networks will provide you a license key. After installing the license you
get full feature capability. 
See license for CLI details.

1. Install a license.
license install <license_key>

2. Delete a license
license delete <license_key>

3. View installed licenses, including expiration dates.
show licenses
Example:
test-vos (config) # show license
No licenses have been configured.
test-vos-cl65 (config) # show network
Network time out (seconds)                   : 60
Maximum concurrent sessions                  : 10
Per Session assured flow rate (Kbits/sec)    : 0
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Per Session Maximum bandwidth (Kbits/sec)    : 200
test-vos (config) # license install LK2-MFD-413E-5N42-3EE6-4381-GLL8-CE98
test-vos (config) # show license
License 1: LK2-MFD-413E-5N42-3EE6-4381-GLL8-CE98
   Feature:          Media Flow Controller
   Valid:            yes
   Start date:       2009/03/15 (ok)
   End date:         2009/06/30 (ok)
   Tied to MAC addr: 00:1E:C9:FF:0C:FA (ok)
   Active:           yes
test-vos-cl65 (config) # show network
Network time out (seconds)                   : 60
Maximum concurrent sessions                  : 5000
Per Session assured flow rate (Kbits/sec)    : 0
Per Session Maximum bandwidth (Kbits/sec)    : 0
test-vos-cl65 (config) #

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the System Config tab.
Use the Licensing page; see System Config > Licensing for details.

Policy Configurations
Once you have your appliance network connections and basic settings configured, you are 
ready to start configuring Media Flow Controller policy settings. Important! For namespaces, 
you must configure domain, match, origin-server, and status activation, at a minimum. For 
CLI details see Chapter 6, “Media Flow Controller CLI Commands.” 
Note! Any time network configuration changes are made the delivery service (mod-delivery)
must be restarted with service restart mod-delivery. This includes initial configurations after
installation. In the Management Console, do this on the EZconfig page.
Important! Save your settings after each configuration by typing write memory in the CLI; in
the Management Console, click Save in the upper right corner of each page.

Network Connection Options
Configure network connection settings (global Media Flow Controller defaults). Note the
assured-flow-rate and max-bandwidth options are available in virtual-player
configurations. Virtual-player configurations override network connection configurations.

Using network connection assured-flow
Assured Flow™ is a function using the values set for max-bandwidth, concurrent session,
and assured-flow rate (AFR). AFR is the rate that Media Flow Controller provisions at the
network level. For example, if a video encoded at 800 Kbps needs to be transferred over
HTTP that uses TCP/IP over Ethernet, you must account for the overheads of the HTTP, TCP,
IP, and Ethernet protocols. Usually, HTTP + TCP + IP + Ethernet overheads amount to 10 to
15%. With this in mind, AFR for a video encoded at 800 Kbps should be set to 900Kbps or
slightly higher. See “AssuredFlow™” on page 35 for more information.
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Configuring Network Connection
Use this command to set a global assured-flow-rate, concurrent session, idle timeout, and
max-bandwidth limits. See network for CLI details. 

1. Configure global network assured-flow-rate (minimum rate for a given session); default, 0 
(zero), means assured flow is disabled (no minimum rate is provisioned). See 
“AssuredFlow™” on page 35 for detailed description.
network connection assured-flow-rate {0 | <kbps>}

2. Important! Configure global network concurrent session limit; default is 10 (without Media 
Flow Controller license), 5000 (with Media Flow Controller license). The Media Flow 
Controller license changes the default.
network connection concurrent session {5000 | <integer>}

3. Configure global network socket idled-out time in seconds; this is the time the network 
waits before closing the connection when no data is in session on a connection. 
network connection idle timeout <seconds>

4. Configure global network maximum allowed bandwidth (burst rate); even if there is 
available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow Controller does not allocate more than this 
value for a session. When there is a full download, Media Flow Controller tries to allocate 
this value to the session; default is 200 without Media Flow Controller license, 0 kbps 
(unbounded) with Media Flow Controller license. The Media Flow Controller license 
changes the default.
network connection max-bandwidth {0 | <kbps>}

5. To verify configurations.
show network

6. Save configuration settings.
write memory
Example:
test-vos (config) # network connection assured-flow-rate 2000
test-vos (config) # network connection concurrent session 4000
test-vos (config) # network connection idle timeout 900
test-vos (config) # network connection max-bandwidth 2000
test-vos (config) # show network

Network time out (seconds) : 900
Maximum concurrent sessions : 10
Per Session assured flow rate (Kbits/sec): 2000
Per Session Maximum bandwidth (Kbits/sec): 2000

Network Access-Control PERMIT list: NONE

Network Access-Control DENY list: NONE

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the Service Config tab,
Delivery Network page; see Service Config > Delivery Network for details.

Delivery Protocol Options
These are the ports on the Media Flow Controller that receive and deliver media. These ports
typically have Internet access, and should be connected with highest-quality cables. See
Table 5, “Example Machine Setup of Management and Traffic Ports for an example. 
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Configuring Delivery Protocol
The delivery protocol command lets you specify what protocols to use for media delivery and
manipulate headers; in Release 2.0.1 http and rtsp are allowed values. By default, Media Flow
Controller listens on all interfaces; if you set specific traffic interfaces, only those are used for
traffic. See delivery for CLI details.

1. Media Flow Controller supports known HTTP methods (GET, POST, TRACE, CONNECT, 
OPTIONS, DELETE, PUT) always. To add support for http request methods, use allow-
req and specify up to 16 custom request methods. Use any to permit Media Flow 
Controller to tunnel any request. Default is none, only the known methods listed above are 
allowed. Use no to remove the specified method(s).
delivery protocol http allow-req all

2. Optionally, disable/enable connection pooling (enabled by default) and set parameters; for 
delivery protocol http only.
delivery protocol http conn-pool origin {enable | disable}

a. Use max-conn to limit the maximum allowed pooled connection; default is 256, 
maximum allowed is 2048.

b. Use timeout to set a pooled connection timeout; default is 300 seconds, maximum 
allowed is 86,4000 seconds (24 hours).

3. Optionally, configure interfaces for Media Flow Controller traffic; once configured, Media 
Flow Controller accepts traffic on those interfaces only. Applies to both http and rtsp 
delivery protocols. Up to 10 interfaces can be specified.
delivery protocol [http | rtsp] interface <interface_name>...

4. Optionally, configure listen ports for the traffic interfaces as needed; default is port 80 for 
http, port 554 for rtsp. By default, Media Flow Controller listens on all ports. 
delivery protocol http listen port <port>

5. Optionally, set the maximum request length (domain + URI + Query Params + Headers), 
in characters/bytes, for incoming requests (http delivery protocol only). Default is 16384 
bytes; maximum allowed value is 32768. Incoming requests with lengths exceeding the 
set value are rejected.
delivery protocol http req-length maximum <bytes>

6. Since delivery changes have been made, restart the delivery service (mod-delivery). 
service restart mod-delivery

7. To verify configurations.
show delivery protocol http

8. Save configuration settings.
write memory
Example:
test-vos (config) # delivery protocol http conn-pool origin max-conn 200
test-vos (config) # delivery protocol http interface eth11 eth12 eth13
test-vos (config) # delivery protocol http listen port 80
test-vos (config) # delivery protocol http req-length maximum 23576 
test-vos (config) # service restart mod-delivery
test-vos (config) # write memory

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the Service Config tab,
Delivery Protocol page; use the EZconfig page Service Restart area to restart the mod-
delivery service; see Service Config > Delivery Protocol for details.
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Virtual Player Options
Create virtual players to customize how videos are delivered; once created, they are assigned 
to a namespace. This is optional; if a namespace does not have a defined virtual player 
assigned to it, it uses the network connection settings. 
You may want to create a virtual player for each type of video you deliver. Media Flow
Controller virtual players support and complement client-side video players. Whereas
namespaces allow you to define what gets fetched from where and how, virtual players let you
fine-tune video delivery. 
There are five types of virtual players: Type 0 virtual player offers all generic virtual player
options; Type 1 players are a sub-set of Type 0, Type 2 virtual players allow multiple settings
of assured flow via a rate-map, Type 3 players are a subset of Type 0 plus a health-probe
option and a special authentication option. Type 4 players for SmoothFlow are documented
after this section. Type 5 players are for YouTube media.
Review the following sections Using query-string-parm and Using hash-verify for
implementation details; then you can proceed to “Configuring Virtual Player Type 0—Generic,”
or see virtual-player for CLI details. 
Note! Media Flow Controller provides an API you can use to create custom virtual players. For
more information, see the Media Flow Controller SmoothFlow™ Developer’s Guide.
Note! In Release 2.0.1, the show options command ? (question mark), displays all virtual
player options no matter what virtual player type you are configuring; however, if you try to set
an option that does not apply to that player type, an error displays.

Using query-string-parm
The query-string-parm argument, used extensively in virtual player configurations, allows 
you to use query params. Query params, a string with an associated value, are a way of 
passing information through a URL. The query param part of the URL is designated with a 
question mark (?) followed by defined query params. The query param is a name that is 
associated with a pre-defined value. Additional queries in the URL are separated by 
ampersand signs (&). Query params are composed of a name and value pair. For example, a 
request for a query param for assured-flow-rate could be shown in a URL like this:

http://xyz.com/test.flv?afr=100

In the above example, the query-string-parm <string> is afr and its value is 100. The
namespace for this connection tells Media Flow Controller that when it finds afr in the query
params part of the URL it is to use the value following it for that function. So, if the URL has
?afr=100 Media Flow Controller knows (through the URL’s defined namespace and
associated virtual player or configured network connection properties) to use 100 Kbps for the
assured-flow rate.
In the Media Flow Controller CLI, you can only specify the query param <string> and should
know the units of the value for that query parameter as query params can be defined to mean
many different things and are used to signal the start or value of assured flow, fast-start, full-
download, seek, and smooth flow functions, and the match value for hash-verify and rate-
map.
Important! The virtual player query-string-parm values you configure in your Media Flow
Controller origin must match the corresponding query-string-parm values configured in your
Media Flow Controller edge.
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Using hash-verify
Media Flow Controller computes an md-5 hash of an incoming URL by combining a specified
part of the URL along with a pre-shared secret value (configured via Media Flow Controller
CLI). The computed hash digest value is then compared with the hash value provided in the
incoming URL via a pre-specified match query-string-parm (configured via Media Flow
Controller CLI). If a match between the computed and provided hash values is unsuccessful,
then the incoming request is denied. 
Example URL showing match query-string-parm h (configured in Media Flow Controller):

http://video.example.com/public/2010/
qwerty.flv?fs=5000&ri=300&rs=1234567&h=<128-bit-md-5-hash>

If Media Flow Controller encounters the above URL, it takes the entire URL (shown in blue),
until it encounters the provided match query-string-parm, e.g., h (shown in red above).
The hash value is then computed by either appending or prefixing to the URL the configured
shared-secret value as specified in the CLI, and comparing the computed value with the
value provided via the match query-string-parm (shown in green above). 
Example if shared-secret is appended:

Computed hash value = MD5(http://video.example.com/public/2010/
qwerty.flv?fs=5000&ri=300&rs=1234567 + shared-secret)

Example if shared-secret is prefixed:
Computed hash value = MD5(shared-secret + http://video.example.com/public/

2010/qwerty.flv?fs=5000&ri=300&rs=1234567)

Note! The secret key is called a shared-secret key, because the same key is also used by
the browser/video player that generates the request for the object, to compute the hash value
which is present in the pre-specified query parameter for comparison.
Note! Types 1 and 4 virtual-players have a default match query-string-parm of h, this can be
changed in the CLI.

Using virtual-player type 2 rate-map
Virtual player Type 2 allows you to configure a rate-map to ensure a specified delivery rate is
applied to certain requests. The configuration calls for you to specify a match <string> to a
rate <kbps>; when the request arrives the match <string> is extracted from the URL and its
corresponding rate (in kbps) is used for the delivery rate. 
By default, the match string (length must be 2 bytes, i.e. 01) is extracted by going to the end of
the URL and skipping 12 Bytes from the end; the value in that location is mapped to the
configured rate in kbps. Example:

http://video.example.com/public/BBB87026/xy_750_1938344/
AC60E15B2A7C4A45AC4C1472E2AC0816_030000003F.flv

In the URL above, the value 03 (12 Bytes from the end of the URL) is extracted, and the 
corresponding assured flow rate (1000Kbps) is applied. 

The configured CLI looks like this:
virtual-player my_virtual_player type 2

rate-map match 01 rate 300 
rate-map match 02 rate 500 
rate-map match 03 rate 1000 
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In this way, URLs containing 01 in the correct place (12 bytes from the end) map to an 
assured flow rate of 300; with 02 the assured flow rate is 500; and so on. Defaults are:
Match: 00  Rate: 150 kbps
Match: 01  Rate: 180 kbps
Match: 02  Rate: 270 kbps
Match: 03  Rate: 330 kbps
Match: 04  Rate: 420 kbps
Match: 05  Rate: 470 kbps
Match: 06  Rate: 520 kbps
Match: 07  Rate: 575 kbps
Match: 08  Rate: 700 kbps
Match: 09  Rate: 800 kbps
Match: 0A  Rate: 900 kbps
Match: 0B  Rate: 1300 kbps
Match: 0C  Rate: 1750 kbps
Match: 0D  Rate: 1920 kbps

Important! Media Flow Controller checks for an underscore ( _ ) before the 14th byte; if the 
underscore is missing, the URI does not map correctly.

Configuring Virtual Player Type 0—Generic
This section describes configuring the generic Type 0 virtual player.
Note! All virtual-player parameters are disabled until a value is set. 

1. Configure a virtual player with a name and type (enters you to virtual-player configuration 
mode). Use no virtual-player <name> type 0 to delete; use virtual-player <name no 
<option> to make changes to configurations (either reset default or remove setting).
virtual-player <name> type 0 

2. Configure hash verification options. Note! In Release 2.0.1, only md-5 digest is supported 
and the hash-verify data argument is not supported. Set a shared secret value to be 
appended or prefixed to the URL as specified, for matching against the hash value 
provided in the URL and indicated by the match query-string-parm you configure. 
hash-verify digest md-5 shared-secret <string> {append | prefix} match 

query-string-parm <string>

3. Set download parameters for delivering files at the fastest possible speed. If you choose 
always, then file downloads are always delivered at the fastest possible speed; otherwise, 
you must have either a query param or a header name that indicate that a full download 
should be processed.
full-download {always | match <string> {query-string-parm <string> | 

header <header_name>}}

4. Optionally, configure assured-flow delivery optimization. Note! The auto option is not 
supported in Release 2.0.1. A query param can be used or define a static rate value in 
kbps, a value of 0 (zero) means no throughput at all. Once a value is entered, this 
parameter is enabled. See “AssuredFlow™” on page 35 for more information.
assured-flow {auto | query-string-parm <string> | rate <kbps>}

5. Optionally, configure connection max-bandwidth delivery optimization. Default is 0 
(unbounded) with the Media Flow Controller license, 200 kbps without it; you must have 
the license to change the unlicensed default. Use no connection to reset default.
connection max-bandwidth {0 | <kbps>}
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6. Optionally, configure fast-start delivery optimization. 
fast-start {query-string-parm <string> | size <KB> | time <seconds>}

7. Optionally, configure seek delivery optimization specifying a query param for when seek 
should start and how long it should last. Query params must be used.
seek query-string-parm <string> [seek-length query-string-parm <string>]

8. Optionally, configure smooth-flow delivery optimization. A query param must be used. 
See “SmoothFlow™” on page 36 for detailed descriptions. 
smooth-flow query-string-parm <string>

9. Type exit to leave virtual-player configuration mode.
Example:
test-vos (config) # virtual-player test type 0
test-vos (config virtual-player test) # hash-verify digest md-5 match 

query-string-parm h shared-secret zpzp prefix
test-vos (config virtual-player test) # assured-flow query-string-parm afr
test-vos (config virtual-player test) # full-download always
test-vos (config virtual-player test) # connection max-bandwidth 0
test-vos (config virtual-player test) # fast-start time 90
test-vos (config virtual-player test) # seek query-string-parm sk
test-vos (config virtual-player test) # smooth-flow query-string-parm sf
test-vos (config virtual-player test) # exit
test-vos (config) #

10. Verify configurations with show virtual-player <name>. 
To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the Service Config >
Virtual Player page. Enter a Virtual Player Name and select a Virtual Player Type from the
drop-down list; click Add to create the virtual player, and then Configure in the list of virtual
players to open a new window and make configurations. Click Add/Update at the bottom of
each virtual player configuration page and simply close the window when you are done. You
can then click Show in the virtual player list and get a new window showing the configurations
you made.

Configuring Virtual Player Type 4—SmoothFlow
This section describes configuring the SmoothFlow Type 4 virtual player.
Note! All virtual-player parameters are disabled until a value is set.

1. Configure a virtual player with a name and type (enters you to virtual-player configuration 
mode). 
virtual-player <name> type 4 

2. Configure the control point for signalling bandwidth changes at the client side; either 
server or player for SmoothFlow signaling. If server, Media Flow Controller detects the 
bandwidth variations at the client side and adjusts the bit-rate of the video accordingly. If 
player, the player at the client side explicitly signals the bandwidth changes and Media 
Flow Controller adjusts the bit-rate of the video accordingly.
control-point {player | server}

3. Set signal names for session-id, state, and profile delivery functions. Your client player 
must understand the query params you use; for example sid (for session-id), sf (for SF 
state), pf (for profile). See “virtual-player type 4” on page 225 for further information on 
SmoothFlow states.
signals session-id query-string-parm <string> state query-string-parm 
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<string> profile query-string-parm <string>

4. Configure hash verification options. Note! In Release 2.0.1, only md-5 digest is supported 
and the hash-verify data argument is not supported. Set a shared secret value to be 
appended or prefixed to the URL as specified, for matching against the hash value 
provided in the URL and indicated by the match query-string-parm you configure. 
hash-verify digest md-5 shared-secret <string> {append | prefix} match 

query-string-parm <string>

5. Optionally, configure connection max-bandwidth delivery optimization. Default is 0 
(unbounded) with the Media Flow Controller license, 200 kbps without it; you must have 
the license to change the unlicensed default. Use no connection to reset default.
connection max-bandwidth {0 | <kbps>}

6. Optionally, configure seek delivery optimization specifying a query param for when seek 
should start and how long it should last. Query params must be used.
seek query-string-parm <string> [seek-length query-string-parm <string>]

7. Verify configurations with show virtual-player <name>. Type exit to leave virtual-player 
configuration mode.
Example:
test-vos (config) # virtual-player testSF type 4
test-vos (config virtual-player testSF) # control-point player
test-vos (config virtual-player testSF) # signals session-id query-string-

parm sid state query-string-parm sf profile query-string-parm pf
test-vos (config virtual-player testSF) # hash-verify digest md-5 match 

query-string-parm h shared-secret zpzp prefix
test-vos (config virtual-player testSF) # connection max-bandwidth 0
test-vos (config virtual-player testSF) # seek query-string-parm toff
test-vos (config virtual-player testSF) # exit
test-vos (config) # show virtual-player testSF

Virtual Player : testSF
  Type : 4

Control Point : player

Signals Configuration:
  Enabled: yes
  Session-Id string: sid
  State string: sf
  Profile string: pf

Hash Verify Configuration
  Enabled: yes
  Digest: md-5
  Data String:
  Data UOL Offset: 0
  Data UOL Length: 0
  Match query string: h
  Shared secret: ****

Connection Configuration
  Max Bandwidth: 0 kbps

Seek Configuration
  Enabled: yes
  URI Query: toff
test-vos  (config) #
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To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the Service Config >
Virtual Player page. Enter a Virtual Player Name and select a Virtual Player Type from the
drop-down list; click Add to create the virtual player, and then Configure in the list of virtual
players to open a new window and make configurations. Click Add/Update at the bottom of
each virtual player configuration page and simply close the window when you are done. You
can then click Show in the virtual player list and get a new window showing the configurations
you made.

About Virtual Player Type 5—YouTube
YouTube encodes media content using industry standard video and audio compression
schemes such as H.264/AVC for video and AAC for audio. It stores the encoded bit streams
using either FLV, MP4 or 3GP containers, depending on the spatial resolution of the video.
Currently, YouTube supports the following different formats as outlined in Table 6 below. 
Associations to one of these formats is signaled through a request originating from the player
via a query parameter typically of the type fmt or itag

Requests originating from a YouTube player for a video asset have been observed to typically
come in the following two forms (underlining highlights important details):

(a)GET “http://www.youtube.com/get_video?video_id=fBE7y6Uba5M&t= 
vjVQa1PpcFPfHDFKYQ1s_RIHTM-GxADM8vFGLxxc_rs=&el=detailpage&ps=&fmt=34&asv=2&
noflv=1”

(b)GET “http://v8.nonxt7.c.YouTube.com/
videoplayback?ip=0.0.0.0&sparams=id%2Cexpire%2Cip%2Cipbits%2Citag%2Calgorith
m%2Cburst%2Cfactor&fexp=904405&algorithm=throttle-factor&itag=34&ipbits=0&bu
rst=40&sver=3&expire=1266310800&key=yt1&signature=66222E9350B9BB5AC68297F12A
C1DCB4C53AAFDE.55B33FFFA04EBF001AF39A4F316E657FC318E0E5&factor=1.25&id=efa3a
0434887fdc0&redirect_counter=1” 

It is observed that above 2 request formats do not have an explicit association or reference to
the media object, and the URI themselves are not cache friendly. The association to the media
object is provided using a combination of an id and format tag. 
For case (a) this association is provided by the video_id and fmt query parameters. 
For case (b) this association is provided by the id and itag query parameters.
Media Flow Controller uses a combination of these query parameters to generate an internal
cache name for the media object. YouTube videos in Media Flow Controller are cached with a
cache name format as:

Table 6 YouTube Formats

Media Types Standard Medium High 720p 1080P Mob

Format/Tag Values
(fmt, itag)

34 18 35 22 37 17

Container Types FLV MP4 FLV MP4 MP4 3GP

Video Codec H.264/AVC H.264/AVC H.264/AVC H.264/AVC H.264/AVC MPEG-4

Audio Codec AAC AAC AAC AAC AAC AA

Spatial Resolution 320x240
640x480

480x360
480x270

854x480 1280x720 1920x1080 176x
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yt_video_id_efa3a0434887fdc0_fmt_34 

Media Flow Controller also supports random access via seek/scrub for YouTube videos.
YouTube signals a seek point via a query parameter, begin, with units of milliseconds. Media
Flow Controller translates this seek point to the correct position in the video file for both the
FLV or MP4 container formats and data that is delivered to the player is from the seek point
onwards to the end of the file.

Configuring YouTube Video Caching
1. Configure a namespace with the proper URI prefix (/get_video or /videoplayback) and 

domain name association to filter YouTube video requests

2. Configure a virtual player of type 5 to be associated with the above namespace

a. The cache name & seek configuration are required. 
b. For case (a) described above the cache name configuration is video_id and fmt. For 

case (b) described above the cache name configuration is id and itag 
c. For seek configuration, the URI query is begin (seek length is not required)

3. Default cache age allowed for YouTube assets can be over-ridden using the namespace 
origin-fetch options offered by the Media Flow Controller CLI to enable longer cache 
intervals.

Example configuration to enable YouTube caching in Media Flow Controller:
test-vos (config) # virtual-player ytplayerA type 5
test-vos (config virtual-player ytplayerA) # cache-name video-id query-

string-parm id format-id query-string-parm itag
test-vos (config virtual-player ytplayerA) # seek query-string-parm toff
test-vos (config virtual-player ytplayerA) # exit
test-vos (config) # show virtual-player ytplayerA

Virtual Player : ytplayerA
  Type : 5

Cache Name Configuration
  Video-Id : id
  Format Tag : itag

Seek Configuration
  Enabled: yes
  URI Query: begin
  Seek Length URI Query :

Assured Flow Configuration
  Enabled: no
  Rate: 0 kbps
  URI query:
  Auto: no

Fast Start Configuration
  Enabled: no
  Size: 0 kBytes
  time: 0 seconds
  URI query:

Connection Configuration
  Max Bandwidth: 0 kbps
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Namespace Options
Create namespaces to define fine-grained delivery policies, including optionally adding a 
custom virtual player. You must create a namespace for each origin server and delivery criteria 
scheme you use. You can create up to 256 namespaces in one Media Flow Controller. Review 
the following sections as applicable for implementation details: 

• Using namespace cache-inherit

• Using namespace domain regex

• Using namespace domain <FQDN:Port>

• Using namespace match <criteria> precedence

• Using namespace delivery protocol <protocol> origin-fetch cache-age

• Using namespace origin-server <protocol> server-map

• Using namespace object delete | list 

• Using namespace for Live Streaming Delivery Without Caching

• Using namespace for Live Streaming Delivery With Caching

• Using namespace for Proxy Configurations

• About Virtual Host Configuration

Then proceed to Configuring Namespaces or see namespace for CLI details. 
See “Troubleshooting Media Flow Controller” on page 136 for additional tips.

Using namespace cache-inherit
Use the namespace cache-inherit option to add an existing namespace’s cache and UUID to 
a new one; the contents are not duplicated, but the new namespace uses the inherited cache 
rather than creating a new one. When a namespace is created, the system assigns it a Unique 
ID (UUID). There is no option in the CLI to set the UUID; but it can be set indirectly using the 
cache-inherit subcommand that sets a new namespace to inherit the cache of an existing 
namespace. This is useful under the following situations:

• You add a new namespace and want it to share the UUID with an existing namespace; 
sharing the UUID allows the two namespaces to have a common cache.

• You delete an existing namespace, rename it, and want to use the data cached under it.
• You delete a namespace by accident and want to recreate it and you do not want it given 

a new UUID. In this case, you dump the namespace and its associated UUID, and force 
the UUID of an existing namespace for the one you are creating. You would do this by:

1. Issue show namespace list to gather the list of "Currently defined" and "Deleted/non-
existing" (but whose cache content still exists) namespaces and their associated UUIDs.

2. Then issue namespace <name> cache-inherit <existing or non-existing namespace 
integer>.

Example output of show namespace list (namespace test2 inherited namespace test
cache):

show namespace list
Currently defined namespaces :
        Name : UID
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0

        new_ns : /new_ns:b3ad64a8 (inactive)
        test2 : /test:1250bcac (active)
        testIE : /testIE:b911b24 (inactive)
-------------------------
List of unmapped/deleted namespace UIDs (if any)
        non-exsiting1: /test3:954ef8aa

Using namespace domain regex
This section provides some examples of namespace domain regex use. Change specifics
accordingly. Note! Regex entries do not contain spaces; also, enclose all regex entries in
single quotes (not shown in examples). See Table 7, below.

Using namespace domain <FQDN:Port>
Media Flow Controller can listen for requests on multiple TCP ports, up to 64; default is port 80
for HTTP, port 554 for RTSP. In order to map incoming requests to the correct namespace,
especially on a non-default port, the namespace domain MUST be set properly with port
number included. Media Flow Controller maps an incoming URL to a namespace by extracting
the value against the HOST header and matching it to the value set for the namespace
domain.
When non-default port numbers are used you MUST ensure that the HOST header has the
port number coded correctly in the incoming URL and also in the namespace domain. 
Example: If Media Flow Controller listens on port 80, 8080, and 4040 for incoming HTTP
requests; and the requests on port 80 must go to namespace ns80, those coming in on port
4040 must go to namespace ns4040, and those on port 5050 must go to namespace ns5050,
then the configuration would be as follows:

namespace ns80
  domain video.example.com

namespace ns8080
  domain video.example.com:4040

Table 7 Example namespace domain regex entries 

Regex Matches
www.example.com|example.com www.example.com

example.com.*example.com

^[a-f,0-9]{8}\.(origin\.|cdn\.)?cms\.example\.com:80$ abcdef02.origin.cms.example.com:8
abcdef02.cdn.cms.example.com:80
abcdef02.cms.example.com:80

^cms[0-9]{3}\.(dc2|qcg7)\.example\.com:80$ cms123.dc2.example.com:80
cms123.qcg7.example.com:80

^orig.(sv1|qcg1|qcg5)\.example\.com:80$ orig.sv1.example.com:80
orig.qcg1.example.com:80
orig.qcg5.example.com:80

^(cms[0-9]{3}).*(qcg[0-9]+|sv1|ch1|dc2|af1)\.example\.com:80$ cms123.x.y.qcg0.example.com:80
cms123.x.y.qcg01.example.com:80
cms123.x.y.sv1.example.com:80
cms123.x.y.ch1.example.com:80
cms123.x.y.dc2.example.com:80
cms123.x.y.af1.example.com:80
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namespace ns4040
  domain video.example.com:5050

For requests to match ns80, domain/HOST: header must be video.example.com.
For requests to match ns4040, domain/HOST: header must be video.example.com:4040.
For requests to match ns5050, domain/HOST: header must be video.example.com:5050.

Using namespace match <criteria> precedence
Use namespace <name> match <criteria> precedence to set unambiguous mapping of 
incoming GET requests in the case of match <criteria> overlap; precedence can be set on 
all match <criteria>. The lower the number, the higher the preference for that namespace; 
values 0 (highest precedence) - 10 (lowest precedence) can be used. All namespaces have a 
default precedence of 0. For example, consider three URLs and namespaces as follows:

1. http://a.com/abc/def/file1.flv

2. http://a.com/abc/file2.flv

3. http://a.com/pqr/file3.flv
namespace ns1 
domain a.com
match uri  /abc/def precedence 1
origin-server http o1.com
status active

namespace ns2 
domain a.com
match uri  /abc precedence 2
origin-server http o2.com
status active

namespace ns3 
domain a.com
match uri  / precedence 3
origin-server http o3.com
status active

All three URLs match namespace ns3 set domain (a.com) and match uri / (slash). In order to
ensure that match uri #1 (/abc/def) maps to ns1 and not ns3, set the precedence value.
Same as the case with match uri #2 (/abc), to map to ns2. Only match uri 3 ( / )should be
mapped to ns3 with the precedence value set as shown above. 
Note! Excessive use of precedence has performance impact as precedence allows for
longest prefix matching. If possible, namespaces should be configured in such a way that they
have no overlaps in the domain and match <criteria> combination, which are used for
mapping the incoming HTTP GET to a namespace.

Using namespace delivery protocol <protocol> origin-fetch cache-age
The namespace <name> delivery protocol <protocol> origin-fetch cache-age argument 
allows you to set granular cache aging policies based on content type, as well as a default 
cache age. The cache-age for each content-type must be specified separately with positive 
integers. Examples:

• cache-age content-type-any 28800
Irrespective of content-type, override your configured cache-age-default or, if cache-age-
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default is unconfigured, set the max-age for any content-type to 28800 seconds. If the 
content request does not specify a max-age, set it to max-age 28800.

• cache-age content-type application/flv 2880 
cache-age-default 57900
When content-type is application/flv, set max-age to 2880 seconds. For all other content-
types use default configuration (57900 seconds in the example). If the received max-age 
is set, use that value.

• cache-age content-type application/flv 28800 
cache-age content-type application/mov 2880 
cache-age content-type application/3gp 288 
cache-age content-type application/f4v 28 
cache-age-default 57900
When content-type is application/flv, set max-age to 28800 seconds; for application/
mov, set max-age to 2880 seconds; for application/3gp, set max-age to 288; and for 
application/f4v, set max-age to 28. For all other content-types use default configuration 
(57900 seconds in the example). If the received max-age is set, use that value.

• cache-age content-type application/qmx 60 
cache-age content-type application/qss 288000
When content-type is application/qmx, set cache-age to 60 seconds, for application/
qss, set cache-age to 288000 seconds. For all other content-types use default 
configuration: if max-age isn't set in the data coming from origin, set it to the configured 
default value (28800 if unspecified). If the received max-age is set, use that value.

Using namespace origin-server <protocol> server-map
Media Flow Controller server-map allows you to define the origin server(s) to which Media
Flow Controller goes in case of a cache-miss. To use this feature, define an XML file with the
origin server parameters, such as host, protocol, and port number, described in detail in
Appendix A, “Server Map Configuration,”. The XML file can reside in an external server; you
specify the path to the XML file in a configured namespace.

namespace <name>
origin-server 

http {absolute-url | follow {header <header> [use-client-ip] | dest-ip 
[use-client-ip]} | server-map <map_name> | <FQDN/path> [<port#>]}   

nfs {<FQDN:path> [<port#>] | server-map <name>}
rtsp {<FQDN> [<port#>]} [follow dest-ip [use-client-ip]]

When defining a namespace origin-server, you can choose http, nfs, or rtsp; you can also 
choose or a defined server-map, for either http or nfs only. A server map directs Media Flow 
Controller to an XML mapping file that you define; see Appendix A, “Server Map 
Configuration,” for details. 
To use a server-map for either HTTP or NFS origin server:

1. First, create the server-map with a <name>. If this server map will be assigned to a 
namespace with an HTTP origin-server, set the format-type to host-origin-map, the only 
allowed value in Release 2.0.1. Important! Do not set format-type for use with a 
namespace NFS origin-server (default).
server-map <name> [format-type <type>]
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2. Set a URL for the server-map; this tells Media Flow Controller where to fetch the XML 
mapping file. Also, change the refresh interval (how often Media Flow Controller refreshes 
the XML file). The default refresh-interval is 0 (zero), which means no refresh after the 
initial fetch; this can also be set in the NFS XML mapping file (the Media Flow Controller 
CLI setting overrides the NFS XML file setting; this feature is not yet available for the 
HTTP server map XML file).
file-url <URL> refresh-interval <time>

3. The final step is to select server-map for a namespace origin-server <protocol>.
namespace<name> origin-server <protocol> server-map <name>
Example (for NFS origin):
test-vos (config) # server-map newMap
test-vos (config server-map newMap) # file-url http://example.com/nfs/

maps/ refresh-interval 9000
test-vos (config server-map newMap) # exit
test-vos (config) # show server-map
Server-map : newMap
    Format-Type : 
    Map File : http://example.com/nfs/maps/
    Refresh Interval : 9000
test-vos (config) # namespace newTest origin-server nfs server-map newMap
test-vos (config) #

Using namespace object delete | list
List or delete contents in a namespace. The command takes in the name of a namespace and
applies a list or delete operation to the object(s) matching the given pattern.

namespace <name> object {list |delete} {all | <URI> | pattern}

For example, with this namespace and a URL of http://example.com/abc/def/file.flv:

namespace ns1
domain example.com
match uri  /abc

1. To list an object and get its characteristics:
namespace ns1 object list /abc/def/file.flv

2. To delete an object with the same URL as above:
namespace ns1 object delete /abc/def/file.flv

3. To delete all the objects in that namespace’s disk cache with the same URL as above:
namespace ns1 object delete all

4. List all the first 50 objects in that disk cache and create a file named with the UUID of the 
namespace listing all cached objects for that namespace. In the example, if the 
namespace had a UUID of 80213A2C, the file containing the list is 80213A2C.lst. Note! 
Only the first 50 cached objects display; if there are more than 50, use the upload 
command. See the “Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format).
namespace ns1 object list all
upload object list <namespace> <SCP>

5. You can also list and delete based on patterns. For example; you can specify *.flv as a 
pattern. Media Flow Controller does not support a full Regular Expression for deleting or 
listing. The command namespace ns1 object list all is equivalent to namespace ns1 
object list /abc/def/*.
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Using namespace for Live Streaming Delivery Without Caching
An example namespace configuration to deliver live streaming objects without caching is
given below. Note that delivery protocol and live-pub-point both enter you to prefix mode.

namespace <name>
match uri <uri-prefix>
origin-server rtsp <IP |hostname> [port]
status active
delivery protocol rtsp
exit
live-pub-point <pp_ name>
receive-mode on-demand
status active
exit
exit

Using namespace for Live Streaming Delivery With Caching
An example namespace configuration to deliver live streaming objects with caching is given
below. Note that delivery protocol and live-pub-point both enter you to prefix mode.

namespace <name>
match uri <uri-prefix>
origin-server rtsp <IP |hostname> [port]
status active
delivery protocol rtsp
exit
live-pub-point <pp_ name>
receive-mode on-demand
status active
caching enable
exit
exit

Using namespace for Proxy Configurations
You can use namespace settings to configure Media Flow Controller to operate as a proxy in
various ways.

• Reverse Proxy—Setting namespace origin-server to <FQDN> or server-map implies a 
reverse proxy configuration. Media Flow Controller as an edge cache is effectively a 
reverse proxy that reduces network and CPU load on an origin server by serving 
previously-retrieved content, and enhances user experience by decreasing latency. 

• Mid-Tier Proxy—Setting namespace origin-server to absolute-url implies a mid-tier 
proxy configuration. As a mid-tier proxy, Media Flow Controller must be explicitly 
configured in the browser to intercept all requests. After Media Flow Controller receives 
traffic from the client, it separates the traffic; cacheable requests are sent via Media Flow 
Controller for performance enhanced delivery. Non-cacheable requests are tunnelled. 

• Virtual Proxy—Setting namespace origin-server to follow header HOST or follow 
dest-ip implies a virtual proxy configuration. As a virtual reverse proxy where origin-
server access is derived from the HOST header or the destination IP address given in the 
incoming request, explicit origin-server configuration is disallowed. Use this as an 
alternate to providing a single origin server address. 
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• Transparent Proxy—Setting namespace origin-server to follow header X-NKN or 
follow dest-ip use-client-ip implies a transparent proxy configuration. A transparent 
proxy is one that requires no browser configuration and is not readily visible to end-users. 
Be sure that delivery protocol http allow-req is set to all (default). 

Table 8, below, gives details on the configurations and defaults per proxy deployment.

Important! If a non-default origin-request host header inherit incoming-req value is
configured against an origin-server setting, the behavior is undefined and no error or warning
is issued. For example, if origin-server http absolute-url is set (Mid-Tier proxy), and you set
origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req deny, the behavior is undefined.

About Virtual Host Configuration
You can specify a virtual host for the namespace match criteria; see Virtual Host for 
definition. To do this, enter the IP address of the virtual host and, optionally, a port number; 
you can also set a precedence, if needed. In this configuration, the incoming session's 
destination IP is used to find the match to the namespace. In order for the match to be based 

Table 8 Namespace origin-server and origin-request Dependencies per Proxy Deployment 

Proxy 
Mode

origin-server setting For origin 
use...

Source IP for 
Cache Miss

Destination IP fo
Cache Missorigin-request default

Reverse
http <FQDN>

Specified FQDN
Media Flow 
Controller IP 
address

DNS resolved IP addres
FQDNhost header inherit incoming-req deny

Reverse
http server-map Specified server-

map

Media Flow 
Controller IP 
address

DNS resolved IP addres
origin-server picked from
given server-maphost header inherit incoming-req deny

Reverse
nfs <FQDN:path> NFS mount point 

to find origin
None 
(NFS mounted) None (NFS mounted)

host header inherit incoming-req permit

Reverse
nfs server-map Given server-map 

NFS mount point
None 
(NFS mounted) None (NFS mounted)

host header inherit incoming-req permit

Mid-Tier
http absolute-url Client request 

absolute URL 

Media Flow 
Controller IP 
address

DNS resolved IP addres
origin-server chosen from
the client requesthost header inherit incoming-req permit

Virtual
http follow header HOST HOST header 

value

Media Flow 
Controller IP 
address

DNS resolved IP addres
the origin-server from th
HOST headerhost header inherit incoming-req permit

Virtual
http follow dest-ip Client request 

destination IP

Media Flow 
Controller IP 
address

No DNS resolution. Orig
is the IP address of clien
destinationhost header inherit incoming-req permit

Transparent
http follow dest-ip use-client-ip Client request 

destination IP Client IP address
No DNS resolution. Orig
is the IP address of clien
destinationhost header inherit incoming-req permit

Transparent
http follow header <name> use-client-ip

Specified header Client IP address
DNS resolved IP addres
the origin-server from th
given headerhost header inherit incoming-req permit
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only on destination IP you should set domain to any. In that way, the incoming session's 
destination IP and destination port (if given) are used to match to the namespace. Examples:
• Match all sessions whose destination IP is 10.1.1.1 to the namespace:

match virtual-host 10.1.1.1

• Match all incoming HTTP REQ with destination IP 10.1.1.1 and port 8080 to this
namespace:

match virtual-host 10.1.1.1:8080

• Match all incoming REQ on destination port 8080 to this namespace:
match virtual-host 0.0.0.0:8080

Configuring Namespaces
1. Configure a namespace with a name (enters you to namespace configuration mode, use 

exit when finished); optionally inherit another namespace’s cache or UUID. Use show 
namespace list to find namespace UUIDs. See namespace for CLI details.
namespace <name> [cache-inherit <namespace:UUID>]  

2. Configure domain settings (default is any). Note! The domain you enter should match 
whatever you have configured as HOST header, unless using regex; you may append a 
port number as well if needed (and used in HOST header). See “Using namespace 
domain regex” on page 68 and “Using namespace domain <FQDN:Port>” on page 68 for 
details.
domain {any | <FQDN> | regex <regex>}

3. Configure origin-server settings (example uses http); multiple origin servers can be 
configured with the server-map option; port specification is optional. See “Using 
namespace origin-server <protocol> server-map” on page 70, for more information. See 
(namespace) origin-server for CLI details.
origin-server 

http {absolute-url | follow {header <header> [use-client-ip] | dest-ip 
[use-client-ip]} | server-map <map_name> | <FQDN/path> [<port>]}   

nfs {<FQDN:export_path> [<port>] | server-map <name>}
rtsp {<FQDN> [<port#>]} [alternate <string> [<port#>]]

4. Configure match criteria options (determines the URI to cache). All match options may 
utilize the precedence argument to break ties when namespaces are defined with the 
same match criteria. See “Using namespace match <criteria> precedence” on page 69, 
for details. 
match

header {<header> | regex <regex>} [precedence <number>]
query-string {<name> | regex <regex>} [precedence <number>]
uri <uri-prefix> | regex <regex>} [precedence <number>]
virtual-host <IP_address> [<port>] [precedence <number>]

• header— (http only) A header name and value; can also be a regex. Optionally, set a 
precedence (defined above). 

• query-string—(http only) A defined query param; can also be a regex. Optionally, 
set a precedence (defined above).

• uri—A <uri-prefix>; can also be a regex. See “uri-prefix” on page 22 for uri-prefix 
definition and usage details. Optionally, set a precedence (defined above).

• virtual-host—The IP address must be a /32 address; it can take a special value of 
0.0.0.0, which means any IP address. Port number specification is optional. To map 
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requests by TCP port number only, set the IP address to 0.0.0.0 and configure the port 
number. If you set the domain to any, configure virtual-host IP to 0.0.0.0, then 
requests can be assigned to a namespace based solely on the port number on which 
the request comes in to Media Flow Controller. Optionally, set a precedence (defined 
above). 
Note! All regex values should be enclosed in single quotes; for example, a regex for 
www.example.com plus example.com could be this: ‘^.*\example\.com’.

5. Configure delivery protocol options; only origin-fetch options are available for rtsp:
• client-request [cookie | query-string]—(http only) Optionally, set an action, 

whether or not to cache (default), for cookies or objects with a query-string (such 
objects are typically dynamic and often not appropriate for caching). For query-string 
you can also opt to not cache the query-string itself. 
client-request [cookie | query-string] action {cache [exclude-query-
string] | no-cache}

• client-response—(http only) Optionally, configure client-response header actions. 
Up to sixteen client-response headers and actions may be specified.
client-response header <name> [<value>] action {add | delete}

• origin-fetch—Optionally, configure origin-fetch parameters for data fetched from 
origin, including managing the cache, and modifying the Date header. See 
(namespace) delivery protocol {http | rtsp} origin-fetch for CLI details.
origin-fetch

cache-age  {content-type<string> <seconds> | content-type-any<seconds>}
cache-age-default <seconds>
cache-directive no-cache {follow | override}
content-store media [cache-age-threshold<seconds>]  [object-size<bytes>]
date-header modify {deny | permit}

• origin-request—(http only) Optionally, configure parameters for data requested from 
origin. See (namespace) delivery protocol http origin-request for CLI details. 
Note! Set origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req in accordance with the 
origin-server setting; see Table 8, “Namespace origin-server and origin-request 
Dependencies per Proxy Deployment for CLI details. Use convert head to allow, with 
permit (default) or dis-allow, with deny, HEAD requests to origin being converted to 
GET requests. Use x-forwarded-for to allow (with enable) or disallow (with disable) 
setting the X-Forwarded-For header to the client IP address; default is enable.
origin-request

cache-revalidation {deny | permit}
convert head {deny | permit}
header <name> [<value>] action add ...
host-header inherit incoming-req {deny | permit}
x-forwarded-for {disable | enable}

Example:
test-vos (config) # namespace test
test-vos (config namespace test) # domain any
test-vos (config namespace test) # origin-server http example.com/video
test-vos (config namespace test) # delivery protocol http
test-vos (config namespace test delivery protocol http) # match uri / 

precedence 3
test-vos (config namespace test delivery protocol http) # client-request cookie 

action no-cache
test-vos (config namespace test delivery protocol http) # client-response header 
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Location action delete
test-vos (config namespace test delivery protocol http) # origin-fetch 

cache-age-default 14400
test-vos (config namespace test delivery protocol http) # origin-request x-

forwarded-for  enable
test-vos (config namespace test delivery protocol http) # exit
test-vos (config namespace test) # exit

6. Optionally, make live-pub-point settings if needed for live streaming. 
• caching—Enable caching for this service (default is disabled).
• receive-mode—Set a method for receiving live streaming:

• on-demand—When a request is received.
• sdp-name <URL>—Use an SDP (service delivery protocol) file to set the live 

publishing point. The URL can be scp://... or http://... only. Once Media Flow 
Controller encounters this, it pulls in the file from the specified location, and saves 
it in the file system (not disk cache) so it is available for RTP/RTSP. Optionally, 
choose immediate, to start as soon as the file is retrieved or enter a start-time 
and, optionally, an end-time. See the “Command Arguments Key” on page 143 
for the scp URL format).

• status—Make active or inactive the live-pub-point.

7. Set parameters for pre-staging content from origin; authentication schemes must be pre-
configured to be used. See namespace for CLI details. The ftp user is auto-generated as 
<namespace>_ftpuser, without a password (login disallowed). Set the password here; 
this entry overrides a user <namespace>_ftpuser password setting. Verify with show 
usernames. Remove set password with no pre-stage ftp user <user_name>.
pre-stage ftp user <name> password {RADIUS | TACACS | <password> 

[encrypt]}
Example:
test-vos (config namespace test) # domain any
test-vos (config namespace test) # origin-server http example.com/video
test-vos (config namespace test) # pre-stage ftp user test_ftpuser 

password 678
test-vos (config namespace test) # show usernames

USERNAME   FULL NAME            CAPABILITY    ACCOUNT STATUS
admin      System Administrator  admin       No password required for login
cmcrendv   CMC Rendezvous User   cmcrendv    Local password login disabled
monitor    System Monitor         monitor    No password required for login
test_ftpuser                      ftpuser    Password set
test-vos (config namespace test) # no pre-stage ftp user test_ftpuser
test-vos (config namespace test) # show usernames

USERNAME   FULL NAME            CAPABILITY    ACCOUNT STATUS
admin      System Administrator  admin       No password required for login
cmcrendv   CMC Rendezvous User    cmcrendv    Local password login disabled
monitor    System Monitor         monitor    No password required for login
test_ftpuser                     ftpuser     Local password login disabled

8. Also optional, add an existing virtual-player to the new namespace. 
virtual-player <name>

9. Activate the namespace. Verify configurations with show namespace <name>. 
status active
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10. Type exit to leave namespace configuration mode.
Example:
test-vos (config namespace test) # virtual-player test
test-vos (config namespace test) # status active
test-vos (config namespace test) # exit

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the Service Config >
NameSpace page. Enter a Namespace name and click Add Namespace, then select the
new namespace in the Configuration List and click configure to open a new window and
make configurations. Be sure to click Apply at each section and Save at the top right of the
page to make the changes persistent across reboots/restarts.
Note! Configuration changes, including a namespace deletion, may not be updated for up to
30 seconds. This is due to a deferred update scheme that requires an HTTP request. An
internal probe ensures that such a request occurs at least every 30 seconds.

Managing the Media Cache 
The media caches/disks are active and enabled by default and typically require no configuring.
However, you must deactivate and/or disable disks and caching to change disks. Before you
activate or enable a cache, run show media-cache disk list and get the name assigned to
the disk to use in configuration. See media-cache for CLI details.

In Release 2.0.1 Media Flow Controller supports 3 cache tiers corresponding to SSD (tier 1), 
SAS HDD (tier 2), and SATA HDD (tier 3). "Hot" content generally stays in tier1 (the highest). 
Media Flow Controller promotes contents between the cache tiers based on content hotness 
(see ““Hot” Content (Short Tail vs. Long Tail)” on page 20 for definition). As content gets hotter, 
it is promoted to the next higher tier. 1st time content is always put in the lowest cache tier. The 
default values are: tier1 weight = 6, tier2 weight = 2, tier3 weight = 1. So, any content 
requested once is cached in Tier 3; requested twice and it is promoted to Tier2; and, if 
requested 6 times, it is promoted to Tier1. Example:

show media-cache disk list

Device  Type    Tier    Active  Cache   Free Space      State
------  ----    ----    ------  -----   ----------      -----
dc_1    SATA    Tier-3  yes     yes     38890 MiB       cache running
dc_2    SATA    Tier-3  yes     yes     68668 MiB       cache running

Total Free Space:  107486 MiB

1. Get system-assigned disk names to use in configuration. Use list to view all disk drives, 
their names, physical location, serial number, type, and capacity. Use cache_name to 
view information on the specified cache.
show media-cache disk {list |<cache_name>} 
show media-cache disk list
Example:
test-vos (config) # show media-cache disk list

show media-cache disk list

Device  Type    Tier    Active  Cache   Free Space      State
------  ----    ----    ------  -----   ----------      -----
dc_1    SATA    Tier-3  yes     yes     38890 MiB       cache running
dc_2    SATA    Tier-3  yes     yes     68668 MiB       cache running

Total Free Space:  107486 MiB
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2. Determine the free block thresholds of the disk caches.
show media-cache free-block threshold

3. Disable a disk if you need to pull the disk for any maintenance purposes; for example, to 
upgrade to a higher capacity disk, replace a SATA disk with a SAS disk, replace a failed 
disk, reformat the disk, or if contents should not be cached.
media-cache disk <cache_name> cache disable

4. Deactivate a disk cache. Media Flow Controller allows OIR (On-line Insertion and 
Removal) of HDD (Hard Disk Drives). However, the HDD MUST be made inactive to be 
removed. When a new HDD is in the disk, it must be made active and (if so decided) 
enabled for caching.
media-cache disk <cache_name> status inactive

5. Pull the drive, put in a new drive, and mount the new disk.
media-cache disk mount-new

6. Find the inactive disk’s name.
show media-cache disk list

7. Activate or re-activate a media-cache.
media-cache disk <cache_name> status active

8. Format the disk if it is newly inserted and empty and/or you do not want to use its contents. 
Do this after you issue the mount command.
media-cache disk <cache_name> format

9. Enable or re-enable a disk for caching.
media-cache disk <cache_name> cache enable
Example:
test-vos (config) # show media-cache disk list

Device  Type    Tier    Active  Cache   Free Space      State
------  ----    ----    ------  -----   ----------      -----
dc_1    SATA    Tier-3  yes     yes     38890 MiB       cache running
dc_2    SATA    Tier-3  yes     yes     68668 MiB       cache running

Total Free Space:  107486 MiB

test-vos (config) # media-cache disk dc_2 cache disable
Disk Cache Disabled

test-vos (config) # media-cache disk dc_2 status inactive
Disk Deactivated

test-vos (config) # media-cache disk mount-new
Message sent to detect for new disks
Please check disk state for status

test-vos (config) # show media-cache disk list

Device  Type    Tier    Active  Cache   Free Space  State
------  ----    ----    ------  -----   ----------  -----
dc_1    SATA    Tier-3  yes     yes     38890 MiB   cache running
dc_2    SATA    Tier-3  no      no      -           disk has been deac 
tivated

Total Free Space:  107486 MiB

test-vos (config) # media-cache disk dc_2 status active
Disk Activated
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test-vos (config) # media-cache disk dc_2 format
Disk Formatted

test-vos (config) # media-cache disk dc_2 cache enable
Disk Cache Enabled

test-vos (config) # show media-cache disk list

Device  Type    Tier    Active  Cache   Free Space      State
------  ----    ----    ------  -----   ----------      -----
dc_1    SATA    Tier-3  yes     yes     38890 MiB       cache running
dc_2    SATA    Tier-3  yes     yes     68668 MiB       cache running

Total Free Space:  107486 MiB

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the Service Config tab,
Media-Cache page; see Service Config > Media-Cache for details.

Service Log Options
Media Flow Controller provides service-specific logs: accesslog, cachelog, errorlog, and
streamlog. The accesslog records all command executions. You need to configure Media Flow
Controller with the method and path to use when pushing accesslog to a server on your
network. You may also want to configure settings for log rotation and add the accesslog data
to the syslog, if desired. See accesslog, cachelog, errorlog, and streamlog for CLI details.
See “About Log Rotation” on page 116 and “Configuring Service Logs” on page 117 for
configuration details.
To configure the Media Flow Controller Service Log (accesslog) using the Management
Console, go to the Service Config tab, Logging page; use EZconfig page Service Restart
area to restart the mod-log service. Be sure to click Apply at each section and Save at the
top right of the page to make the changes persistent across reboots/restarts.

Advanced Configurations
Advanced configurations include Management Console (Web UI) settings, logging settings, 
statistics thresholds, configuring Flash Media Server, saving and applying configurations, 
rebooting, and upgrading. Note! you cannot set statistic thresholds in the Management 
Console. For CLI details see Chapter 6, “Media Flow Controller CLI Commands.” 
Important! Save your settings after each configuration by typing write memory.

Configuring Web-Based Interface (Management Console)
Configure Management Console settings. The web command lets you specify time-outs,
ports, and protocols for access to the Media Flow Controller Management Console. See web
for CLI details. Juniper Networks highly recommends setting the Management Console port to
something other than 80 as that port is used for service traffic; port 8080 is recommended for
Management Console access.

1. The Management Console (Web interface) is enabled by default. If you need to disable it 
or re-enable it.
web no enable
web enable
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2. Set the automatic logout when the Management Console is idle; default is 900 seconds 
or 15 minutes.
web auto-logout <number_of_minutes>

3. Enable HTTP, HTTPD, and/or HTTPS and set a port or listen interface (HTTPD only); all 
are enabled by default. Default HTTP port is 8080, default HTTPD listen interface is eth0 
(used for management), default HTTPS port is 443.
web http enable 
web http port <port_number>
web httpd listen enable
web httpd listen interface <interface_name>
web https enable
web https port <port_number>

4. Configure Web session cookie options; renewal is the length of time before Web session 
cookies are automatically regenerated, default is 30 minutes; timeout is the time after 
which a session expires, default is 900 seconds or 15 minutes.
web session renewal <number_of_minutes>
web session timeout <number_of_minutes>
Example:
test-vos (config) # web auto-logout 9000
test-vos (config) # web http port 8080
test-vos (config) # web httpd listen interface eth0
test-vos (config) # web https port 443
test-vos (config) # web session renewal 60
test-vos (config) # web session timeout 9000
test-vos (config) #

To make these configurations using the Management Console (enabled by default), go to the
System Config tab, Web Mgmt page; see System Config > Web for details.

Configuring Web-Based Interface (Management Console) Proxy
Configure Management Console proxy settings if your Web server uses a proxy. The web
proxy command lets you specify authentication for access to the Media Flow Controller
Management Console and a host for the proxy. The Web proxy auth options do not take affect
without a configured Web proxy host. See web for CLI details.

1. Set Web proxy authentication options; basic is HTTP basic authentication. Default is 
none. If you set the authtype to basic, then use auth basic to set the password and 
username to be authenticated.
web proxy auth authtype {none | basic}
web proxy auth basic password <plaintext_password>
web proxy auth basic username <username>

2. Set the Web proxy host and, optionally, port (default is 1080). Setting the Web proxy host 
enables the Web proxy. If set, this proxy accepts HTTP and FTP downloads (FTP default 
port is 21). 
web proxy host <IP_address> [port <TCP_port>]
Example:
test-vos (config) # web proxy auth authtype basic
test-vos (config) # web proxy auth basic password 123
test-vos (config) # web proxy auth basic username admin
test-vos (config) # web proxy host 123.45.10.9 port 8080
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test-vos (config) #

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the System Config tab,
Web Mgmt page; see System Config > Web for details.

System Logging Options
The system log (syslog) that records all system activity such as user logins, configuration
changes, and system condition changes. It does not record service activity or errors. The
Media Flow Controller errorlog records service related errors but is mostly useful for
debugging by Juniper Networks Support. Media Flow Controller provides several service-
specific logs, detailed in Chapter 4, “Media Flow Controller Log and Fault Management.” 
Specify, on a global or local level, what system data is collected when; when log files are
deleted, or rotated; where log files are uploaded to; the format for logs; what traps are sent to
syslog; and whether or not to accept log messages from remote servers. See logging for CLI
details.

About Log Severity Levels and Classes
The logging commands provide pre-defined log severity levels so you can refine what 
messages are logged, and pre-defined log classes that divide messages up according to their 
origin. Logging severity-level options are:

• emerg—System is unusable (requires immediate action)

• alert—System may become unusable (requires immediate action)

• crit—Critical conditions (requires immediate action)

• err—Error conditions (minor issue; i.e. “disk went bad”)

• warning—Warning conditions (functionality OK, but sub-optimal)

• notice—Normal but significant conditions (default) 

• info—Informational messages (administrator actions)

• debug—Debug-level messages (all messages)

Logging class options are:

• mgmt-core—Management daemon (mgmtd) only 

• mgmt-back—Other back end components 

• mgmt-front—Front end components, utilities, and tests

Configuring System Logging
1. Set the minimum severity of log messages to be saved in log files on local persistent 

storage (regardless of source), the severity level at which user-executed CLI commands 
are logged, or disable local logging altogether.
logging local <severity_level> 
logging level cli commands <severity_level>
logging local none

2. Set or remove (with no) a per-class override on the global logging level for logged 
messages local or to a specified remote syslog server; all classes without an override use 
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the global logging level set with logging local <severity_level> (default is notice). Use 
the no variant or set none as the severity level to disable logging from that class entirely.
logging local override class <class> priority <severity_level>
logging <IP_address> trap override class <class> priority <severity_level>

3. Set or remove (with no) a remote syslog server to receive log messages; and a severity 
level of logged messages sent to all, or a specified, remote syslog server.
logging <IP_address>
logging trap <severity_level>
logging <IP_address> trap <severity_level>

4. Stop sending log messages to any, or a specified, remote syslog server.
logging trap none
logging <IP_address> trap none

5. Allow (or disable with no) this system to receive log messages from another host; disabled 
by default. If enabled, only log messages matching or exceeding the minimum severity 
specified with logging local <log level> are logged, regardless of what is sent.
logging recieve 

6. Set (or reset default with no) the format in which log messages should be set. The default 
is standard.
logging format standard
logging format welf

7. Set (or remove with no) the firewall name that should be associated with each message 
logged in WELF (Web trends Enhanced Log Format). If no firewall name is set, the 
hostname is used by default. Note that neither of these commands enables WELF logging 
if it is not already enabled with logging format welf.
logging format welf fw-name <firewall_name>

8. Include (or disable with no) an additional field in each log message showing the number of 
seconds since the Epoch; default is disabled. This is independent of the standard syslog 
datetime at the beginning of each message in the format "Feb 25 18:00:00". Aside from 
indicating the year at full precision, its main purpose is to provide subsecond precision. 
The precision can be controlled with the two digits commands which control the number 
of digits to the right (fractional) and left (whole) of the decimal point; all = no limit. Please 
note except for the year, all of these digits are redundant with syslog's own datetime.
logging fields seconds enable
logging fields seconds whole-digits {1 | 6 | all}
logging fields seconds fractional-digits {1 | 2 | 3 | 6}

9. Configure when log files on local persistent storage should be automatically rotated. 
Choose one of two mutually exclusive options: rotation based on time, or active log file 
size. Default is time = daily (once per day at midnight).
logging files rotation criteria frequency {daily | weekly | monthly}
logging files rotation criteria size <log_file_size_threshold>
logging files rotation criteria size-pct 

<log_file_size_percent_threshold>

10. Configure how many old log files are kept. When the number of log files exceeds this 
number (either at rotation time, or when this setting is lowered), the system deletes as 
many as necessary to bring it down to this number, starting with the oldest.
logging files rotation max-num <maximum_number_of_files_to_keep>

11. Force an immediate rotation of the all log files.
logging files rotation force
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12. Delete a specified number of the oldest log files.
logging files delete oldest [<number of files to delete>]

13. Upload a log file to a remote host. The word current specifies the current log file. To 
specify an archived log file, give its number instead, as displayed by show log files.
logging files upload {current | <file number>} <URL>

14. View a local log file. If <file_number> is specified, view an archived log file, where the 
number is from 1 up to the number of archived log files (10 is the default maximum 
allowed); the higher the number, the more recent the log file. If [not] matching <regex> is 
specified, the file is filtered to only include lines either matching, or not matching, the 
provided regular expression. Note! Enclose all regex entries in single quotes.
show log [files <file_number>] [[not] matching <regex>]

15. Display the last few lines of the current log file, and then continue to display new lines as 
they come in, until you press Ctrl+C. If [not] matching <regex> is specified, only log lines 
matching, or not matching, the provided regular expression are printed. Note! Enclose all 
regex entries in single quotes.
show log continuous [[not] matching <regex>]

16. Display logging configuration settings or a list of local log files.
show logging
show log files
Example:
test-vos (config) # logging local notice
test-vos (config) # logging level cli commands notice
test-vos (config) # logging 123.54.10.12
test-vos (config) # logging 123.54.10.12 trap emerg
test-vos (config) # logging local override class mgmt-front priority info
test-vos (config) # logging 123.54.10.12 trap override class mgmt-front 

priority info
test-vos (config) # logging 123.54.10.12 trap none
test-vos (config) # logging receive
test-vos (config) # logging format standard
test-vos (config) # logging fields seconds enable
test-vos (config) # logging files rotation criteria frequency daily
test-vos (config) # logging files rotation max-num 12
test-vos (config) # logging files rotation force
test-vos (config) # logging files delete oldest 5
test-vos (config) # logging files upload current scp://joe@sv01/home/joe
Password: *******
test-vos (config) # 

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the System Config tab,
Logging page; see System Config > Logging for details.

Configuring Log Statistics Thresholds
Use the stats commands to set thresholds for the syslog events, and export parameters for 
which statistics should be exported when. See stats for CLI details.

1. Enable or disable (with no) the specified alarm. Three alarms are disabled by default: 
disk_io (Disk I/O per second too high), intf_util (network utilization too high), and 
memory_pct_used (too much memory in use); all other alarms are enabled by default.
stats alarm <alarm_ID> enable
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Example:
test-vos (config) # no stats alarm total_byte_rate enable
test-vos (config) # stats alarm total_byte_rate enable

2. Change the thresholds that initiate or terminate (clear) the specified alarm. The units for 
the cpu_util_indiv alarm are hundredths of a point of the one-minute load average. For 
example, setting it to 100 causes an alarm if the one-minute load average is ever over 1.0 
when   it is sampled. The units for the paging alarm are number of pages read from or 
written to the swap partition that has occurred over the past 20 seconds. Type show stats 
alarm to view alarm IDs and current status; to see default threshold values, enter show 
stats alarm <alarm_ID>. Note alarm threshold defaults have been adjusted for Media 
Flow Controller.
stats alarm <alarm_ID> rising error-threshold <threshold>
stats alarm <alarm_ID> rising clear-threshold <threshold>
stats alarm <alarm_ID> falling error-threshold <threshold>
stats alarm <alarm_ID> falling clear-threshold <threshold>

3. Set or reset the alarm event rate-limit maximum counts for the three types of counts 
(short, medium, long) for alarms; defaults are short= 5, medium=20, long= 50.
stats alarm <alarm_ID> rate-limit count long {50 | duration>}
stats alarm <alarm_ID> rate-limit count medium {20 | <duration>}
stats alarm <alarm_ID> rate-limit count short {5 | <duration>}
stats alarm <alarm_ID> rate-limit reset

4. Configure or reset alarm event rate-limit duration windows for the three types of durations 
for alarms; defaults are short=3600, medium=86400, long=604800.
stats alarm <alarm_ID> rate-limit window long {604800 | <duration>}
stats alarm <alarm_ID> rate-limit window medium {86400 | <duration>}
stats alarm <alarm_ID> rate-limit window short {3600 | <duration>]

5. Change the amount of time between samples for the specified group of sample data. Type 
show stats sample to view sample IDs and current sampling interval. 
stats sample <sample_ID> interval <poll_interval_time_in_seconds>

6. Clear all memory of the specified sample, CHD (computed historical datapoint), or alarm, 
or of all of those together. Clearing a sample or CHD deletes all of the gathered data. 
Clearing an alarm resets it to a non-error state, clears the watermarks, and forgets the 
event history. Type show stats chd to view CHD IDs, status and default threshold values.
stats clear-all
stats sample <sample_ID> clear
stats chd <CHD_ID> clear
stats alarm <alarm_ID> clear

7. Export statistics to csv (comma-separated value) file; the only format supported for 
Release 2.0.1. The dataset to be exported is determined by the specified report name 
(given below). If a filename is specified, the stats are exported to a file of that name; 
otherwise a name is given that contains the report name and time and date of the export. 
Either one, both, or neither of the after and before parameters may be specified, placing 
boundaries on the timestamps of the instances to be exported; they may come in either 
order relative to each other. Use show files stats to see the file. Use file stats 
<filename> upload <URL> to another system.
stats export csv <report_name> [filename <filename>] [after <date> <time>] 

[before <date> <time>]
Example:
test-vos (config) # stats export csv cpu_util
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test-vos (config) # show files stats 

cpu_util-20090401-161206.csv

test-vos (config) # file stats upload cpu_util-20090401-161206.csv scp://
joe@sv01/home/joe

Password: *******
test-vos (config) #

8. Display all stats of the specified type or a particular stat. If cpu is specified, basic statistics 
about CPU utilization are displayed.

show stats {alarm [<alarm_ID>] | chd [<CHD_ID>] | cpu | sample [<sample_ID>]}

Note! You can’t set log statistics thresholds using the Management Console in Release 2.0.1.

Stats Reports
These are the report names you can use to export stats; the reports list all related alarms, 
chds, and/or samples. See stats for CLI details.

• memory—Memory utilization

• paging—Paging I/O (input/output)

• cpu_util—CPU utilization

• bandwidth_day_avg—Average bandwidth usage

• bandwidth_day_peak—Peak bandwidth usage

• connection_day_avg—Average connection count

• connection_day_peak—Peak connection count

Installing and Using Flash Media Server (FMS) in Media Flow Controller
Media Flow Controller has the ability to work with Adobe Flash Media Server (FMS) to stream
Flash videos over Real Time Messaging Protocol™ (RTMP).
FMS RTMP delivery service listens on Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) port 1935; the
FMS administration service listens on TCP port 1111. RTMP is a proprietary protocol
developed by Adobe Systems for streaming audio, video and data over the Internet, between
a Flash player and a server.

Installing FMS on Media Flow Controller
To install FMS, you must first download the image; you can do this directly from Adobe (the
“Development Server” version, available for free, is adequate for this procedure, but it is
limited to 10 simultaneous streams). First download the image to a Web or FTP/SCP server to
which you have access. Use these CLI commands at the (config) # prompt (must have admin
privileges and enter enable and then configure terminal first):

application fms download <URL_of_FMS_image>
application fms install <name_of_FMS_image>

The download command downloads the image given in the URL (SCP, HTTP, or FTP) to the
directory /nkn/adobe/downloads directory that is visible in the FMS shell. See the “Command
Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format).
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The install command shows files in the FMS download directory and, when the install image
is given, interactively installs FMS. 
Important! It is critical that a few of the installation questions are answered with the correct
values; be sure to use these values as indicated in the following step procedure.

1. Accept the license agreement and enter your FMS server serial number or leave blank 
and press Enter to install the FMS Development Server. The FMS Development Server is 
free, but limited to 10 simultaneous streams. 

Do you agree with the license agreement? (y/n): y 
Please enter your Flash Media Server 3.5 serial number.

You have not entered a serial number.  Falling back to the Adobe Flash 
Media Development Server!
Would you like to try again? y/n:  Default [n]: n 
Adobe Flash Media Server 3.5 requires approximately 200MB of disk space.

2. Enter the correct directory for the installation, /nkn/adobe/fms.
The installer will install Adobe Flash Media Server 3.5 in the following 
directory. Default [/opt/adobe/fms]: /nkn/adobe/fms 

3. If you get a previous installation warning, overwrite it.

WARNING: The installer has detected a previous installation.
Do you want the installer to overwrite the previous installation with this 
installation or quit this installer? (y/q) Default [y]: y 

4. Enter the port on which the FMS is to communicate, 1935.

The Adobe Flash Media Server communicates on the IANA-assigned port of 
1935, which is the port most Flash applications expect, and can also 
communicate on port 80, both for tunneling Flash over HTTP, and for 
proxying HTTP to a webserver.
Please enter the Adobe Flash Media Server port(s), comma-separated Default 
[1935,80]: 1935 

5. Enter the port on which the FMS Admin service is to run, 1111.

Please enter the port to use for the Admin service. You can only specify 
one admin port. Default [1111]: 1111 

6. Enter credentials for using the FMS Admin Console. Example uses admin / admin.

The administrative user name and password you provide here is required to 
use the Adobe Flash Media Server Management Console for administration, 
monitoring, and debugging.

Please enter the administrative username: admin 
Please enter the administrative password: 
Please do not enter a blank password. 
Please enter the administrative password: ***** 
Confirm password: *****

7. Enter a username for the user the FMS is to run as; Media Flow Controller requires this to 
be admin.

When the Adobe Flash Media Server service is started, the service can be 
run as a user other than "root". The server would change to this user when 
the server is started and has acquired its ports.

Please enter the user that the Adobe Flash Media Server service will run 
as Default user [nobody]: admin 
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8. Enter a group for the FMS service user; Media Flow Controller requires this to be admin.

Please enter a valid user group for the "admin" user: Default group 
[admin]: admin 

9. Decline Apache installation.

Do you want to install apache? (y/n) Default [y]: n 

10. Decline FMS running as a daemon.

Do you want the Adobe Flash Media Server service to run as a daemon? (y/n) 
Default [y]: n 

11. Decline starting FMS after this installation.

Do you want to start the Adobe Flash Media Server after the installation 
is done? (y/n) Default [y]: n 

----------- Install Action Summary -----------
WARNING: You have chosen to overwrite a previous installation.
Installation directory         = /nkn/adobe/fms
Flash Media Server Port        = 1935
Flash Media Admin Server Port  = 1111

Administrative username        = admin
Administrative password        = (suppressed)

service owner                  = admin
service user                   = admin
service group                  = admin

12. Finish the installation.

Proceed with the installation? (y/n/q): y 

Modifying and Restarting the FMS Service
You must manually configure two FMS files. If any configuration changes are made to FMS,
including installation, the FMS services need to be restarted. 

1. Modify the FMS server and adminserver files using vi. To do this, first log in to the FMS 
shell from the CLI config mode in Media Flow Controller:
application fms shell

2. Locate the server and adminserver files and edit them as indicated; for this line:
if [ "X$USERID" != "Xroot" ]; then
Change to:
if [ "X$USERID" != "Xadmin" ]; then
Example:
test-vos # enable
test-vos # configure terminal
test-vos (config) # application fms shell
BusyBox v1.00 (2008.12.21-08:07+0000) Built-in shell (ash)
Enter 'help' for a list of built-in commands.

# ls
fms  lib  bin
# cd fms
# ls
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documentation           tcSrvMsg                fmsadmin.pid
applications            uninstallFMS            modules
auto_fms_start_enabled  fmsmgr                  tools
shmrd                   logo.gif                dh1024.pem
fmsmaster.pid           logs                    scriptlib
licenses                conf                    fmscore
fmsmaster               fmsadmin                libasneu.so.1
server                  webroot                 readme.htm
License.htm             samples                 dh512.pem
touch                   tmp                     adminserver
License.txt             fmsedge
#

3. Exit the FMS shell by typing exit; the window closes and you must open a new session to 
Media Flow Controller. 

4. In the new Media Flow Controller session, enter config mode and restart FMS:
service restart mod-rtmp-admin
service restart mod-rtmp-fms

Configuring the FMS Admin Console—First Time
The FMS Admin Console allows you to monitor and manage FMS activity, including the
current FMS user sessions, streams, and performance. The Media Flow Controller Web-
based Management Console lets you monitor only the delivery of the files configured under
VOD (described below). 
Note! Do not use your Media Flow Controller as a Web server for the FMS Admin Console. 
To use the FMS Admin Console to monitor FMS activity, you need to copy three files under
the FMS installation directory to the doc root of your origin-server; Juniper Networks
recommends placing these files in a directory separate from the FMS directory for your video
files.

1. To obtain the three files, you can download the FMS Development Server to your origin-
server and unpack it.

2. You can locate the three files you need in the fms/webroot directory of the unpacked FMS 
Development Server tarball:

/fms_adminConsole.htm
/resources/AC_RunActiveContent.js
/swfs/fms_adminConsole.swf

Copy these three files to your doc root (/var/www/html) in a directory you create; for 
example fmsAdmin.

3. Open a browser to your Media Flow Controller using this URL (example uses fmsAdmin):

http://<IP_address_of_origin-server>/fmsAdmin/fms_adminConsole.htm

4. Login with the FMS Admin Console credentials you configured in step 6 of “Installing FMS 
on Media Flow Controller” on page 85 and the IP address of your Media Flow Controller 
for Server Address.

5. Complete FMS setup on Media Flow Controller by following the instructions given in 
“Configuring FMS on Media Flow Controller for Video on Demand,” next.
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The advantage to installing the FMS Admin Console before FMS configuration is complete is
that, when FMS configuration on Media Flow Controller is complete, you can immediately
check the installation via the FMS Admin Console. Otherwise, you must send appropriately
defined traffic and verify FMS processing through the Media Flow Controller. You can do this
either by looking at the logs and graphs in the Media Flow Controller Web-based Management
Console or by using show counters at the CLI to observe FMS traffic.

Configuring FMS on Media Flow Controller for Video on Demand
To configure FMS for video on demand (VOD), log in to the FMS shell from the CLI config
mode in Media Flow Controller:

application fms shell

The above CLI command takes you to the FMS installation directory and from there, all FMS
configuration changes can be done. The configuration entails creating a Media Flow Controller
FMS directory and namespace(s).
When an RTMP request comes to FMS, it scans the configuration file in the application
directory /fms/applications to find the requested file. You configure Media Flow Controller
namespace to correspond with the configuration of VOD_DIR (described below).
Important! The configuration in FMS must match your FMS Media Flow Controller
namespace configuration. 

FMS VOD Configuration

Assuming we are using the default FMS VOD application:

1. Locate the Application.xml file in the /fms/applications/vod directory and replace 
${VOD_DIR} with /nkn/mnt/fuse/fms in the the configuration for VirtualDirectory. The 
VirtualDirectory configuration part of Application.xml looks like this (before editing):

<VirtualDirectory>
<!-- Specifies application specific virtual directory mapping for recorded
<Streams>/;${VOD_COMMON_DIR}</Streams>
<Streams>/;${VOD_DIR}</Streams>
</VirtualDirectory>
Edit this as indicated, for this line:
<Streams>/;${VOD_DIR}</Streams>
Change to:
<Streams>/;/nkn/mnt/fuse/fms</Streams>
Example:
test-vos (config) # application fms shell
BusyBox v1.00 (2008.12.21-08:07+0000) Built-in shell (ash)
Enter 'help' for a list of built-in commands.

# ls
lib        fms        downloads  bin
# cd fms
# ls
auto_fms_start_enabled  logs                    readme.htm
fmsmgr                  License.txt             tcSrvMsg
server                  dh1024.pem              fmsadmin
fmsmaster.pid           shmrd                   tmp
uninstallFMS            modules                 logo.gif
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webroot                 fmsedge                 applications
libasneu.so.1           tools                   samples
licenses                fmscore                 documentation
conf                    License.htm             adminserver
dh512.pem               scriptlib
fmsmaster               fmsadmin.pid
# cd applications
# ls
vod   live
# cd vod
# ls
main.far                media                   readme.txt
allowedHTMLdomains.txt  Application.xml         allowedSWFdomains.txt
#

2. Exit the FMS shell by typing exit; the window closes and you must open a new session to 
Media Flow Controller. 

Note! The directory configuration is /nkn/mnt/fuse PLUS the URI path /fms from the
namespace configuration (below).
If the file requested by the client player for application VOD is sample.flv, then the request
that comes to Media Flow Controller is /fms/sample.flv. Media Flow Controller matches the
incoming request /fms/sample.flv to namespace fms_vod via the configured match uri of /
fms.

Media Flow Controller Namespace Configuration for FMS VOD 
The namespace and match uri must match the application configuration in FMS. For
example, if you used /nkn/mnt/fuse/fms/vod above instead of /nkn/mnt/fuse/fms, then your
corresponding namespace configuration would have to have a match uri of /fms/vod.
Example assumes a configuration of /nkn/mnt/fuse/fms.
The video files and associated files such as SWFs, JavaScript, and HTML are stored in an
HTTP or NFS origin server and the configured Media Flow Controller namespace points to
that origin server.
The files also can be pre-ingested using FTP instead of fetching from origin on cache-miss.
It's also possible to cache only the video file in Media Flow Controller and for all other
associated files, the player directly goes to the origin server. 

test-vos (config) # namespace fms_vod
test-vos (config namespace fms_vod) # domain any
test-vos (config namespace fms_vod) # match uri /fms
test-vos (config namespace fms_vod) # origin-server http fms-

origin.test.com
test-vos (config namespace fms_vod) # status active
test-vos (config namespace fms_vod) # exit

How to Configure Multiple Namespaces and URIs—Method 1

Have multiple applications such as vod, vod1, and vod2, in FMS and let them map to their 
corresponding namespaces as given below:

vod: 
Application.xml: <Streams>/;/nkn/mnt/fuse/firstpath</Streams>
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namespace match uri: /firstpath
Player1 requests file: application vod and file sample.flv

vod1: 
Application.xml: <Streams>/;/nkn/mnt/fuse/secondpath</Streams>
name space match uri: /secondpath
Player2 requests file: application vod1 and file sample.flv

vod2: 
Application.xml: <Streams>/;/nkn/mnt/fuse/thirdpath</Streams>
name space match uri: /thirdpath
Player3 requests file: application vod2 and file sample.flv

How to Configure Multiple Namespaces and URIs—Method 2
Have only one application and use the client player to provide different file paths that map to
different namespaces.

vod:
Application.xml: <Streams>/;/nkn/mnt/fuse</Streams>
player1 requests file: firstpath/sample.flv
player2 requests file: secondpath/sample.flv
player3 requests file: thirdpath/sample.flv

Videos
Put your videos in the Apache webroot (var/www/html) in a directory named /fms (or whatever
you used for the URI path configuration in the Application.xml file) of the origin server
configured for your streaming namespace. Provide access to them on your Website. You can
then open a browser and request a video via RTMP and observe FMS on Media Flow
Controller either by looking at the logs and graphs in the Media Flow Controller Web-based
Management Console or by using show counters at the CLI.

Applying the Adobe Full-Function FMS Server License
If you installed FMS on Media Flow Controller using the free FMS Development Server, and
decide to upgrade to the full-function Adobe FMS Server, follow these steps.

1. Download the license using application fms download command. For example:

QA10 (config) # application fms download scp://<user>@<hostname>/
<path_to_file>/<license_file_name>.lic 

2. Open the FMS shell:

application fms shell 

3. Go to the downloads directory:   

cd downloads/ 

4. Copy the file to the fms/licenses directory. For example:   

cp <license_file_name>.lic ../fms/licenses/ 

5. Restart the FMS service:
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service restart mod-rtmp-fms 

Note! You can install FMS on Media Flow Controller without the full-function FMS Server
license, but the functionality is limited to 10 simultaneous streams.

Saving and Applying Configurations
You can save a binary file with all current configuration data, that can be used to restore the 
system configuration. You can also reset custom configurations to their factory defaults, 
upload a saved configuration, and import a configuration from another Media Flow Controller. 

1. Save a configuration to a file; use no-switch to leave the current configuration active. Use 
show configuration files to see the saved file name.
write memory to <file_name> no-switch 

2. Use SCP to send the just-saved configuration file to a server (must have SCP installed); 
See the “Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format). 
configuration upload <file_name> <URL>

3. When you are ready, fetch the saved configuration file.
configuration fetch <URL>/<file_name>

4. Verify that you have the saved configuration file.
show configuration files

5. Switch to the saved configuration.
configuration switch-to <file_name>
Example:
test-vos (config) # write memory to 04_01_09 no-switch
test-vos (config) # show configuration files
04_01_09
initial (active)
initial.bak

test-vos (config) # configuration upload 04_01_09 scp://joe@example.com/
home/joe

Password: *******
test-vos (config) # configuration delete 04_01_09
test-vos (config) # show configuration files
initial (active)
initial.bak

test-vos (config) # configuration fetch scp://joe@example.com/home/joe/
04_01_09

Password: *******
test-vos (config) # show configuration files
04_01_09
initial (active)
initial.bak

test-vos (config) # configuration switch-to 04_01_09
test-vos (config) # show configuration files
04_01_09 (active)
initial
initial.bak

6. Merge the common settings from a given configuration file to the active configuration file.
configuration merge <file_name>
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7. Revert the active configuration to either the factory defaults or the last saved 
configuration. Use keep-basic to preserve licenses and SSH host keys, use keep-
connect to preserve anything necessary to maintain network connectivity to the system: 
interfaces, routes, and ARP; either or both may be used.
configuration revert {factory | saved} [keep-basic] [keep-connect]

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the System Config tab,
Config Mgmt page; see System Config > Config Mgmt for details.

Rebooting 
You can either reboot or shutdown Media Flow Controller; if you use shutdown, the system 
does not reboot until it is power-cycled. In the CLI, use these commands:

1. Reboot or shutdown the system. 
reload

2. Set boot parameters; optionally specify a default location from which the image boots; 
there are only two locations to choose from so the options are 1 and 2 for location ID. If 
next is used, set the boot location to be the next one after the one currently booted from. 
boot {location <location_ID> | next}

3. View boot parameters.
boot ?  

4. View current settings.
show boot  

To reboot using the Management Console, go to the System Config tab, Upgrade page; see
System Config > Reboot  for details.

Upgrading
When upgrades are available, Juniper Networks will broadcast the upgrade URL to use in this
procedure. Note that upgrade preserves the current, saved, configurations; however, you may
still want to save the current configuration to a file off-box by following the previous procedure.
Note! If disk partitions are changing then a re-manufacture is required; follow “Saving and
Applying Configurations” on page 92 steps along with the appropriate installation instructions
described in the Media Flow Controller Installation Guide.

1. Fetch the upgrade image file with the supplied URL.
image fetch <URL>/<filename>

2. Install the image.
image install <filename>

3. Verify which boot image contains the upgrade.
show images

4. Switch to the boot partition containing the upgrade image, if needed.
image boot next

5. Reboot to that partition.
reload

6. Verify that the new image is booted.
show version
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To upgrade using the Management Console, go to the System Config tab, Upgrade page;
see System Config > Upgrade  for details.

How To
This section covers common configurations. Be sure to change variables, like domain and 
origin-server, as needed.

Configure Media Flow Controller to Cache All Contents for a Website
Configure Media Flow Controller to cache all contents of the Website www.example.com.

1. Install Media Flow Controller and set up basic network connectivity including eth0 IP 
address, a domain list (to resolve unqualified hostnames), DNS, and default gateway; 
save configurations.
interface eth0 ip address <IP_address> {<netmask> | <mask_length>}
hostname <name>
ip domain-list <domain_name_for_resolving_hostnames> ...
ip name-server <IP_address>
ip default-gateway <IP_address>
write memory

2. Ping the default gateway to ensure connectivity. Ping your origin server with the FQDN. 
Use Ctrl+c to stop.
ping <default_gateway> 
Ctrl+c
ping <origin_server_FQDN>
Ctrl+c

3. Set up DNS records so that incoming requests are routed to Media Flow Controller. Be 
sure to set the Media Flow Controller DNS server so it is not the same as your Web 
server’s DNS server (to prevent looping).

4. Configure a namespace with domain www.example.com and match uri-prefix / (slash):
test-vos (config) # namespace example
test-vos (config namespace example) # domain www.example.com
test-vos (config namespace example) # match uri /
test-vos (config namespace example) # origin-server http www.exampleOS.com 
test-vos (config namespace example) # status active
test-vos (config namespace example) # exit
The match uri-prefix of just a / (slash) tells Media Flow Controller to use these 
namespace rules for all incoming requests to domain www.example.com, since all 
incoming requests have a / (slash) in them. To limit the application of these namespace 
rules, you would change the match uri-prefix to narrow down which requests to that 
domain trigger this namespace and/or set a precedence following the match criteria (the 
lower the number, the higher the precedence) for resolving conflicts; a uri-prefix of just a / 
(slash) would typically have a low precedence value set so other namespaces (which will 
all include a /) can be used. 
Tip! If unsure what port you are using for origin-server, use standard Linux shell 
commands to figure out the port, and then configure it along with the origin-server, if not 
the default. If you need to change the origin-server, or any namespace setting, simply 
enter the new setting.
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Note! There are many namespace options, including cache-inherit, delivery protocol, 
origin-fetch, and so forth. See “Namespace Options” on page 67 for more information 
and namespace for CLI details. 

5. Repeat the configuration twice, if needed, to cover requests coming in to “example.com” 
(without the “www” prefix) and/or the IP address for example.com (if requests may come 
in that way).

6. Verify the configuration.
show namespace example
Namespace: example
  Active: yes
  Precedence: 0
  Domain Name: www.example.com
  Proxy Mode: reverse
  Match Type:
      URI-Prefix - /
  Origin-Server: http://www.exampleOS.com:80

  Delivery Protocol: HTTP           Status Enabled: yes

  Origin Fetch Configuration:
    Cache-Age (Default): 28800 (seconds)
    Cache Age Threshold: 60 (seconds)
    Cache-Directive: follow
    Object Size Threshold: NONE (Always Cached)
    Modify Date Header: deny

  Origin Request Configuration:
    Cache-Revalidate: permit
      Use 'Date' Header when Last-Modified is not present: no
    Convert HEAD to GET: permit
    Host-header Inherit: deny
    Set X-Forwaded-For Header : yes

  Client-Request Configuration:
    Allow objects with a query-string to be cached: no

  Client-Response Configuration :

  Delivery Protocol: RTSP           Status Enabled: no

  Origin Fetch Configuration:
    Cache-Age (Default): 28800 (seconds)
    Cache Age Threshold: 60 (seconds)
    Cache-Directive: follow
    Object Size Threshold: NONE (Always Cached)

  Virtual Player:

  Live Pub-Point Details:

  Pre-stage FTP Configuration:
    User: example_ftpuser

7. From the browser, initiate a connection to Media Flow Controller for www.example.com. 
Check the accesslog to see that Media Flow Controller processed it. You can view the 
errorlog and the accesslog via the Media Flow Controller Management Console; use a 
browser to open the Media Flow Controller IP address on port 8080 and login (default 
login: admin / no password) and open the Service Logs tab.
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Configure NFS Fetch for Images
Configuring Media Flow Controller to fetch all JPEG image files located in a particular directory 
on an NFS origin server requires another namespace configuration. 
In this example, all requests for files at www.example.com/jpgImages/ that incur a cache
miss (necessitating an origin fetch) are fetched from the specified origin using NFS; the
configuration could look like this:

test-vos (config) # namespace exampleJpegs
test-vos (config namespace exampleJpegs) # domain www.example.com
test-vos (config namespace exampleJpegs) # match uri /jpgImages/
test-vos (config namespace exampleJpegs) # origin-server nfs 

exampleOS.com: /home/jpgImages
test-vos (config namespace exampleJpegs) # status active
test-vos (config namespace exampleJpegs) # exit
test-vos (config) # 

The match uri-prefix of   /jpgImages tells Media Flow Controller to use these namespace
rules for incoming requests containing /jpgImages in the URL: use NFS to fetch the requested
file from the specified origin-server on the default port, if unspecified (default NFS port is
2049). 
Just as with the initial namespace configuration, repeat the namespace configurations with the
domain specified without the “www” prefix, and again specified with the IP address, if
requests may come in those ways. Test the configuration with ping.
Tip! If unsure what port you are using for origin-server, use standard Linux shell commands
to figure out the port, and then configure it along with the origin-server, if not the default. 

Configure HTTP Fetch for Videos
Configuring Media Flow Controller to fetch all video files, located in a particular directory on
the origin server, via HTTP, requires another namespace configuration. 
In this example, all requests for videos at www.example.com/videos/ that incur a cache miss
(necessitating an origin fetch) are fetched from the specified origin using HTTP.
For our example company, www.example.com, the configuration could look like this:

test-vos (config) # namespace exampleVideos
test-vos (config namespace exampleVideos) # domain www.example.com
test-vos (config namespace exampleVideos) # match uri /videos/
test-vos (config namespace exampleVideos) # origin-server http 

www.exampleOS.com 80
test-vos (config namespace exampleVideos) # status active
test-vos (config namespace exampleVideos) # exit
test-vos (config) # 

The match uri-prefix of   /videos tells Media Flow Controller to use these namespace rules
for incoming requests containing /videos in the URL: use HTTP to fetch the requested file from
the specified origin-server on port 80 (HTTP default). 
Just as with the initial namespace configuration, repeat the namespace configurations with the
domain specified without the “www” prefix, and again specified with the IP address, if
requests may come in those ways.
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Tip! If unsure what port you are using for origin-server, use standard Linux shell commands
to figure out the port, and then configure it along with the origin-server, if not the default. 

Configure RTSP Fetch for Videos
Configuring Media Flow Controller to fetch all video files, located in a particular directory on
the origin server, via RTSP, requires another namespace configuration. 
In this example, all requests for videos at www.example.com/videos/ that incur a cache miss
(necessitating an origin fetch) are fetched from the specified origin using RTSP.
For our example company, www.example.com, the configuration could look like this:

test-vos (config) # namespace exampleVideos
test-vos (config namespace exampleVideos) # domain www.example.com
test-vos (config namespace exampleVideos) # match uri /videos/
test-vos (config namespace exampleVideos) # origin-server rtsp 

www.exampleOS.com 554
test-vos (config namespace exampleVideos) # status active
test-vos (config namespace exampleVideos) # exit
test-vos (config) # 

The match uri-prefix of   /videos tells Media Flow Controller to use these namespace rules
for incoming requests containing /videos in the URL: use RTSP to fetch the requested file from
the specified origin-server on port 554 (RTSP default). 
Just as with the initial namespace configuration, repeat the namespace configurations with the
domain specified without the “www” prefix, and again specified with the IP address, if
requests may come in those ways.
Tip! If unsure what port you are using for origin-server, use standard Linux shell commands
to figure out the port, and then configure it along with the origin-server, if not the default. 

Configure Media Flow Controller with SmoothFlow Restricted by File Path
Configuring Media Flow Controller to apply SmoothFlow functionality to all video files located
in a particular directory, requires a namespace configuration and a SmoothFlow virtual player
Type 4 configuration. 

1. For our example company, www.example.com, the virtual player configuration for this 
task could look like this:
test-vos (config) # virtual-player HD type 4
test-vos (config virtual-player HD) # connection max-bandwith 0
test-vos (config virtual-player HD) # control-point player
test-vos (config virtual-player HD) # signals session-id query-string-parm 

sid state query-string-parm sf profile query-string-parm pf
test-vos (config virtual-player HD) # seek query-string-parm sk
test-vos (config virtual-player HD) # exit
test-vos (config) #
This configuration sets connection max-bandwidth to unbounded (0), control-point to 
player (what monitors the bandwidth), the query params for session-id (sid), state (sf), 
profile (pf), and seek (sk); and does not impose hash verification. The client player must 
be designed so that it knows when to send requests for which SmoothFlow functions, 
including serving different video bit-rate profiles.
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2. For our example company, www.example.com, the namespace configuration for this task 
could look like this:
test-vos (config) # namespace exampleHD
test-vos (config namespace exampleHD) # domain www.example.com
test-vos (config namespace exampleHD) # match uri /videos/HD/
test-vos (config namespace exampleHD) # origin-server http 

www.exampleOS.com 80
test-vos (config namespace exampleHD) # virtual-player HD
test-vos (config namespace exampleHD) # status active
test-vos (config namespace exampleHD) # exit
test-vos (config) #

The match uri-prefix /videos/HD/ tells Media Flow Controller to use these namespace rules
for incoming requests containing /videos/HD in the URL. Any incoming request for a file
located in 
/videos/HD will use the assigned SmoothFlow virtual player Type 4, HD. That virtual player
tells Media Flow Controller what actions to perform when certain query params are sent from
the client player. 
In this case, any incoming requests for videos at www.example.com/videos/HD will have
SmoothFlow functionality applied as indicated, with a working SmoothFlow client player.
Just as with the initial namespace configuration, repeat the namespace configurations with the
domain specified without the “www” prefix, and again specified with the IP address, if
requests may come in those ways.
Tip! If unsure what port you are using for origin-server, use standard Linux shell commands
to figure out the port, and then configure it along with the origin-server, if not the default. 

Pre-Stage Content with FTP
You pre-stage content to a Media Flow Controller edge cache or origin so it is there when the
first request arrives. Typically, content is pre-staged to origin; however, you can pre-stage
content to the edge, but always pre-stage such content to origin as well because edge caches
function as volatile storage and evict content rapidly.
When you create a namespace, an FTP user is automatically created with the name
<namespace>_ftpuser, without a password. You need to use the CLI username or
namespace commands to give the user a password; then you can log in as that namespace’s
FTP user and issue the FTP commands to push the content to Media Flow Controller (default
FTP port is 21). In this way, each FTP session transfers content only for one namespace at a
time and users cannot view the content of another FTP user.
If the pre-staging is to an attached library (2 box arrangement), then you can see the listing of
the files using your FTP client. If the pre-staging is to Media Flow Controller directly, then you
can use the namespace object list all command to see the listing of transferred files.
Note! Pre-staging content in this manner simply places the files on the Media Flow Controller.
In order to pre-process for SmoothFlow, you must follow a different procedure. See the
SmoothFlow Developer’s Guide for more information.
Note! FTP in Media Flow Controller has no checksum support. 
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Configure Media Flow Controller as a Mid-Tier Proxy
Service providers are using 3-tier architectures de-coupling front end servers from back-end
storage servers by deploying mid-tier proxies. Mid-tier proxies reduce network latency, save
bandwidth costs, offload origin servers, and scale front-end server throughput. Media requests
are handled by front-end servers, supporting multiple protocols, that issue HTTP fetch
requests to Media Flow Controller mid-tier proxy, instead of to origin servers. Media Flow
Controller serves the content just as an origin server would in a network without mid-tier
servers. 

You can configure Media Flow Controller as a mid-tier proxy via a namespace setting. In this 
deployment, you must also configure user browsers to point at the Media Flow Controller; 
domain and match uri-prefix settings are generally irrelevant and can be set to any and / 
(slash), respectively. If you have multiple namespaces, set a low precedence (10 is the lowest) 
so incoming requests can pass to namespaces with specific uri-prefix matches (instead of / 
that accepts all incoming requests). 

1. Create a namespace with domain any, match uri / precedence 10 and origin-server 
http absolute-url.

2. Configure your browser to point at the Media Flow Controller. In Internet Explorer™, you 
do this through the Tools > Internet Options > Connections > LAN settings page. In 
Mozilla Firefox™, use the Tools > Advanced > Network > Connection Settings page.

In this way, any connections to the Internet go through Media Flow Controller to the
appropriate namespace rather than this one.
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CHAPTER 4

Media Flow Controller Log and Fault Management

To manage network faults, you need to discover, isolate and correct problems. You can
discover problems with the Media Flow Controller (Media Flow Controller) logs and system
monitoring commands, isolate problems with system testing, and resolve problems with other
commands, including debug commands. To perform log and fault management, these tasks
are described in the following sections:

• Logging

• SNMP Events and Stats Alarms

• Configuring Notifications

• Displaying Information Using Show Commands

• Testing Network Connectivity

• Testing Media Flow Controller Delivery Functions

• Enabling Debug Operations

• Troubleshooting Media Flow Controller

Logging 
Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller provides several logs: Service Log (accesslog), 
Cache Log (cachelog), Error Log (errorlog), FMSAccess Log (fmsaccesslog), FMSEdge Log 
(fmsedgelog), FMSConnector Log / fuselog, Stream Log (streamlog), System Log, Tech-
Support Log, and Trace Log (tracelog). Common status codes and sub-codes are given in 
Table 9 and Table 10. 

Log Status Codes and Sub-Codes
These status codes and sub-codes may appear in the accesslog or errorlog and in other
messages. Table 9 describes the standard status (%s) codes that might be returned in a
Media Flow Controller log. See Table 10, next, for status sub-codes.

Table 9 Media Flow Controller Logging Status (%s) Codes 

Code Description
100 Continue
200  OK (Success)
201 Created
206       Partial Content downloaded
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250  Low on Storage Space
300       Multiple Choices
301       Moved Permanently
302       Moved Temporarily
303       See Other
304       Not Modified
305       Use Proxy
400       Bad Request
401       Unauthorized
402       Payment Required
403       Forbidden
404       Not Found
405  Method Not Allowed
406       Not Acceptable
407       Proxy Authentication Required
408       Request Time-out
410       Gone
411       Length Required
412       Precondition Failed
413       Request Entity Too Large
414       Request-URI Too Large
415       Unsupported Media Type
416 Requested Range Not Satisfiable
451       Parameter Not Understood
452       Conference Not Found
453       Not Enough Bandwidth
454       Session Not Found
455       Method Not Valid in This State
456       Header Field Not Valid for Resource
457       Invalid Range
458       Parameter Is Read-Only
459       Aggregate operation not allowed
460       Only aggregate operation allowed
461       Unsupported transport
462       Destination unreachable
500       Internal Server Error
501       Not Implemented
502       Bad Gateway
503       Service Unavailable
504       Gateway Time-out
505       RTSP Version not supported
551       Option not supported

Table 9 Media Flow Controller Logging Status (%s) Codes  (continued from previous page)

Code Description
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Status/Error Sub-Codes
The Media Flow Controller status sub-codes are shown in Table 10, see Table 9 for status 
codes. Note! Successful transactions are indicated by a 0 (zero) for the status sub-code.

Table 10 Media Flow Controller Logging Status Sub-Codes 

Sub-
Code

Module Name
HTTP Response Line (if any)

Comments
Counter(s) (if any)

10003 NKN_SERVER_BUSY
404 Not Found

Session Admission Control due to internal 
resource

20003 NKN_BUF_INVALID_OFFSET
416 Requested range not satisfiable

Either Start or Stop offset in byte range is 
beyond total content length
glob_cm_inval_off

30051 NKN _SSP_BAD_REMAPPED_URL SSP (server side player) remapped the request
URL to an internal URL and received a 404 
response from the origin server when 
attempting a fetch.

52004 NKN_HTTP_NAMESPACE
4040 Not Found

Failed to match any namespace in configuration
glob_http_namespace_err_52004

52005 NKN_HTTP_REQ_RANGE_1
416 Requested Range Not Satisfiable

Either Start or Stop byte range in request is 
negative

52006 NKN_HTTP_REQ_RANGE_2
416 Requested Range Not Satisfiable

Stop offset is less than start offset in byte range

52012 NKN_HTTP_URI
400 Bad Request

URI does not exist in the HTTP request

52016 NKN_HTTP_CLOSE_CONN
404 Not Found

Failed to tunnel the request because origin 
server is NFS or server map
glob_http_close_conn_err_52016

52018 NKN_HTTP_NO_HOST_HTTP11
400 Bad Request

HTTP/1.1 request without Host field

52019 NKN_HTTP_PARSER
400 Bad Request

Malformed HTTP request, Media Flow 
Controller cannot parse the request
glob_http_parse_err_nulls
glob_http_parse_err_req_rate
glob_http_parse_err_uri_tolong
glob_http_parse_err_req_toshort
glob_http_parse_err_normalize_uri
glob_http_parse_err_badreq_1
glob_http_parse_err_badreq_2
glob_http_parse_err_badreq_3
glob_http_parse_err_longcookie
glob_http_parse_err_badreq_4
glob_http_parse_err_badreq_5

52020 NKN_HTTP_ERR_CHUNKED_REQ
400 Bad Request

Chunked encoding request (Not supported in 
Release 2.0.1)

52021 NKN_HTTP_BAD_HOST_HEADER
400 Bad Request

Domain in HTTP request is not an FQDN 
domain

52022 NKN_HTTP_BAD_URL_HOST_HEADER
400 Bad Request

Domain in HTTP absolute uri is not an FQDN 
domain
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Service Log (accesslog)
Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller supports W3C or NCSA or Custom log formats. The
Service Log / accesslog records all command executions. See accesslog for CLI details
including format options. See “Configuring Service Logs” on page 117 for implementation
details.

accesslog
copy <SCP> 
filename {access.log | <string>} 
format  <field1 field2 …>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <integer>}
syslog replicate {enable | disable} 

Viewing the Accesslog
You can schedule automatic uploads of completed accesslogs with the accesslog copy 
command; a completed accesslog is one that has reached its set rotate criteria (default is 
filesize-MB = 100). Only completed accesslogs can be uploaded with the accesslog 
copy command, to see accesslogs more frequently you might want to reduce the 
maximum filesize with this command accesslog rotate filesize-MB 1. In that way, once 
an accesslog reaches 1 megabyte (rather than the default 100 megabytes) it uploads 
automatically to the specified URL. 
To immediately complete and upload an accesslog, run this command accesslog copy 
scp://<URL>, followed by the service restart accesslog command. Now you can access 
the compressed accesslog at the specified system, move it (if needed), uncompress it, 
and view its contents. 

52023 NKN_HTTP_UNSUPPORT_VERSION
505 HTTP Version Not Supported

Request HTTP version is neither 1.0 or 1.1

71007 NKN_FP_CONFLICT
404 Not Found

Failed to tunnel request for any reason (e.g. no 
license, no internal resource, origin server is not
reachable, no namespace found, etc.)
glob_fm_err_make_tunnel

N/A N/A Running out of licenses
glob_run_out_of_license

N/A N/A Session Admission Control limitation due to 
network bandwidth
glob_overflow_socket_due_afr

N/A NKN_OM_SERVER_DOWN Origin server is not reachable
glob_om_server_down_err_50003

N/A NKN_OM_SERVER_FETCH_ERROR Origin server accepts connection, but no HTTP 
response before it closes the connection
glob_om_servedr_fetch_err_50001

N/A NKN_OM_SSP_RETURN Un-handled internal error

Table 10 Media Flow Controller Logging Status Sub-Codes  (continued from previous page)

Sub-
Code

Module Name
HTTP Response Line (if any)

Comments
Counter(s) (if any)
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To view the Media Flow Controller accesslog:

• Management Console—Media Flow Controller accesslog entries are available for viewing 
on the Management Console Logs > Service Log page.

• CLI—To upload the accesslog, run upload accesslog {current | all} scp://<URL>. 
Choose all to upload all existing accesslogs. Default is current. See the “Command 
Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements.

Reading the Accesslog
The accesslog/Service Log (in the Management Console) provides this information, in this
order (by default—the order changes if you change the accesslog format):

• IP address and domain requested

• Date and time, in brackets

• HTTP method and path of file, in quotes

• Status code (see “Media Flow Controller Logging Status (%s) Codes” on page 101)

• Bytes returned

• Referrer, in quotes

• Agent, in quotes

• Status sub-code (see “Media Flow Controller Logging Status Sub-Codes” on page 103)

Example:

172.19.172.192 172.19.172.130 - [04/Jan/2010:20:33:40 +0000] "GET /HNAP1/ HTTP/1.1" 404 0 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Win32)" 52004
172.19.172.192 172.19.172.130 - [04/Jan/2010:20:33:43 +0000] "GET /TEADevInfo/ HTTP/1.1" 404 0 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Win32)" 52004
172.19.172.192 172.19.172.130 - [04/Jan/2010:20:33:46 +0000] "GET / HTTP/1.0" 404 0 "-" "Mozilla/
4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Win32)" 52004

Cache Log (cachelog)
Media Flow Controller supplies a log of cache activity. See “Configuring Service Logs” on 
page 117 for implementation details. See cachelog for CLI details.

cache
copy <SCP>
filename <filename>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <integer>}
syslog
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For each type of event, Add, Attribute Update, and Delete; a single entry is written:

• ADD entries include:

a. Date in square brackets
b. Type (ADD)
c. URI name in double quotes
d. Cache tier name
e. Cache name
f. Content length in bytes
g. Expiry time for this URI, in UTC format with square brackets

• ATTR_UPDATE (Attribute Update) entries include:

a. Date in square brackets
b. Type (ATTR_UPDATE)
c. URI name in double quotes
d. Cache tier name
e. Cache name
f. Expiry time for this URI, in UTC format with square brackets

• DELETE entries include:

a. Date in square brackets
b. Type (DELETE)
c. URI name in double quotes
d. Cache tier name
e. Cache name

Example:

[Fri Jun 26 19:37:09.754 2009] ADD "/http-cl18:ed239a85/100k-files/117/29" SAS dc_3 32768 [Fri Jun 
26 19:38:14 2009]
[Fri Jun 26 19:38:23.257 2009] ATTR_UPDATE "/http-cl18:ed239a85/100k-files/588/45" SAS dc_3 [Fri 
Jun 26 19:39:28 2009]
[Fri Jun 26 19:50:59.072 2009] DELETE "/http-cl18:ed239a85/100k-files/381/69" SAS dc_4

Note! Attribute Update is performed with a namespace origin-request cache-revalidation
on an individual URI. If this namespace option is set to deny, no Attribute Update entries
occur. Each URI has its own expiry time. If the re-validation indicates that a URI is still valid,
the Attribute Update event updates the URI expiry time; this makes a log entry. 

Viewing the Cache Log
To view the Media Flow Controller cache log:

• Management Console—Media Flow Controller cache log entries are available for viewing 
on the Management Console Logs > Cache Log page.

• CLI—To upload a cache log, run upload cachelog scp://<URL>. Now you can access the 
cache log at the specified system, move it (if needed) and view its contents. See the 
“Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements.

Error Log (errorlog)
The Media Flow Controller errorlog records service related error messages, such as cache
and delivery problems. The Media Flow Controller system log (syslog) records system related
messages and errors, such as user logins and CPU problems; see System Log for details.
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See “Media Flow Controller Logging Status (%s) Codes” on page 101 and “Media Flow
Controller Logging Status Sub-Codes” on page 103 for code details.
See errorlog for CLI details. See “Configuring Service Logs” on page 117 for implementation
details.
By default, the errorlog name is “error.log.” If Media Flow Controller is launched from the serial
console, all error messages print out on the console; if Media Flow Controller is launched from
the CLI, all error messages are logged in the file /var/log/messages.
The Error Logs provide freeform information; including these fields:

• Date and time, in brackets

• Media Flow Controller module and message level in this form: module.level, in brackets 
(see tables 11 and 12 below for descriptions); module code may not display

• Function name and source line number (ends with colon)

• Message

Example:
[Tue Jan  5 18:27:31.285 2010][MOD_HTTPHDRS.MSG] get_nth_list_element:1697: find_nth_name_value() 
failed rv=1
[Tue Jan  5 18:27:31.285 2010][MOD_HTTPHDRS.MSG] mime_hdr_get_nth_unknown:989: 
get_nth_list_element() failed rv=2
[Tue Jan  5 18:27:31.285 2010][MOD_HTTPHDRS.MSG] mime_hdr_get_unknown:930: 
find_name_value_by_name() failed rv=2

The errorlog module names and codes that may display are shown in Table 11, below.

Table 11 Error Log Modules 

Module Name Module Code

MOD_NETWORK (network) 0x0000000000000001

MOD_HTTP (HTTP subsystem) 0x0000000000000002

MOD_DM2 (disk manager) 0x0000000000000004

MOD_MM (media manager) 0x0000000000000008

MOD_BM (buffer manager) 0x0000000000000010

MOD_CE (cache eviction) 0x0000000000000020

MOD_SCHED (schedular) 0x0000000000000040

MOD_SSP (virtual player) 0x0000000000000080

MOD_HTTPHDRS (HTTP headers) 0x0000000000000100

MOD_FQUEUE (file queue) 0x0000000000000200

MOD_SYSTEM (system) 0x0000000000000400

MOD_FM (file manager) 0x0000000000000800

MOD_OM (origin manager) 0x0000000000001000

MOD_OOMGR (offline origin manager) 0x0000000000002000

MOD_TCP (transport control protocol) 0x0000000000004000
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The errorlog levels that may display are shown in Table 12, below.
 

errorlog
copy <SCP>
filename <name>
level {1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5-7}
module <module>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <integer>}
syslog replicate {disable | enable}

Viewing the Errorlog
To view the Media Flow Controller errorlog:

• Management Console—Media Flow Controller errorlog entries are available for viewing 
on the Management Console Logs > Error Log page.

MOD_TFM (temporary file manager, services offline origin manager for 
files under 10MB stored until promoted to the first eligible disk cache)

0x0000000000008000

MOD_NAMESPACE (namespace) 0x0000000000010000

MOD_NFS (network file system) 0x0000000000020000

MOD_RTSP (real time streaming protocol) 0x0000000000040000

MOD_AM (asset manager) 0x0000000000080000

MOD_MM_PROMOTE (media promotion) 0x0000000000100000

MOD_FUSE 0x0000000000200000

MOD_VPEMGR (video processing engine) 0x0000000000400000

MOD_GM 0x0000000000800000

MOD_DASHBOARD 0x0000000001000000

MOD_ANY 0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

Table 12 Error Log Levels 

Level Name (number) Description

Severe (1) Failure, immediate attention required. Note! Some Severe messages are 
Informational only and do not indicate an error.

Error (2) Function worked incorrectly.

Warning (3) Function worked, but not as expected.

MSG (4) System activity.

MSG2 (5), MSG3 (6) Progressively more detailed messages.

Table 11 Error Log Modules  (continued from previous page)

Module Name Module Code
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• CLI—To upload an errorlog, run upload errorlog scp://<URL>. Now you can access the 
errorlog at the specified system, move it (if needed) and view its contents. See the 
“Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements.

FMSAccess Log (fmsaccesslog)
FMSAccess Log displays all FMS server command executions. Streaming fmsaccesslog 
events include play, pause, seek, and stop events; session fmsaccesslog events include 
connect, disconnect, and connect-pending events, by default. This log is generated by the 
FMS server (must be installed, see “Installing and Using Flash Media Server (FMS) in Media 
Flow Controller” on page 85). This log is written to /nkn/adobe/fms/logs/access.<nn>.log, by 
default (you can access this using application fms shell). See fmsaccesslog for CLI details. 
See “Configuring Service Logs” on page 117 for implementation details. 

fmsaccesslog
copy <SCP>
filename <filename>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <integer>}
syslog

Viewing the FMSAccess Log
To view the Media Flow Controller FMSAccess log:

• Management Console—Media Flow Controller FMSAccess log entries are available for 
viewing on the Management Console Logs tab, FMSAccess Log page.

• CLI—To upload the fmsaccesslog, run upload fmsaccesslog scp://<URL>. Now you can 
access the FMSAccess log at the specified system, move it (if needed) and view its 
contents. See the “Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and 
requirements.

FMSEdge Log (fmsedgelog)
FMSEdge Log is used for diagnostic purposes and displays transactions to the FMS edge 
server; for example, “Connection rejected by server,” “Edge disconnected from core,” 
“Listener started for clients.” This log is generated by the FMS server (must be installed, see 
“Installing and Using Flash Media Server (FMS) in Media Flow Controller” on page 85). This 
log is written to /nkn/adobe/fms/logs/edge.<nn>.log, by default (you can access this using 
application fms shell). See fmsedgelog for CLI details. See “Configuring Service Logs” on 
page 117 for implementation details. 

fmsedgelog
copy <SCP>
filename <filename>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <integer>}
syslog
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Viewing the FMSEdge Log
To view the Media Flow Controller FMSEdge log:

• Management Console—Media Flow Controller FMSEdge log entries are available for 
viewing on the Management Console Logs tab, FMSEdge Log page.

• CLI—To upload the fmsedgelog, run upload fmsedgelog scp://<URL>. Now you can 
access the FMSEdge log at the specified system, move it (if needed) and view its 
contents. See the “Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and 
requirements.

FMSConnector Log / fuselog
The Media Flow Controller FMSConnector Log records RTSP transaction details including 
what URIs are accessed and how many bytes are returned by the FUSE module. This log is 
generated by Media Flow Controller. See fuselog for CLI details. See “Configuring Service 
Logs” on page 117 for implementation details. 

fuselog
copy <SCP>
filename <filename>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <integer>}
syslog

Viewing the FMSConnector Log
To view the Media Flow Controller fuse log:

• Management Console—Media Flow Controller FMSConnector log entries are available for 
viewing on the Management Console Logs tab, FMSConnector Log page.

• CLI—To upload a fuselog, run upload fuselog scp://<URL>. Now you can access the 
fuse log at the specified system, move it (if needed) and view its contents. See the 
“Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements.

Stream Log (streamlog)
This log records RTSP streaming transactions. See streamlog for CLI details, including 
format options. See “Configuring Service Logs” on page 117 for implementation details. 

streamlog
copy <SCP>
filename <filename>
format <field1 field2 …>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <integer>}
syslog
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Viewing the Stream Log
To view the Media Flow Controller stream log:

• Management Console—Media Flow Controller stream log entries are available for viewing 
on the Management Console Logs tab, Stream Log page.

• CLI—To upload a stream log, run upload streamlog scp://<URL>. Now you can access 
the stream log at the specified system, move it (if needed) and view its contents. See the 
“Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements.

System Log
Media Flow Controller employs a syslog utility for tracking and logging all manner of system
messages from the merely informational to the extremely critical; this log is not specific to
service activity. To see service activity reports, see “Cache Log (cachelog)” on page 105,
“Error Log (errorlog)” on page 106, “FMSAccess Log (fmsaccesslog)” on page 109, and/or
“Stream Log (streamlog)” on page 110. The Trace Log can be used to track down problems
with a specific delivery situation; see “Trace Log (tracelog)” on page 113 for details. 
Set counter thresholds with stats commands; set email notifications with email commands.
See logging for CLI details. See Table 13, below for severity level options.
The System Log keeps track of all system activities, similar to syslog on a UNIX system. The
System Log provides this information, in this order:

• Date and time

• Media Flow Controller hostname and process name (ends with colon)

• Process date and time, in brackets (may be missing)

• Event information, may include severity level in brackets, see Table 13, below for levels

Example:
Jan  6 00:10:00 test-vos httpd: [Wed Jan 06 00:10:00 2010] [notice] Apache configured -- resuming 
normal operations
Jan  6 05:58:50 test-vos pm[4617]: [pm.NOTICE]: Output from nknlogd (Nokeena Log Manager): 
Debuglog socket 17 closed
Jan  6 08:58:27 test-vos login: ROOT LOGIN ON ttyS0: user admin (System Administrator)

Table 13 Syslog Severity Levels 

Level Description

emergency An error from which the system cannot recover/system unusable

alert An error requiring immediate action for operation to continue

critical An unexpected condition/response causing an error for unknown reasons

error An unexpected condition/response causing an error for known reasons

warning An anomalous condition that can be ignored and functioning continue but may affect 
operations

notice Normal but significant condition/response that could affect operations

info Normal but significant condition/response that does not affect operations

debug Messages generated by the debugging utility
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System Baseline and Health
Logging can provide more information than any one person can process during any given
moment; finding the required information can be a daunting task. This problem can be reduced
if you take time with each installed system to perform a baseline audit. A baseline audit
identifies normal activity for your system, normal system log entries, normal network traffic for
the system, and how the system reacts to certain conditions.
A baseline audit helps you get the most value from syslog data. In particular, a baseline audit
helps identify what the system was like before you became suspicious of its behavior and
helps you determine what has changed. On a day to day basis the system logs can be used to
determine network health and how well the network and computer systems are running. This
provides the ability to proactively solve issues before the user is aware.

Viewing the System Log
To view the Media Flow Controller system log:

• Management Console—Media Flow Controller system log entries are available for viewing 
on the Management Console System Logs page.

• CLI—To upload a system log, run logging files upload {current | <file_number>} URL. 
The word current specifies the current log file. To specify an archived log file, give its 
number instead, as displayed by show log files. Now you can access the system log at 
the specified system, move it (if needed) and view its contents.
Use show log [files <file_number>] [[not] matching <regex>] to view a local log file. If 
<file_number> is specified, view an archived log file, where the number is from 1 up to 
the number of archived log files. If [not] matching <regex> is specified, the file is filtered 
to only include lines either matching, or not matching, the provided regular expression.
Use show log continuous [[not] matching <regex>] to display the last few lines of the 
current log file, and then continue to display new lines as they come in, until you press 
Ctrl+C. If [not] matching <regex> is specified, only log lines matching, or not matching, 
the provided regular expression are printed.
Use show log files to display a list of local log files.

Note! Enclose all regex entries in single quotes; i.e. ‘^.*\example\.com’.

Tech-Support Log
The tech-support command outputs a super-set of syslog information in the form of a 
compressed (.tgz) file. There is no configuration. The contents of the nkn_tech-support.tgz 
file include the following:

active.db
active.txt
build_version.sh
build_version.txt
config
cpuinfo.log
dmesg
iomem.log
ioports.log
list-var_opt_tms.txt
lsof.txt
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lspci-vvv.log
lspci-vvvn.log
messages
messages.10.gz
messages.1.gz
messages.2.gz
messages.3.gz
messages.4.gz
messages.5.gz
messages.6.gz
messages.7.gz
messages.8.gz
messages.9.gz
mfdb
mfdb.txt
modprobe.d
nkncnt.log.1
nkncnt.log.2
output
root_cli_history
running-config.txt
scsi.log
sysinfo.txt
systemlog
version.log 

Viewing the Tech-Support Output
To view the Media Flow Controller tech-support output:

• Management Console—Media Flow Controller Tech Support Report can be downloaded 
through the System Config > Tech-Support page.

• CLI—Run tech-support scp://<URL>. Now you can access the tech-support output at 
the specified system, move it (if needed) and view its contents. See the “Command 
Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements. The file is created 
with the name nkn_tech-support. Juniper Networks highly recommends that, if you have 
multiple Media Flow Controllers, each Media Flow Controller be configured with a different 
path variable (use a different directory) so that tech-support data from one Media Flow 
Controller doesn’t overwrite data from another; if different hosts are used for each Media 
Flow Controller, then the same path name can be used.

Trace Log (tracelog)
Media Flow Controller includes a delivery trace facility to help diagnose the handling of a
particular HTTP request. See tracelog for CLI details. 

copy <SCP>
filename <name>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <integer>}
syslog replicate {disable | enable}
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The tracing is done by logging trace points of internal steps (e.g. namespace lookup, cache 
lookup, etc.). A request is traced if the following conditions are true:

• The global trace flag is enabled via the CLI:
delivery protocol http trace enable

• The HTTP request includes the X-NKN-Trace header; for example if using Wget:
wget --header “X-NKN-Trace:” <URL>

The HTTP modules detect the above conditions and set the flag “HRF_TRACE_REQUEST”
as well as other flags that direct each relevant module to log meaningful trace points. The
trace points (as of Release 2.0.1) given below are shown with variables that are instantiated
with data before displaying:
OM=Origin Manager, SF=SmoothFlow, %s=string data, %d=integer data, %ld=long integer
data.
The trace points described in Table 14 below, are currently (as of Release 2.0.1) defined in
Media Flow Controller.

Table 14 Delivery Protocol HTTP Trace Points 

Trace Point Description

“Object %s bytes %Id to %Id served from %s” NFS trace.

"Unmount problem: Stale NFS handle %s" NFS; the given NFS mount point is not valid

"Mount failed for mount command: %s" NFS mount failed.

"Could not unmount old mount configuration. 
Please check whether someone is accessing this 
directory: %s"

NFS mount failed.

"Namespace configuration does not exist" The requested namespace parameter is undefined

"URI prefix does not exist in namespace 
configuration"

The requested uri-prefix is not configured in the 
requested namespace.

"HTTP config does not exist in namespace 
configuration"

The requested namespace does not have HTTP 
delivery protocol or origin-server configured.

"Received TRACE URI: %s" NFS trace.

"Programming error. Could not get URI " "postfix NFS trace.

"Could not find the file in the " "directory. Please 
check filename: %s errno = %d"

The requested file was not found in the specified 
directory.

"Could not mount file. Please check " "filename: %s. 
errno = %d"

NFS; the requested file could not be mounted.

"End TRACE URI: %s. End NFS_stat. Success." NFS.

"TRACE URI: %s. End NFS stat Error: URI not 
found"

NFS.

"End TRACE URI: %s. Error while doing STAT" NFS.

"NFS GET: Received TRACE URI: %s" NFS. Received trace URI

"NFS GET: Programming error: NFS object not 
found in get after stat succeeded"

NFS. Object not found 

"NFS GET: Programming error: Error getting object 
after stat finished. "

NFS. Error getting object after stat finished.

"NFS GET: Cannot read content from file." NFS. Requested content not in file.
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"NFS GET: Cannot get attributes for this file” NFS. Requested file attributes missing.

"NFS GET: TRACE URI: %s. End NFS get: 
Success"

NFS. Get successful.

"NFS GET: TRACE URI: %s. End NFS get: Error: 
Server busy"

NFS. Server busy.

"NFS GET: TRACE URI: %s. End NFS get: Error 
getting uri"

NFS. Error getting URI.

"OM returning %s bytes for object %s offset=%ld 
length=%ld"

Origin Manager. Returning cacheable/non-cacheable 
given bytes to the buffer manager for the given object
starting at the given offset and length.

"OM connect failed %s:%hu for object %s" Origin Manager. Unable to connect to the origin server
identified by the given hostname/IP address and port 
for the given object.

"OM http_response object %s\n%s" Origin Manager. HTTP origin server response for 
given object and headers.

"OM connect failed %s:%hu for object %s" Origin Manager. Socket connect to the given IP 
address and port failed for the given object.

"OM gethostbyname_r(%s) failed" Origin Manager. gethostbyname_r call failed for the 
given hostname/IP address with the given error code.

"OM connect(%s) failed” Origin Manager. Socket connect to given hostname/IP
address failed with the given error code.

"OM connecting %s:%hu for object %s" Origin Manager. Socket connect to the given IP 
address and port is pending for the given object.

"Hash authentication failed for virtual player: %s" Server Side Player. Video will not be delivered.

"Hash authentication successful for virtual player: 
%s"

Server Side Player. Video will be delivered.

"Fast start buffer size set to %d bytes" Server Side Player. Configured fast--start value.

"Fast start not enabled" Server Side Player. The fast-start option was 
requested but not enforced in the virtual player.

"AFR Set to %d Bytes/sec" Server Side Player. assured-flow rate was set to the
given value for delivering this video.

"AFR Failed. %d b/w unavailable for profile %s" Server Side Player. The requested assured-flow rate
was unable to be met due to a lack of bandwidth for a
given video/profile; the video was not delivered since 
Media Flow Controller cannot honor the configured 
assured-flow rate.

"Virtual Player: %s of Type-%d has been invoked" Virtual Player. Virtual player of the named type was 
invoked.

"No Virtual Player associated with this namespace" Virtual Player. The requested virtual player option was
unavailable because no virtual player is assigned to 
the requested namespace.

"Health probe request enabled and no cache flag is 
set"

Virtual Player. For this request, the fetched file will not
be cached in Media Flow Controller.

Table 14 Delivery Protocol HTTP Trace Points  (continued from previous page)

Trace Point Description
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Viewing the Trace Log
To view the Media Flow Controller trace log:

• Management Console—Media Flow Controller trace log entries are available for viewing 
on the Management Console Trace Logs page.

• CLI—To upload a trace log, run upload tracelog scp://<URL>. Now you can access the 
trace log at the specified system, move it (if needed) and view its contents. See the 
“Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements.

About Log Rotation
All Media Flow Controller service logs offer log rotation options. It is important to remember
that log rotation parameters are checked only when activity is written to the log. If no activity,
or very widely spaced activity, is being written to the log, the rotation setting may appear to not
be honored. For example, if cachelog on-the-hour enable is set, and data is written to the
cachelog at 1pm and no data is written to it again until 6:30pm, the rotation happens as soon
as data is written to it, in this case 6:30pm; if logging continues, rotation happens again at 7pm
and so on.
Note! Log on-the-hour enable and rotate time-interval 1 both set log rotation to every hour;
the on-the-hour setting takes precedence, if you set both. You cannot set time-interval to
less than 1 (hour). Additionally, if you set on-the-hour enable and filesize-MB, the filesize-
MB setting takes precedence; should this happen between hours, the log is also rotated on
the hour (if active).

"URL %s%s matched namespace %s" Server Side Player. The incoming request was 
mapped to a configured namespace.

"URL %s%s did not match any namespace" Server Side Player. The incoming request could not be
mapped to any configured namespace.

"HTTP Response object %s\n%s" HTTP Response object given.

"Logic for SmoothFlow state %d enabled" The SmoothFlow feature has been configured 
correctly and is operating.

"[SesID: %s] Request to fetch internal meta file %s 
issued"

SmoothFlow trace; the internal meta file request was 
issued.

"[SesID: %s] SmoothFlow assets/metadata missing. 
Try to deliver regular file %s"

SmoothFlow trace; the meta file or some requested 
assets were not found, the default regular file will be 
delivered instead.

"[SesID: %s] SmoothFlow AFR Set: %d Bytes/sec" SmoothFlow trace; assured-flow rate is set to given 
value.

"[SesID: %s] SmoothFlow AFR request failed: %d. 
Please check if network connection max bw is 
limiting AFR"

SmoothFlow trace; assured-flow rate request failed, 
possibly due to a lack of network bandwidth.

"AFR Failed, b/w unavailable" Assured-flow rate could not be met due to lack of 
available bandwidth.

Table 14 Delivery Protocol HTTP Trace Points  (continued from previous page)

Trace Point Description
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Configuring Service Logs
Most Media Flow Controller logs, including accesslog, cachelog, errorlog, fuselog, and
streamlog, allow you to enable/disable, copy (automatically), set filesize (for auto-copy), set
filename, set format/field options, and set syslog replication. See “System Logging Options” on
page 81 for details on syslog options. Unless otherwise indicated, this procedure applies to
the accesslog, cachelog, errorlog, fuselog, streamlog, and tracelog. Note, “<*>log” = any
service log.
Tip! You can schedule automatic uploads of completed logs with the <*>log copy command.
A completed log is one that has reached its set filesize-MB (default is 100). Only completed
logs can be uploaded with <*>log copy; to see logs more frequently you could reduce the
maximum filesize with this command <*>log filesize-MB 1. In that way, once a log reaches 1
megabyte (rather than the default 100 megabytes) it uploads automatically to the set URL. 
Tip! If this Media Flow Controller is going to be managed by a CMC server, set the auto-
upload URL to the address of the CMC server and the filepath to /log.

1. Disable the log (these logs are enabled by default) and enable the log.
no <*>log enable
<*> log enable

2. Change the default log name (<*>.log.<num>, numbered sequentially by creation time). 
Note! If giving the service log a new name, the “.log” is not automatically appended.
<*>log filename <new_name>.log 

3. Change the log format (accesslog and streamlog only). See accesslog format 
Options, and streamlog format Options for details. Add %N for namespace name to be 
added to the output.
<*>log format <field1 field2 ...> 

4. Change the log level or module; only for errorlog. The level determines how many 
messages are logged; the higher the number (7 is highest) the more messages, default is 
1. The module focuses the errorlog, default is any (0x00FFFFFFFFFFFFFF). See 
errorlog level Options and errorlog module Options for CLI details. 
errorlog level 2 
errorlog module 0x00FFFFFFFFFFFFFF 

5. Set automatic rotating of service logs based on log filesize-MB or time-interval. If you set 
the copy option, when the log reaches its set filesize-MB (in megabytes), or the set time-
interval, it is copied to the specified machine via SCP (an SCP server must be installed 
on the target machine). First set the copy destination, then set the rotate criteria. If you do 
not set a copy destination, the rotated log is deleted.
<*>log copy <SCP> 
<*>log rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <minutes>} 

6. Enable hourly log rotation, same as setting rotate time-interval 60. 
accesslog on-the-hour {disable | enable}

7. Merge log entries with syslog entries, making them available through the Management 
Console System Logs page.
<*>log syslog replicate enable

8. Restart the log service. 
service restart mod-log 

9. Upload the current service log. 
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upload <*>log {current | all} <scp://
username[:<password>]@<hostname><path>

Example using accesslog:
test-vos (config) # no accesslog enable 
test-vos (config) # accesslog enable 
test-vos (config) # accesslog filename sv05accesslog.log
test-vos (config) # accesslog format %h %V %u %t %s %b %N
test-vos (config) # accesslog copy scp://joe@sv01/home/joe
Password: *******
test-vos (config) # accesslog rotate filesize-MB 75 time-interval 1
test-vos (config) # accesslog on-the-hour enable
test-vos (config) # accesslog syslog replicate enable
test-vos (config) # service restart mod-log 
test-vos (config) # upload <*>log current scp://joe@sv01/home/joe
Password: *******
test-vos (config) #

To make these configurations using the Management Console, go to the Service Config tab,
<*>log page. After making changes use EZconfig page Service Restart area to restart the
appropriate log service. Be sure to click Apply at each section and Save at the top right of the
page to make the changes persistent across reboots/restarts.

SNMP Events and Stats Alarms
This section describes the SNMP events and stats alarms you can set. These may reach you 
through an email event name (configurable).

SNMP
For Release 2.0.1, Media Flow Controller supports the Entity and Asset SNMP MIBs for
discovery, asset management, alarms, and traps; that is HOST-REOURCES, HOST-
RESOURCES-TYPES, IF, IP, IDP, and TCP MIBs.
Typically, SNMP uses UDP (User Datagram Protocol) ports 161 for the agent and 162 for the
manager. The Manager may send requests from any available port (source port) to port 161 in
the agent (destination port). The agent response is given back to the source port. The
Manager receives traps on port 162. The agent may generate traps from any available port.
See Table 15, below for information on SNMP traps, possible causes, and recommended
actions. 
Note! At this time, Media Flow Controller does not support provisioning over SNMP V3. 
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Table 15 SNMP Alarms, Possible Causes, and Recommended Actions 

Event Name
(MIB/ stat Name) Cause Action

System Traps

Interface UP/Down
(cpu)

The network interface on Media Flow Controller went 
operationally UP or DOWN. This event could happen 
because a wire was unplugged, faulty cable, loose 
cabling, or network configuration issue. This event 
causes high-availability to kick in and requests may be 
forwarded to another Media Flow Controller or POP.

Check the network cables that go into t
NIC card and make sure that all cabling
OK. Check the network configuration 
between the switch/router and server. 
Make sure that the interface speeds ma
on the switch and router because this 
mismatch could cause speed auto-
negotiation problems. 

Process Crashed 
(procmgr)

The Media Flow Controller process can restart if there is 
a software problem. A core file is generated. This event 
causes high-availability to kick in and requests may be 
forwarded to another Media Flow Controller or POP. 
The crashed Media Flow Controller process should 
restart very quickly after which new connections/
requests are served. If the core Media Flow Controller 
server process does not crash, requests are served in a 
normal manner. For example, if the management 
process restarts, requests are not affected. 

Escalate to Juniper Networks Support t
look at the core file. However, request 
processing may proceed automatically 
because the Media Flow Controller 
process restarts on its own.

Process Got Stuck
(procLivenessFailure)

The Media Flow Controller is not serving out any more 
requests. This event causes high-availability to kick in 
and requests are forwarded to another Media Flow 
Controller or POP. This Media Flow Controller may not 
be able to recover. 

Processing may proceed automatically
because the Media Flow Controller 
process restarts on its own; if it doesn’t
escalate to Juniper Networks Support t
diagnose the issue.  

Process Not Running
(procExit)

The Media Flow Controller process is not serving out 
any more requests. This event causes high-availability 
to kick in and requests are forwarded to another Media 
Flow Controller or POP. This Media Flow Controller may 
not be able to recover. 

Processing may proceed automatically
because the Media Flow Controller 
process restarts on its own; if it doesn’t
escalate to Juniper Networks Support t
diagnose the issue. 

Unexpected Shutdown
(unexpectedShutdown)

The server may unexpectedly shutdown due to power 
reasons. This is a highly unlikely event. This event 
causes high-availability to kick in and requests are 
forwarded to another Media Flow Controller or POP. 
This Media Flow Controller may not be able to recover. 

Check all power cables. Restart Media 
Flow Controller and all process and 
configurations restart normal operation

Hardware Resources Traps

Disk Failure Warning
(smartError)

One or more disks are issuing warnings that a disk 
sector was corrupted, un-writeable, or unreadable. 
Media Flow Controller still serves out requests from 
other disks. Note: If the ROOT disk is corrupted, the 
system may not be functional and will need to be looked 
at.

Escalate to Juniper Networks Support t
diagnose the issue. 
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CPU Utilization High
(cpuUtilHigh)

The CPU utilization may be high due to increased 
processing of requests, disk I/O, or some error. When 
CPU utilization is high, Media Flow Controller 
performance may be compromised. This event may be 
transitory or permanent.

If high CPU utilization is permanent, 
escalate to Juniper Networks Support t
look at the problem.

Disk Space Low
(diskSpaceLow)

Disk space low may be reported on the ROOT disk 
because logs may be taking too much of disk space. 
This may cause the ROOT disk to un-writeable. 

Upload access log, cache log, error logs
a networked server and delete unneede
logs from the Juniper Networks server.

Paging High
(pagingActivityHigh)

Memory utilization may be high on the Media Flow 
Controller server. When this happens, Media Flow 
Controller performance may be compromised. 

Escalate to Juniper Networks Support t
look at the problem.

Disk I/O High
(disk-io-high)

Disk I/O per second has risen above 5 MB. Indicates 
that more content is served from disks.

Check if the amount of hot/popular cont
is more than the available RAM size. If 
RAM sizing is inadequate, consider 
increase the RAM in the system.

Memory Usage High
(memusage-high)

Memory usage has risen above 90% Check if a single process is hogging the
system memory. If so, restart the proce

Network Usage High
(netusage-high)

Network utilization has risen too high Check if Media Flow Controller is 
constantly fetching content from origin 
server. If so, verify the cache-ability 
parameters on the origin server (such a
Cache-Control, Expiry, Last Modified 
Date).

Check if Media Flow Controller is trying
upload access logs to an unavailable 
server.

Cache Resources Traps

Bandwidth Limit
(total_byte_rate)

Configured bandwidth limit has crossed on this server Configure traffic redirection thresholds 
the external router/load balancer to redu
the number of requests redirected to th
Media Flow Controller

Cache Bandwidth
(cache_byte_rate)

Current Cache bandwidth usage is too high Configure traffic redirection thresholds 
the external router/load balancer to redu
the number of requests redirected to th
Media Flow Controller

Origin Bandwidth
(origin_byte_rate)

Current Origin bandwidth usage is too high Check if disk cache and RAM cache ar
properly utilized by monitoring the 
dashboard. Media Flow Controller may
serving lots of long-tail content or the 
content couldn't be accommodated in t
RAM/disk cache. Check if the available
disk/RAM cache sizing is adequate for 
traffic load.

Table 15 SNMP Alarms, Possible Causes, and Recommended Actions  (continued from previous page)

Event Name
(MIB/ stat Name) Cause Action
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Configuring SNMP consists of setting a system contact and location, admin user parameters,
and Trap Sinks. Note that traps are only sent if there are Trap Sinks configured and enabled.
For more information on SNMPv2, see RFC 2578.
In the Management Console, use the Setup > SNMP page to do this.

In the CLI, use these commands:

snmp (to set all SNMP parameters) and 
email (to determine who should get notifications) See “Email Notification Options” on 
page 53 for details. 

Disk Bandwidth
(disk_byte_rate)

Current Disk BW Usage is too high Check if the amount of hot/popular cont
is more than the available RAM size. If 
RAM sizing is inadequate, consider 
increase the RAM in the system.

Averaged Cache 
Bandwidth
(avg_cache_byte_rate)

Cache Average bandwidth usage, since the system 
uptime, is too high

Configure traffic redirection thresholds 
the external router/load balancer to redu
the number of requests redirected to th
Media Flow Controller.

Averaged Origin 
Bandwidth
(avg_origin_byte_rate)

Origin Average bandwidth usage, since the system 
uptime, is too high

Check if disk cache and RAM cache ar
properly utilized by monitoring the 
dashboard. Media Flow Controller may
serving lots of long-tail content or the 
content couldn't be accommodated in t
RAM/disk cache. Check if the available
disk/RAM cache sizing is adequate for 
traffic load.

Connection Rate
(connection_rate)

Incoming connection rate is too high Configure traffic redirection thresholds 
the external router/load balancer to redu
the number of requests redirected to th
Media Flow Controller.

Transaction Rate
(http_transaction_rate)

HTTP transaction rate is too high Configure traffic redirection thresholds 
the external router/load balancer to redu
the number of requests redirected to th
Media Flow Controller.

Port Bandwidth
(perportbyte_rate)

Network port bandwidth usage is high Configure traffic redirection thresholds 
the external router/load balancer to redu
the number of requests redirected to th
Media Flow Controller. Configure 
additional network ports in Media Flow 
Controller to redistribute the requests 
evenly across the available ports.

Table 15 SNMP Alarms, Possible Causes, and Recommended Actions  (continued from previous page)

Event Name
(MIB/ stat Name) Cause Action
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Stats Alarms
Use the stats commands to set “error” and “clear” thresholds for alarms, a range or interval
for gathering chds (computed historic datapoints), and an interval for data samples.
Additionally, the stats export command exports the specified dataset (memory, paging, or
cpu utilization) to the specified report (of one of the dataset types). Table 16 shows Media
Flow Controller statistics; all defaults are configurable.
For configuration details, see “Configuring Log Statistics Thresholds” on page 83.

1. View current alarm, chd, and sample defaults.
show stats [alarm | chd | sample]

2. View alarm thresholds, chd range and interval values, and sampling interval defaults. 
show stats [alarm <alarm_ID>] [chd <chd_ID>] [sample <sample_ID>]

3. Enable a stat alarm that is disabled by default.
stats alarm <alarm_ID> enable

4. Set rising and falling error-thresholds and clear-thresholds, as appropriate. Some alarms 
operate on a “rising” basis: that is, the alarm is triggered when something rises above the 
error-threshold and is cleared when it falls back to the clear-threshold. Other alarms 
operate on a “falling” basis: the alarm is triggered when something falls below the error-
threshold and is cleared when it rises back to the clear-threshold.
stats alarm <alarm_ID> rising error-threshold <threshold>
stats alarm <alarm_ID> falling clear-threshold <threshold>
stats alarm <alarm_ID> falling error-threshold <threshold>
stats alarm <alarm_ID> rising clear-threshold <threshold>

5. Export statistics to csv (comma-separated value) file; the only format supported for 
Release 2.0.1. The dataset to be exported is determined by the specified report name 
(given below). If a filename is specified, the stats are exported to a file of that name; 
otherwise a name is given that contains the report name and time and date of the export. 
Either one, both, or neither of the after and before parameters may be specified, placing 
boundaries on the timestamps of the instances to be exported; they may come in either 
order relative to each other. Use show files stats to see the file. Use file stats 
<filename> upload <URL> to another system.
stats export csv <report_name> [filename <filename>] [after <date> <time>] 

[before <date> <time>]
Example:
test-vos (config) # stats export csv cpu_util
test-vos (config) # show files stats 
cpu_util-20090401-161206.csv
test-vos (config) # file stats upload cpu_util-20090401-161206.csv scp://

joe@sv01/home/joe
Password: *******
test-vos (config) #
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Table 16 Media Flow Controller Statistics 

Statistic Description

Alarms 
(unless otherwise noted, default rising error threshold is 200000000 Bps; rising clear threshold is 100000000 Bps)

avg_cache_byte_rate * Total number of Bytes served divided by system up time. 

avg_disk_byte_rate Total number of Bytes served from all disks divided by system up time. 

avg_origin_byte_rate * Total number of Bytes fetched from Origin divided by system up time. 

cache_byte_rate * Total data bandwidth being served from RAM/Buffer cache. 

connection_rate * Incoming connections per second, arrived by summing up all accepted 
connections and dividing by system up time. Default rising error threshold is 
20000 per sec; rising clear threshold is 10000 per sec. 

cpu_util_indiv Average CPU utilization. Note that units for this alarm are hundredths of a point of 
the one-minute load average. For example, setting it to 100 causes an alarm if the 
one-minute load average is ever over 1.0 when it is sampled.
Default rising error threshold is 90%; rising clear threshold is 70%.

disk_byte_rate * Current total data bandwidth being served from Disk in the system.

disk_io * Disk I/O (input/output) in kilobytes per second.* Default rising error threshold is 
5120 kilobytes per sec; default rising clear threshold is 4608 kilobytes per sec.

fs_mnt Percent free filesystem space. Default falling error threshold is 7% of disk space 
free; falling clear threshold is 10% of disk space free.

http_transaction_rate * Number of HTTP transactions (GET requests) per second; (number of GET 
requests received so far divided by system up time). Default rising error 
threshold is 40000 per sec; rising clear threshold is 20000 per sec.

intf_util * Network utilization (in B/ps).* Default rising error threshold is 10485760 bytes 
per sec; rising clear threshold is 9437184 bytes per sec.

memory_pct_used * Percent of physical memory in current in use.* Default rising error threshold is 
90% of physical memory used; rising clear threshold is 87%.

nkn_cpu_util_ave CPU utilization across all cores too high

origin_byte_rate * Current total data bandwidth being served from Origin.

paging Paging activity (page faults). Note that units for this alarm are number of pages 
read from, or written to, the swap partition. The alarm is on the amount of paging 
activity that has occurred over the past 20 seconds. Default rising error 
threshold is 2000 page faults; rising clear threshold is 1000 page faults.

perdiskbyte_rate Total number of bytes served from each disk drive divided by system up time on a 
per-disk basis; cumulative (not per-disk).

peroriginbyte_rate Total amount of data fetched per origin server divided by system up time; 
cumulative (not per-origin). 

perportbyte_rate * By-port I/O (input/output, in kilobytes) per second.

* Disabled by default; all others are enabled by default
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total_byte_rate Total data bandwidth being served in the system; does not include management 
traffic on Ethernet port. 

CHDs 
(unless otherwise noted, default interval and range for all are 1 data point)

avg_cache_byte_rate Total number of Bytes served from RAM/buffer cache divided by system up time. 

avg_disk_byte_rate Total number of Bytes served from all disks divided by system up time. 

avg_origin_byte_rate Total number of Bytes fetched from Origin divided by system up time. 

cache_byte_rate Total data bandwidth being served from RAM/Buffer cache. 

connection_rate Incoming connections per second, arrived by summing up all accepted 
connections and dividing by system up time. 

cpu_util CPU utilization: percentage of time spent.

cpu_util_ave CPU utilization average: percentage of time spent. Default interval is 15 seconds, 
default range is 60 seconds.

cpu_util_day CPU utilization that day: percentage of time spent. Default interval and range are 
1800 seconds.

disk_byte_rate Total data bandwidth served from disk.

disk_io Disk I/O (input/output) in kilobytes per second.

fs_mnt_day Filesystem usage average that day:bytes. Default interval and range are 300 
seconds.

fs_mnt_month Filesystem usage for that month:bytes. Default interval and range are 7200 
seconds.

fs_mnt_week Filesystem usage for that week: bytes. Default interval and range are 1800 
seconds.

http_transaction_rate Number of HTTP transactions (GET requests) per second (number of GET 
requests received so far divided by system up time). 

intf_day Network interface statistics aggregation:bytes. Default interval and range are 300 
seconds.

intf_hour Network interface statistics by hour. Default interval and range are 30 seconds.

intf_util Aggregate network utilization across all interfaces. 

memory_day Average physical memory usage: bytes. Default interval and range are 1800 seconds.

memory_pct Average physical memory usage.

origin_byte_rate Current total data bandwidth being served from Origin in system.

paging Average paging activity (page faults). Default interval is 20 seconds, default range 
is 300 seconds.

paging_day Paging activity (page faults) by day. Default interval and range are 1800 seconds.

Table 16 Media Flow Controller Statistics  (continued from previous page)

Statistic Description

* Disabled by default; all others are enabled by default
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Configuring Notifications
Use email commands to set notifications via email to specified recipients for specified events;
you must set the email mailhub for email notifications to work (see “Email Notification

perdiskbyte_rate Total number of bytes served from each disk drive divided by system up time on a 
per-disk basis; cumulative (not per-disk).

peroriginbyte_rate Total amount of data fetched per origin server divided by system up time; 
cumulative (not per-origin). 

perportbyte_rate Total amount of data fetched per port divided by system up time; cumulative (not 
per-origin). 

total_byte_rate Total amount of data fetched. 

Samples
(noted defaults are the amount of time between sample polling for the specified group of data)

cache_byte_count Bandwidth being served from RAM/buffer cache. Default is 1 minute.

cpu_util CPU utilization: milliseconds of time spent. Default is 15 seconds.

disk_byte_count Bandwidth being served from Disk. Default is 1 minute.

disk_io Disk I/O (input/output, in kilobytes). Default is 15 seconds.

fs_mnt_bytes Filesystem usage, in bytes. Default is 1 minute.

fs_mnt_inodes Filesystem usage, in inodes. Default is 1 minute.

http_transaction_count Number of HTTP transactions (GET requests) per second. Default is 1 minute.

interface Network interface statistics. Default is 30 seconds. 

intf_util Network interface utilization, in bytes. Default is 5 seconds.

memory System memory utilization, in bytes. Default is 20 seconds. 

num_of_connections Current number of HTTP connections. Default is 1 minute.

origin_byte_count Bandwidth being served from Origin. Default is 1 minute.

paging Paging activity: page faults. Default is 20 seconds.

perdiskbytes Number of bytes being served from each disk drive. Default is 1 minute.

peroriginbytes Number of bytes being served from origin. Default is 1 minute.

perportbytes By-port I/O (input/output), in kilobytes per second. Default is 1 minute.

total_bytes Total data bandwidth being served in the system. Default is 1 minute.

total_cache_byte_count Total data bandwidth being served from cache. Default is 1 minute.

total_disk_byte_count Total data bandwidth being served from disk. Default is 1 minute.

total_origin_byte_count Total data bandwidth being served from origin. Default is 1 minute.

Table 16 Media Flow Controller Statistics  (continued from previous page)

Statistic Description

* Disabled by default; all others are enabled by default
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Options” on page 53 for details). You can set notifications by event class; and, set a
notification type, either detail (applies to process-crash events only) or summarized (default). 

1. Configure an email notify recipient for both failure and info event classes (by default).
email notify recipient <email_address> 

2. Disable an email notify recipient.
no email notify recipient <email_address> 

3. Limit the email notifications to a particular event class for an existing email notify 
recipient, by removing one of the event classes:
no email notify recipient <email_address> class {failure | info}

4. Ensure that process-crash event notifications are sent in detail:
email notify recipient <email_address> detail

5. Remove the detail event notifications option and set notification type back to summarized:
no email notify recipient <email_address> detail 

Displaying Information Using Show Commands
Media Flow Controller show commands let you find the system information you need. This
section excludes commands that show settings deemed not useful for fault management,
including show commands for banner, cli, clock, delivery, email, ip, license, logging, ntp,
radius-server, snmp-server, ssh, tacacs-server, telnet, terminal, username, web, and
whoami. See Table 9, “Media Flow Controller Logging Status (%s) Codes” and “Media Flow
Controller Logging Status Sub-Codes” on page 103” for descriptions of HTTP response codes
and sub-codes you may see.
show analytics—Analytics manager default settings (shown); these include:

• Cache Promotion status: yes

• Cache Ingest Hit Threshold: 3

• Cache Ingest Size Threshold: 0

• Cache Ingest Last Eviction Time Diff: 1

• Cache Evict Aging Time: 10

• Cache Promotion Hotness Increment: 100

• Cache Promotion Hotness Threshold: 3

• Cache Promotion Hit Increment: 100

• Cache Promotion Hit Threshold: 10

Note! In Release 2.0.1, you can configure some of these settings with analytics commands.
show bootvar—The installed images on partition 1 and partition 2, from which partition was
the last boot, and which partition is set as the next boot.

show counters—The following information (below). See “Log Status Codes and Sub-Codes” 
on page 101,” for descriptions of HTTP response codes:

• Total number of Active Connections

• Total number of Active HTTP Connections

• Total number of Active RTSP Connections
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• Total Bytes served from RAM cache

• Origin Server Counters:
• Total Bytes served from Origin Server
• Total Bytes served from HTTP Origin Server
• Total Bytes served from NFS Origin Server

• Total Bytes served from Disk cache

• Total Bytes served

• Total number of HTTP Connections

• Total number of HTTP Transactions

• Total number of HTTP 200 (request succeeded) responses; incremented when HTTP 
headers are sent

• Total number of HTTP 206 (partial content succeeded) responses

• Total number of HTTP 304 (not modified) responses

• Total number of HTTP 400 (bad request) responses

• Total number of HTTP 404 (not found) responses

• Total number of HTTP 416 (requested range not satisfiable) responses

• Total number of HTTP 500 (internal server error) responses 

• Total number of HTTP 501 (not implemented) responses 

• Total number of HTTP Timeouts

• Total HTTP Well finished count; incremented after the HTTP body has been sent

• Total Number of Cache-Miss

• HTTP TUNNEL STATS

• Total Connections

• Total Active Transactions

• Total Bytes Served

• Total Errors

• ERROR COUNTERS
• Number of Scheduler Errors on get data
• Number of HTTP deadline missed tasks

• PROXY ERRORS
• OM (Origin Manager) Error Connection Failed Count
• HTTP Parse Error Count

• Ingest Fetch Count

• Ingest Bytes Fetched

• Total Disk Read Operations

• Total Disk Write Operations
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• Virtual Player Number of Seeks

• Virtual Player Hash Verification Failed Errors

• Total Number of ports

• Active Connections on Port <port#>

• Number of Requests on Namespace <namespace> (repeats for each defined 
namespace)

show files—List available files or display their counters. Includes these arguments:

• debug-dump—List of debug dump files.

• stats—List of statistics reports.

• system—Filesystem information; includes these statistics for /config and /var:
• Bytes Total
• Bytes Free
• Bytes Used
• Bytes Available
• Bytes Percent Free
• Inodes Total
• Inodes Free
• Inodes Used
• Inodes Percent Free

• tcpdump—Display tcpdump files.

show hosts—Hostname, DNS configuration, and static host mappings.
show images—Information about system images and boot parameters.
show interface [configured]—Information about each system interface including:

• Admin state—Whether or not the interface is enabled.
• Link state—Up means there is a cable plugged into that interface and it is “live” – 

connected to something which is turned on at the other side, i.e. a switch, router, or 
another computer.

• Current TX (transmissions out) and RX (transmissions received) statistics. 
Use configured to see the settings of the interfaces, rather than their runtime state.

show log—View event logs including commands executed during this session.
show media-cache disk—The list argument displays available caches and information on
each including Device (name), Type, (cache), Tier (1=SSD, 2=SAS, 3=SATA), Active status,
Enabled status, Free Space, and Disk State. Use show media-cache disk <disk_name>
for details on a particular disk.
show media-cache free-block threshold—The free-block threshold argument
displays the free-block threshold of the disk caches.
show memory—Memory usage; includes Total, Used, and Free for Physical and Swap.
show namespace—Use the list argument to display a list of configured namespaces and
their UIDs; use show namespace <namespace_name> to display settings for the specified
namespace. Tip! Use namespace <name> object list {all | URI | pattern} to see all objects
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stored in Media Flow Controller for that namespace URI; for more information, see
“(namespace) object list | delete” on page 193.
show network—Network configurations; includes time out, max connections, session
assured flow rate, and session max bandwidth settings.
show ram-cache—Buffer-manager configuration; defaults are sync-interval = 86400
seconds, object minimum size = 0 (zero), revalidate-window = 120 seconds, and maximum
RAM cache size = 0 (zero) or AUTO. Also displays current RAM cache size.
show running-config—Displays commands to recreate the currently running configuration.
show service—Configuration and status (current status, number of failures, last terminated,
and uptime) for these services: delivery (mod-delivery), offline origin manager (mod-oom),
pre-stage FTP (mod-ftp), accesslog and errorlog (mod-log), and FMS service (mod-rtmp-
fms and mod-rtmp-admin). 
show statistics—Key statistics; including:

• Current Bandwidth (MB/Sec)—The rate at which Media Flow Controller is currently 
delivering the service.

• Current Cache Bandwidth (MB/Sec)—The delivery bandwidth at which Media Flow 
Controller is delivering from cache, excluding deliveries from the origin directly.

• Current Disk Bandwidth (MB/Sec)—The delivery bandwidth coming from objects in 
the disk; should be a subset of Current Cache Bandwidth.

• Current Origin Bandwidth (MB/Sec)—The delivery bandwidth for objects being 
fetched from the origin and directly delivered.

• Avg Number of Connections Per Sec—On average, the connection acception rate.

• Avg HTTP Transactions per Sec—On average, number of completed HTTP 
transactions.

• Avg Cache Bandwidth (MB/Sec)—On average, the data fetch rate from buffer to 
network for delivery.

• Avg Disk Bandwidth (MB/Sec)—On average, the data fetch rate from disk.

• Avg Origin Bandwidth (MB/Sec)—On average, the data fetch rate from origin 
(happens only when there is a cache miss).

• Avg Proxy Rate (Origin Manager) (MB/Sec)—Total bytes received from origin, 
sampled every 5 seconds and averaged since Media Flow Controller start.

• Current Proxy Rate in this sec (MB/Sec)—Rate of GET requests made in one 
second.

• Per Disk Bandwidth (MB/Sec)—Lists available disks and the bandwidth for each.

• Per port statistics (TX Bytes Per Sec on <interface>)

show stats <type>—Display statistics (stats) settings and gathered data; includes these
statistic types (see stats for CLI details on alarm, chd, and sample types):

• alarm—Display status and configuration of statistics-based alarms.

• chd—Display configuration of statistics CHDs.

• cpu—Display CPU statistics.

• sample—Display configuration of statistics samples.
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show system—Displays system configuration (debug level and mod).
show users—Displays information about user logins.
show version—Displays version information for current system image.
show virtual-player—Displays virtual player settings; use list to se a list of defined virtual
players and their type, use <name> to see settings.

Testing Network Connectivity
To make sure your network connections are configured and behaving properly, do these tasks:

• Confirm that your computer has the appropriate settings for DNS servers, the correct 
hostname, and an available IP address with the proper subnet mask (show hosts); the 
proper default gateway (show ip default-gateway).

• Check network interfaces (show interfaces). Make sure the links are up, the addresses 
are correct, default routes are set correctly (show ip route). Check cable connectivity.

• Check ARP tables (show arp).

• Check DNS /hostnames configurations (show hosts).

• Check that applications like SSH, and Firefox are working.

• Test connections to remote servers; use ping (Ctrl+c to stop ping):

a. Ping the loopback address (by using the ping 127.0.0.1 command) to verify that TCP/
IP is installed and working correctly on the local computer.

b. Ping the local computer IP address to verify it was added to the network correctly.
c. Ping the IP address of the default gateway to verify that the gateway is functional and 

it is possible to connect to a local host on the local network. 
d. Ping the IP address of another remote host to verify that you can communicate 

through a router.

• Check the network path to a destination with traceroute:

a. At the command prompt, type traceroute <IP_address_of_remote_network_host>, 
and then press ENTER.

b. Examine the results to determine the length of time that the packet took to reach each 
network segment and the point at which the connection may stop working.

Table 17 TCP/IP Diagnostic Utilities

Utility Used to...

show arp View the ARP (address resolution protocol) table on 
the local computer to detect invalid entries.

show hosts View hostname, DNS configuration, and static host 
mappings

show ip {default-gateway | route} Display current TCP/IP network configuration values

ping Verify whether TCP/IP is configured correctly and that 
a remote TCP/IP system is available

traceroute Check the route to a remote system
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Testing Media Flow Controller Delivery Functions
This test, using Wget (a free file retrieval program), demonstrates how Media Flow Controller 
is using a configured namespace to fetch and deliver content via HTTP or NFS, and Media 
Flow Controller caching mechanisms. 
To perform this test you need a client machine with Wget installed that can also serve as the
origin server, and a Media Flow Controller, and connectivity between the two of them. 
The setup for this example procedure includes creating data files (test.txt) and placing them in
a directory (testresults/maria) on a Unix machine with Wget installed, serving as client and
origin (172.16.254.1 / sv05). 
The actions for this example procedure are configuring a namespace (testHttp), requesting
files via the Media Flow Controller (172.16.254.2 / test-vos), and observing results using
show counters and the accesslog on the Media Flow Controller Management Console.

Testing HTTP Origin Fetch
This test is illustrated in Figure 7, below.

Figure 7 wget Test for Media Flow Controller HTTP Delivery and Cache

Prepare for the test by doing the following, then follow the given steps as illustrated above.

• Login to the client/origin UNIX machine and go to a test directory, i.e., testresults/maria; 
create a simple text file, test.txt, and add some content to give the file some weight.
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• Login to the Media Flow Controller and configure a namespace, testHttp; specify a uri-
prefix with a domain, delivery protocol, and origin server, and make the namespace 
active. Example: 

test-vos (config) # namespace testHttp
test-vos (config namespace testHttp) # delivery protocol http
test-vos (config namespace testHttp) # domain any
test-vos (config namespace testHttp) # match uri /testresults/maria
test-vos (config namespace testHttp) # origin-server http sv05
test-vos (config namespace testHttp) # status active
test-vos (config namespace testHttp) # exit

1. From the client/origin machine, use wget to fetch the file locally (verify Wget). Example:
[maria@sv05 maria]$ wget http://172.16.254.1/testresults/maria/test.txt
--13:12:58--  http://172.16.254.1/testresults/maria/test.txt
Connecting to 172.16.254.1:80... connected.
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 165 [text/plain]
Saving to: `test.txt.2'
100%[=======================================>] 165         --.-K/s   in 0s
13:12:58 (15.7 MB/s) - `test.txt.2' saved [165/165]

2. Now use wget to fetch the file via Media Flow Controller. When Media Flow Controller 
receives the first request for that namespace, it begins logging it. Media Flow Controller 
receives the request, matches the uri-prefix to the namespace, and uses that 
namespace’s defined origin server to retrieve the content. Use show counters on the 
Media Flow Controller to see what happened. Example (output truncated):
[maria@sv05 maria]$ wget http://172.16.254.2/testresults/maria/test.txt
--13:18:00--  http://172.16.254.2/testresults/maria/test.txt
Connecting to 172.16.254.2:80... connected.
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 165 [text/plain]
Saving to: `test.txt.3'
100%[=======================================>] 165         --.-K/s   in 0s
13:18:00 (26.2 MB/s) - `test.txt.3' saved [165/165]
[maria@sv05 maria]$
test-vos (config) # show counters
Total number of Active Connections         : 0
Total Bytes served from RAM cache    : 0 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Origin Server : 165 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from HTTP Origin Server : 165 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from NFS Origin Server : 0 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Disk cache   : 0 Bytes
Total Bytes served                   : 165 Bytes
Total number of HTTP Connections     : 1
Total number of HTTP Transactions     : 1
Total number of HTTP 200 responses    : 1
Total HTTP Well finished count        : 1
test-vos (config) #

3. Run the test again to see Media Flow Controller serve the content from RAM. Example 
(output truncated):
[maria@sv05 maria]$ wget http://172.16.254.2/testresults/maria/test.txt
--14:07:21--  http://172.16.254.2/testresults/maria/test.txt
Connecting to 172.16.254.2:80... connected.
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 165 [text/plain]
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Saving to: `test.txt.4'
100%[=======================================>] 165         --.-K/s   in 
0.002s
14:07:21 (83.4 KB/s) - `test.txt.4' saved [165/165]
[maria@sv05 maria]$
test-vos (config) # show counters
Total number of Active Connections         : 0
Total Bytes served from RAM cache    : 165 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Origin Server : 165 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from HTTP Origin Server : 165 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from NFS Origin Server : 0 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Disk cache   : 0 Bytes
Total Bytes served                   : 330 Bytes
Total number of HTTP Connections     : 2
Total number of HTTP Transactions     : 2
Total number of HTTP 200 responses    : 2
Total HTTP Well finished count        : 2
test-vos (config) #

4. Run the test once more to see Media Flow Controller serve the content from Disk; first 
restart the delivery service so everything in RAM is moved to disk. Example:
test-vos (config) # service restart mod-delivery
[maria@sv05 maria]$ wget http://172.16.254.2/testresults/maria/test.txt
--16:17:55--  http://172.16.254.2/testresults/maria/test.txt
Connecting to 172.16.254.2:80... connected.
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 165 [text/plain]
Saving to: `test.txt.3'
100%[=======================================>] 165         --.-K/s   in 0s
16:17:55 (13.1 MB/s) - `test.txt.3' saved [165/165]
[maria@sv05 maria]$
test-vos-cl11 (config) # show counters
Total number of Active Connections         : 0
Total Bytes served from RAM cache    : 0 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Origin Server : 0 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from HTTP Origin Server : 0 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from NFS Origin Server : 0 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Disk cache   : 165 Bytes
Total Bytes served                   : 495 Bytes
Total number of HTTP Connections     : 3
Total number of HTTP Transactions     : 3
Total number of HTTP 200 responses    : 3
Total HTTP Well finished count        : 3

Testing NFS Origin Fetch
NFS origin fetch is very similar to HTTP origin fetch, but the namespace configuration differs
slightly. NFS has much more functionality than HTTP. When you configure the namespace,
you’ll give the uri origin-server NFS IP address (or hostname) and full path; the uri-prefix can
be anything (for example nfs1) and NFS automatically creates that directory when the first
request comes in. Note the request must include the configured uri-prefix. Prepare for the test
by doing the following, then follow the given steps as illustrated in Figure 7 (note the wget path
change for the NFS test).
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• Login to the client/origin machine and go to a test directory, i.e., testresults/maria; create 
a simple text file, test.txt, and add some content to give the file some weight.

• On the Media Flow Controller, create a new namespace, testNfs, and specify a uri-prefix 
with a domain, delivery protocol, and origin server; then make the namespace active. 
Example: 
test-vos (config) # namespace testNfs
test-vos (config namespace testNfs) # domain any
test-vos (config namespace testNfs) # match uri /nfs1
test-vos (config namespace testNfs) # origin-server nfs sv05:home/maria
test-vos (config namespace testNfs) # status active
test-vos (config namespace testNfs) # exit

1. From the client/origin machine, use wget to fetch the file locally (verify Wget). Example:
[maria@sv05 maria]$ wget http://172.16.254.1/testresults/maria/test.txt
--13:12:58--  http://172.16.254.1/testresults/maria/test.txt
Connecting to 172.16.254.1:80... connected.
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 165 [text/plain]
Saving to: `test.txt.2'
100%[=======================================>] 165         --.-K/s   in 0s
13:12:58 (15.7 MB/s) - `test.txt.2' saved [165/165]

2. From the client/origin machine, use wget to fetch the file via Media Flow Controller. When 
Media Flow Controller receives the first request for that namespace, it begins logging it. 
Media Flow Controller receives the request, matches the uri-prefix to the namespace, 
and uses that namespace’s defined origin server to retrieve the content. Use show 
counters on the Media Flow Controller to see what happened. Example (output 
truncated):
[maria@sv05 maria]$ wget -O newtest http://172.16.254.2/nfs1/test.txt  --
17:34:26--  http://172.16.254.2/nfs1/test.txt
Connecting to 172.16.254.2:80... connected.
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 165 [text/html]
Saving to: `newtest'
100%[=======================================>] 165         --.-K/s   in 0s
17:34:26 (26.2 MB/s) - `newtest' saved [165/165]
[maria@sv05 maria]$
test-vos (config) # show counters
Total number of Active Connections         : 0
Total Bytes served from RAM cache    : 0 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Origin Server : 165 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from HTTP Origin Server : 0 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from NFS Origin Server : 165 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Disk cache   : 0 Bytes
Total Bytes served                   : 165 Bytes
Total number of HTTP Connections     : 1
Total number of HTTP Transactions     : 1
Total number of HTTP 200 responses    : 1
Total HTTP Well finished count        : 1
test-vos (config) #

3. Run the test again to see Media Flow Controller serve the content from RAM. Example 
(output truncated):
[maria@sv05 maria]$ wget -O newtest http://172.16.254.2/nfs1/test.txt
--14:07:21--  http://172.16.254.2/nfs1/test.txt
Connecting to 172.16.254.2:80... connected.
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HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 165 [text/plain]
Saving to: `newtest'
100%[=======================================>] 165         --.-K/s   in 
0.002s
14:07:21 (83.4 KB/s) - `newtest' saved [165/165]
[maria@sv05 maria]$
test-vos (config) # show counters
Total number of Active Connections         : 0
Total Bytes served from RAM cache    : 165 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Origin Server : 165 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from HTTP Origin Server : 0 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from NFS Origin Server : 165 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Disk cache   : 0 Bytes
Total Bytes served                   : 330 Bytes
Total number of HTTP Connections     : 2
Total number of HTTP Transactions     : 2
Total number of HTTP 200 responses    : 2
Total HTTP Well finished count        : 2
test-vos (config) #

4. Run the test once more to see Media Flow Controller serve the content from Disk; first 
restart the delivery service so everything in RAM is moved to disk. Example:
test-vos (config) # service restart mod-delivery
[maria@sv05 maria]$ wget -O newtest http://172.16.254.2/nfs1/test.txt
--16:17:55--  http://172.16.254.2/nfs1/test.txt
Connecting to 172.16.254.2:80... connected.
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 165 [text/plain]
Saving to: `newtest'
100%[=======================================>] 165         --.-K/s   in 0s
16:17:55 (13.1 MB/s) - `newtest' saved [165/165]
[maria@sv05 maria]$
test-vos-cl11 (config) # show counters
Total number of Active Connections         : 0
Total Bytes served from RAM cache    : 0 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Origin Server : 0 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from HTTP Origin Server : 0 Bytes
        Total Bytes served from NFS Origin Server : 165 Bytes
Total Bytes served from Disk cache   : 165 Bytes
Total Bytes served                   : 495 Bytes
Total number of HTTP Connections     : 3
Total number of HTTP Transactions     : 3
Total number of HTTP 200 responses    : 3
Total HTTP Well finished count        : 3

Testing a Specific Transaction
If a specific video is having delivery problems, you can use the trace log facility to debug. This
involves setting the delivery trace:

delivery protocol http trace enable

And using WGET (or other tool, cURL, etc.) to request the problem video with this header
added:

X-NKN-Trace
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The Media Flow Controller HTTP modules then set the flag “HRF_TRACE_REQUEST” as well
as other flags that direct each relevant module to log meaningful trace points. To see the trace
points and for additional information, see “Trace Log (tracelog)” on page 113.

Enabling Debug Operations
Media Flow Controller provides a system-level debugging utility as well as a trace facility; see 
“Trace Log (tracelog)” on page 113 for details.
Important! The system gives high priority to debugging output. For this reason, debugging
commands should be turned on only for troubleshooting specific problems or during
troubleshooting sessions with technical support personnel. Excessive debugging output can
render the system inoperable.

1. Generate debugging information for all system functions.
debug generate dump

2. View a list of debug-dump files.
show files debug-dump 

3. View a summary of a specific debug-dump.
show files debug-dump <filename_of_debug_dump>

4. Email a generated debug-dump file to the list of recipients configured to receive info event 
notices (see “Email Notification Options” on page 53 for task details).
file debug-dump email <filename_of_debug_dump>

5. Upload a specific debug-dump file. The uploaded file is a gnu-zipped .tar file (.tgz) and can 
be unzipped with this command on Linux: gunzip -c <filename>.tgz | tar tf - 
or with WinZip on a Windows system.
file debug-dump upload <filename_of_debug_dump> <URL>

Note! Only FTP and TFTP URLs, as well as SCP pseudo-URLs are supported for the
destination. See the “Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp:// URL format.

Troubleshooting Media Flow Controller
This section offers some common troubleshooting procedures.

Media Flow Controller Licenses Invalid
Media Flow Controller licenses are tied to the MAC address of eth0. Typically you must
manually set the eth0 interface at installation with the eth-setup command. If not specified,
the default assignation of ports (eth-setup default) is the order in which the drivers are loaded
and if eth0 is not assigned an inet address at that time, your licenses are invalid and you must
re-install. 
First, determine which interface to use with the following command that shows which interface
has an inet address (the last two octets of the HWaddr are what you need). 

show interface 

Next, type the following command to set that interface as the eth0 management interface.

management interface <interface_ID> 
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Namespace Match Uri Configuration
Proper namespace configuration is required for smooth Media Flow Controller functioning.
Namespace is how Media Flow Controller knows what to deliver and where to fetch it, if
needed. An important element is the match criteria for the namespace. A match uri-prefix
can be very specific, i.e. /vod/path1/path2; or very un-specific, i.e. / (slash). An unspecific uri-
prefix can be thought of as a super-set. In the case of a uri-prefix of simply / (slash) all video
requests are going to map to that namespace because all video requests are going to have a /
(slash) in them. If a super-set uri-prefix is desired, it is important to also set a precedence for
that namespace so Media Flow Controller knows to look at other namespaces first. For more
information, see “Using namespace match <criteria> precedence” on page 69.
When configuring namespace uri domain, the domain you enter should match whatever you
have configured as HOST header; you may append a port number as well if needed (and used
in HOST header). If you append a port number that is not the default and is not in the HOST
header, the request will fail. See “Using namespace domain <FQDN:Port>” on page 68 for
details.

File Not Getting Cached
If you observe a file fetched from origin but not getting cached in disk, the problem could be
that the HTTP Cache-Control max-age header is set to a value less than 60 seconds. In that
case, that file is never cached in disk.
You can modify the header value to be greater than 60 seconds using the delivery protocol
commands. For details, see “Delivery Protocol Options” on page 58.

Disk Cache Problems
These are the disk state messages you might get when managing the media-cache disk.
DM2_MGMT_STATE_CACHEABLE = "disk cacheable, but cache not enabled" 
DM2_MGMT_STATE_INVAL_FORMAT_BEFORE_MOUNT and                                                                     
DM2_MGMT_STATE_FORMAT_UNKNOWN_AFTER_MOUNT = "disk has wrong format
hence not cacheable"
DM2_MGMT_STATE_DEACTIVATED = "disk has been deactivated";                                                                       
DM2_MGMT_STATE_ACTIVATED = "disk has been activated";                                                                         
DM2_MGMT_STATE_IMPROPER_UNMOUNT and                                                                                 
DM2_MGMT_STATE_IMPROPER_MOUNT = "soft disk error, try to clear"
DM2_MGMT_STATE_CACHE_RUNNING = "cache running"; 
DM2_MUST_FORMAT = “Disk Cache Enable Failed - Disk Cache must be formatted before
enabling”                                                                                 
DEFAULT = "unknown state, please try again a little later";                     
When a disk cache error displays, a first step to take is bringing down the disk and bringing it
back up; to do, first find cache names, then act on the problem cache:

show media-cache disk list
media-cache disk <cache_name> status inactive
media-cache disk <cache_name> status active
media-cache disk <cache_name> enable                             
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See media-cache for CLI details.

Replacing Bad Disks
In order to replace a bad disk, first disable and inactivate the disk, and then add a new disk.

1. Discover the bad disk’s name.
show media disk list

2. Disable the bad disk by name.
media-cache disk dc_bad cache disable

3. Make the bad disk inactive.
media-cache disk dc_bad status inactive

4. Pull the drive, put in a new drive and mount the new disk.
media-cache disk mount-new

5. Find the inactive disk’s name.
show media-cache disk list

6. Activate the new disk.
media-cache disk dc_new status active

7. Format the new disk; takes approximately five minutes.
media-cache disk dc_new format

8. Enable the new disk.
media-cache disk dc_new cache enable

For more details, see “Managing the Media Cache” on page 77.

Cache Promotion Not Happening
The analytics command analytics cache-promotion disable disables cache promotion,
which is enabled by default. Sometimes you may want to disable cache promotion while
debugging, but remember to turn it back on with analytics cache-promotion enable. If cache
promotion is not happening, check that this is not disabled with show analytics.

URL Length
The default acceptable URL (domain + URI + Query Params + Headers) length, in characters/
bytes, for incoming requests is 16384 bytes; maximum allowed value is 32768. Incoming
requests with lengths exceeding the set value are rejected. You can modify this with the
delivery protocol argument req-size incoming maximum. See delivery for CLI details.
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CHAPTER 5

About the Command Line Interface (CLI)

The Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller™command line interface (CLI) supports
industry-standard commands for configuration and management as well as Media Flow
Controller specific commands.
The CLI supports command-line editing: press the up arrow to repeat previous lines, and the
left arrow to edit the current line. The CLI also supports command completion when you press
the Tab key. 

Connecting and Logging In
You can connect to the CLI with SSH, Telnet (once enabled, Telnet is disabled by default), or
serial console using the IP address of your Media Flow Controller. The Media Flow Controller
responds with a login prompt. Enter admin as the user; there is no default password. Once
you have connected, you must enter enable and then configure terminal in order to begin
configuring Media Flow Controller.
Likewise, you can log in to the Web-based interface by entering the IP address in a browser
window and using admin as the login name. The Management Console has a subset of the
CLI commands, but is good for simple or First Day configurations.
Each user account has at least one privilege level that determines which commands they can
issue and what CLI modes they can access (modes are described below):

• Administrator (admin): Full privileges. Can enter Enable mode and Config mode.

• Monitor (monitor): Can read all data and perform all actions, but not change any 
configuration. Can enter Enable mode from Standard mode but cannot change 
configurations.

• Unprivileged (unpriv): Can issue a small subset of commands including debugging and 
show commands. Can log in to Standard mode only.

Command Modes
The CLI can be in one of three modes, which determine which set ofcommands are available
to be executed. Commands that are not currently available do not show in help or completion,
and generallybehave as if they do not exist. 
When the CLI is launched, it begins in Standard mode. This is the most restrictive mode and
only has commands to query a restricted set of state information. You cannot take any actions
that would directly affect the system, nor can you change any configuration.
The enable command moves you to Enable mode. This has commands to view all state
information, and take certain kinds of actions like rebooting the system, but does not allow any
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configuration to be changed. Its commands are a superset of those in Standard mode. Enter
disable to exit Enable mode.
The configure terminal command moves you to Configuration mode. This has a full
unrestricted set of commands to view anything, take any action, or change any configuration.
Its commands are a superset of those in Enable mode. Enter exit to leave Configuration
mode.
Some commands have a prefix mode; that is, when you enter a keyword, you enter a mode
for that configuration. For example:

test-vos (config) # accesslog
test-vos (config accesslog) #

When in the prefix mode, you can only make configurations for that command set and typing
? (question mark) shows you only the options for those configurations. To leave the prefix
mode, type exit.

Command Conventions
A command looks like one of the following:

command arguments 
subcommand [arguments]

where:

• command is one of the command keywords described in this book. Command names are 
case-sensitive. You must specify a command; it is not optional.

• subcommand is one of the subcommand keywords described in this book. Subcommand 
names are also case-sensitive. Most commands have subcommands.

• arguments is a command-specific list of space-separated strings. Each has its own fixed 
number of options. Not all commands take arguments.

Commands must terminate with CRLF (carriage return followed by newline).

Prompt and Response Conventions
The prompt always begins with the hostname of the system. What follows depends on what
command mode you are in. To demonstrate by example, say the hostname is "vos-c111". The
prompts for each of the modes would be:

test-vos >              Standard mode
test-vos #              Enable mode
test-vos (config) #     Config mode

Commands that succeed in doing what was asked do not print any response. The next thing
you see after pressing Enter is the command prompt. If an error is encountered in executing a
command, the response begins with % (percent sign), followed by some text describing the
error.
Note! All CLI commands allow completion with TAB. For example, typing en and then
pressing TAB completes the en command out to enable. Completion (hitting TAB) also shows
all commands following the typed letters; for example, typing e (in Standard mode) and then
pressing TAB shows enable and exit as the available commands starting with e.
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Command Syntax Notation Conventions
Table 18 shows the notation conventions used in this document to describe command syntax.

Command Arguments Key
This section is a key to the meaning and format of the angle-bracketed options described in
this document.
EXEC The command can be executed without entering Configure mode, which is reserved for
privileged users. EXEC commands are only executed once; for example, re-formatting a disk
is an EXEC command. EXEC commands can’t be saved across reboots.
<domain>  A domain name; for example, example.com
<hostname>  A hostname; for example, sedona.example.com
<IP_address>  An IPv4 address; for example, 192.168.0.1.
<log_level>  A syslog logging severity level. Possible values, from least to most severe, are:
debug, info, notice, warning, error, crit, alert, emerg.

Table 18 Command Syntax Notation Conventions 

Notation Description Example

Keyword The first word or set of consecutive characters interface

Angle Brackets 
< >

Text enclosed in angel brackets (< >) is variable and 
must be replaced by whatever it represents. In the 
example to the right, the user would replace 
<file_name> with the name of the specific file.

show file <file_name>

Box Brackets 
[ ]

The information enclosed in box brackets ([ ]) is 
optional. Anything not enclosed in brackets must be 
specified.

web proxy host <IP_address>
   [port <TCP_port>]

Braces 
{ }

Braces ({ }) identify a set of mutually exclusive 
options, where one option is required

web proxy auth authtype
   {none | basic}

Vertical bar
 | 

A vertical bar ( | ) separates mutually exclusive 
options.
You can enter one of the options separated by the 
vertical bar, but you cannot enter multiple options in 
a singe use of the command.
A vertical bar can be used to separate optional or 
required options.

analytics last-evict-time
   diff <1 | seconds>

Bold Bold text designates literal information that must be 
entered on the command line exactly as shown. This 
applies to command names and non-variable 
options.

show file <file_name>

Ellipsis (...) An ellipsis (...) indicates that the previous option can 
be repeated multiple times with different values. It 
can be used inside or outside of brackets.

clock timezone <zone>
   [<zone>] ...
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<MAC_address>  A MAC address. The segments may be 8 bits or 16 bits at a time, and may
be delimited by colon (:) or dot (.). Examples: 11:22:33:44:55:66, 1122:3344:5566,
11.22.33.44.55.66, or1122.3344.5566.
<netmask>  A netmask (for example, 255.255.255.0) or mask length prefixed with a slash (for
example, /24). These two express the same information in different formats.
<network prefix> An IPv4 network prefix specifying a network. Used in conjunction with a
netmask to determine which bits are significant.e.g. "192.168.0.0".
<regex>  An extended regular expression. Enclose all regex entries in single quotes; for
example, a regex for www.example.com plus example.com could be this:
‘^.*\example\.com’.
<port>  TCP/UDP port number
<TCP_port>  A TCP port number in the full allowable range [0...65535].
<URL>  A normal URL, using any protocol that WGET supports, including HTTP, HTTPS,
FTP, and TFTP; or a pseudo-URL specifying an SCP file transfer. 
The SCP (secure channel protocol) pseudo-URL format is 

scp://<username>[:<password>]@<hostname>/<path>[</filename>] 

The path is an absolute path. Paths relative to the user's home directory are not currently
supported.
Important! You must have an SCP or FTP server installed in order to SCP or FTP,
respectively, files to your machine. 
Note! Media Flow Controller does not support outbound FTP transactions except for logs.
Note! If you omit the :password part, you may be asked for the password in a follow-up
prompt, where you can type it securely (without the characters being echoed). This prompt
occurs if the cli default prompt empty-password setting is true; otherwise, the CLI assumes
you do not want any password. If you include the colon (:) character, this is taken as an explicit
declaration that the password is empty, and you are not prompted in any case.

CLI Options
There are four groups of commands relating to the CLI itself:

• cli session commands change a setting only for the current CLI session. They do not 
affect any other sessions, and can be performed by any user at any time. 

• cli default commands change the defaults for the specified setting for all future CLI 
sessions of all users. They also change the setting for the current session from which they 
were executed, but not for any other currently active sessions. Since they change 
configuration, the user must be in configuration mode to run them, so they can only be run 
by admin privilege user.

• Other cli commands that take one-time actions, rather than change a setting, and thus do 
not fall under the session or default umbrellas. For example, cli clear-history.

• terminal commands are clones of a subset of the cli session commands, and are only 
present for ease-of-use. 
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Note! Some settings, such as the terminal length and width, are inherently session-specific,
and there are no corresponding commands to set defaults. Also, some commands are only
available in default form.

cli 
clear-history
default 

auto-logout <length_in_minutes>
paging enable
prefix-modes enable
progress
prompt 

confirm-reload
confirm-reset
confirm-unsaved
empty-password

show
session 

auto-logout <length_in_minutes>
paging enable
prefix-modes enable
terminal

length
type
width

Notes:

• clear-history—EXEC command. Clears the command history of the current user.

• default—Configure default CLI options for all future sessions.
• auto-logout—Control the length of user inactivity required before the CLI logs a user 

out. The no variant disables the automatic logout feature.
• paging enable—Enable or disable (with no) paging of CLI output. If paging is 

enabled, all command output, as well as all help text printed when the question mark 
(?) key is pressed, is displayed one screen at a time, using the same pager as the 
show log command. If the text to be displayed fits on a single screen, it is printed 
normally and the pager is not used. Note the abbreviated list of commands printed 
when <tab> is hit twice is not paged, even in the unlikely event that it does not fit on 
the screen. Additionally, if the CLI does not have a terminal (for example, it is being 
driven by a script), paging is disabled automatically regardless of the default setting, 
and cannot be re-enabled for this session. However, even in this case, the default 
setting can still be   changed.

• prefix-modes enable—Enable/disable the use of prefix modes in the CLI. If prefix 
modes are disabled, the commands that were used to enter prefix modes may or may 
not remain valid standalone commands, depending on the command. Changing this 
option's default affects this session as well as all future ones, but does not affect other   
sessions already in progress.

• progress enable—Enable/disable progress updates for long operations.
• prompt—Configure when the CLI should prompt you for input.
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• confirm-reload—Enable or disable (with no) confirmations of rebooting or 
halting the system using the reload command. This confirmation is in addition to 
any separate confirmations that may be displayed for unsaved changes.

• confirm-reset—Enable or disable (with no) confirmations of resetting the entire 
system to its factory default state using the reset factory command.

• confirm-unsaved—Enable or disable (with no) confirmations of cases where you 
might accidentally lose unsaved changes. Currently, this is just for the reload 
[halt] command; other cases where you might lose configuration are some of the 
configuration commands, which have no confirmations since they are explicitly 
for configuration.

• empty-password—Enable or disable (with no) prompting for a password in 
certain cases where a password was permitted but the user did not specify one. 
Mainly, this applies to pseudo-URLs of the form scp://
username:password@hostname/path/filename where the :password part was 
omitted. If the prompt is enabled, the CLI asks for a password to be entered. If the 
prompt is disabled, the CLI assumes there is no password. Note if you only 
eliminate the password itself but leave the colon (:), this is treated as an explicit 
declaration that there is no password, and there is no prompt regardless of this 
setting.

• show config-hidden enable—Enable or disable (with no) viewing hidden 
commands with show config commands.

• session—EXEC commands. Configure CLI options for this session only.
• auto-logout—Control the length of user inactivity required before the CLI 

automatically logs a user out. The no variants of this command disable the automatic 
logout feature.

• paging enable—Enable or disable (with no) paging of CLI output. See default 
paging enable comand description above for details.

• prefix-modes enable—Enable or disable (with no) the use of prefix modes in the 
CLI. If prefix modes are disabled, the commands that were used to enter prefix modes 
may or may not remain valid standalone commands, depending on the command. 
Changing this option's default affects this session as well as all future ones, but does 
not affect other   sessions already in progress.

• progress enable—Enable/disable progress updates for long operations.
• terminal—Set terminal parameters.

• width and length—Override the auto-detected size of the terminal. This is useful 
mostly when the size could not be auto-detected and the CLI is using the default 
80x24. These settings are persistent only for the current CLI session. They are 
also lost if the terminal is resized and the CLI is able to auto-detect its new size.

• type <type>—Set the type of the terminal. The no variants clear the terminal 
setting, which causes the session to be treated as a ‘dumb’ terminal.

show cli

Display CLI settings: the inactivity timeout, whether or not paging is enabled, the terminal size
and type. For settings which have configured defaults, both those and the current session
settings are displayed.
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CHAPTER 6

Media Flow Controller CLI Commands

This is a list of all commands, with brief descriptions. Click a name to jump to that topic.
Note! Certain commands only appear if you are in one of the three command modes. See
“CLI Options” on page 144 for details. Commands that do not require being in a mode are
EXEC commands. 

aaa (authentication, authorization, accounting). Set authentication and authorization. 
accesslog Configure access log. 
analytics Configure cache analytics options. 
application Configure Flash Media Server integration. 

arp (address resolution protocol). Set ARP servers. 

banner Manage Web banners. 
bond Configure bonded interfaces.

boot Configure system booting. 
cachelog Configure cache log.

clear EXEC. Clear the arp cache. 

cli Information on command modes, and CLI options; see “CLI Options” on page 144.

clock Set the system date and time. 

cmc Configure authorization (auth), client, and rendezvous options for Central Management
Console management of a Media Flow Controller.

configuration Manipulate configuration files. 

configure Go to Configuration mode for additional commands; disallowed for unpriv users.

debug Generate a "dump" of the system debugging utility. 
delivery Set delivery protocol options, including enabling delivery trace. 

email Configure email and event notification via email.

enable Go to Enable mode for additional commands; disallowed for unpriv users.
errorlog Configure error log.

exit Leave Configuration mode, or close the CLI window if in Standard mode.

file Manipulate stats, and tcpdump reports.
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fmsaccesslog Displays all FMS server command executions.
fmsedgelog Displays transactions to the FMS edge server.
fuselog Records RTSP transaction details.

help View the interactive help system.

hostname Set the system’s hostname. 

image Manage software images. 

interface Configure network interfaces. 

ip Configure IP addresses. 

license Activate features using license keys. 

logging Configure event logging. 
management Configure management interface (eth0).  
media-cache EXEC. Configure disk-cache and file-cache settings. 
namespace Configure namespaces. Includes EXEC command namespace object list. 
network Make network layer configurations. 

no Negate or clear certain configuration options.

ntp and ntpdate Configure NTP (Network Time Protocol) servers and system clock. 

ping EXEC. Send ICMP echo requests to a specified host. 

pub-point Not Supported in Release 2.0.1. See namespace live-pub-point. 

radius-server Configure RADIUS server settings. 
ram-cache RAM cache options. 

reload Reboot or shut down the system. 

reset Reset the system to its factory state. 
server-map Specify a file and protocol for resolving incoming cache-miss requests. 
service Restart certain services after an IP address or delivery protocol port change. 

show Display system configuration or statistics; applies to most commands, e.g. show files
lists available files or displays their content, if the file is specified. Includes special
subcommands. Many are EXEC commands.

slogin EXEC. Log into another system securely using SSH. 

snmp-server Configure SNMP (simple network management protocol) server options.

ssh Configure SSH (secure shell) settings. 

stats Configure statistics and alarms. 
streamlog Configure streaming log.

tacacs-server Configure TACACS+ server settings. 
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tcpdump Display packets on a network. 
tech-support EXEC. Collect system information. 

telnet EXEC. Log into another system using telnet.

telnet-server Enable/disable the TELNET server.

terminal EXEC. Set terminal options. See “CLI Options” on page 144. 
tracelog Configure trace log.

traceroute EXEC. Trace the route packets take to a destination.
upload Upload the accesslog, errorlog, or a namespace object.

username Configure user accounts and set capabilities.
virtual-player Configure Media Flow Controller’s player management functions. 

web Configure the Web-based management console. 

write Save the running configuration to persistent storage. 
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aaa
Configure AAA (authentication, authorization and accounting) settings; AAA accounting 
options are not supported at this time. Note that RADIUS and/or TACACS+ authentication 
must be configured before these options can be specified with this command.

aaa (authentication)
Configure authentication settings.

aaa 
authentication login default <method> [<method>] [<method>]

Notes:

• authentication login default <method>—Set the list of acceptable authentication 
methods for system logins. Choose local, radius, and/or tacacs+. The order in which the 
methods are specified is the order in which they are attempted. Default is local. Use no 
aaa authentication login to reset default.

aaa (authorization)
Configure authorization settings.

aaa authorization map 
default-user <user>
order {remote-only | remote-first | local-only}

Notes:

• default-user <username>—Specify what local account a non-local user authenticated 
via RADIUS or TACACS+ is logged on as; you must enter a username that exists locally 
and is enabled. This mapping is used depending on the setting of authorization map 
order. Use no to reset default (admin).

• order— Determine how the remote user mapping behaves when authenticating users via 
RADIUS or TACACS+. Again, if the authenticated user name is valid locally, no mapping 
is performed. Use no aaa authorization map order to reset default (remote-first). 
Arguments:
• remote-only — Only try to map a remote authenticated user if the authentication 

server sends a local-user mapping attribute; otherwise, no further mapping is tried.
• remote-first (default) — If a local-user mapping attribute is returned and is a valid 

local user name, map the authenticated user to the local user specified in the attribute. 
Otherwise, if the attribute is not present or not valid locally, use the user specified by 
the default-user command. 

• local-only — All remote users are mapped to the user specified by the aaa 
authorization map default-user <user name> command. Any vendor attributes 
received by an authentication server are ignored.

show aaa

 Display current authentication and authorization settings.
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accesslog
Use these commands to set access log options. The accesslog records all command 
executions. See “Service Log Options” on page 79 for task details including information on log 
rotation. See “Service Log (accesslog)” on page 104 for usage information, status codes and 
sub-codes. 

accesslog
copy <SCP> 
filename {access.log | <filename>} 
format  {<field1 field2 …> | clf | ncsa | ncsa-ext}
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <hour(s)>}
syslog replicate {enable | disable} 

Type accesslog to enter accesslog configuration mode; only accesslog commands are
available. Type exit to leave accesslog configuration mode. Notes:

• copy—Set auto-upload (when the set rotate filesize-MB criteria is reached) for access 
log using SCP, to the server specified using hostname. If username and password are 
provided, Media Flow Controller uses that for authentication of the FTP or SCP (secure 
channel protocol) session. Use no accesslog copy to disallow auto upload. See the 
“Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements.

• filename—Configure the name of the file where the access log is stored. Default is 
access.log.<num> (numbered sequentially).

• format—Specify the format in which access log is obtained; see Table 19, next for format 
field options. Default is %h %V %u %t %r %s %b "%{Referer}i" "{User-Agent}i" %y.
• <field1 field2 ...>—Choose available field options, described in Table 19, next.
• clf—Common Log Format: %h %V %u %t %r %s %b
• ncsa—National Center for Supercomputing Applications, default format (given above) 

without the %y field. 
• ncsa-ext—Default format (given above).

• on-the-hour—Set hourly log rotation. Default is no (disabled).

• rotate—Media Flow Controller allows access log rotation based on file size or time. If 
copy auto-upload has been configured, the log is uploaded to the specified copy URL; if 
copy auto-upload has not been configured, the log is replaced with a new log.
• filesize-MB—Set rotation based on file size. Media Flow Controller creates 

"access.log.1," "access.log.2" and so on all the way to "access.log.10," after which it 
wraps around. By default, each file size is 100MB. Juniper Networks highly 
recommends not increasing the size; huge file transfers take a lot of time, and if there 
is a system reset, large volumes of data are at risk.

• time-interval—Set rotation based on time. Specify a time in hours after which the 
access log is rotated.

• syslog replicate—Specify whether or not the access log messages are seen as part 
of SYSLOG also. Default is no (disabled), access log is not seen as part of SYSLOG.

show accesslog

Display access log settings.
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Note! Media Flow Controller accesslog is enabled by default and cannot be disabled. 
Note! View the Media Flow Controller accesslog through the Management Console, Logs >
Service Log page. 

accesslog format Options
Juniper Networks recommends that you do not change the default format as it conforms to
NCSA standard, followed by APACHE, SQUID etc; however, you may do so if you wish.
Media Flow Controller is capable of tracking all the fields indicated below. Options are given in
Table 19 (use any combination).

Table 19 Accesslog Field Options 

Field Description

%9 (RFC 931 authentication server) The username associated with the client connection, determined 
from an Ident (RFC 931) server running on the client host. 

%b (Bytes Out No Header) (default) The size of the object returned to the client, not including the 
response headers. If no content was returned to the client, this value 
is "-" (dash). To log "0" for no content, use %B instead.

%c (cache_hit) Not implemented; indicated by a - (dash).

%f (filename) The requested filename.

%h (remote_host) The IP address of the client (remote host) that made the request. 
The IP address reported here is not necessarily the address of the 
machine at which the user is sitting. If a proxy server exists between 
the user and the server, this address is the address of the proxy, 
rather than the originating machine.

%i (header) Contents of header line(s) in the request sent to the server.

%m (request_method) The method the incoming request used.

%o (response_header) Contents of the header lines in the response.

%q (query_string) The query string; prepended with a ? if a query string exists, 
otherwise an empty string.

%r (request_line) (default) The request line from the client, including the method, path, query-
string, and protocol; this is equivalent to %m %U %H.

%s (status) (default) The request status code the server sends back to the client: 
•  Successful response (codes begin at 2), 
•  Redirection (codes begin at 3), 
•  Error (at client, codes begin at 4), at Server (codes begin at 5). 

See Table 9, “Media Flow Controller Logging Status (%s) 
Codes for more details.
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The Referer and User-Agent (default) fields are from the HTTP client request. Example:
10.1.1.101 10.1.1.11 - [30/Dec/2008:20:03:54 +0000] "GET /bbb HTTP/1.0"
200 712 "-" "test client"

The "referer" gives the site that the client reports having been referred from; the "user-agent"
is the identifying information that the client browser reports about itself.

analytics 
Configure cache analytics options. See “Hierarchical Caching” on page 34 for details.

analytics
cache-ingest size-threshold <bytes>
cache-promotion {disable | enable} hotness-threshold <number>

%t (timestamp) (default) The time that the server finished processing the request. The format 
is day/month/year:hour:minute:second zone:
•  day = 2*digit
•  month = 3*letter
•  year = 4*digit
•  hour = 2*digit
•  minute = 2*digit
•  second = 2*digit
•  zone = (`+' | `-') 4*digit

%u (remote_user) (default) Remote userid (from auth); may be bogus if return status (%s) is 401 
because the user is not yet authenticated. If the document is not 
password protected, this entry "-" (dash).

%v (server_name) The canonical ServerName of the server serving the request.

%y (status_subcode) (default) If present, provides more detail describing the status of the response.

%D (time_used_ms) Time taken to serve the request, in milliseconds.

%E (time_used_in_seconds) The elapsed real (wall clock) time used by the process.

%H (request_protocol) The protocol the incoming request used.

%I (bytes_in) Bytes received, including request and headers; cannot be zero.

%N (Namespace name) The namespace referenced in the URL.

%O (bytes_out) Bytes sent, including headers; cannot be zero.

%U (URL) The URL path requested, not including any query string.

%V (HTTP_host) (default) The server name according to the UseCanonicalName setting.

%X (remote_address) Socket client IP address.

%Y (local_address) Media Flow Controller local socket IP address referring to one of the 
network interfaces.

%Z (server_port) Media Flow Controller port number; always 80.

Table 19 Accesslog Field Options  (continued from previous page)

Field Description
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Notes:

• cache-ingest size-threshold <bytes>—Set the maximum size of an object that can 
be optionally ingested into the fastest cache tier in the disk cache. Objects smaller than 
this size are automatically written to the fastest cache tier. Default is 0 (zero), no limit.

• cache-promotion—Either enable or disable cache promotion analytics; default is 
enabled; if disable is used, no cache promotion occurs. Use hotness-threshold to set a 
threshold for "hotness" value after which an object is candidate for promotion to a higher 
tier in disk cache. Default is 3 (arbitrary value).

show analytics

Display current analytics settings.

application
Flash Media Server (FMS) configuration on Media Flow Controller. See “Installing and Using
Flash Media Server (FMS) in Media Flow Controller” on page 85 for task details.

application fms 
download <URL>
install <filename>
shell

Use this command to open a shell window and configure Flash Media Server for Media Flow
Controller.

arp
Manage the ARP (address resolution protocol) cache.

arp <IP_address> <MAC_address>

Add or delete (with no) static entries to the ARP cache.

show arp [static]

Display contents of ARP cache. This should contain all of the statically-configured ARP
entries, as well as any that the system has picked up dynamically. Use the subcommand
static to display only statically-configured ARP entries.

banner
At various login points, some legal and welcome text can be displayed. See “Configuring 
System Clock and Banner” on page 48 for task details.

banner 
login <message_string>
motd <message_string>

Notes:

• login—Set system Login Banner. Use no banner login to delete the message.

• motd—Set system Message of the Day banner. Use no banner motd to delete the 
message.
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show banner

Display contents of currently configured banners.

bond
Configure bonding interfaces to create a port-channel, or aggregated link, for load distribution 
across links and for increased link availability. Use the interface <interface_name> bond 
command to add or delete (with no) interfaces from the bonding interfaces; see interface. See 
“Configuring Interfaces, Hostname, Domain List, DNS, and Default Gateway” on page 47 for 
task details. Note! Some mode options are not supported, see below for supported options.

bond <bonding_interface>  
down-delay-time <milliseconds>
link-mon-time <milliseconds>
mode <mode_name>
up-delay-time <milliseconds>

Create the named bonding interface. Use no bond <bonding_interface> to delete. Notes:

• down-delay-time—Wait this long before disabling a slave after a link failure is detected.

• link-mon-time—Monitor links with this frequency.

• mode—Set bonding policy; supported options are:
• balance-rr—”Round robin” mode. Sends TCP/IP packets belonging to the same 

session across multiple links. Out-of-order TCP packets coming through different links 
are retransmitted; supports load balancing and failover.

• balance-xor-layer3+4— Traffic to a particular network peer goes across multiple 
links, although packets belonging to a single connection/session do not span multiple 
links; supports load balancing and failover. Link selection based on TCP port + IP 
address.

• link-agg-layer3+4—Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP). Allows the 
automatic negotiation of port bundling to form a single logical channel between LACP-
enabled links; supports load balancing and failover.

• up-delay-time—Wait this long before enabling a slave after detecting a link recovery.

show bonds [<bonding_interface>]

Display configuration information about all or the specified bonding interface.
Note! When any change is made to the Media Flow Controller delivery mechanism, including
configuring bonded interfaces, you must restart the delivery service (service restart mod-
delivery).

boot
Configure system booting parameters.

boot 
bootmgr password [0 <cleartext_password> | 7 <encrypted_password> | 

<cleartext_password>]
next fallback-reboot enable
system {location <location_ID> | next}
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Notes:

• bootmgr password—Set the system boot manager password. 
• 0 <cleartext_password>—Allows the password to be specified in cleartext.
• 7 <encrypted_password>—Allows the password to be provided in the same 

encrypted form in which it would be stored in the system password file. Useful for 
show configuration, since the cleartext password cannot be recovered after it is set.

• <cleartext_password>—Enter a cleartext password; if none is specified, the user 
is prompted for the password, with entries obscured, requiring the same string to be 
entered twice for confirmation.

• next fallback-reboot enable—Allow or disallow (with no) enabling fallback reboot if 
the configuration file cannot be applied after an upgrade or downgrade is attempted.

• system—Specify which location the system should boot from by default; use 1 or 2 for 
location ID. Use next to set the boot location to be the next one after the one currently 
booted from. Note this does not mean the next one after the one Media Flow Controller is 
currently set to boot from; thus the command is idempotent, and does not cycle through all 
of the available locations.

show bootvar

Similar to show images in that it displays what images are on the two locations, and which
are the active and default location; but not all of the show images data is displayed. 

cachelog
Configure cache log options. See “Cache Log (cachelog)” on page 105 for usage information.
See “Service Log Options” on page 79 for task details including information on log rotation. 

cachelog
copy <SCP>
filename <name>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <hour(s)>}
syslog replicate {disable | enable}

Notes:

• copy—Auto upload (when the set rotate criteria is reached) the cachelog using SCP, to 
the server specified using hostname. If username and password are provided, Media 
Flow Controller uses that for authentication of the FTP or SCP (secure channel protocol) 
session. The no variant disallows auto upload. See the “Command Arguments Key” on 
page 143 for the scp URL format); you must have an SCP or FTP server installed in order 
to SCP or FTP, respectively, files to your machine.

• filename—Configure the name of the file where the cache log is stored. Default is 
cache.log.<num> (numbered sequentially).

• on-the-hour—Set hourly log rotation. Default is no (disabled).

• rotate—Media Flow Controller allows cache log rotation based on file size or time.
• filesize-MB—Set rotation based on file size. Media Flow Controller creates 

"cache.log.1," "cache.log.2" and so on up to "cache.log.10," after which it wraps 
around. By default, each file size is 100MB. Juniper Networks highly recommends not 
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increasing the size; huge file transfers take a lot of time, and if there is a system reset, 
large volumes of data are at risk.

• time-interval—Set rotation based on time. Specify a time in hours after which the 
cache log is rotated.

• syslog replicate—Specify whether (enable) or not cache log messages are seen as 
part of SYSLOG; default is no (disabled), cache log is not seen as part of SYSLOG.

clear
clear arp-cache

EXEC command. Clear dynamic entries from the arp-cache.

cli
Configure CLI shell options. See “CLI Options” on page 144" for details.

clock
Set the system clock and timezone.

clock 
set <hh>:<mm>:<ss> [<yyyy>/<mm>/<dd>]
timezone <zone> [<zone_word>] [<zone_word>] ...

Notes:

• set—Set the system clock. The time must be specified. The date is optional; if not 
specified, the date is left the same.

• timezone—Set the system time zone. Default is UTC. The no variant resets to default. 
The timezone may be specified in one of three ways:
• A nearby city whose timezone rules follow. The system has a large list of cities that 

can be displayed by the help and completion system. They are organized 
hierarchically because there are too many of them to display in a flat list. A given city 
may be required to be specified in two, three, or four words, depending on the city. 
The possible forms this could take include:

<continent> <city>
<continent> <country> <city>
<continent> <region> <country> <city>
<ocean> <island>

• An offset from GMT. This is in the form:
GMT-offset GMT (default)
GMT-offset GMT+<1-12>
GMT-offset GMT-<1-14>

• UTC. This is almost identical to GMT. 

show clock

Current system time, date, and timezone.
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cmc
Configure Central Management Console. 

cmc 
auth {ssh | ssh-dsa2 | ssh-rsa2}
client [bw-limit] [confirm-config] [connection] [enable] [server]
rendezvous server [service-name]

Notes:

• auth—See cmc auth, below.

• client—See cmc client, below.

• rendezvous—See cmc rendezvous, below.

cmc auth
Configure CMC authorization. 

cmc auth 
ssh

host-key {strict | global-only}
trusted-hosts {install | clear-install | verify}

{ssh-dsa2 | ssh-rsa2} identity <identity> 
generate
public <key>
private [<key>]

Notes:

• ssh-dsa2 or ssh-rsa2 identity—Configure options for ssh-dsa2 or ssh-rsa2 
authorization.
• generate—Generate a new identity (a private and public key-pair) or delete (with no) 

an existing identity.
• public <key> or private [<key>]—If a DSA2/RSA2 identity (a private and public 

key-pair) has been generated by other means, associate the named identity with 
those keys. If the private key command is used with no key, the user is prompted for 
the key; entries made at this prompt echo the star (*) character, and the user must 
enter the same string twice for confirmation.

• ssh—Configure Secure Shell (ssh) options:
• host-key global-only or strict—Control strictness of checking host keys when 

establishing a connection with another host using the CMC. Use global-only to 
control whether the global known hosts file is the only one used (default is disabled). 
Use strict to allow a connection only if there is already a known host entry that 
matches what the remote host sends. So you have to either manually install a key, or 
temporarily disable strict mode to get the key installed automatically. With strict 
disabled (default), CMC automatically accepts a host key from a host for which there 
is no prior entry; but the host is still rejected if there already is an entry that does not 
match what they send. 

• trusted-hosts—Configure SSH trusted hosts options. Media Flow Controller client 
systems only. 
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• install—Install server’s trusted-hosts into the SSH global known-hosts list (as if 
they were added via ssh client global known-host <known-host-entry>). The 
client system must have installed at manufacture time the public key of the Media 
Flow Controller server in /etc/pki/tms-gpg/GPG-KEY. If a trusted-host entry 
matches an existing global known-host entry, and the keys are different, the key 
from the trusted-host overwrites the global known-host key. Otherwise, all trusted-
hosts are added.

• clear-install—Remove all existing SSH global known hosts before installing 
the retrieved trusted host entries.

• verify—Like the above install command, but merely verify the signature of the 
trusted hosts, do not install/merge them.

show cmc auth identities [{ssh-rsa2 | ssh-dsa2} [<identity name>]]

Display CMC identities. Can display all identities, all of a certain type, or just a specified one,
depending on which parameters are used.

show cmc auth ssh

Display CMC SSH global settings.

cmc client
Configure Central Management Console client.

cmc client 
bw-limit limit <kbytes/sec>
confirm-config
connection

connect [maintain]
disconnect
reconnect [maintain]

enable
server 

address <address>
auth 

authtype <type> 
password [<password>] [username <name>]
ssh-dsa2 identity <string> username <name>
ssh-rsa2 identity <string> username <name>

capabilities username <name>
port <port>
remove-key
source address <IP_address> port <port> [validate]

Notes:

• bw-limit—Set or remove (with no) a limit on bandwidth the CMC server uses to transmit 
to each appliance it is connected to. Note that this is NOT an aggregate bandwidth limit on 
all transmissions from the server to appliances, since bandwidth is tracked on a per-
session (per-appliance) basis. Media Flow Controller uses up to this amount of bandwidth 
per appliance that it is currently transmitting to. Default is unlimited.

• confirm-config—Enable (default) or disable (with no) confirmation of entering 
configuration mode on a   CMC client that is under management of a CMC server. If this is 
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enabled, then In the CLI, you must respond yes to a follow-up prompt, when using 
configure terminal. Or, you can use configure terminal cmc-force to bypass the 
prompt. And, in the Management Console, pages are rendered as if you had no set user       
capabilities, until you press a button indicating that you want to be able to configure the 
system.

• connection—Manage the CMC client connection with the CMC server.
• auto—Automatically initiate connections with the CMC server.
• connect [maintain]—Connect, disconnect, or reconnect to the server. Same as 

cmc appliance <ID> connection, except in reverse. Note! For a client-initiated 
connection to work, the server's appliance record must have the client's IP address 
(not just a hostname). The optional maintain argument causes the connection to the 
server to be maintained even if auto-connect is disabled.

• disconnect—Disconnect to the server.
• reconnect [maintain]—Force disconnect and reconnect to the server. The 

optional maintain argument causes the connection to the server to be maintained 
even if auto-connect is disabled.

• enable—Enable CMC client functionality.

• server—Configure information about the CMC server.
• address <hostname or IP address>—Set the address of the CMC server to 

which to connect, for client-initiated connections.
• auth—Configure authentication to the server.

• authtype—Configure the type of authentication to be used. The no variant 
resets the authtype to its default, which is none.

• password and username—Set the password and username for password-
based authentication. If no password is given, the user is prompted for the 
password.

• ssh-dsa2 or ssh-rsa2 identity and username—Set the identity and 
username for ssh-dsa2-based or ssh-rsa2-based authentication.

• capabilities username—Set the username whose credentials should be used to 
execute proxied requests from the CMC server when there is a client-initiated 
connection. Note! If the user specified with this command is subsequently deleted or 
disabled, this setting is reset to admin and the CMC client functionality is disabled 
overall. This latter change may be disruptive, but its intention is to prevent an 
unintended increase in the capabilities of the server through proxied requests.

• port <port number>—Set the port of the CMC server to connect to, for client-
initiated connections. The no variant resets the port to its default, 22.

• remove-key—Remove any known host entry Media Flow Controller already has for 
the currently configured server. This should only be necessary if the server's host key 
changes.

• source—Configure validation of server address and source port for server-initiated 
connections.
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• address—Set the IP address of the server from which Media Flow Controller 
expects to receive server-initiated connections. If not set (or cleared with no), the 
main server address set with cmc client server address is used instead.

• port <port number>—Set the source port on the server from which Media Flow 
Controller expects to receive server-initiated connections. If not set (or cleared 
with no), the source port is be verified.

• validate—Specifies whether or not Media Flow Controller should check the 
originating IP address and port of the server against those specified in the 
configuration (the main server address or the source address and port). If set and 
there is not a match with whatever logs into Media Flow Controller for CMC 
management, break the connection.

show cmc client

Show miscellaneous information about a CMC client.

cmc rendezvous 
Configure Central Management Console rendezvous options.

cmc rendezvous
client

auth default 
auto 
force 
server-addr 

service-name <name>

Notes:

• client—Configure CMC client rendezvous options.
• auth—Specify the authentication method to use to log into the server to rendezvous. 

• authtype—Configure the type of authentication to use. The no variant resets the 
authtype to its default, which is none.
− password (default)—Use the configured cmc client server auth password.
− ssh-dsa2 or ssh-rsa2 identity and username—Select to use the cmc 

client server auth ssh-dsa2 or ssh-rsa2 settings. The rendezvous client 
username is cmcrendv (cannot be changed), and the identities for DSA2 and 
RSA2 auth are configured on that user account. 

• password password [<password>]—If no password is given, the user is 
prompted for the password. Entries made at this prompt echo the asterisk (*) 
character, and the user must enter the same string twice.

• auto—Enable or disable (default) automatic rendezvous attempts from a CMC client; 
optionally, configure the wait, in seconds between automatic rendezvous attempts. 
• initial-delay— Wait this long (default is 30 seconds) before initial attempt.
• interval-long—Wait this long (default is 86400 seconds) after successful 

announcement but no connection (e.g. the server lost our information). 
• interval-short—Wait this long (default is 300) after unsuccessful announcement.

• force—Force a CMC client to attempt discovery and rendezvous with a server now, 
regardless of whether automatic rendezvous is enabled, or how long it has been since 
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the last attempt. If being a CMC client is disabled, this produces an error and no action 
is taken. Note that if this attempt fails, the client does not automatically retry.

• server-addr—Set or clear the address (hostname or IP address) of the server with 
which the client attempts rendezvous. Default is cmc.

• service-name—Set or clear the service name which is used for CMC rendezvous.

show cmc rendezvous

Show all current configuration and state of CMC rendezvous, whether the system is a server
or a client. On a server, this includes listing the clients that have attempted rendezvous but not
yet been accepted. On a client, this involves showing our rendezvous status, and whether or
not we are currently under management.

configuration
The system can store one or more configuration files on persistent storage with one of the files
is designated as active: the file that configuration is loaded from on boot, and to which
configuration is saved upon a save request. Configuration changes are immediately applied to
the running configuration, but are not made persistent until they are explicitly saved using
configuration write. See “Saving and Applying Configurations” on page 92 for task details.

configuration 
copy {initial.bak | initial | <source_filename>} <dest_filename>
delete {<filename> | initial.bak | initial}
fetch {<URL> | <SCP>]
merge {<filename> | initial.bak | initial}
move {<source_filename> | initial.bak | initial} <dest_filename> 
new <filename> [factory [keep-basic] [keep-connect]]
revert {factory [keep-basic] [keep-connect] | saved} 
switch-to {<filename> | initial.bak | initial}
text 

fetch <URL_or_SCP> 
apply [discard][fail-continue][verbose]
filename <filename> [apply [fail-continue][verbose]]

file <filename> 
apply [fail-continue][verbose]
delete
rename <new_filename>
upload <URL or SCP>

generate 
active {running | saved} [save <filename>] [upload <URL_or_SCP>] 
file {<filename> | initial | initial.bak}  [save <filename>] 

[upload <URL_or_SCP>]
upload {active <URL> | initial.bak | initial}
write [to <filename>] [no switch]

Notes:

• copy—Copy a configuration file. This does not affect the current running configuration. 
The active configuration file may not be deleted or renamed, nor may it be the target of a 
move or copy. It may be the source of a copy, in which case the original remains active.
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• delete—Delete a configuration file. This does not affect the current running 
configuration. The active configuration file may not be deleted.

• fetch—Download (fetch) a configuration file. A file may not be downloaded over the 
active configuration file. If no filename is specified for a configuration fetch, it is given 
the same name as it had on the server. See the “Command Arguments Key” on page 143 
for the scp URL format and requirements. 

• merge—Merge the shared configuration from one (non-active) configuration file into the 
running configuration. No configuration files are modified during this process.

• move— Move a configuration file. This do not affect the current running configuration. The 
active configuration file may not be the target of a move or copy. 

• new—Create a new configuration file under the specified filename. The arguments 
specify what configuration, if any, to carry forward from the current running configuration. 
The factory argument creates the new file with only factory defaults. The optional keep 
arguments preserve portions of the running configuration:
• keep-basic—Preserves licenses, and SSH host keys, and CMC rendezvous   

configuration.
• keep-connect—Preserves anything necessary to maintain network connectivity to 

the system: interfaces, routes, and ARP. 
Either, both, or neither may be selected after factory; if neither are specified, the default is 
keep-basic. Thus configuration new <filename> is the same as configuration new 
<filename> factory keep-basic.

• revert factory—Revert both running and saved configurations to factory defaults. The 
keep arguments preserve portions of the running configuration as described under 
configuration new above. The saved option reverts the running configuration to the 
latest saved version of the active configuration. Important! Reverting to the factory 
defaults wipes the IP address of your management interface; you must use the serial 
console to re-configure or switch to a saved configuration.  

• text—Manage text configuration files; see “configuration text," next for details.

• switch-to—Load configuration from the specified file and change that to be the active 
configuration file. The current running configuration is lost, and not automatically saved to 
the previous active configuration file.

• upload—Upload a configuration file. If active is specified for a configuration upload, the 
currently-active configuration file is uploaded. No configuration file may have the name 
active.

• write—Write the running configuration to persistent storage. If the to keyword is not 
used, write to the currently active file. If to is used, write to persistent storage to the 
specified file, and change the active file to that one. If no-switch is specified after to, the 
active configuration file is not changed to the named file after the save.
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Note! If downloading configuration files from another system running the management 
system, they can be found in the /config/db directory. So an example command line to fetch 
the initial configuration database would be:

configuration fetch scp://admin:password@hostname/config/db/initial 

write [memory] [terminal]

These commands preform the same functions as the as configuration write commands;
included for ease-of-use. Notes:

• write memory—Same as configuration write.

• write terminal—Same as show running-config (described below).

show configuration
files [<filename>]
full
running [full] 
text files

List the CLI commands needed to bring the state of a fresh system up to match the current
persistent (saved) state of this system. A short header is included, containing the name and
version number of the configuration, in a comment. Arguments:

• files—If no filename is specified, display a list of configuration files in persistent 
storage. If filename is specified, display the commands to recreate the configuration in 
that file; only non-default commands are shown.

• full—Same as show configuration but includes commands that set default values.

• running—Same as show configuration except that it applies to the currently running 
configuration, rather than the active saved configuration.

• text files—Display text-based configuration files.

Note! Commands that would set something to its default are not included—so this command
on a fresh configuration produces no output, except the header.
Note! This does not include changes that have been made but not yet written to persistent
storage.

show running-config
show running-config [full]

The show running-config commands perform the same functions as the show
configuration commands and are included for ease-of-use. 

configuration text
Manage text-based configuration files (lists of CLI commands). These files are stored in /
config/text on the appliance. Note that not all configuration is included in the show
configuration output, so a text configuration file generated and re-applied later may not fully
recreate the same configuration. 

Notes:

• fetch—Download a text-based configuration file from the specified remote host; see the 
“Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements. 
Options for the fetched file :
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• filename <filename>—Name the fetched file; if no filename is specified, it is given 
the same name as it had on the server. All apply options, described below, except 
discard, are available for fetched and named text files.

• apply—If you opt to apply the fetched configuration text file to the running system, 
you have additional options:
• discard—Once the configuration text file is applied, discard it; cannot follow 

fetch <URL_or_SCP> filename <filename> apply.
• fail-continue—If any of the commands in the text file fail, continue applying 

the rest of the commands.
• verbose—Dispaly all commands being executed and their output instead of just 

those that get errors.

• file <filename>—Manage stored text-based configuration files:
• apply—Execute the commands in the specified configuration text file. Note that the 

commands execute as the present user, lack of required privilege could cause some 
to fail. Note also that the configuration is not reset before executing the commands, so 
the resulting configuration, overlaid on top of the running configuration, may be more 
than what is in the configuration text file.
• fail-continue—If any of the commands in the text file fail, continue applying 

the rest of the commands.
• verbose—Display all commands being executed and their output instead of just 

those that get errors.
• delete—Delete the specified configuration text file.
• rename <filename>—Rename the specified configuration text file.
• upload—Upload the specified configuration text file to the specified remote host.

• generate—Generate a new configuration text file from this system, based on either: 
• active running—The current active, running configuration (as in show 

configuration running).
• active saved—The current active saved configuration (as in show configuration)
• file—An inactive, saved, configuration file (as in show configuration files). 
Once the text file is generated, you have these options:

• save—Save the newly generated text file to the specified filename.
• upload—Upload the newly generated text file to the specified location.

configure
Enter configuration mode from Enable mode.

configure terminal

From enable enter configure terminal to go to Configuration mode. Use exit to go from
Configuration mode to Enable mode; disable to go from Enable mode to Standard mode.
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debug
Generate debugging information for Media Flow Controller functions.

debug generate dump

Generate a debugging dump (sysdump). The dump can then be manipulated using the file
debug-dump family of commands; see file for details.
Important! The system gives high priority to debugging output. For this reason, debugging
commands should be turned on only for troubleshooting specific problems or during
troubleshooting sessions with technical support personnel. Excessive debugging output can
render the system inoperable.

show files debug-dump [<filename>]

Display a list of debug dump files or, if specified, the contents of a particular debug dump file.

file debug-dump delete <filename>

Delete the specified debug dump file.

file debug-dump upload <filename> {<URL> | <SCP>}

Upload the specified debug dump file to the specified URL. Only FTP and TFTP URLs, as well
as SCP pseudo-URLs are supported for the destination. See the “Command Arguments Key”
on page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements. The uploaded file is a gnu-zipped .tar
file (.tgz) and can be unzipped with this command on Linux: gunzip -c <filename>.tgz | tar tf - 
or with WinZip on a Windows system.

file debug-dump email <filename>

Send the specified debug dump in email to the list of configured recipients for informational
(info) events, regardless of whether they have requested to receive detailed notifications or
not. See email for setting notification recipients.

delivery
Set delivery options, including listen interfaces, for delivering content to the player (end-user/
consumer). If not specified, default actions take place in the delivery path. This command sets 
global attributes; use namespace to set these attributes on a namespace basis. See “Delivery 
Protocol Options” on page 58 for task details.

delivery protocol {http | rtsp}
allow-req {all | <method1> [<method2>] [<method3>]... [<method16>]}
conn-pool origin {disable | enable}[max-conn <number>][timeout <seconds>]
connection-reuse {disable | enable}
file-type <suffix> content-type <type>
interface {all | <interface> <interface> <interface> ...}
listen port {80 | <port> <port> <port> ...}
req-length maximum <bytes>
trace enable
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Set content delivery options; choose either http (default port is 80), or rtsp (default port is 
554). Two delivery protocol statements are allowed. Not all options are available for rtsp. 
Use no delivery protocol <protocol> to delete. Notes:

• allow-req—(http only) Media Flow Controller supports known HTTP methods (Get, 
Post, Trace, Connect, Options, Delete, Put) always; other HTTP access methods, 
including custom methods, are supported via this option; up to 16 may be added. Use all, 
to accept any request. Default, none, restricts access to only the known HTTP methods 
give above.

• conn-pool origin—(http only) Either enable (default) or disable connection pooling to 
allow many HTTP requests to multiplex over a single TCP connection to the origin.
• max-conn—Optionally, set a maximum number of connections that can be opened to 

the origin server concurrently. Default is 256; maximum allowed is 2048.
• timeout—Optionally, set a timeout for a single connection pool; maximum allowed is 

86,4000 seconds (24 hours), default is 300 seconds. Note that this is separate from 
network connection idle timeout.

• connection-reuse—Optionally, disable connection reuse. If disabled, Media Flow 
Controller closes the TCP connection after completing one transaction (GET or HEAD). 
Default is enabled.

• file-type to content-type match—(http only) Associate certain file-types (e.g. HTML, 
FLV, MP4, MOV) with certain content-types (e.g. text/html, video/x-flv, video/mp4, video/
quicktime) to be set in the HTTP header. If only HTTP is used for access to origin, this 
command is needed only if a Content-Type header is not returned by the origin server; this 
has no effect if the origin server returns a Content-Type header. Repeat the command as 
needed to continue associating file types with content types. Use no to delete a specified 
entry.

• interface—Specifiy the set of interfaces on which the media delivery protocol listens for 
incoming requests. If not specified, Media Flow Controller listens on ALL interfaces 
(default); if specified, Media Flow Controller listens ONLY on those specified. You can 
specify a list of space-separated interfaces such as eth2 eth3 eth4 eth5 or eth10 eth11 
eth12 eth13 eth20 eth21 eth22, and so on. Up to 10 can be specified. Use no to reset 
default (all) or remove a specified interface.

• listen port—Set the TCP port used to listen for requests; multiple entries (up to 64) are 
allowed. Default is port 80.Use no to reset default. Default port for RTSP is 554. Default 
port for live streaming is 8554.

• req-length maximum—(http only) Set the maximum byte size in bytes for incoming 
requests (domain + URI+Query Params+Headers); larger requests are rejected. Default is 
16384 bytes; maximum allowed value is 32768.

• trace—Enable the Media Flow Controller HTTP delivery trace; see "Chapter 4, “Media 
Flow Controller Log and Fault Management" for details on using the trace utility. Use no to 
disable.

Note! If you change any delivery protocol options, you must run the service command for
the delivery service: service restart mod-delivery.

show delivery protocol [http | rtsp]

Displays delivery protocol settings.
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email
Configure email and event notification via email. See “Email Notification Options” on page 53 
for task details.

email  
auth

enable
password
username

autosupport enable [event <event_name>] 
dead-letter enable [cleanup max-age <duration>]
domain <hostname or IP_address>
mailhub <hostname or IP_address>
malhub-port <port>
notify

event <event_name>
recipient <email_address> [class [failure] [info]] [detail]

return-addr <username>
return-host 
send-test 

Notes:

• auth 
• enable—Enable SMTP authentication for Media Flow Controller emails; default is 

disabled. Use no email auth to re-disable.
• password—Set a password for SMTP authentication of emails; if no password is set, 

the user is prompted for the password. Note! As of Release 2.0.1 the only 
authentication method supported is "LOGIN",   which sends the password in the clear 
(base64); so users should   be aware that this involves some security risk.

• username—Set a username for SMTP authentication of emails.

• autosupport—Sends emails to pre-configured vendor for certain failures. 
• enable—Enable or disable (with no email autosupport) the sending of email to 

vendor support when certain failures occur. Default is enable.
• event—Specify which events to send autosupport notification emails for. See “email 

event name," below, for details.

• dead-letter—Manage undeliverable emails:
• cleanup max-age <duration>—Set a time limit after which undeliverable emails 

are permanently deleted from the system. The form of <duration> is 
<number>d<number>h<number>m<number>s, so 5d4h3m2s for 5 days, 4 hours, 
3 minutes, 2 seconds.

• enable—Allow (default) or stop (with no email dead-letter enable) the saving of 
undeliverable emails.

• domain—Use a hostname or IP address to set the domain name from which emails are 
to appear to come (provided that the return address is not already fully-qualified). This is 
used in conjunction with the system hostname to form the full name of the host from which 
the email appears to come. Use no email domain to reset to default (global settings). The 
rules are as follows:
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a. If an email domain is specified using this command, it is always used. If the hostname 
has any dots in it, everything to the right of the first dot is stripped and the email 
domain is appended.

b. Otherwise, if the hostname has dots in it, it is used as is.
c. Otherwise, the currently-active system domain name is used. This can come either 

from the resolver configuration, or from state dynamically instantiated by DHCP.

• mailhub—Use a hostname or IP address to set the mail relay to use to send notification 
emails. Use no email mailhub to clear the entry. Note! The mailhub option must be sent 
for notifications to work.

• mailhub-port—Set the mail port to be used to send emails. Default is 25. Use no email 
mailhub-port to reset to default.

• notify—Set handling of events and failures via email.
• event <event_name>—Enable or disable (with no) sending email notifications for 

the specified event type. This does not affect autosupport emails. Autosupport can be 
disabled overall, but if it is enabled, all autosupport events (process-crash, and 
liveness-failure only, by default) are sent as emails. See “email event name," below, 
for details. Set thresholds for these events using stats. Set SNMP traps for events 
using snmp-server.

• recipient <email_address>—Add or delete (with no) an email address from the 
list of addresses to send email notifications of (all enabled) events, and specify:
• class—Set event class. Each event type is classified as either info or failure. 

The specified recipient(s) receives the intersection of the set of events specified 
by this command, and the set of events specified overall with the email notify 
event <event_name> command. See “email class," below, for more details.

• detail—Specify whether the emails this recipient is sent should be detailed or 
summarized. Each email potentially has both a detailed and summarized form, 
where the detailed form has a superset of the information. Default is enabled.

• return-addr—Set the username or fully-qualified return address from which email 
notifications are sent. If the string provided contains an at (@) sign, it is considered fully-
qualified and is used as-is. Otherwise, it is considered just the username, and Media Flow 
Controller appends @<hostname>.<domain>. The default is do-not-reply, but this can 
be changed to admin or as desired in case something along the line doesn't like fictitious 
addresses. Use no email return-addr to reset to default.

• return-host—Include the hostname in the return address for email notifications. This 
only takes effect if the return address does not contain an at (@) sign. Default is include. 
Use no to exclude hostname.

• send-test—Send a test email to all of the configured notification email recipients. This is 
useful to make sure the configuration works without having to wait for an event to occur.

email event name
Email event name options are:

• process-crash—A process in the system has crashed.

• process-exit—A process in the system unexpectedly exited.

• liveness-failure—A process in the system was detected hung.
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• cpu-util-high—CPU utilization has risen too high.

• cpu-util-ok—CPU utilization has fallen back to normal levels.

• paging-high—Paging activity has risen too high.

• paging-ok—Paging activity has fallen back to normal levels.

• disk-space-low—File system free space has fallen too low.

• disk-space-ok—File system free space is back in the normal range.

• memusage-high—Memory usage has risen too high.

• memusage-ok—Memory usage has fallen back to acceptable levels.

• netusage-high—Network utilization has risen too high.

• netusage-ok—Network utilization has fallen back to acceptable levels.

• disk-io-high—Disk I/O per second has risen too high.

• disk-io-ok—Disk I/O per second has fallen back to acceptable levels.

• unexpected-shutdown—Unexpected system shutdown.

• interface-up—An interface’s link state has changed to UP.*

• interface-down—An interface’s link state has changed to DOWN.*

• cpu-util-ave-high—Average CPU utilization has risen too high.

• cpu-util-ave-ok—Average CPU utilization has fallen back to normal levels.

* Can be added to info events class (see below) with email notify event <event_name>.

email class
Email class options are as follows:

• failure events:

• process-crash—A process in the system has crashed.
• unexpected-shutdown—Unexpected system shutdown.

• info events:

• liveness-failure—A process in the system was detected as hung.
• process-exit—A process in the system unexpectedly exited.
• cpu-util-ok—CPU utilization has fallen back to normal levels.
• cpu-util-high—CPU utilization has risen too high.
• disk-space-ok—File system free space is back in the normal range.
• disk-space-low—File system free space has fallen too low.

show email

Email notification settings. This does not include SNMP traps, which are under the snmp-
server command tree.
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enable
Enter Enable mode.

enable

From enable enter configure terminal to go to Configuration mode. Use disable to go from
Enable mode back to Standard mode.

errorlog
Configure error log options. See “Error Log (errorlog)” on page 106 for usage information. See
“Service Log Options” on page 79 for task details including information on log rotation. 
Note! This log is mainly used for debugging purposes by Juniper Networks Support.

errorlog
copy <SCP>
filename <name>
level {1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5-7}
module <module>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <hour(s)>}
syslog replicate {disable | enable}

Notes:

• copy—Auto upload (when the set rotate criteria is reached) the errorlog using SCP, to the 
server specified using hostname. If username and password are provided, Media Flow 
Controller uses that for authentication of the FTP or SCP (secure channel protocol) 
session. The no variant disallows auto upload. See the “Command Arguments Key” on 
page 143 for the scp URL format); you must have an SCP or FTP server installed in order 
to SCP or FTP, respectively, files to your machine.

• filename—Configure the name of the file where the error log is stored. Default is 
error.log.<num> (numbered sequentially).

• level—Set the errorlog severity level. Each higher number level setting includes more 
messages. See “errorlog level Options," below, for details.
Note! Severe messages are always sent regardless of chosen module.

• mod <module>—Set errorlog module; default is 0x00FFFFFFFFFFFFFF (Any). See 
“errorlog module Options," below, for details.

• on-the-hour—Set hourly log rotation. Default is no (disabled).

• rotate—Media Flow Controller allows error log rotation based on file size or time.
• filesize-MB—Set rotation based on file size. Media Flow Controller creates 

"error.log.1," "error.log.2" and so on up to "error.log.10," after which it wraps around. 
By default, each file size is 100MB. Juniper Networks highly recommends not 
increasing the size; huge file transfers take a lot of time, and if there is a system reset, 
large volumes of data are at risk.

• time-interval—Set rotation based on time. Specify a time in hours after which the 
error log is rotated.
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• syslog replicate—Specify whether (enable) or not error log messages are seen as 
part of SYSLOG; default is no (disabled), error log is not seen as part of SYSLOG.

errorlog level Options
The errorlog levels that can be set are shown in Table 20, below.

 

errorlog module Options
The errorlog modules that can be set are shown in Table 21, below.

Table 20 errorlog level Options 

Level Description

1 Severe: Function failed, subsystem failed, immediate attention required. Severe 
messages are always sent regardless of chosen module.

2 Error: Function worked incorrectly.

3 Warning: Function worked, but not as expected.

4 Message: System activity.

5 - 7 Debug: Progressively more detailed messages.

Table 21 errorlog module Options 

Module Description

0x0000000000000001 MOD_NETWORK (network)

0x0000000000000002 MOD_HTTP (HTTP subsystem)

0x0000000000000004 MOD_DM2 (disk manager)

0x0000000000000008 MOD_MM (media manager)

0x0000000000000010 MOD_BM (buffer manager)

0x0000000000000020 MOD_CE (cache eviction)

0x0000000000000040 MOD_SCHED (schedular)

0x0000000000000080 MOD_SSP (virtual player)

0x0000000000000100 MOD_HTTPHDRS (HTTP headers)

0x0000000000000200 MOD_FQUEUE (file queue)

0x0000000000000400 MOD_SYSTEM (system)

0x0000000000000800 MOD_FM (file manager)

0x0000000000001000 MOD_OM (origin manager)

0x0000000000002000 MOD_OOMGR (offline origin manager)

0x0000000000004000 MOD_TCP (transport control protocol)
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exit
Leave configuration mode or log out of the system.

exit

Exit the current mode. From configuration mode, go to enable mode. From enable or
standard mode, log out. Use disable to go from enable mode to standard mode.

file
Use these commands to manage stats, and tcpdump reports.

file 
debug-dump 

delete <filename>
email <filename>
upload <filename> {<URL> | <SCP>}

stats
delete <filename>
move <source_filename> <dest_filename>
upload <filename> {<URL> | <SCP>}

tcpdump 
delete <filename>
upload <filename> {<URL> | <SCP>}

Notes:

• debug-dump—Generate files useful for system debugging.
• delete—Delete the specified debug dump file.

0x0000000000008000 MOD_TFM (temporary file manager, services offline origin manager for files 
under 10MB stored until promoted to the first eligible disk cache)

0x0000000000010000 MOD_NAMESPACE (namespace)

0x0000000000020000 MOD_NFS (network file system)

0x0000000000040000 MOD_RTSP (real time streaming protocol)

0x0000000000080000 MOD_AM (asset manager)

0x0000000000100000 MOD_MM_PROMOTE (media promotion)

0x0000000000200000 MOD_FUSE

0x0000000000400000 MOD_VPEMGR (video processing engine)

0x0000000000800000 MOD_GM

0x0000000001000000 MOD_DASHBOARD

0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF MOD_ANY

Table 21 errorlog module Options  (continued from previous page)

Module Description
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• email—Send the specified debug dump in email to the list of configured recipients for 
informational (info) events, regardless of whether they have requested to receive 
detailed notifications or not.

• upload—Upload the specified debug dump file to the specified URL*.

• stats—Manipulate statistics report files. See stats for details.
• delete—Delete a statistics report file by name.
• move—Rename (to a new location) a statistics report file.
• upload—Upload a statistics report file*. 

• tcpdump—Manipulate tcpdump output files.
• delete—Delete the specified tcpdump file.
• upload—Upload the specified tcpdump file to the specified URL*. 

* Only FTP and TFTP URLs, as well as SCP pseudo-URLs are supported for the destination.
See the “Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements.

show files 
debug-dump [<filename>]
stats [<filename>]
tcpdump [<filename>]

Notes:

• debug-dump—Display a list of debug dump files. Use the filename option to display a 
summary of the contents of a particular debug dump file.

• stats—Display a list of statistics report files. Use the filename option to display the 
contents of a particular statistics report file.

• tcpdump—Display a list of tcpdump files. Use the filename option to display a summary 
of the contents of a particular tcpdump file.

fmsaccesslog
Configure FMS (Flash Media Server) access log options; this log is generated by the FMS
server. In the Web-based interface, this log displays as FMSAccess Log under the Logs tab.
This log is written to /nkn/adobe/fms/logs/access.<nn>.log, by default (you can access this
using application fms shell, which takes you to fms directory).  
The fmsaccesslog displays all FMS server command executions. Streaming fmsaccesslog
events include play, pause, seek, and stop events; session fmsaccesslog events include
connect, disconnect, and connect-pending events, by default. For each of these events, the
fmsaccesslog has at least some of the follow fields logged:

• date—Date the event is logged 

• time—Time the event is logged 

• c-ip—Client IP address 

• c-proto—Client connection protocol, either rtmp or rtmpd 

• s-uri—URI of the FMS application 

Once FMS is installed (see “Installing and Using Flash Media Server (FMS) in Media Flow
Controller” on page 85) you can access the Logger.xml file to read more about the FMS
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access log and make some configuration changes. This file is located in /nkn/adobe/fms/conf/
; you can access this using application fms shell, which takes you to the fms directory. 
See “Service Log Options” on page 79 for task details including information on log rotation.
See “FMSAccess Log (fmsaccesslog)” on page 109 for usage information. 

fmsaccesslog
copy <SCP>
filename <name>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <hour(s)>}
syslog replicate {disable | enable}

Notes:

• copy—Auto upload (when the set rotate criteria is reached) the FMS access log using 
SCP, to the server specified using hostname. If username and password are provided, 
Media Flow Controller uses that for authentication of the FTP or SCP (secure channel 
protocol) session. The no variant disallows auto upload. See the “Command Arguments 
Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format); you must have an SCP or FTP server installed 
in order to SCP or FTP, respectively, files to your machine.

• filename—Configure the name of the file where the FMS access log is stored. Default is 
fmsaccess.log.<num> (numbered sequentially).

• on-the-hour—Set hourly log rotation. Default is no (disabled).

• rotate—Media Flow Controller allows FMS access log rotation based on file size or time.
• filesize-MB—Set rotation based on file size. Media Flow Controller creates 

"fmsaccess.log.1," "fmsaccess.log.2" and so on up to "fmsaccess.log.10," after which 
it wraps around. By default, each file size is 100MB. Juniper Networks highly 
recommends not increasing the size; huge file transfers take a lot of time, and if there 
is a system reset, large volumes of data are at risk.

• time-interval—Set rotation based on time. Specify a time in hours after which the 
FMS access log is rotated.

• syslog replicate—Specify whether (enable) or not FMS access log messages are 
seen as part of SYSLOG; default is no (disabled); FMS access log is not in SYSLOG.

fmsedgelog
Configure FMS (Flash Media Server) edge log options; this log is generated by the FMS
server.  In the Web-based interface, this log displays as FMSEdge Log under the Logs tab.
The fmsedgelog displays transactions to the FMS edge server; for example, “Connection
rejected by server,” “Edge disconnected from core,” “Listener started for clients.” This log is
written to /nkn/adobe/fms/logs/edge.<nn>.log, by default (you can access this using
application fms shell). This log is used for diagnostic purposes. 
See “Service Log Options” on page 79 for task details including information on log rotation.
See “FMSEdge Log (fmsedgelog)” on page 109 for usage information. 

fmsedgelog
copy <SCP>
filename <name>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
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rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <hour(s)>}
syslog replicate {disable | enable}

Notes:

• copy—Auto upload (when the set rotate criteria is reached) the FMS edge log using SCP, 
to the server specified using hostname. If username and password are provided, Media 
Flow Controller uses that for authentication of the FTP or SCP (secure channel protocol) 
session. The no variant disallows auto upload. See the “Command Arguments Key” on 
page 143 for the scp URL format); you must have an SCP or FTP server installed in order 
to SCP or FTP, respectively, files to your machine.

• filename—Configure the name of the file where the FMS edge log is stored. Default is 
fmsedge.log.<num> (numbered sequentially).

• on-the-hour—Set hourly log rotation. Default is no (disabled).

• rotate—Media Flow Controller allows FMS edge log rotation based on file size or time.
• filesize-MB—Set rotation based on file size. Media Flow Controller creates 

"fmsedge.log.1," "fmsedge.log.2" and so on up to "fmsedge.log.10," after which it 
wraps around. By default, each file size is 100MB. Juniper Networks highly 
recommends not increasing the size; huge file transfers take a lot of time, and if there 
is a system reset, large volumes of data are at risk.

• time-interval—Set rotation based on time. Specify a time in hours after which the 
FMS edge log is rotated.

• syslog replicate—Specify whether (enable) or not FMS edge log messages are seen 
as part of SYSLOG; default is no (disabled); FMS edge log is not seen in SYSLOG.

fuselog
Configure FMSConnector Log / fuselog options; while the streamlog records RTSP
transactions, the fuselog records RTSP transaction details including what URIs are accessed
and how many bytes are returned by the FUSE module. This log is generated by Media Flow
Controller. 
See “Service Log Options” on page 79 for task details including information on log rotation.
See “FMSConnector Log / fuselog” on page 110 for usage information. 

fuselog
copy <SCP>
filename <name>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <hour(s)>}
syslog replicate {disable | enable}

Notes:

• copy—Auto upload (when the set rotate criteria is reached) the fuse log using SCP, to the 
server specified using hostname. If username and password are provided, Media Flow 
Controller uses that for authentication of the FTP or SCP (secure channel protocol) 
session. The no variant disallows auto upload. See the “Command Arguments Key” on 
page 143 for the scp URL format); you must have an SCP or FTP server installed in order 
to SCP or FTP, respectively, files to your machine.
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• filename—Configure the name of the file where the fuse log is stored. Default is 
fuse.log.<num> (numbered sequentially).

• on-the-hour—Set hourly log rotation. Default is no (disabled).

• rotate—Media Flow Controller allows fuse log rotation based on file size or time.
• filesize-MB—Set rotation based on file size. Media Flow Controller creates 

"fuse.log.1," "fuse.log.2" and so on up to "fuse.log.10," after which it wraps around. By 
default, each file size is 100MB. Juniper Networks highly recommends not increasing 
the size; huge file transfers take a lot of time, and if there is a system reset, large 
volumes of data are at risk.

• time-interval—Set rotation based on time. Specify a time in hours after which the 
fuse log is rotated.

• syslog replicate—Specify whether (enable) or not fuse log messages are seen as 
part of SYSLOG; default is no (disabled); fuse log is not seen as part of SYSLOG.

hostname
Set system hostname. See “Configuring Interfaces, Hostname, Domain List, DNS, and Default 
Gateway” on page 47 for task details.

hostname <hostname>

Set the system hostname. Use no hostname to clear the setting.

show hosts

Display system hostname, DNS configuration, and static host mappings.

image
Manipulate system software images.

image 
boot {location <location_ID> | next}
delete <image_name>
fetch {<URL> | <SCP>} [filename <name>]
install <image_filename>  

location <partition_number>
progress {no-track | track}
verify {ignore-sig | require-sig}]

move <source_image_name> <dest_image_name>
options require-sig

Notes:

• boot—Specify from which location the image should boot by default; there are only two 
locations to choose from so the options are 1 and 2 for location ID. If next is used, set the 
boot location to be the next one after the one currently booted from. Note this does not 
mean the next one after the one Media Flow Controller is currently set to boot from; thus 
the command is idempotent, and does not continue to cycle through all of the available 
locations.

• delete—Delete the specified image file.
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• fetch—Download an image from the specified URL. If a filename is specified, the file is 
given that name; otherwise it is given whatever name it had on the server (the part after 
the last slash in the URL). See the “Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp 
URL format).

• install—Install the specified image file. Arguments:
• location—If no location is specified, the next one after the one currently booted 

from is chosen. Note you cannot install to the "active" location (the one which is 
currently booted). On a two-location system, this is never necessary, as there is only 
one legal choice, which is chosen automatically if no location is specified.

• progress—override the CLI default for displaying progress (cli default progress 
enable): no-track overrides the set default value enabling tracking, and blocks 
progress tracking; track overrides the set value disabling tracking, and tracks 
installation progress. If the options are not specified the CLI default is in effect.

• verify—The require-sig and ignore-sig options override the system-wide defaults 
for signature verification; require-sig causes the image install to fail if a valid 
signature is not found on the image, ignore-sig forces unsigned or invalidly signed 
images to be installed.

• move—Rename the specified image file. The destination image may not already exist.

• options require-sig—Cause all image installs to require a valid signature. If not set, a 
signature is not required, but if one is present it must be valid. Use no image options 
require-sig to disable.

show images  

Show all image files on the system, as well as what images are installed in the two locations,
the active location (which was most recently booted from), and the default location (which is
the default to boot from in the future). Note there may be overlap between these two lists. 

interface
Configure network interfaces. See “Configuring Interfaces, Hostname, Domain List, DNS, and 
Default Gateway” on page 47 for task details.

interface <interface_name> 
alias <alias_index> ip address <IP_address> <netmask>
arp {enable | disable}
bond <bonded_interface>
comment <comment>
dhcp [renew]
duplex {half | full | auto}
ip address <IP_address> <netmask>
mtu <mtu_size_in_bytes>
shutdown
speed {<speed> | 10 | 100 | 1000 | 10000 | auto}
zerofconf

Create an interface with a name; use no interface <interface_name> to delete. Notes:

• alias— Add or delete (with no) a secondary address to the specified interface. The 
alias_index creates a pseudo interface; its address appears in the output of show 
interface under the primary interface's data.
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• arp—Disable or enable (default) ARP (address resolution protocol) broadcasts on a 
specified interface. This option is specific to broadcast networks such as Ethernet or 
packet radio. It enables (or disables) the use of the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) to 
detect the physical addresses of hosts attached to the network. Disabling ARP on an 
interface supports Direct Server Return: using the Server Load Balancer (SLB) to load 
balance incoming requests to the server farm, and letting the return traffic from the server 
bypass SLB by being sent directly to the client. See “Media Flow Controller Load 
Balancing (LB) Direct Server Return (DSR) Guidelines” on page 49 for more information.

• bond—Add or delete (with no) the named interface from the specified bonding interface. 
See bond for more link aggregation details.

• comment—Add or delete (with no) a comment for the specified interface.

• dhcp—Enable or disable (with no) use of DHCP on the specified interface. This gets the 
IP address and netmask via DHCP so those settings are ignored. Setting the IP address 
and netmask disables DHCP implicitly, though it can also be disabled explicitly using the 
no form of this command or by enabling zerofconf (described below). Use renew to force 
a restart on the DHCP client for the specified interface. Default is disabled.

• duplex—Set or clear (with no) the interface duplex. Default is auto, which also sets 
interface speed to auto. Setting one of the manual settings, half or full, also sets the 
speed to a manual setting that is determined by querying the interface to find out its 
current auto-detected state. Juniper Networks recommends keeping the default (auto). 
Important! Changing the duplex setting can interfere with auto-configuration operations 
and should be avoided.

• IP_address—Set or clear (with no) this interface’s IP address and netmask. Important! 
If you change an interface’s IP address, you must run the service restart command for 
the mod_delivery (progressive download) service on that interface.

• mtu—Set the interface MTU. Default is 1500. Juniper Networks recommends keeping the 
default. Use no interface <interface_name> mtu to reset default.

• shutdown—Enable or disable (with no) the specified interface.

• speed—Set or clear (with no) the interface speed. Default is auto, which also sets duplex 
to auto. Setting one of the manual settings (generally 10, 100, or 1000) also sets the 
interface duplex to a manual setting that is determined by querying the interface to find 
out its current auto-detected state. Important! Changing the speed setting can interfere 
with auto-configuration operations and should be avoided.

show interface [<interface_name> [configured] [brief]]

Display information about the specified interface, or all interfaces if one is not named. Includes 
Admin state (whether or not the interface is enabled; up means it is enabled), Link state (up 
means there is a cable plugged into that interface and it is “live” – connected to something 
which is turned on at the other side, i.e. a switch, router, or another computer), and the current 
TX (transmissions out) and RX (transmissions received) statistics. Detailed information is 
given by default; use the subcommands to modify that. Notes:

• brief—Display abbreviated runtime state, the interface statistics are excluded.

• configured—Display configuration of the interface, rather than its runtime state.
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ip
Configure Internet protocol (IP) settings. See “Configuring Interfaces, Hostname, Domain List, 
DNS, and Default Gateway” on page 47 for task details.

ip 
default-gateway {<next_hop_IP_address_or_Interface> [<interface>]}
dhcp 

primary-intf <interface_name>
default-gateway yeild-to-static

domain-list <domain_name_for_resolving_hostnames> ...
host <hostname> <IP_address>
map-hostname
name-server <IP_address>
route <network_prefix> {<netmask> | <mask_length>} {<next_hop_IP_address> 

| <interface>}

Notes:

• default-gateway—Set or delete (with no) the default route. 

• dhcp—Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol settings. Note that an interface is only 
eligible to be the DHCP primary if it is "admin up", has DHCP enabled, and has gotten a   
DHCP lease. Ineligibility does not prevent an interface from being configured as the DHCP 
primary interface, but prevents it from actually being used as such. If the   configured 
primary is eligible, it is chosen as the acting primary; otherwise, one of the eligible 
interfaces is chosen (the first, in alphabetical order).
• primary-intf—Set or delete (with no) the interface from which non-interface-

specific configurations (resolver and routes) are accepted via DHCP. 
• default-gateway yield-to-static—Whether or not a DHCP default gateway 

yields to a statically configured default gateway. Default is not to yield, so the DHCP 
default gateway is added to the statically configured one. If yield-to-static is set, 
DHCP's default gateway is not installed if there is already one statically configured.

• domain-list—Add or delete (with no) domain(s) to try unqualified hostnames in. 

• host—Add or delete (with no) hostname/IP mappings for /etc/hosts. 

• map-hostname—Set or delete (with no) a static host mapping for the current hostname.

• name-server—Add or delete (with no) DNS servers. 

• route—Set or delete (with no) a static route. If it is called with only a network prefix and 
mask, this deletes all routes for that prefix. 

Note! If you change the IP address for a host, you must run the service restart command for
the mod_delivery (progressive download) service for that host.

show ip 
route [static]
default-gateway [static]

Notes:

• route—Display the routing table in the system, which includes dynamic routes as well as 
any active static routes. Use static to display the list of static routes. Note that ip route 
only works on devices that already have an IP address assigned.
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• default-gateway—Display the currently active default route, or the configured one, if 
static is used. This is redundant with show ip route [static], provided for ease of use.

license
Activate features with license keys.

license [delete <license_key>] [install <license_key>]

Install or delete a license key. If the key is invalid (i.e. it could never have been a valid
license), an error message is printed and it is not added. If the license is valid but there is
something else wrong with it (it names a nonexistent feature, it is expired, etc.) a warning
message is printed but it is added. Use no license install <license_key> to uninstall an
existing license key. If the key specified was not already installed, an error is returned.

show licenses

Display a list of all installed licenses and list all licensable features which are currently 
activated by a license. For each, display:

• A unique ID which is a small integer.

• The text of the license key as it was added.

• Whether or not it is valid and active.

• Which feature(s) it is activating.

logging
Configure event logging. See “System Logging Options” on page 81 for task details.
Note! These settings configure the system log (syslog) that records all system activity such as
user logins, configuration changes, and system condition changes. It does not record service
activity or errors. The Media Flow Controller errorlog records service related errors but is
mostly useful for debugging by Juniper Networks Support. Media Flow Controller provides
several service-specific logs, detailed in Chapter 4, “Media Flow Controller Log and Fault
Management.” 

logging 
fields seconds enable [fractional-digits<integer> | whole-

digits<integer>]
files 

delete {current | oldest [<number_of_files_to_delete>]}
rotation 

criteria {frequency<frequency>| size<megabytes>| size-pct<percentage>}
force
max-num <max_number_of_files_to_keep>

upload {current | 1 | 2} {<URL | <SCP>} [</filename>]
format 

standard
welf [fw-name <firewall_name>]

level cli commands {<severity_level> | none}
local 

override [class <class> priority {<severity_level> | none}] 
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{<severity_level> | none}
recieve
trap {<severity_level> | none}
<IP_address> 

trap 
override [class <class> priority {<severity_level> | none}]
<severity_level>

Notes:

• fields seconds—Include an additional field in each log message that shows the 
number of seconds since the Epoch; default is disabled. This is independent of the 
standard syslog datetime at the beginning of each message in the format "Feb 25 
18:00:00". Aside from indicating the year at full precision, its main purpose is to provide 
subsecond precision. The precision can be controlled with the two -digits commands 
described below. Note that except for the year, all of these digits are redundant with 
syslog's own datetime.
• enable—Enable the seconds field. Use no logging fields enable to disable.
• fractional-digits—Control the number of digits to the right of the decimal point; 

options are 1, 2, 3, and 6; which specify how many digits to the right of the decimal 
point to use. Truncation is done from the right, so you always get the <n> most 
significant digits.

• whole-digits—Control the number of digits to the left of the decimal point; options 
are 1, 6, and all (do not limit the number of digits to the left of the decimal point). 
Truncation is done from the left, so you always have the <n> least significant digits. 
Note that except for the year, all of these digits are redundant with syslog's own 
datetime.

• files—Manage log files.
• delete—Delete log files:

• current—Delete all current log files.
• oldest—Force immediate deletion of the specified number of oldest local log 

files.
• rotation—Configure automatic rotation of local logging files.

• criteria—Configure what criteria decides when to automatically rotate local log 
files on local persistent storage. There are three mutually exclusive options: 
− frequency—Rotate based on time: daily (at midnight), weekly, or monthly 

(first day, at midnight). Default is daily.
− size—Rotate log files that pass the specified size threshold. 
− size-pct—Rotate logs that pass the specified disk percentage.
If a size criteria is chosen, the file size is checked hourly, so if it passes the 
threshold in the middle of the hour it is not rotated right away.

• force—Force an immediate rotation of the local log files. This does not affect the 
schedule of auto-rotation if it was done based on time: the next automatic rotation 
still occurs at the same time it was previously scheduled. Naturally, if the auto-
rotation was   based on size, this delays it somewhat as it reduces the size of the 
active log file to zero.

• max-num—Configure how many old local log files to keep. If the number of log 
files ever exceeds this number (either at rotation time, or when this setting is 
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lowered), the system deletes as many as necessary, starting with the oldest, to 
bring it down to this number. Default is 10.

• upload—Upload a local log file to a remote host (specified with URL or scp path); 
specify which (available ) log file first:
• current—The current log file. 
• 1—Archived, compressed log file "messages.1.gz".
• 2—Archived, compressed log file "messages.2.gz".

To specify an archived log file, give its number as displayed by show log files. 
Note the current log file has the name "messages" if you don't specify a new name 
for it in the upload URL. The archived log files have the name "messages.<n>.gz" 
if you don't specify a new name in the URL, and are compressed with gzip 
regardless. See the “Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL 
format and requirements.

• format—Set log messages format. The no variant resets the format to default 
(standard), whether or not welf is used with it. Arguments:
• standard (default)—Squid standard format.
• welf—Web trends Enhanced Log Format. Use fw-name to specify the firewall name 

that should be associated with each message logged in WELF format. If no firewall 
name is set, the hostname is used by default. Use no logging format welf fw-name 
to delete.

• level cli commands—Set the severity level at which user-executed CLI commands are 
logged. Default is notice. See logging severity level, next for details.

• local—Set local logging options. 
• override—Enable, and add or delete (with no) a per-class override on the logging 

level. All classes that do not have an override use the global logging level set with 
logging local <severity_level>. Use no logging local override to disable all class-
specific overrides to the local log level. Default is enabled. The no variant that 
disables them leaves them in configuration, but disables them so the logging level for 
all classes is determined by the global setting. Use the class argument to divide log 
messages according to their origin. The default classes are mgmt-core (for mgmtd 
alone), mgmt-back (for other back end components), and   mgmt-front (for front end 
components, utilities, and tests).

• <severity_level>—Set the minimum severity of log messages to be saved on local 
persistent storage, also applies to log messages originating from other hosts; or use 
none to disable local logging (you can also use no logging local). See logging 
severity level, next for details. Default is notice.

• recieve—Allow this system to receive log message from another host. Default is 
disabled. If enabled, only log messages matching or exceeding the severity specified with 
logging local <severity_level> are logged, regardless of what is sent from the remote 
host. Use no logging receive to disable.

• trap <severity_level>—Set minimum severity of log messages sent to syslog 
servers. This sets both the default for new servers, as well as the setting for all existing 
servers. The no variant sets the level to none, disabling logging to remote servers 
altogether (though the list of servers is not erased). This command does not affect console 
or local logging. See logging severity level, next for details.
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• <IP_address>—Send syslog messages to the specified remote syslog server. 
Hostnames are not allowed. Use no logging <IP_address> to stop. Use the trap option 
(set minimum severity of log messages sent to the specified server) arguments, override, 
and <severity_level>, as described above for logging local.

logging severity level
Logging severity-level options are described in Table 22, below. 

 

show logging

Display logging configuration settings.

show log [files <file_number>] [[not] matching <regex>]

View a local system log file. Arguments:

• If files <file_number> is specified, view an archived log file, where the number is from 1 
up to the number of archived log files.

• If [not] matching <regex> is specified, the file is piped through the grep utility to only 
include lines either matching, or not matching, the provided regular expression.

show log continuous [[not] matching <regex>]

Display the last few lines of the current log file, and then continue to display new lines as they
come in, until the user hits Ctrl+C. This is done using the tail utility. If [not] matching <regex>
is specified, only log lines matching, or not matching, the provided regular expression are
printed.
Note! Enclose all regex entries in single quotes; i.e. ‘^.*\example\.com’.
show log files

Display a list of local log files.

Table 22 Logging Severity Levels 

Level Description

alert Action must be taken immediately for functioning to continue. 

crit An unexpected error-causing condition or response for unknown reasons.

debug Messages generated by the system debugging utility.

emerg System is unusable or cannot recover.

err Error conditions.

info Normal but significant condition or response that does not affect operations.

none Disable logging (nothing is logged for this class)

notice Normal but significant condition or response that could affect operations (default).

warning An anomalous condition that can be ignored and functioning continue, but may affect 
operations.
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management
Configure the management interface to be eth0. If you re-manufacture and find that your
licenses are no good, you may have not gotten the correct interface (one with an IP address)
auto-assigned as eth0. You can use this command to set the management interface by MAC
address manually. Use show interfaces to see which interface has an IP address assigned
and use the MAC address of that interface. Management interface is always eth0. 
management interface <MAC_address>

media-cache
Configure media caching parameters. 
Tip! Find the names of various media cache using show media-cache (see description
below). See “Managing the Media Cache” on page 77 for task details; see “Disk Cache
Problems” on page 137 for troubleshooting.

media-cache disk [mount-new | <cache_name>] 
cache {enable | disable}
format
repair
status {active | inactive}

Notes:

• disk—Specify a media cache disk (use show media-cache disk list to get cache names), 
and set options or use mount-new (EXEC command) to discover a newly inserted disk, 
mount it, name it, and make it part of the disk cache system.
• cache—Enable or disable the disk for caching. When the system boots and starts 

detecting disks, it auto-calibrates the disk, puts it in static mode, and enables the disk 
for caching. Use disable as needed; for example, if disk contents are rendered not-to-
be-cached, or to reformat the disk. (See the reformat and repair commands below). 
Note that a newly inserted disk must be formatted before being enabled.

• format—EXEC command. Use when you insert a disk into a running Media Flow 
Controller with the intent of not using the contents that exist in the disk.

• repair—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.

• status—Make the media-cache active or inactive. Use inactive if you need to pull 
the disk for any maintenance purposes; for example, to upgrade to a higher capacity 
disk, replace a SATA disk with a SAS disk, or replace a failed disk. Important! Media 
Flow Controller allows OIR (On-line Insertion and Removal) of HDD (Hard Disk 
Drives). However, the HDD MUST be made inactive to be removed. When a new 
HDD is in the disk, it must be made active and (if so decided) enabled for caching.

Note! To purge all objects when a disk cache is removed, reboot Media Flow Controller.

show media-cache {disk | file} {list |<cache_name>} 

Display various media-cache characteristics. Notes:

• list—List all disk drives, their names, information on the physical location, serial number, 
type, and capacity. Before you activate or enable a cache, run show media-cache disk 
list and get the name assigned to the disk to use in configuration.
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• <cache_name>—List information on the specified cache.

Note! Media Flow Controller supports 3 cache tiers corresponding to SSD (tier 1), SAS HDD 
(tier 2), and SATA HDD (tier 3). "Hot" content should stay in tier1 (the highest). Media Flow 
Controller promotes contents between the cache tiers based on content hotness (see ““Hot” 
Content (Short Tail vs. Long Tail)” on page 20, for explanation). As content gets hotter, it is 
promoted to the next higher tier. 1st time content is always put in the lowest cache tier. The 
default values are: tier1 weight = 6, tier2 weight = 2, tier3 weight = 1. So, any content 
requested once is cached in Tier 3; requested twice and it is promoted to Tier2; and, if 
requested 6 times, it is promoted to Tier1. Example:

show media-cache disk list

Device  Type    Tier    Active  Cache   Free Space      State
------  ----    ----    ------  -----   ----------      -----
dc_1    SATA    Tier-3  yes     yes     38890 MiB       cache running
dc_2    SATA    Tier-3  yes     yes     68668 MiB       cache running

show media-cache disk dc_2

Disk Cache Configuration & Status:

Device Name/Type: dc_2/SATA
Cache Tier: Tier-3
Activated: yes
Cache Enabled: yes

Free Space: 68596 MiB
Disk State : cache running
-------------------------------------

namespace
A namespace is a named collection of parameters that set delivery policies in a granular
manner; you can configure up to 64 namespaces. To set global delivery policies, see delivery
for CLI details. See “Namespace Options” on page 67 for task details and implementation
particulars. 
Tip! At a minimum, a namespace configuration requires a name, domain, origin-server,
match setting, and status activation. Other settings can be left at defaults. Example:

namespace example
domain www.example.com
origin-server http sv05
match uri /vod
status active

Note! What you configure for origin-server also sets a proxy mode and, in some cases,
certain defaults. See “Using namespace for Proxy Configurations” on page 72 for details.
Note! In Release 2.0.1 Multiple HTTP or NFS origin servers can be configured with the
server-map option. See server-map for CLI details; “Using namespace origin-server
<protocol> server-map” on page 70 for task details.

namespace <name> 
cache-inherit <namespace_UID>
delivery protocol 

http
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client-request {cookie | query-string} action {cache [exclude-
query-string] | no-cache}

client-response header <name> [<value>] action {add | delete}
origin-fetch 

cache-age  {content-type<string><secs> | content-type-any <secs>}
cache-age-default <seconds>
cache-directive no-cache {follow | override}
content-store media [cache-age-threshold<secs>] [object-size<bytes>]
date-header modify {deny | permit}

origin-request 
cache-revalidation {deny | permit [use-date-header]}
convert head {deny | permit}
header <name> [<value>] action add ...
host-header inherit incoming-req {deny | permit}
x-forwarded-for {disable | enable}

rtsp
origin-fetch 

cache-age-default <seconds>
cache-directive no-cache {follow | override}
content-store media [cache-age-threshold<secs>] [object-size<bytes>]

domain {any | regex <regex> | <FQDN>}
live-pub-point <name>

caching {enable | disable} 
receive-mode {on-demand | sdp-name <URL> {immediate | start-time 

<hh:mm:ss> [end-time <hh:mm:ss>]}}
status {active | inactive}

match 
header {regex <regex> | <name> {any | <value>}} [precedence <number>]
query-string {regex <regex> | <name> {any | <value>}} [precedence <number>]
uri {regex <regex> | <uri-prefix>} [precedence <number>]
virtual-host <IP_address> [<port>] [precedence <number>]

object {delete | list} {all | <URI> | <pattern>} [<domain>] [<port>]
origin-server 

http {absolute-url | follow {{dest-ip [use-client-ip] | 
header<header>} [use-client-ip] | dest-ip [use-client-ip]} | 
server-map <map_name> | <FQDN/path> [<port>]}   

nfs {server-map <name> | <FQDN:export_path> [<port>]}
rtsp {follow dest-ip [use-client-ip] | <FQDN> [<port#>][rtp-udp | 

rtp-rtsp]}]
pre-stage 

ftp user <username> password <password>}
password {RADIUS | TACACS | <password>}

proxy-mode transparent
status {active | inactive}
virtual-player <name>

Define a namespace with a name; use cache-inherit to move another namespace’s cache to 
this one. Also define a domain, match criteria, and origin-server, then use status to activate 
the namespace; use match to refine the request path. Example: 

namespace example cache-inherit b315614e  
domain www.example.com
match uri /vod
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origin-server http sv05
status active

Use no namespace <name> to delete; in prefix mode, use namespace <name> no... or 
namespace <name> <uri-prefix> no... to make changes to configurations. Notes:

• cache-inherit—Add the specified namespace’s cache to this one; see “Using 
namespace cache-inherit” on page 67, for details.

• client-request—Manipulate incoming client requests containing either:
• cache-control max-age—Set a Max-Age value for the incoming request Cache-

Control header. If unspecified, use the Cache-Control Max-Age value in the request.
• cookie—Set an action for objects with a cookie (such objects are typically dynamic 

and often not appropriate for caching); either cache or no-cache (default). 
• query-string—Set an action for objects with a query-string (such objects are 

typically dynamic and often not appropriate for caching); either cache (and, optionally, 
exclude-query-string itself from the cache) or no-cache (default).

• client-response—Manipulate headers in incoming client responses. Up to sixteen 
header actions can be set; either add or delete. Note! If you enter only a header <name>, 
the only action allowed is delete; if you enter a header <name> and <value>, the only 
action allowed is add.

• delivery protocol—Set delivery protocol options; two delivery protocols and options 
may be configured. Entering the delivery protocol puts you into namespace delivery 
protocol configure mode; use exit when finished.
• http—Configure options for HTTP delivery:

• client-request—Manipulate incoming client requests containing either: 
− cookie—Set an action for objects with a cookie (such objects are typically 

dynamic and often not appropriate for caching); either cache (and, optionally, 
exclude-query-string itself from the cache) or no-cache (default). 

− query-string—Set an action for objects with a query-string (such objects are 
typically dynamic and often not appropriate for caching); either cache (and, 
optionally, exclude-query-string itself from the cache) or no-cache (default).

• client-response—Manipulate headers in incoming client responses. Up to 
sixteen header actions can be set; either add or delete. Note! If you enter only a 
header <name>, the only action allowed is delete; if you enter a header <name> 
and <value>, the only action allowed is add.

• origin-fetch—Set policies for content fetched from origin; see “(namespace) 
delivery protocol {http | rtsp} origin-fetch," below, for CLI details.

• origin-request—Set policies for content requested from origin; see 
“(namespace) delivery protocol http origin-request," below, for CLI details.

• rtsp— Configure options for RTSP delivery:
• origin-fetch—Set policies for content fetched from origin; see “(namespace) 

delivery protocol {http | rtsp} origin-fetch," below, for CLI details.

• domain—The defined FQDN (fully qualified domain name) or REGEX (regular 
expression) is matched with the incoming HOST header. If there is a match, the request is 
refined with match value (next option). See “Using namespace domain <FQDN:Port>” on 
page 68 for implementation details.
• any (default)—Allow all domains to use this namespace.
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• regex— Set the domain for this namespace with a regular expression. Note! Enclose 
all regex entries in single quotes; for example, a regex for www.example.com plus 
example.com could be this: ‘^.*\example\.com’.

• FQDN—Enter a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN). Important! The domain you 
enter should match whatever you have configured as HOST header; you may append 
a port number as well, if needed (and used in HOST header). 

• live-pub-point—Add a live stream publishing service. 
• caching—Either enable or disable caching for this live-pub-point.
• receive-mode—Set a method for receiving live streaming:

• on-demand—When a request is received.
• sdp-name <URL>—Use an SDP (service delivery protocol) file to set the live 

publishing point. The URL can be scp://... or http://... only. Once Media Flow 
Controller encounters this, it pulls in the file from the specified location, and saves 
it in the file system (not disk cache) so it is available for RTP/RTSP. Optionally, 
choose immediate, to start as soon as the file is retrieved or enter a start-time 
and, optionally, an end-time.

• status—Make active or inactive the live-pub-point.
• match—Refine the path of incoming requests (enclose all regex entries in single quotes). 

All match options may utilize the optional precedence argument to break ties when 
namespaces are defined with the same match criteria; the lower the precedence number, 
the higher the preference for that namespace; 0 (zero) is default and highest. See “Using 
namespace match <criteria> precedence” on page 69, for details.

• header—A header name and value; can also be a regex. Optionally, set a 
precedence (see above). 

• query-string—A defined query param; can also be a regex. Optionally, set a 
precedence (see above).

• uri—A <uri-prefix>; can also be a regex. See “(namespace) origin-server," 
below, for CLI details. See “uri-prefix” on page 22 for uri-prefix definition and 
usage details. Optionally, set a precedence (see above).

• virtual-host—The IP address must be a /32 address; it can take a special 
value of 0.0.0.0, which means any IP address. Port number specification is 
optional. To map requests by TCP port number only, set the IP address to 0.0.0.0 
and configure the port number. If you set the domain to any, configure virtual-
host IP to 0.0.0.0, then requests can be assigned to a namespace based solely 
on the port number on which the request comes in to Media Flow Controller. 
Optionally, set a precedence (see above).

• object—EXEC command. Either delete, or view (list), the contents of a namespace 
specified with either a uri (can include a file name), a <pattern>, or use all to delete or list 
the contents of all configured namespaces. Use the domain and port arguments for mid-
tier or virtual namespaces. See “(namespace) object list | delete," below, for CLI details.

• origin-server—Specify how Media Flow Controller determines and accesses origin for 
cache misses; see “(namespace) origin-server," below, for CLI details.

• pre-stage—Set authentication options for pre-staging content.
• ftp user <username> password <password>—Set a password or authentication 

credentials for the default, auto-created namespace FTP user, 
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<namespace>_ftpuser; for FTP pre-staging content to Media Flow Controller. Only 
this user can do FTP pre-staging for that namespace. When opening the FTP session, 
log in as the auto-configured user. (<namespace>_ftpuser); in this way, every FTP 
session transfers content only for a single namespace. Please refer to radius-server 
and tacacs-server for setting authentication schemes. 

• password—Set a password, or use a configured RADIUS or TACACS+ password.

• proxy-mode transparent—Not supported in Release 2.0.1. See “Using namespace for 
Proxy Configurations” on page 72.

• status—Make active or inactive the namespace; you must deactivate the namespace to 
make large changes, like the match value. Important! A newly-created namespace is in 
inactive by default; you must explicitly activate it.

• virtual-player <name>—Associate a defined virtual player with a namespace; in this 
way, that namespace uses the specified virtual-player settings rather than the default 
Media Flow Controller settings configured with the network connection commands. Use 
no virtual-player to remove. See virtual-player for CLI details.

show namespace {list | <namespace_name>}

Display the list of namespaces in the system, or details of a given namespace. When used
with <namespace_name>, the output relevant to the namespace, such as the Active status,
Precedence, URI Prefix, Delivery Protocol, Domain, Origin Server and options, Virtual Player
(if any), Origin Fetch configuration, and Pre-stage FTP configuration, is given.
Note! Configuration changes, including a namespace deletion, may not be updated for up to
30 seconds. This is due to a deferred update scheme that requires an HTTP request. An
internal probe ensures that such a request occurs at least every 30 seconds.

(namespace) delivery protocol {http | rtsp} origin-fetch 
namespace <name> delivery protocol {http | rtsp}

origin-fetch
cache-age  {content-type <string> <seconds> | content-type-any <seconds>} 
cache-age-default <seconds>] 
cache-directive no-cache {follow | override}
content-store media [cache-age-threshold <seconds>] [object-size <bytes>]
date-header modify {deny | permit}

(Optional) Specify a list of policies for data fetched from origin (delivery protocol http or 
rtsp); enters you to namespace <name> delivery protocol {http | rtsp} origin-fetch mode, 
use exit to leave, use no namespace <name> delivery protocol {http | rtsp} origin-fetch to 
re-set configured values to defaults. Notes:

• cache-age content-type <string><seconds>—(delivery protocol http only) Set 
cache aging by content-type <string> or the keyword content-type-any, and set a time 
value in seconds. Re-enter the command as needed. Example cache-age content-type 
entries: application/flv 28800, application/mov 2880, application/3gp 288, 
application/f4v 28. If the cache-age content-type-any argument is unspecified, the 
cache-age-default value is used. See “Using namespace delivery protocol <protocol> 
origin-fetch cache-age” on page 69 for implementation details.

• cache-age-default—Specify a cache age value in case it is not specified in the data 
fetched from the origin server. May be specified in addition to four content-type 
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specifications. Default value is 28800 seconds (8 hours). See “Using namespace delivery 
protocol <protocol> origin-fetch cache-age” on page 69 for implementation details.

• cache-directive—Specify what to do with the cache-directive header (Cache-
Control : no-cache or Pragma: no-cache) in the HTTP header when data is fetched 
from the origin. Default is follow. 

• content-store media—Set caching options. 
• cache-age-threshold—Set a time threshold for newly-fetched content stored in 

media cache (non-volatile) instead of RAM cache. By default, new content with a 
cache age under 60 seconds is stored only in RAM cache (the expectation being that 
the content won’t be served for too long and is not worth storing in media cache). To 
have new content always stored in media cache, set this value to 0 (zero). 

• object-size—Set a size limit, in kilobytes, for storing objects in disk cache. For 
example, a value of 4 means store in disk cache all fetched objects larger than 4 
bytes; a value of 0 (zero) (default) means every object irrespective of size is cached in 
disk (if not marked non-cacheable in the Cache-Control header). If the object size is 
less than this threshold, it is served from Media Flow Controller’s RAM cache. Setting 
object-size can improve disk-cache performance since small objects need not be 
written into disk and can be served directly from the RAM cache.

• date-header modify—(delivery protocol http only) Allow (with permit) or disallow 
(with deny, the default) Media Flow Controller to modify the Date Header for content 
fetched from origin. If set to permit, Media Flow Controller resets the Date header when 
the content is received; however, no adjustments are made to the Cache-Control: max-
age = <seconds> header, and the Age header and Via header sent from origin are 
maintained as-is. May be useful if Media Flow Controller is deployed as a server.

(namespace) delivery protocol http origin-request 
namespace <name> delivery protocol http

origin-request
cache-revalidation {deny | permit [use-date-header]}
convert head {deny | permit}
header <name> [<value>] action add ...
host-header inherit incoming-req {deny | permit}
x-forwarded-for {disable | enable}

(Optional) Specify a list of policies for data requested from origin; enters you to namespace
<name> origin-request mode, use exit to leave, use no namespace <name> origin-
request to re-set configured values to defaults. Notes:

• cache-revalidation—Specify that Media Flow Controller ask origin for cache age 
revalidation prior to deleting expired data by choosing permit, the default; and, optionally, 
use-date-header for revalidation if the Last-Modified header doesn’t exist. This allows 
Media Flow Controller to proactively talk to the origin when the content is close to its expiry 
(20% of life left) due to a pre-set cache age, and ask for revalidation. Doing this can save 
network bandwidth toward origin as the entire content needn’t be fetched, and only the 
headers need revalidation. To have Media Flow Controller delete content that has attained 
its set cache age, choose deny. 
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• convert head—Allow (with permit) or dis-allow (with deny) HEAD requests to origin 
being converted to GET requests. Default is permit: HEAD requests are converted to 
GET requests. 

• header action add—Specify a header <name> and, optionally, <value> to be added to 
the incoming request; up to four headers may be added this way. 

• host-header inherit incoming-req—Allow (with permit) or dis-allow (with deny) 
Media Flow Controller to set the HOST: header in the Media Flow Controller-to-origin 
HTTP REQUEST to the value found in the HOST: header in the incoming URL to Media 
Flow Controller. Default is deny.

• x-forwarded-for—Allow (with enable) or dis-allow (with disable) Media Flow 
Controller setting the X-Forwarded-For header to the value of the client IP address when 
requests are sent from Media Flow Controller to origin upon a cache miss. Default is 
enable.

(namespace) origin-server
namespace <name>

origin-server 
http {absolute-url | follow {{dest-ip [use-client-ip] | header 

<header>} [use-client-ip] | dest-ip [use-client-ip]} | server-map 
<map_name> | <FQDN/path> [<port>]}   

nfs {server-map <name> | <FQDN:export_path> [<port>]}
rtsp {follow dest-ip [use-client-ip] | <FQDN> [<port#>][rtp-udp | 

rtp-rtsp]}

Specify where Media Flow Controller should go to fetch content from origin upon a cache miss 
(required). Use no namespace <name> origin-server to make changes. In Release 2.0.1, 
you can configure only one origin server, either http or nfs; however, you can configure 
multiple nfs origin servers via the server-map option (described below). See “Using 
namespace origin-server <protocol> server-map” on page 70 for implementation details. 
Notes:

• http—Use HTTP for origin-server delivery; multiple origin servers can be specified using 
the server-map option.
• absolute-url—Derive the origin server from the absolute URL set against the 

HTTP access method (GET, HEAD, etc.). Use absolute-url to configure Media Flow 
Controller as a mid-tier, proxy (if set, show namespace output has Proxy Mode: 
forward). Media Flow Controller uses the absolute URL to contact the origin-server. If 
absolute-url is configured and the incoming request (REQ header) does not have the 
absolute URL, then the request is rejected with the appropriate error code.

• follow—Define alternate methods of determining which origin-server to use: 
• header—Use a defined <header_name> in the request as the origin server. For 

example, you could set follow header HOST, and the value of the HOST header in 
the incoming request is used as the origin server. If the set header doesn’t exist, 
the request is rejected. The <header name> can be any of the well-defined 
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headers OR a custom header. If set, show namespace output has Proxy Mode: 
virtual. Note! In Release 2.0.1, only host is allowed.

• dest-ip—Use the destination IP address of the incoming request as the origin 
server. Optionally, set use-client-ip to use the client IP address in place of the 
origin server’s IP address in the request.

• server-map—A defined server-map. If set, show namespace output has Proxy 
Mode: reverse.

• <FQDN/path>—hostname/IP address/path; and (optional) port, default is 80. If set, 
show namespace output has Proxy Mode: reverse.

• nfs—Use NFS for origin-server delivery; multiple origin servers can be specified using the 
server-map option.
• server-map—A defined server-map. 
• <FQDN:export_path>—hostname/IP address:path; and (optional) port, default is 

2049.

• rtstp—Use RTP/RTSP for origin-server delivery. 
• follow dest-ip—Use the destination IP address of the incoming request as the 

origin server. Optionally, set use-client-ip to use the client IP address in place of the 
origin server’s IP address in the request.

• FQDN—A hostname or IP address; and (optional) a port, default is 554. Optionally 
choose an RTP transport mechanism for MFD to use when fetching media data from 
the origin streaming server, either rtp-udp or rtp-rtsp (interleaved); default is to use 
what the client specifies. 

(namespace) object list | delete
namespace <name> object {list |delete} {all | <URI> | pattern}[<domain>] 

[<port>]

EXEC command. List or delete contents in a namespace; all objects stored by Media Flow 
Controller, RAM cache and disk cache, are stored as UUID:/uri/filename, this command 
derives UUID from the specified namespace. The command takes in the name of a 
namespace (the argument following namespace keyword) and applies a list or delete 
operation to an object specified by the URI argument. 
Note! The domain and port options only apply to namespaces with proxy-mode mid-tier or
proxy-mode virtual. This way, objects cached for a given domain or domain and port are
listed rather than all objects irrespective of domain.
Example namespace configuration and object list | delete actions:
namespace ns1
domain example.com
match uri  /abc

Suppose your URL is http://example.com/abc/def/file.flv. To list an object and get its
characteristics, issue the following command:

namespace ns1 object list /abc/def/file.flv

To delete an object with the same URL as above:
namespace ns1 object delete /abc/def/file.flv
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To delete all the objects in that namespace’s disk cache with the same URL as above:
namespace ns1 object delete all

To list all objects in a disk cache and create a file named with the UUID of the namespace use 
the command below. In the example, if the namespace had a UUID of 80213A2C, the file 
containing the list is 80213A2C.lst. Use the upload command to view the file.

namespace ns1 object list all

You can also list and delete based on patterns. For example; you can specify *.flv as a
pattern. Media Flow Controller doesn’t support a full Regular Expression for deleting or listing.
The command namespace ns1 object list all is equivalent to namespace ns1 object list /
abc/def/*.
Note! For Release 2.0.1, only the asterisk (*) wildcard is available for pattern use. Asterisk (*)
matches zero or more characters of any kind as indicated above. 
Example output for namespace test_ns object list all:
Objects in cache for namespace : test_ns
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 *Loc  Size(KB)          Expiry                    URL
 *--------------------------------------------------------------------------
  RAM   512    Tue Nov 24 01:59:13 2009  example.local:80/tmp/ram/data/test.0.flv
  RAM   512    Tue Nov 24 01:59:14 2009  example.local:80/tmp/ram/data/test.4.flv
  RAM   512    Tue Nov 24 01:59:13 2009  example.local:80/tmp/ram/data/test.3.flv
  RAM   512    Tue Nov 24 01:59:14 2009  example.local:80/tmp/ram/data/test.5.flv

 *Loc  Size(KB)          Expiry                   URL
 *--------------------------------------------------------------------------
  dc_1  512    Tue Nov 24 01:59:14 2009  example.local:80/tmp/ram/data/test.4.flv
  dc_1  512    Tue Nov 24 01:59:13 2009  example.local:80/tmp/ram/data/test.3.flv
  dc_1  512    Tue Nov 24 01:59:14 2009  example.local:80/tmp/ram/data/test.5.flv
  dc_1  512    Tue Nov 24 01:59:14 2009  example.local:80/tmp/ram/data/test.6.flv

network
Configure the network layer for Media Flow Controller; see “Network Connection Options” on
page 57 for task details. Many of these commands are also available in virtual players, see
virtual-player for details; when set in a virtual player assigned a namespace, the virtual player
values override these values. 

network connection 
assured-flow-rate {0 | <kbps>}
concurrent session {5000 | <integer>}
idle timeout {60 | <seconds>}
max-bandwidth {0 | <kbps>}

Notes:

• connection—Configure network parameters for connections. Use no network 
connection <parameter> to reset default (except where indicated).
• assured-flow-rate—Set the assured flow rate (AFR) for any connection. AFR is 

the minimum rate at which a connection is allowed to exist in the system. Connections 
usually get a bandwidth between this and the network connection max-bandwidth 
setting. Default is 0 (zero) = Media Flow Controller best effort. AFR is disabled by 
default; if needed, you can enable it with these configurations or with a virtual-player 
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configuration. See “Using network connection assured-flow” on page 57," for more 
details.

• concurrent session—Set a limit on concurrent sessions in Media Flow Controller. 
Default is 5000 with Media Flow Controller license, 10 without it; maximum allowed is 
40,000.  Important! You must have the Media Flow Controller license installed to 
change the default.

• idle timeout—Set socket idled-out time in seconds, default is 60; this is the time 
the network waits before closing a connection when no data is in session. 

• max-bandwidth—Set the maximum bandwidth for a session. The actual session 
bandwidth is between the network connection assured-flow-rate and this value. 
Even if there is available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow Controller doesn’t allocate 
more than this value for a session. When there is a full download, Media Flow 
Controller tries to allocate this value to the session. Default is 0 kbps (unbounded) 
with Media Flow Controller license, 200 kbps without it. Use no network connection 
max-bandwidth to reset default (unbounded).  Important! You must have the Media 
Flow Controller license installed to change the unlicensed default.

show network

Display current network settings.

ntp
Configure a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server—Media Flow Controller has no configured 
default NTP servers.

ntp
disable
enable
peer <IP_address> [disable] [version <number>]
server <hostname | IP_address> [disable] [version <number>]

Notes:

• disable and enable—Enable or disable NTP overall. Default is enabled.

• peer—Add or delete (with no) an NTP peer. 
• disable—Temporarily disable this NTP peer. Use no ntp peer 

<NTP_per_IP_address> disable to re-enable.
• version number—Allowable version numbers are 3 and 4; default is 4. If 

unspecified, default is used.

• server—Add or delete (with no) an NTP server.
• disable—Temporarily disable this NTP server. Use no ntp server 

<NTP_server_IP_address> disable to re-enable.
• version number—Allowable version numbers are 3 and 4; default is 4. If 

unspecified, default is used.
Note! Servers and peers start enabled; disabling is just a way of making them temporarily
inactive without losing their configuration.
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ntpdate
ntpdate <IP_address>

Set the system clock using the specified NTP (network time protocol) server. This is a one-
time operation and does not cause the clock to be kept in sync on an ongoing basis. It
generates an error if NTP is enabled, as the socket it requires is already in use.

show ntp

Display NTP settings.

ping
ping [<options>] <hostname>

EXEC command. Network diagnostic tool ping. Invokes standard binary, passing command
line arguments straight through.

•

pub-point
Not Supported in Release 2.0.1. See namespace live-pub-point.

radius-server
RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial In User Service) is a networking protocol that provides
centralized access, authorization and accounting management for people or computers to
connect and use a network service. Use these commands to configure RADIUS server
settings, either globally or by specified host. Use no radius <parameter> to clear settings.

radius-server 
host <IP_address>

auth-port <port>
key <string> | prompt-key
login-lat-group
retransmit <retries>
timeout <seconds>

key [<key_string>] 
login-lat-group <string>
retransmit <retries>
timeout <seconds>

Notes:

• host—Configure hosts to receive RADIUS authentication requests; overrides the set 
global defaults for all RADIUS hosts.  Use no radius host <IP_address> to delete all 
RADIUS-specific settings for this host. To refine which host is deleted, use no radius 
host <IP_address> auth-port <port>.  RADIUS hosts are tried in the order they are set.
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• auth-port—Set a port for RADIUS; default is 1812. You can use the same IP 
address in more than one radius host as long as the auth-port for each is different. A 
UDP port number,  specify auth-port immediately after the host option (if present).

• key | prompt-key—For this host, set or clear, (with no) a shared secret text string 
or choose prompt-key and the user is prompted for the key; entries echo the asterisk 
(*) character, for greater security. If no key is set, the user is prompted for the key. 
Mutually exclusive with prompt-key argument.

• login-lat-group—For this host, set or clear (with no), the string that identifies the 
groups that the user is authorized to use when Login-service is defined as LAT (local 
area transport). If none is set, the user is prompted for the string; entries echo the 
asterisk (*) character, and the user must enter the same string.

• retransmit—For this host, set or reset to zero (with no), the number of times the 
client attempts to authenticate with any RADIUS server. Range is 0-5, default is 1. To 
disable retransmissions set it to 0 (zero). 

• timeout—For this host, set or reset default (with no), the timeout for retransmitting a 
request to any RADIUS server. Range is 1-60, default is 3. 

• key—Set or clear (with no) a global shared secret text string (key) used to communicate 
with any RADIUS host. If no key is set, the user is prompted for the key. Entries made at 
this prompt echo the asterisk (*) character, and the user must enter the same string twice. 

• login-lat-group—Set or clear (with no), a global shared secret text string (key) used to 
communicate with any RADIUS server. If no key is set, the user is prompted for the key; 
entries echo the asterisk (*) character, and the user must enter the same string twice.

• retransmit—Set or reset to zero (with no), a (global) number of times the client attempts 
to authenticate with any RADIUS server. Default is 1. To disable retransmissions set it to 0 
(zero). Range is 0-5.

• timeout—Set or reset to default (with no), the (global) timeout for retransmitting a 
request to any RADIUS server. Default is 3. Sets . Range is 1-60.

show radius

RADIUS settings.

ram-cache
Configure RAM cache options. 

ram-cache cache-size-MB {0 | <number>}

Notes:

• cache-size-MB—Configure RAM cache size; default 0 (zero) means AUTO (30% of 
memory is reserved for other processes). At least 512MB is always reserved, regardless 
of configured cache-size-MB. 

reload
Reboot or shut down the system.

reload 
force
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halt [noconfirm]
noconfirm

Notes:

• reload—Reboot the system. If there are unsaved changes to the configuration, you may 
be prompted to save these changes (do a write memory) first before rebooting. The 
prompt is suppressed if confirmation of losing unsaved changes is disabled (with the no 
cli default prompt confirm-unsaved command). You may also be prompted to confirm 
the reload regardless of whether there are unsaved changes or not. This prompt is 
contingent on a separate configuration setting, controlled with the [no] cli default prompt 
confirm-reload command. If both prompts are enabled, and the configuration was 
unsaved, you are prompted twice.
• force—Reboot the system immediately. This reboots the system, and there is no halt 

variant. There is also never any confirmation, whether or not there are any unsaved 
changes to the configuration

• halt—Shut down the system if reload halt. If the system is busy performing another 
operation (requiring the management subsystem, which is almost any management 
operation), the regular reload [halt] command blocks until it is finished.

• noconfirm—Suppresses the confirmations.

reset
Reset configuration, delete logs, and all other data.

reset factory [keep-all-config] [keep-basic] [reboot]

Notes:

• reset factory—‘Scrub’ the system clean, resetting it entirely to its factory state. This 
does not just involve configuration (done with the configuration revert command 
instead), but everything on the system: logs, stats, CLI command history, system image 
files (not the image installations), as well as resetting the configuration to factory defaults 
and deleting all other configuration files. The system halts after this process, unless the 
reboot option is set, in which case it reboots.
• keep-all-config—Preserve everything in the active configuration file, and also do 

not delete any other configuration files. You are prompted for confirmation before 
honoring this command, unless confirmation is disabled with the no cli default 
prompt confirm-reset command.

• keep-basic—Preserve licenses in the active configuration file. 
• reboot—Reboot system after reset (instead of halting).

server-map
server-map <name> 

file-url <URL> refresh-interval <seconds>
format-type <type>host-origin-map 
refresh-force

Media Flow Controller can use an XML file to resolve incoming client requests to the right 
origin sever when Media Flow Controller encounters a cache-miss. Create the XML file 
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following the conventions outlined in Appendix A, “Server Map Configuration” and save it; then 
use these commands to name the server map, reference it with a file-url, provide a format-
type, and set other parameters. Once configured, assign the server-map to a namespace 
origin-server. See “Using namespace origin-server <protocol> server-map” on page 70 for 
task details. See ,"Appendix A, “Server Map Configuration," for important additional 
information. Notes:

• file-url—Specify the file that contains the table of server maps. The mapping file is 
refreshed according to the specified refresh-interval time. Permitted values for time are 
300s (minimum) to 86400s (maximum). Default is

• format-type—Specify the DTD type of XML file defining the server-map; default, or 
unspecified, is NFS origin. In Release 2.0.1, host-origin-map is the only allowed value for 
format-type; use this if you intend to assign this map to a namespace with origin-server 
http setting. Important! Do not specify format-type for use with a namespace origin-
server nfs setting. Use no server-map format-type <type> <name> to delete.

• format-type—Specify the document type definition (DTD) type of XML file defining the 
server-map. Default, or unspecified, is NFS origin. Important! Do not specify format-
type for use with a namespace origin-server nfs setting; leave blank. Use no server-
map format-type <type> <name> to delete.
• host-origin-map—Use this DTD type XML file for a namespace origin-server http 

configuration without clustering or escalation.
• cluster-map—Use this DTD type XML file for a namespace origin-server http 

configuration with cluster monitoring.
• origin-escalation-map—Use this DTD type XML file for a namespace origin-

server http configuration with origin escalation. 

• refresh-force—Force a refresh of the server map pointed to by the specified file-url; 
can also be set in the NFS server map XML file (the Media Flow Controller CLI setting 
overrides the NFS XML file setting), this feature is not yet available for the HTTP server 
map XML file.

server-map Example for NFS Origin
For an incoming URL of http://www.example.com/nfs_mnt1/video1.flv, and a server-map 
configuration of:

test-vos (config) # server-map smNFS1
test-vos (config server-map NFS1) # file-url http://mapfile.example.com/nfs/
path/filemapA.xml refresh-interval 300
test-vos (config server-map NFS1) #

Media Flow Controller would scan the URL, extract nfs_mnt1 and use this defined
namespace to index into the server-map file fetched from the set file-url. The fetched file
(filemapA.xml) would have an entry (or multiple entries) with nfs_mnt1 indicating the NFS
mount point.

server-map Example for HTTP Origin
For an incoming URL of http://www.example.com/vod/video1.flv, and a server-map 
configuration of:

test-vos (config) # server-map smHTTP1
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test-vos (config server-map smHTTP1) # file-url http://mapfile.example.com/
vod/path/filemapB.xml refresh-interval 300
test-vos (config server-map smHTTP1) # format-type host-origin-map
test-vos (config server-map smHTTP1) #

Media Flow Controller would scan the URL, extract www.example.com and use this defined
namespace to index into the server-map file fetched from the set file-url. The fetched file
(filemapB.xml) would have an entry (or multiple entries) indicating the location of the defined
origin-servers; the format-type tells Media Flow Controller that this type of XML file is for
HTTP origin.

show server-map [<name>]

Display the list of, and settings for, all configured server-maps or the specified server-map.
Example:

show server-map

Server-map: smNFS1
Format-Type: 
Map File: http://mapfile.example.com/nfs/path/filemapA.xml
Refresh Interval: 60

service
service restart <service_name>

Media Flow Controller only. Media Flow Controller requires some services to be restarted
after an IP address or delivery protocol port change. For <service_name> you can use the
following:

• mod_delivery (Delivery engine)
• mod_ftp

• mod-log (Media Flow Controller logging)

• mod_oom (Offline Origin Manager)

• mod_rtmp-admin (RTMP administration service)

• mod_rtmp-fms (FMS RTMP service)

show service <name>

Display status of the specified service.

show
View information; see “Displaying Information Using Show Commands” on page 126 for
details. Most are EXEC commands. There are many show commands described at the end of
the appropriate sections. Additionally, there are special show arguments:

• bootvar—Installed system images and boot parameters.

• counter—System statistics.

• hosts—Hostname, DNS configuration, and static host mappings.

• interfaces configured—Interface configurations.
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• memory—System memory usage.

• ram-cache—The current size of the RAM cache and default RAM cache configurations.

• running-config—Commands to recreate current running configuration.

• service mod-rtmp-fms and service mod-rtmp-admin—Displays the status of the 
FMS service; either running or stopped. Use service restart command if needed.

• stats cpu—CPU statistics.

• users—Information about user logins. 

• version—Version information for current system image. 

• whoami—The identity and capabilities of the current user.

show version [concise]

Display version information for the currently running system; shows each field with a
description. The concise variant fits it onto one line, in a form suitable for a bug report, etc.

show ram-cache

Display current ram-cache settings.

show configuration
audit
files [<filename>]
full
running [full] 

List the CLI commands needed to bring the state of a fresh system up to match the current
persistent state of this system. A short header is included, containing the name and version
number of the configuration, in a comment. Notes:

• audit—Display settings for configuration change auditing.

• files—If no filename is specified, display a list of configuration files in persistent 
storage. If filename is specified, display the commands to recreate the configuration in 
that file; only non-default commands are shown.

• full—Same as show configuration but includes commands that set default values.

• running—Same as show configuration except that it applies to the currently running 
configuration, rather than the active saved configuration.

Note! Commands that would set something to its default are not included—so this command
on a fresh configuration produces no output, except the header.
Note! This does not include changes that have not yet been written to persistent storage.

show running-config [full]

The show running-config commands perform the same functions as the show
configuration commands and are included for ease-of-use. 

slogin
slogin [<options>] <hostname>

EXEC command. Invokes the SSH client. You are returned to the CLI when SSH finishes.
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snmp-server
Configure SNMP server options. To set trap event notification recipients, use the email 
commands.
Note! At this time, Media Flow Controller does not support provisioning over SNMP V3. 

snmp-server 
community <community_name> [ro]
contact <contact_name>
enable [communities] [traps]
host <IP_address> 

disable
traps [version <trap_version> | 1 | 2c] [<community_string>]

listen [enable] [interface <interface_name>]
location <system_location>
traps event <event_name>
user {<user_name> | admin} v3

Notes:

• community—Set a community name for either read-only (ro) or read/write (rw) SNMP 
requests. Default, and if unspecified, is ro. The read-only community means only queries 
are performed. Use no to reset default. Note! In Release 2.0.1 only SNMP ro (Read-Only) 
is supported.

• contact—Set the syscontact variable served from the System MIB in MIB-II. Use no to 
delete.

• enable—Enable the SNMP server. Use no snmp-server enable to disable; this stops 
serving SNMP variables and the sending of SNMP traps.
• communities—Enable or disable (with no) community-based authentication on this 

system. If disabled, the community configured is ignored. 
• traps—Enable or disable (with no) sending SNMP traps from this system. The 

SNMP server must be enabled first. See “snmp traps," below for details. Note traps 
are only sent if there are trap sinks configured and enabled with snmp-server host.

• host <IP_address>—Add or delete (with no) hosts to receive SNMP traps. 
• disable—Temporarily disable sending traps to this host. All trap sinks are created 

enabled. Use no snmp host <IP_address> disable to re-enable.
• traps—Send traps to the specified host. This setting is only meaningful if traps are 

enabled, though the list of hosts may still be edited if traps are disabled.
• version—Specify the SNMP version of traps to send to this host.
• community string—Set a password for the reading and writing of SNMP traps; 

this is an alternate option to the default community string, which is "public". If you 
set this, it must be set on the server and the client.

• listen—Configure SNMP server interface access restrictions.
• enable—Enable or disable (with no) the listen interface restricted list for SNMP. If 

enabled and at least one non-DHCP interface is specified in the list, the SNMP 
connections are only accepted on those specified interfaces. When disabled, SNMP 
connections are accepted on any interface. Default is enabled.
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• interface—Add or delete (with no) interfaces to the listen list. If the interface is also 
running as a DHCP client, it is as if the interface was not added. If DHCP is later 
turned off on this interface, it is as if the interface was then added to the listen list.

• location—Set the syslocation variable served from the System MIB in MIB-II. 

• traps event <event_name>—Specify which types of events to send as SNMP traps 
(options display). By default, the entire list of notify-able events are sent as SNMP traps to 
any declared trap sinks. Use no to delete. 
• user <username> v3—Not Supported in Release 2.0.1. 

show snmp [user] [engineID]

Notes:

• snmp—All SNMP settings, except for what is displayed by the other show snmp 
commands described below.

• user—Not Supported in Release 2.0.1. 

• engineID—SNMP engine ID of this system.

snmp traps
The traps sent by the SNMP agent are:

• Cold boot (may include SNMP configuration having been changed)

• Link up/down

• CPU load too high

• CPU load no longer too high

• Paging activity too high

• A process has crashed

• A process has exited unexpectedly

snmp traps events
SNMP traps notify-able events are described in Table 23, below.

Table 23 SNMP Traps Notify-able Events 

Trap Description

cpu-util-high CPU utilization has risen too high.

disk-io-high Disk I/O per second has risen too high.

disk-space-low Filesystem free space has fallen too low.

interface-down An interface’s link state has changed to down.

interface-up An interface’s link state has changed to up.

liveness-failure A process in the system was detected as hung.

memusage-high Memory usage has risen too high.
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ssh 
Configure your SSH client and server.

ssh client
Configure SSH (secure sockets shell) client options.

ssh client 
global

host-key-check {ask | no | yes}
known-host <known_host_entry>

user {<username> | admin | cmcrendv | monitor} 
authorized-key sshv2 <public_key>
identity {<key_type> | rsa2 | dsa2} 

generate
private-key [<key>]
public-key <key> 

known-host <IP_address> [remove]

Notes:

• global—Configure global SSH client settings.
• host-key-check—Set SSH client configuration to control how host key checking is 

done. Use no to disable host key checking. Arguments:
• ask—Prompt the user to accept new host keys, but disallow connection if there is 

already a known host entry that does not match the one presented by the host. 
• no—Accept unknown keys and add them to the relevant known hosts file.
• yes—Only permit connections if a matching host key is in the known hosts file. 

• known-host <known_host_entry>—Add or delete (with no) an entry to the global 
known-hosts configuration file.

• user <username>—Configure an SSH user.
• authorized-key sshv2 <public_key>—The specified key is added to the list of 

authorized SSHv2 RSA or DSA public keys for this user account. These keys can be 
used to log into the user's account. The specified user must be a valid account on the 
system. As keys are added, an implicit ID is associated with the key; this is to make 
key deletion easier. Note if a key is pasted from a cut buffer and displayed with a 

netusage-high Network utilization has risen too high.

paging-high Paging activity has risen too high.

process-crash A process in the system has crashed.

process-exit A process in the system unexpectedly exited.

smart-warning Smartd warnings.

unexpected-shutdown Unexpected shutdown.

Table 23 SNMP Traps Notify-able Events  (continued from previous page)

Trap Description
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paging program, it is likely that newline characters have been inserted, even if the 
output was not long enough to require paging; most show command output is 
displayed this way, as paging is enabled by default in the CLI. Specify no cli session 
paging enable before doing the show command to prevent the newlines from being 
inserted. Use no ssh client user <username> authorized-key sshv2 <key_id> to 
delete a public key from the specified user's authorized key list. The key identifier can 
be found with show ssh client.

• identity <key_type>—Set SSH client identity options for the specified user.
• generate—Generate a new identity (private and public keys) for the specified 

user name. The given user name must correspond to a valid local user account. 
When the keys are generated, the private key is written to the user's .ssh directory 
in an appropriately named file (for example, id_dsa). This identity can be used 
when the user connects from the system to another host with slogin. DSA and 
RSA v2 keys for SSHv2 can be generated using dsa2 or rsa2 as the key-type. 

• private-key—Set private key SSH client identity for the specified user. An 
optional passphrase may be specified for the private key.

• public-key—Set public key SSH client identity for the specified user.
Set the public or private key of specified type for the specified user name. This is 
an alternative to generating the key in the above command and is also used for 
reverse mapping generated keys. If the private-key command is used with no 
key given, the user is prompted for the key. Entries made at this prompt echo the 
asterisk (*) character, and the user must enter the same string twice. Use no ssh 
client user <username> identity <key_type> to delete the public/private keys 
for the specified user; any private key file in a valid user .ssh directory is deleted.

• known-host <IP_address> remove—Delete a known host from the specified 
user's .ssh known_hosts   file.

show ssh client

SSH client identities (public/private keys) and the per user list of authorized keys for the users.

ssh server
Enable or disable, and configure SSH (secure sockets shell) server options.

ssh server 
enable
host-key 

generate
<key_type> {private-key <key> | public-key <key>}

listen [enable] [interface <interface_name>] 
min-version {1 | 2}
ports <port> [<port2> ...]

Notes:

• enable—Enable (default) or disable (with no) the SSH server. If the SSH server is 
disabled, the CLI is only accessible over the serial console; this does not terminate 
existing SSH sessions; it only prevents new ones from being established.

• host-key—Manipulate host keys for SSH:
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• generate—Regenerate new host keys for the SSH server. This generates three 
keys: RSAv1, RSAv2, and DSAv2. Note the system automatically generates the host 
keys on its first boot, so this only needs to be done if a security breach is suspected 
and the keys need to be changed.

• <key type>—Manually set the host-key (either private or public, but should be both 
if changing) of the specified key type; options are rsa1, rsa2, and dsa2 and either 
private-key or public-key. If the positive form of the private-key command is 
used with no key given, the user is prompted for the key. Entries made at this prompt 
echo the asterisk (*) character, and the user must enter the same string twice.

• listen—Configure SSH server interface access restrictions.
• enable—Enable (default) or disable (with no) the listen interface-restricted list for 

SSHD. If enabled and at least one non-DHCP interface is specified in the list, the SSH 
connections are only accepted on those specified interfaces. When disabled, SSH 
connections are accepted on any interface. 

• interface <interface_name>—Add interfaces to the listen list; default is eth0. If 
the interface is also running as a DHCP client, it is as if the interface was not added. If 
DHCP is later turned off on this interface, it is as if the interface was then added to the 
listen list. Use no ssh server listen interface <interface_name> to delete entries.

• min-version—Set the minimum version of the SSH protocol that the server supports. 
Default is 2. Use no ssh server min-version to reset to default.

• ports—Specify on which ports the SSH server listens; default is 22. Multiple ports can be 
specified by repeating the <port> entry. There must be at least one port specified on the 
system for the SSH server. Removes any previous ports if not listed in the command.

show ssh server [host-keys]

SSH server information, including whether or not it is enabled, and the host key fingerprints.
Use the host-keys option to display information about the SSH server, including whether or
not it is enabled, the host key fingerprints, and the full host keys.

stats
Configure statistics and alarms. To see default threshold values, enter show stats alarm 
<alarm_ID>. Set email notifications for these stats using email commands. See “Configuring 
Log Statistics Thresholds” on page 83 for task details.

stats 
alarm <alarm_ID>

clear
enable
falling [clear-threshold <value>] [error-threshold <value>]
rate-limit 

count {long <count> | medium <count> | short <count>}
reset
window {long<duration> | medium<duration> | short<duration>} 

rising [clear-threshold <value>] [error-threshold <value>]
chd <CHD_ID>

clear
compute time [interval <seconds>] [range <seconds>]

clear-all
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export {<format> | csv} {<report_name>| cpu_util | memory | paging}
after <date><time> [before <date><time>]
before <date><time> [after <date><time>]
filename <filename> 

after <date><time> [before <date><time>]
before <date><time> [after <date><time>]

sample <sample_ID>
clear
interval <number_of_seconds>

Notes:

• alarm <alarm_ID>—Configure alarms based on sampled or computed statistics. See 
“stats alarms," next, for the list of supported alarms. Note that some statistics are of 
concern when they fall below a certain point, others when they rise above a certain point.
• clear—Clear all state for this alarm. Clearing an alarm resets it to a non-error state, 

clears the watermarks, and forgets the event history. Note! “watermark” for rising 
alarm = max value since reset; for falling alarm = min value since reset. 

• enable—Enable this alarm. Use no stats alarm <alarm_ID> enable to disable.
• falling—Set alarm for when specified statistic fall too low. 

• clear-threshold <value>—This value terminates the alarm.
• error-threshold <value>—This value initiates the alarm.

• rate-limit—Set alarm event rate-limits:
• count—Set the alarm event rate-limit maximum counts for the three types of 

counts (short, medium, long) for alarms; defaults are short=5, medium=20, 
long=50. See “stats alarm rate-limit count," below, for more information.

• reset—Reset the rate-limit counters and time for the specified alarm.
• window—Set the alarm event rate-limit duration windows for the three types of 

durations (short, medium, long) for alarms; defaults are short=3600 (1 hour), 
medium=86400 (1 day), long=604800 (1 week).

• rising—Set alarm for when specified statistic rises too high. 
• clear-threshold—This value terminates the alarm.
• error-threshold—This value initiates the alarm.

• chd <CHD_ID>—Configure computed historical datapoints (CHDs). See “stats CHDs," 
next, for the list of supported CHDs.
• clear—Clear all data from this CHD series. 
• compute time—Set parameters for when this CHD is computed, and which data 

points are used in each calculation.
• interval—Specify calculation interval (how often to do a new calculation) in 

number of seconds.
• range—Specify calculation range (the data points to use) in number of seconds.

• clear-all—Clear data for all samples and CHDs, and status for all alarms.

• export <format> <report_name>—Export statistics to file. Currently the only 
supported value for <format> is csv (comma-separated value). The dataset to be 
exported is determined by the report_name value. Options for report_name are: 
memory, paging, and cpu_util. All alarm statistics associated with the specified report 
are exported.
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• after—Only include stats collected after the specified time.
• before—Only include stats collected before the specified time.

Either one, both, or neither of the after and before arguments may be specified. 
These place boundaries on the timestamps of the instances to be exported. When one 
of these arguments is specified, two values must follow, one for the date (yyyy/mm/
dd) and one for the time (hh:mm:ss); in 24-hour time. Dash (-) may be used in the 
<time> field as an abbreviation for midnight. The date and time specified are 
interpreted as local time according to the currently set timezone. 

• filename <filename>—If a filename is specified, the stats are exported to a file of 
that name; otherwise a name is chosen automatically and contains the name of the 
report and the time and date of the export. Any automatically-chosen name is given a 
.csv extension. If the user specifies a name, .csv is added if it is not already part of 
the name. The word custom should be a reserved report name (no reports should be 
named that) to leave room in the command set for later allowing you to specify 
manually which series to export. If the filename is specified, it must come just after the 
report name. If the after and/or before arguments are specified, they may come in 
either order relative to each other.

• sample <sample_ID>—Configure sampled statistics. See “stats samples," next, for a list 
of supported samples.
• clear—Clear all data from this sample series.
• interval—Set the amount of time in seconds (1 - 2147483647) between sample 

polling for the specified group of sample data.

show stats 
alarm [<alarm_ID>]
chd [<CHD_ID>]
cpu
sample [<sample_ID>]

Notes:

• alarm—Status of all alarms or the specified alarm, whether or not it is in an error state.

• chd—Statistics CHDs settings. 

• cpu—Basic statistics about CPU utilization: the current level, the peak over the past hour, 
and the average over the last hour.

• sample—Sampling interval for all samples, or the specified one.

stats alarms
Enable or disable the specified alarm with stats alarm <alarm_ID> enable; the no variant
disables the specified alarm. Set a threshold value for each alarm using the stats alarm
<alarm_ID> rising or stats alarm <alarm_ID> falling commands; the alarm is triggered
when the specified threshold is reached. Alarms that can be enabled or disabled are described
in Table 24, below.

stats alarm rate-limit count
Specify three time limits for tracking and, potentially, limiting how many of this type of alarm to
send. The duration and count of each bucket for short, medium, and long are meant to be
ordered such that the short bucket has the smallest time duration (window) and smallest
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maximum allowed count. The rate-limit applies to all three buckets simultaneously. Separate
counts of alarms are kept for error alarm events and clear alarm events. For each alarm type,
a single skip count is kept and is reported when the alarm event is later sent. When an alarm
event count is exceeded for any bucket, only the skipped count is incremented (not any of the
alarm event counts). For example, if the short bucket allows 5 alarm events per 5 minutes, the
sixth alarm and above that occur during the 5 minute window only increment the skip count.
When one of the windows expires, the alarms can be sent again (assuming no other window
and count limits are exceeded) and the tracking starts again. 

Table 24 Stats Alarms 

Stats Alarm Description

Alarms 
(unless otherwise noted, default rising error threshold is 200000000 Bps; rising clear threshold is 100000000 Bps)

avg_cache_byte_rate * Total number of bytes served divided by system up time. 

avg_disk_byte_rate * Total number of Bytes served from all disks divided by system up time. 

avg_origin_byte_rate * Total number of Bytes fetched from Origin divided by system up time. 

cache_byte_rate * Total data bandwidth being served from RAM/Buffer cache. 

connection_rate * Incoming connections per second, arrived by summing up all accepted connections 
and dividing by system up time. Default rising error threshold is 20000 per sec; 
default rising clear threshold is 10000 per sec. 

cpu_util_indiv Average CPU utilization. The units for the cpu_util_indiv alarm are hundredths of 
a point of the one-minute load average. For example, setting it to 100 causes an 
alarm if the one-minute load average is ever over 1.0 when it is sampled. Default 
rising error threshold is 90%; default rising clear threshold is 70%.

disk_byte_rate * Current total data bandwidth being served from Disk in the system. 

disk_io * Disk I/O (input/output) in kilobytes per second. Default rising error threshold is 
5120 kilobytes per sec; default rising clear threshold is 4608 kilobytes per sec. 

fs_mnt Percent free filesystem space. Default falling error threshold is 7% of disk space 
free; default falling clear threshold is 10% of disk space free.

http_transaction_rate * Number of HTTP transactions (GET requests) per second; calculated as number of 
GET requests received so far divided by system up time. Default rising error 
threshold is 40000 per sec; default rising clear threshold is 20000 per sec. 

intf_util * Network utilization (in B/ps). Default rising error threshold is 10485760 bytes per 
sec; default rising clear threshold is 9437184 bytes per sec. 

memory_pct_used * Percent of physical memory in current in use. Default rising error threshold is 90% of 
physical memory used; default rising clear threshold is 87% of physical memory 
used. 

nkn_cpu_util_ave CPU utilization across all cores too high

origin_byte_rate * Current total data bandwidth being served from Origin.

* Disabled by default; all others are enabled by default.
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stats CHDs
Stats CHDs are shown in Table 25; unless otherwise noted, default interval and range for all
CHDs are 1 data point.  

paging Paging activity (page faults). The units for the paging alarm are number of pages 
read from, or written to, the swap partition. The alarm is on the amount of paging 
activity that has occurred over the past 20 seconds. Default rising error threshold 
is 2000 page faults; default rising clear threshold is 1000 page faults.

perdiskbyte_rate * Total number of bytes served from each disk drive divided by system up time on a 
per-disk basis; cumulative (not per-disk). 

peroriginbyte_rate * Total amount of data fetched per origin server divided by system up time; 
cumulative (not per-origin). 

perportbyte_rate * By-port I/O (input/output, in kilobytes) per second. 

total_byte_rate Total data bandwidth being served in the system; does not include management 
traffic on Ethernet port.    

cmc_status CMC status check failure.

mfds_tx_bw Transmissions out (TX) bandwidth of managed Media Flow Controllers is too high.

Table 25 Stats CHDs 

Stat CHD Description

avg_cache_byte_rate Total number of bytes served from RAM/buffer cache divided by system up time. 

avg_disk_byte_rate Total number of Bytes served from all disks divided by system up time. 

avg_origin_byte_rate Total number of Bytes fetched from Origin divided by system up time. 

bandwidth_day_avg Amount of data fetched averaged over 24 hours. Default interval is 900 seconds, 
default range is 900 seconds.

bandwidth_day_peak High point of data fetched averaged over 24 hours. Default interval is 900 
seconds, default range is 900 seconds.

bandwidth_month_avg Amount of data fetched averaged over 30 days. Default interval is 14400 seconds, 
default range is 14400 seconds.

bandwidth_month_peak High point of data fetched averaged over 30 days. Default interval is 14400 
seconds, default range is 14400 seconds.

bandwidth_week_avg Amount of data fetched averaged over 7 days. Default interval is 3600 seconds, 
default range is 3600 seconds.

bandwidth_week_peak High point of data fetched averaged over 7 days. Default interval is 3600 seconds, 
default range is 3600 seconds.

cache_bandwidth_day Bandwidth served from RAM/buffer cache over last 24 hours.

cache_bandwidth_week Bandwidth served from RAM/buffer cache over last 7 days.

Table 24 Stats Alarms  (continued from previous page)

Stats Alarm Description

* Disabled by default; all others are enabled by default.
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cache_byte_rate Total data bandwidth being served from RAM/Buffer cache. 

connection_day_avg Incoming connections average for 24 hours. Default interval is 900 seconds, 
default range is 900 seconds.

connection_day_peak Incoming connections high point in last 24 hours. Default interval is 900 seconds, 
default range is 900 seconds.

connection_month_avg Incoming connections average for last 30 days. Default interval is 14400 seconds, 
default range is 14400 seconds.

connection_month_peak Incoming connections high point for last 30 days. Default interval is 14400 
seconds, default range is 14400 seconds.

connection_rate Incoming connections per second, arrived by summing up all accepted 
connections and dividing by system up time. 

connection_week_avg Incoming connections average for 7 days. Default interval is 3600 seconds, 
default range is 3600 seconds.

connection_week_peak Incoming connections high point in 7 days. Default interval is 3600 seconds, 
default range is 3600 seconds.

cpu_util CPU utilization: percentage of time spent.

cpu_util_ave CPU utilization average: percentage of time spent. Default interval is 15 seconds, 
default range is 60 seconds.

cpu_util_day CPU utilization that day: percentage of time spent. Default interval and range are 
1800 seconds.

disk_bandwidth_day Bandwidth being served from Disk in last 24 hours.

disk_bandwidth_week Bandwidth being served from Disk in last 7 days.

disk_byte_rate Total data bandwidth served from disk.

disk_io Disk I/O (input/output) in kilobytes per second.

fs_mnt_day Filesystem usage average that day: bytes. Default interval and range are 300 
seconds.

fs_mnt_month Filesystem usage for that month: bytes. Default interval and range are 7200 
seconds.

fs_mnt_week Filesystem usage for that week: bytes. Default interval and range are 1800 
seconds.

http_transaction_rate Number of HTTP transactions (GET requests) per second; calculated as number of 
GET requests received so far divided by system up time. 

intf_day Network interface statistics aggregation: bytes. Default interval and range are 300 
seconds.

intf_hour Network interface statistics by hour. Default interval and range are 30 seconds.

intf_month Network interface statistics by month. 

intf_util Aggregate network utilization across all interfaces. 

memory_day Average physical memory usage: bytes. Default interval and range are 1800 seconds.

Table 25 Stats CHDs  (continued from previous page)

Stat CHD Description
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stats samples 
The options for stats sample ID are shown in Table 26; sampling interval defaults shown in
bold.

memory_pct Average physical memory usage.

mfds_tx_bw Transmissions out (TX) bandwidth of managed Media Flow Controllers is too high.

origin_bandwidth_day Bandwidth served from Origin in last 24 hours.

origin_bandwidth_week Bandwidth served from Origin in last 7 days.

origin_byte_rate Current total data bandwidth being served from Origin in system.

paging Average paging activity (page faults). Default interval is 20 seconds, default range 
is 300 seconds.

paging_day Paging activity (page faults) by day. Default interval and range are 1800 seconds.

perdiskbyte_rate Total number of bytes served from each disk drive divided by system up time on a 
per-disk basis; cumulative (not per-disk).

peroriginbyte_rate Total amount of data fetched per origin server divided by system up time; 
cumulative (not per-origin). 

perportbyte_rate Total amount of data fetched per port divided by system up time; cumulative (not 
per-origin). 

tot_bandwidth_day Total data bandwidth served in last 24 hours.

tot_bandwidth_week Total data bandwidth served in last 7 days.

total_byte_rate Total amount of data fetched. 

Table 26 Stats Samples 

Stat Sample Description

cache_byte_count Bandwidth being served from RAM/buffer cache; default = 10 second.

cache_byte_count_day Bandwidth served from RAM/buffer cache for last 24 hours; default = 5 minutes.

cache_byte_count_week Bandwidth served from RAM/buffer cache for last 7 days; default = 30 minutes.

cmc_status CMC status checking 

connection_count Total active connections; default = 10 seconds.

cpu_util CPU utilization: milliseconds of time spent; default = 15 seconds.

disk_byte_count Bandwidth being served from Disk; default = 10 seconds.

disk_byte_count_day Bandwidth being served from Disk for the last 24 hours; default = 5 minutes.

disk_byte_count_week Bandwidth being served from Disk for the last 7 days; default = 30 minutes.

disk_io Disk I/O (input/output, in kilobytes); default = 15 seconds.

fs_mnt_bytes Filesystem usage, in bytes; default = 1 minute.

Table 25 Stats CHDs  (continued from previous page)

Stat CHD Description
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streamlog
Configure the Media Flow Controller RTP/RTSP streaming events log. See “Service Log 
Options” on page 79 for task details including information on log rotation. See “Stream Log 
(streamlog)” on page 110 for usage information.

streamlog
copy <SCP>
filename <filename>
format <field1 field2 …>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <integer>}
syslog replicate {disable | enable}

fs_mnt_inodes Filesystem usage, in inodes; default = 1 minute.

http_transaction_count Number of HTTP transactions (GET requests) per second; default = 10 seconds.

interface Network interface statistics; default = 30 seconds. 

intf_day Network interface statistics for the last 24 hours; default = 5 minutes.

intf_month Network interface statistics for the last 30 days; default = 4 hours.

intf_util Network interface utilization, in bytes; default = 5 seconds.

intf_week Network interface statistics for the last 7 days; default = 30 minutes.

memory System memory utilization, in bytes; default = 20 seconds. 

num_of_connections Current number of HTTP connections; default = 10 seconds.

origin_byte_count Bandwidth being served from Origin; default = 10 seconds.

origin_byte_count_day Bandwidth served from Origin for the last 24 hours; default = 5 minutes.

origin_byte_count_week Bandwidth served from Origin for the last 7 days; default = 30 minutes.

paging Paging activity: page faults; default = 20 seconds.

perdiskbytes Number of bytes being served from each disk drive; default = 10 seconds.

peroriginbytes Number of bytes being served from origin; default = 10 seconds.

perportbytes By-port I/O (input/output), in kilobytes per second; default = 10 seconds.

proc_mem Memory used by Media Flow Controller processes; default = 30 seconds.

total_bytes Total data bandwidth being served in the system; default = 10 seconds.

total_bytes_day Total data bandwidth served in the last 24 hours; default = 5 minutes.

total_bytes_week Total data bandwidth served in the last 7 days; default = 30 minutes.

total_cache_byte_count Total data bandwidth being served from cache; default = 10 seconds.

total_disk_byte_count Total data bandwidth being served from disk; default = 10 seconds.

total_origin_byte_count Total data bandwidth being served from origin; default = 10 seconds.

Table 26 Stats Samples  (continued from previous page)

Stat Sample Description
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Notes:

• copy—Auto upload (when the set rotate criteria is reached) the stream log using SCP, to 
the server specified using hostname. If username and password are provided, Media 
Flow Controller uses that for authentication of the FTP or SCP (secure channel protocol) 
session. The no variant disallows auto upload. See the “Command Arguments Key” on 
page 143 for the scp URL format); you must have an SCP or FTP server installed in order 
to SCP or FTP, respectively, files to your machine.

• filename—Configure the name of the file where the streaming log is stored. Default is 
stream.log.<num> (numbered sequentially).

• format—Specify the format in which access log is to be obtained. Use no to reset to 
default format and fields. Default format is: "%h %c %t %x %r %s %I %O. See Table 27, 
next, for field option details.

• on-the-hour—Set hourly log rotation. Default is no (disabled).

• rotate—Media Flow Controller allows streaming log rotation based on file size or time.
• filesize-MB—Set rotation based on file size. Media Flow Controller creates 

"stream.log.1," "stream.log.2" and so on all the way to "stream.log.10," after which it 
wraps around. By default, each file size is 100MB. Juniper Networks highly 
recommends not increasing the size; huge file transfers take a lot of time, and if there 
is a system reset, large volumes of data are at risk.

• time-interval—Set rotation based on time. Specify a time in minutes after which 
the streamlog is rotated. Default is 0 hours disabled.

• syslog replicate—Specify whether (enable) or not streamlog messages are seen as 
part of SYSLOG; default is disable (streaming log is not seen as part of SYSLOG).

streamlog format Options
Options are (use any combination) shown in Table 27, below.

Table 27 streamlog format Options 

Field Description Example (s)

%a (avg b/w) Average bandwidth in bytes per second. 35390

%b (bytes) Total number of bytes delivered to the client. 100225

%c (cache VIP)(s-ip) IP address alias (Cache Virtual IP). 192.155.14.14

%d (r-ip) Origin server IP address. 123.14.14.55

%f (filelength) Length of the stream in seconds. 55

%h (c-ip) Client IP address. 207.19.19.20

%i Player information used in the header (User-Agent). NSPlayer

%j (timestamp) Timestamp (seconds since Epoch) when transaction ended. 963873698.73

%l (cs-uri-stem) URI stem accessed; the URL up to the first question mark (?). rtsp://abc/hello.rm

%o (c-os) Client operating system. Windows

%p (player) Client media player version. RealPlayer or 7.0.1.15
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tacacs-server 
TACACS+ (Terminal Access Controller Access-Control System Plus) is a protocol that
provides access control for routers, network access servers and other networked computing

%r (cs-uri) Streaming URL accessed. rtsp://abc/hello.rm?there

%s (sc-status) (default) The status code the server sends back to the client; reveals 
whether the request resulted in a successful response (codes 
beginning in 2), a redirection (codes beginning in 3), an error 
caused by the client (codes beginning in 4), or an error in the 
server (codes beginning in 5). For the full list of possible status 
codes see “Log Status Codes and Sub-Codes” on 
page 101.

401

%t (localtime) Local time, in DD/MM/YYYY:HH:MM:SS GGGG format (where 
GGGG is the time differential from GMT); indicates when the 
connection ended.

[03/Sep/2002:00:00:02 00000]

%u (cpu) Client CPU type. Pentium II

%v (c-osversion) Client operating system version. 98

%x (transaction) Transaction or reply code. CLIENT_DATA_FROM_DISK

%A (action) Action performed. SPLIT, PROXY, CACHE, 
CONNECTING

%B (begin) (clip-start) Time when client started receiving the stream. 101

%C (client-id) Unique Client-side streaming identifier. 12345678

%D (dropped-packets) Number of packets dropped. 24

%E (end) (clip-end) Time when client stopped receiving the stream. 52007

%I (play-time) Total duration of time the client received content. 21

%K (resent-packets) Number of packets resent to the Client. 5

%L (request_protocol) The protocol used during connection (i.e. RTSP, RTMP). RTSP

%N Namespace name. stream

%O (protocol) Protocol used during the connection. RTSP

%P (c-playerversion) Client media player version. RealPlayer or 7.0.1.15

%R (transport) Transport protocol used during connection. RTP_UDP, RTP_TCP, 
RAW_UDP, RAW_TCP

%S (stream-id) Unique Server-side streaming identifier used to correlate the 
Streaming accesslog and Streaming details log entries 
pertaining to that server stream.

123890000

%T (time) GMT time when the transaction ended. 10:33:02

%X (product) Streaming product used to create and stream content. WMT

Table 27 streamlog format Options  (continued from previous page)

Field Description Example (s)
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devices via one or more centralized servers. TACACS+ provides separate authentication,
authorization and accounting services. TACACS+ servers are tried in the order they are
configured.

tacacs-server 
host <IP_address>

auth-port <port>
auth-type {ascii | pap}
key <string>
prompt-key
retransmit <retries>
timeout <seconds>

key [<key_string>]
retransmit <retries>
timeout <seconds>

Notes:

• host <IP_address>—Add a TACACS+ server to the set of servers used for 
authentication. Some of the arguments given may override the configured global defaults 
for all TACACS+ servers.  Use no tacacs-server host <IP_address> to delete all 
TACACS+ servers with the specified IP address. To refine which host is deleted, no 
tacacs-server host <IP_address> auth-port <port> may be specified.
• auth-port—For this host, sets or clears (with no) the port for TACACS+. The same 

IP address can be used in more than one tacacs-server host command as long as 
the auth-port is different for each. A UDP port number, auth-port must be specified 
immediately after the host option (if present). Default is 49.

• auth-type—For this host, specify which of the two currently supported 
authentication methods (ascii or pap) to use. Default is pap.

• key—For this host, set, or clear (with no), the shared secret text string used to 
communicate with any TACACS+ server. If unspecified, the user is prompted for it.  

• prompt-key—Mutually exclusive with key <string>. It requests to be prompted for 
the key, with the entry echoed as asterisk (*) characters, for greater security.

• retransmit—For this host, set or reset to 0 (zero) (with no), the number of times the 
client attempts to authenticate with any TACACS+ server. Range is 0-5, default is 1. 
Set to 0 to disable retransmissions. 

• timeout—For this host, set or reset to default (with no), the wait time for 
retransmitting a request to any TACACS+ server. Range is 1-60, default is 3.

• key—Sets, or clears (with no), a global communication value for all TACACS+ servers. 
Can be overridden in a tacacs-server host command. Sets the shared secret text string 
used to communicate with any TACACS+ server. If the positive form of the private key 
command is used with no key, the user is prompted for the key. Entries made at this 
prompt echo the asterisk (*) character, and the user must enter the same string twice.

• retransmit—Sets, or resets to 0 (zero) (with no), a global communication value for all 
TACACS+ servers. Can be overridden in a tacacs-server host command. Range is 0-5, 
default is 1. Sets the number of times the client attempts to authenticate with any 
TACACS+ server. To disable    retransmissions set it to 0 (zero). 
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• timeout—Sets, or resets to the default (with no), a global communication value for all 
TACACS+ servers. Can be overridden in a tacacs-server host command. Range is 1-60, 
default is 3. Sets the wait time for retransmitting a request to any TACACS+ server. 

show tacacs

TACACS+ settings.

tcpdump
tcpdump [<options>]

Network diagnostic tool. Invokes standard binary, passing command line arguments straight
through. Runs in foreground, printing packets as they arrive, until user hits Ctrl+C.

tech-support
EXEC command. Use this command to collect system information.

tech-support {<URL> | <SCP>}

Upload the tech-support file to the specified URL. Only FTP and TFTP URLs, as well as SCP
pseudo-URLs are supported for the destination. See the “Command Arguments Key” on
page 143 for the scp URL format and requirements. 
The file is created with the name “nkn_tech-support”. Juniper Networks highly recommends
that, if you have multiple Media Flow Controllers, each Media Flow Controller be configured
with a different path variable (use a different directory) so that tech-support data from one
Media Flow Controller doesn’t overwrite data from another; if different hosts are used for each
Media Flow Controller, then the same path name can be used. 

telnet
EXEC command. Use TELNET; or enable or disable, and configure telnet settings.

telnet [<telnet_client_options>]

Invokes the telnet client. The user is returned to the CLI when telnet finishes.

telnet-server
Manage the TELNET server.

telnet-server enable

Enable or disable (with no) the telnet server.

show telnet-server

Telnet server settings.
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terminal
EXEC command. Set parameters for the CLI terminal: terminal length, type, and width. 

terminal [length <integer>] [type <type>] [width <width>] 

See “CLI Options” on page 144 for details. 

tracelog
Configure trace log options. See “Trace Log (tracelog)” on page 113 for usage information.
See “Service Log Options” on page 79 for task details including information on log rotation. 

tracelog
copy <SCP>
filename <name>
on-the-hour {disable | enable}
rotate {filesize-MB <integer> | time-interval <integer>}
syslog replicate {disable | enable}

Notes:

• copy—Auto upload (when the set filesize is reached) the tracelog using SCP, to the 
server specified using hostname. If username and password are provided, Media Flow 
Controller uses that for authentication of the FTP or SCP (secure channel protocol) 
session. The no variant disallows auto upload. See the “Command Arguments Key” on 
page 143 for the scp URL format); you must have an SCP or FTP server installed in order 
to SCP or FTP, respectively, files to your machine.

• filename—Configure the name of the file where the trace log is stored. Default is 
trace.log.<num> (numbered sequentially).

• on-the-hour—Set hourly log rotation. Default is no (disabled).

• rotate—Media Flow Controller allows trace log rotation based on file size or time.
• filesize-MB—Set rotation based on file size. Media Flow Controller creates 

"trace.log.1," "trace.log.2" and so on all the way to "trace.log.10," after which it wraps 
around. By default, each file size is 100MB. Juniper Networks highly recommends not 
increasing the size; huge file transfers take a lot of time, and if there is a system reset, 
large volumes of data are at risk.

• time-interval—Set rotation based on time. Specify a time in minutes after which 
the trace log is rotated.

• syslog replicate—Specify whether (enable) or not trace log messages are seen as 
part of SYSLOG; default is disable (trace log is not seen as part of SYSLOG).

traceroute
EXEC command. Network diagnostic tool traceroute. Invokes standard binary, passing
command line arguments straight through.
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traceroute [<options>] {<hostname>}

upload
Upload files.

upload 
accesslog {current | all} <SCP>
cachelog {current | all}  {<URL> | <SCP>}
errorlog {current | all} {<URL> | <SCP>}
fmsaccesslog all {<URL> | <SCP>}
fmsedgelog all {<URL> | <SCP>}
fuselog {current | all} {<URL> | <SCP>}
object list <namespace>  {<URL> | <SCP>} 
streamlog {current | all} {<URL> | <SCP>}
tracelog {current | all}  {<URL> | <SCP>}

Upload either the current or all accesslog, cachelog, errorlog, streamlog, delivery tracelog,
or namespace <name> object list file, to the specified SCP path; with errorlog, you can also
use an HTTP URL. See the “Command Arguments Key” on page 143 for the scp URL format
and requirements. 

username
Configure user accounts and privileges. See “Authentication/Authorization and Users Options” 
on page 51 for task details.

username <username>
capability <capability>
disable [password]
full-name <name>
nopassword
password [ 0 <cleartext_password> | 7 <encrypted_password> | 

<cleartext_password>]

Add or delete (with no) a user account. New users are created initially with admin privileges
and you must manually change those privileges, if desired. To enable a user account, just set
a password on it (or use the nopassword command to enable it with no password required for
login). Removing a user account does not terminate any current sessions that user has open;
it just prevents new sessions from being established. Notes:

• capability <capability>—Change the capabilities for this user account. Creates the 
account if it doesn't exist. Use no to revert the specified user to the default capability, 
which is admin privileges. There are three pre-defined capabilities:  
• admin—Full privileges (default); in Enable mode all EXEC commands are available.
• monitor—Privileges for reading all data and performing all actions, but not for 

changing any configuration.
• unpriv—Unprivileged.
• ftpuser—Privileged for FTP transactions only; FTP users auto-created with a 

namespace creation have this capability. See namespace pre-stage for details.
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• disable—Disable means of logging in to this account. Note that disabling a user account 
does not terminate any current sessions that user has open; it just prevents new sessions 
from being established. Optionally, specify a password; this leaves the account as a 
whole the same, but forbids login with a password; it is assumed that SSH key access is 
used instead. To re-enable the account, the user must un-disable it, and put a password 
on it. The no username <userid> disable command prints a message to this effect; it 
only exists to avoid stumping users with an apparently irreversible command. 

• full-name—Set or reset to empty string (with no) the full name (referred to in some 
circles as the "gecos") on this account.

• nopassword—Allow login to this account without a password.

• password—Set the login password for this user. Enter * (asterisk) to disable login; enter 
nothing (and confirm) to set no password for a user.
• 0 <cleartext_password>—Allows the password to be specified in cleartext, 

whereby the system encrypts it using the DES algorithm. This password shows in the 
encrypted form with show configuration.

• 7 <encrypted_password>—Allows the password to be provided in the same 
encrypted form in which it is stored in the shadow password file (/etc/shadow). Useful 
for show configuration, since the cleartext password cannot be recovered (in 
cleartext) after it is set.

• <cleartext_password>—Enter a cleartext password; if none is specified, the user 
is prompted for the password, with entries obscured, requiring the same string to be 
entered twice for confirmation.

Tip! Use password 7 <encrypted_password> when setting user passwords; in case you
ever need to re-apply a saved configuration, the encrypted user passwords are saved (not so
for cleartext passwords) and can be re-applied with the saved configuration.

show 
usernames
users [history [username <username>]]
whoami

Notes:

• usernames—List of all user accounts and the capabilities of each.

• users—List of all currently logged-in users, and related information such as idle time and 
what host they have connected from. Optionally, choose history to view the history of 
user logins, past and present. You can also optionally specify a username and only the 
history of that particular user is displayed.

• whoami—The username and capabilities of the currently logged-in user.

virtual-player
Create a named virtual player in Media Flow Controller with policies for delivery; the virtual 
player can then be used in a namespace, see namespace for details.
When you create a virtual player of any type with virtual-player <name> type <type>, you
enter virtual-player configuration mode. This makes configuration easier if you have a set of
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command values to enter with copy-and-paste. To leave the virtual-player prefix mode, use
exit. Use no to negate or disable settings. 
Note! There is an implicit virtual player that is set with the network connection commands. If
no virtual player is assigned to a namespace, that namespace uses the network connection
values. If a defined virtual player is assigned to a namespace, the virtual player values
override the network connection values. See network for details.
See “Virtual Player Options” on page 60 for task details. See “Virtual Player” on page 39 for
overview; “Using query-string-parm” on page 60 and “Using hash-verify” on page 61 for virtual
player argument details. Currently Media Flow Controller defines 5 types of virtual players:

• virtual-player type 0—Delivery options such as assured-flow, connection max-
bandwidth, fast-start, full-download, hash verification, and seek. 

• virtual-player type 1—A subset of Type 0 (no full-download option).

• virtual-player type 2—Fine grained list of delivery rate-maps for assured flow.

• virtual-player type 3—Hash digests and healthcheck probes.

• virtual-player type 4—SmoothFlow.

• virtual-player type 5—YouTube.

show virtual-player {list | <name>}

Display a list of configured virtual players in the system or details of a specified virtual player;
including Type 1, Type 2, Type 3, Type 4, and Type 0.
Note! In Release 2.0.1, the show options command ? (question mark), displays all virtual
player options no matter what virtual player type you are configuring; however, if you try to
set an option that does not apply to that player type, an error displays.
Important! The virtual player query-string-parm values you configure in your Media Flow
Controller origin must match the corresponding query-string-parm values configured in your
Media Flow Controller edge.

virtual-player type 0
Add a generic Type 0 virtual player with a name; similar to virtual player Type 1, but with 
additional options. Use no virtual-player <name> type 0 to delete.
virtual-player <name> type {0}

assured-flow {auto | query-string-parm <string> | rate <kbps>}
connection max-bandwidth <kbps>
fast-start {query-string-parm <string> | size <KB> | time <integer>}
full-download {always | match <string> {query-string-parm <string> | 

header <header_name>}}
hash-verify digest <digest_type> shared-secret <string>{append | prefix} 

match query-string-parm <string> 
seek query-string-parm <string> [seek-length query-string-parm <string>]

Notes:

• assured-flow—Set AFR for this virtual player, this assures that content is delivered at 
least at the specified rate (but no more than the configured connection max-bandwidth) 
for the session. Use virtual player <name> type 0 no assured-flow to re-disable, if 
needed. By default, AFR is disabled (no delivery rate is assured). See “Using network 
connection assured-flow” on page 57 for example.
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• auto—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• query-string-parm—Specify a string (associated value must be in KB/s).
• rate—Define a static value, in kbps. A value of 0 (zero) means no throughput at all.

• connection max-bandwidth—Set the maximum bandwidth for a session. The actual 
session bandwidth is between the AFR (Assured Flow Rate) and this value. Even if there’s 
available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow Controller doesn’t allocate more than this 
value for a session. When it is a full download, Media Flow Controller tries to allocate the 
max-bandwidth to the session. Default is 0 (unbounded) with the Media Flow Controller 
license, 200 kbps without it; you must have the license to change the unlicensed default. 
Use no connection to reset default. Use virtual player <name> type 0 no connection 
max-bandwidth to reset the default.

• fast-start—Deliver the 1st set of kilobytes at either the maximum session speed or the 
available bandwidth; use virtual player <name> type 0 no fast-start to disable.
• query-string-parm—Specify a string (associated value must be in kilobytes).
• size—Define how many kilobytes should be expedited. 
• time—Define how many seconds should be expedited.

• full-download—Allow the delivery to download content at the fastest possible speed, 
limited by the set connection max-bandwidth and possibly exceeding the set assured-
flow rate.
• always—Downloads are always delivered at the fastest possible speed.
• match—Downloads are only delivered at the fastest possible speed when a match is 

found for the specified query-string-parm or header name.

• hash-verify—Verify the hash value specified in the URL (see “Using hash-verify” on 
page 61 for details); use virtual player <name> type 0 no hash-verify to disable. 
• digest—Only md-5 is supported in Release 2.0.1.
• match query-string-parm—Set a query param indicating the provided hash value.
• shared-secret {append | prefix}—Enter a secret key that is then appended or 

prefixed (as specified) to the URI, to calculate the hash which is then "matched" with 
the match query-string-parm hash value.

• seek—Implement FLV seek based on the value of query-string-parm, which allows the 
client player to perform seek at a specific location of the URL. Use virtual player <name> 
type 0 no seek to disable. Optionally, specify a seek-length query-string-parm to signal 
the number of bytes of data that should be sent from the seek start position; referenced 
value must be in bytes.

virtual-player type 1
Use Type 1 virtual players for delivery options; choose only those you need. You can create 
many virtual players. Use no virtual-player <name> type 1 to delete. See “Virtual Player 
Options” on page 60 for implementation details.

virtual-player <name> type {1}
assured-flow {auto | query-string-parm <string> | rate <kbps>}
connection max-bandwidth <kbps>
fast-start {query-string-parm <string> | size <KB> | time <integer>}
hash-verify digest <digest_type> shared-secret <string>{append | prefix} 

match query-string-parm <string> 
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seek query-string-parm <string> [seek-length query-string-parm <string>]

Create a Type 1 virtual player with a name. Notes:

• assured-flow—Set AFR for this virtual player, this assures that content is delivered at 
least at the specified rate (but no more than the configured connection max-bandwidth) 
for the session. Use virtual player <name> type 1 no assured-flow to re-disable, if 
needed. By default, AFR is disabled (no delivery rate is assured). See “Using network 
connection assured-flow” on page 57 for example.
• auto—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• query-string-parm—Specify a name (associated value must be in KB/s); default is 

rs.
• rate—Define a static value, in kbps. A value of 0 (zero) means no throughput at all.

• connection max-bandwidth—Set the maximum bandwidth for a session. The actual 
session bandwidth is between the AFR (Assured Flow Rate) and this value. Even if there’s 
available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow Controller doesn’t allocate more than this 
value for a session. When it is a full download, Media Flow Controller tries to allocate the 
max-bandwidth to the session. Default is 0 (unbounded) with the Media Flow Controller 
license, 200 kbps without it; you must have the license to change the unlicensed default. 
Use virtual player <name> type 1 no connection max-bandwidth to reset default. 

• fast-start—Deliver the 1st set of kilobytes at either the maximum session speed or the 
available bandwidth; use virtual player <name> type 1 no fast-start to disable.
• query-string-parm—Specify a name (associated value must be in kilobytes); 

default is ri.
• size—Define how many kilobytes should be expedited. 
• time—Define how many seconds should be expedited.

• hash-verify—Verify the hash value specified in the URL (see “Using hash-verify” on 
page 61 for details); use virtual player <name> type 0 no hash-verify to disable. 
• digest—Only md-5 is supported in Release 2.0.1.
• match query-string-parm—Set a query param indicating the provided hash value; 

default for this virtual-player type is h.
• shared-secret {append | prefix}—Enter a secret key that is then appended or 

prefixed (as specified) to the URI, to calculate the hash which is then "matched" with 
the match query-string-parm hash value.

• seek—Implement FLV seek based on the value of query-string-parm, which allows the 
client player to perform seek at a specific location of the URL; default is fs. Use virtual 
player <name> type 1 no seek to disable. Optionally, specify a seek-length query-
string-parm to signal the number of bytes of data that should be sent from the seek start 
position; referenced value must be in bytes.

virtual-player type 2
Use Type 2 virtual players to change the assured flow rate associated with each URL string 
or specify the parameter to be used for mapping (for example, query-string-parm or uol 
offset and length). Use no virtual-player <name> type 2 to delete. Use virtual-player 
<name> type 2 no rate-map match <string> to delete one particular entry. See “Virtual 
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Player Options” on page 60 and “Using virtual-player type 2 rate-map” on page 61 for 
implementation details.

virtual-player <name> type {2} 
connection max-bandwidth <kbps>
rate-map match <string> rate <kbps> [query-string-parm <string> | uol 

<offset><length>] 

Create a Type 2 virtual player with a name. Notes:

• connection max-bandwidth—Set the maximum bandwidth for a session. The actual 
session bandwidth is between the AFR for a given URL as determined by its configured 
rate-map rate, and this value. Even if there’s available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow 
Controller doesn’t allocate more than this value for a session. Default is 0 (unbounded) 
with the Media Flow Controller license, 200 kbps without it; you must have the license to 
change the unlicensed default. Use no connection to reset default. Use virtual player 
<name> type 2 no connection max-bandwidth to reset the default. 

• rate-map—The configured rate-map rate extracts the value from the URL to calculate 
the assured flow rate needed for each HTTP request. By default, the match string (length 
2 bytes, i.e. 01) is extracted by going to the end of the URL and skipping 12 Bytes from the 
end; the value in that location is mapped to the configured rate in kbps. Use the optional 
query-string-parm argument to indicate a different spot in the URL (where the specified 
query-string-parm is) to look for the rate value. Note! The optional uol argument is Not 
Supported. For more details on using virtual-player type 2, see “Using virtual-player type 2 
rate-map” on page 61. 

virtual-player type 3
Use Type 3 virtual players to compute special hash digests, initiate healthcheck probes, and
set seek and assured flow values. Use no virtual-player <name> type 3 to delete. See
“Virtual Player Options” on page 60 for implementation details.
Note! This type virtual player requires a special license, see Juniper Networks Support for
details.

virtual-player <name> type {3}
assured-flow {auto | query-string-parm <string> | rate <kbps>}
connection max-bandwidth <kbps>
health-probe query-string-parm <string> match <string>
req-auth digest md-5 stream-id query-string-parm <string> auth-id query-

string-parm <string> shared-secret <string> time-interval <seconds> 
match query-string-parm <string>

seek query-string-parm <string>  [seek-length query-string-parm <string>]

Create a Type 3 virtual player with a name. Notes:

• assured-flow—Set AFR for this virtual player, this assures that content is delivered at 
least at the specified rate (but no more than the configured connection max-bandwidth) 
for the session. Use virtual player <name> type 3 no assured-flow to re-disable, if 
needed. By default, AFR is disabled (no delivery rate is assured). See “Using network 
connection assured-flow” on page 57 for example.
• auto—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• query-string-parm—Specify a name (associated value must be in KB/s).
• rate—Define a static value, in kbps. A value of 0 (zero) means no throughput at all.
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• connection max-bandwidth—Set the maximum bandwidth for a session. The actual 
session bandwidth is between the AFR (Assured Flow Rate) and this value. Even if there’s 
available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow Controller doesn’t allocate more than this 
value for a session. When it is a full download, Media Flow Controller tries to allocate the 
max-bandwidth to the session. Default is 0 (unbounded) with the Media Flow Controller 
license, 200 kbps without it; you must have the license to change the unlicensed default. 
Use no connection to reset default. Use virtual player <name> type 3 no connection 
max-bandwidth to reset the default.

• health-probe—Configure an external server to do health checks by making Media Flow 
Controller fetch data from origin and play it to the server initiating the health check. The 
signal that a given HTTP request is for a health probe is the health-probe query-string-
parm name. If the specified value of query-string-parm <string> matches the following 
match <string> value, the GET request is treated as a health probe. When servicing 
health probe Media Flow Controller doesn’t cache the data into disk or in buffer. Use 
virtual player <name> type 3 no health-probe to disable.

• req-auth—Compute MD-5 hash of query string parameters representing stream-id 
(default is streamid), auth-id (default is authid), a configured shared-secret (default is 
ysecret), and time-interval (default is 15 seconds); and match the computed value with 
the specified match query-string-parm <string> (default is ticket). All arguments must 
be configured. The session proceeds if the computed MD-5 hash matches; if there is no 
match, the session is rejected. Use virtual player <name> type 3 no req-auth to disable.

• seek—Implement FLV seek based on the value of query-string-parm, which allows the 
client player to perform seek at a specific location of the URL. Use virtual player <name> 
type 3 no seek to disable. Optionally, specify a seek-length query-string-parm to signal 
the number of bytes of data that should be sent from the seek start position; referenced 
value must be in bytes.

virtual-player type 4
Use Type 4 virtual players to implement SmoothFlow (SF); choose only those parameters you 
need. You can create many virtual players. Use no virtual-player <name> type 4 to delete. 
See “Virtual Player Options” on page 60 for implementation details.

virtual-player <name> type {4}
connection max-bandwidth <kbps>
control-point <string>
signals session-id query-string-parm <string> state query-string-parm 

<string> profile query-string-parm <string> 
hash-verify digest <digest_type> shared-secret <string>{append | prefix} 

match query-string-parm <string> 
seek query-string-parm <string> [seek-length query-string-parm <string>]

Create a Type 4 virtual player with a name. Notes:

• connection max-bandwidth—Set the maximum bandwidth for a session. The actual 
session bandwidth is between the AFR (Assured Flow Rate) and this value. Even if there’s 
available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow Controller doesn’t allocate more than this 
value for a session. When it is a full download, Media Flow Controller tries to allocate the 
max-bandwidth to the session. Default is 0 (unbounded) with the Media Flow Controller 
license, 200 kbps without it; you must have the license to change the unlicensed default. 
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Use no connection to reset default. Use virtual player <name> type 4 no connection 
max-bandwidth to reset the default.

• control-point—Specify either server or player (default) for SmoothFlow signaling. If 
player, the player at the client side explicitly signals the bandwidth changes and Media 
Flow Controller adjusts the bit-rate of the video accordingly. If server, Media Flow 
Controller detects the bandwidth variations at the client side and adjusts the bit-rate of the 
video accordingly. 

• signals—Set triggers for delivery functions (required configuration). Your client player 
must understand the query params you configure here; defaults are sid (for session-id), sf 
(for state), and pf (for profile).
• session-id query-string-parm <string>—Specify a query param name to 

signal the session ID; default is sid.
• state query-string-parm <string>—Specify a query param to signal the SF 

state; default is sf. The allowed values (sent by the client player) are 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 
and these denote: 0=disable SmoothFlow; 1=start a SmoothFlow session; 2=client 
player request for client Asset Index file; 3=client player request for profile adaptation; 
4=initiate SmoothFlow processing for content (chunks and names video files, creates 
the Asset Index file if needed, and queues content).

• profile query-string-param <string>—Specify a query param name to set the 
media bit-rate profile; default is pf.

• hash-verify—Verify the hash value specified in the URL (see “Using hash-verify” on 
page 61 for details); use virtual player <name> type 0 no hash-verify to disable. 
• digest—Only md-5 is supported in Release 2.0.1.
• match query-string-parm—Set a query param indicating the provided hash value; 

default for this virtual-player type is h.
• shared-secret {append | prefix}—Enter a secret key that is then appended or 

prefixed (as specified) to the URI, to calculate the hash which is then "matched" with 
the match query-string-parm hash value.

• seek and seek-length—Implement FLV seek based on the value of query-string-parm 
(default is toff), which allows the client player to perform seek at a specific location of the 
URL. Use no seek to disable. Optionally, specify a seek-length query-string-parm to 
indicate the number of bytes of data that should be sent from the seek start position; 
referenced value must be in bytes.

virtual-player type 5
Add a Type 5 virtual player with a name; enables YouTube™ video caching. Use no virtual-
player <name> type 5 to delete. See “About Virtual Player Type 5—YouTube” on page 65 for 
implementation details.
virtual-player <name> type {5}

assured-flow {auto | query-string-parm <string> | rate <kbps>}
cache-name video-id query-string-param <string> format-tag query-string-

parm <string>
connection max-bandwidth <kbps>
fast-start {query-string-parm <string> | size <KB> | time <integer>}
seek query-string-parm <string> [seek-length query-string-parm <string>]
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Notes:

• assured-flow—Set AFR for this virtual player, this assures that content is delivered at 
least at the specified rate (but no more than the configured connection max-bandwidth) 
for the session. Use virtual player <name> type 5 no assured-flow to re-disable, if 
needed. By default, AFR is disabled (no delivery rate is assured). See “Using network 
connection assured-flow” on page 57 for example.
• auto—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• query-string-parm—Specify a string (associated value must be in KB/s).
• rate—Define a static value, in kbps. A value of 0 (zero) means no throughput at all.

• cache-name—Set query params for:
• video-id—Specify a query param string whose value provides the requested video 

ID (i.e. id). You Tube video URI requests do not specifically associate a name to a 
video asset in the URI, instead a unique query param is used. 

• format-tag—Specify a query param string whose value provides the requested 
format (i.e. fmt or itag). You Tube video URI requests do not specifically associate a 
format to a video asset in the URI, instead a unique query param is used. Acceptable 
format values are shown in “About Virtual Player Type 5—YouTube” on page 65.

• connection max-bandwidth—Set the maximum bandwidth for a session. The actual 
session bandwidth is between the AFR (Assured Flow Rate) and this value. Even if there’s 
available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow Controller doesn’t allocate more than this 
value for a session. When it is a full download, Media Flow Controller tries to allocate the 
max-bandwidth to the session. Default is 0 (unbounded) with the Media Flow Controller 
license, 200 kbps without it; you must have the license to change the unlicensed default. 
Use no connection to reset default. Use virtual player <name> type 5 no connection 
max-bandwidth to reset the default.

• fast-start—Deliver the 1st set of kilobytes at either the maximum session speed or the 
available bandwidth; use virtual player <name> type 5 no fast-start to disable.
• query-string-parm—Specify a string (associated value must be in kilobytes).
• size—Define how many kilobytes should be expedited. 
• time—Define how many seconds should be expedited.

• seek—Implement FLV seek based on the value of query-string-parm (default is begin), 
which allows the client player to perform seek at a specific location of the URL. Use 
virtual player <name> type 5 no seek to disable. Optionally, specify a seek-length 
query-string-parm to signal the number of bytes of data that should be sent from the 
seek start position; referenced value must be in bytes.

web
Use these commands to enable and configure settings for the Web-based interface,
Management Console, and proxy. 

web 
Configure the Web-based interface (Management Console). Web proxy commands follow.
See “Configuring Web-Based Interface (Management Console)” on page 79 for task details. 
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web 
auto-logout <number_of_minutes>
enable
http enable [port <TCP_port>]
httpd listen enable [interface <interface_name>]
https enable [port <TCP_port>]
proxy

auth
authtype {none | basic}
basic {password <plaintext_password> | username <username>}

host <IP_address> port <TCP_port>
session

renewal <number_of_minutes>
timeout <number_of_minutes>

Notes:

• auto-logout—Control the length of user inactivity required before the Web-based 
Management Console automatically logs out a user. The no variant disables the 
automatic logout feature. Default is 15 minutes.

• enable—Enable or disable (with no) the Web-based Management Console. Default is 
enabled.

• http—Configure HTTP access to the Web-based Management Console.
• enable—Enable or disable (with no) HTTP access to the Web-based Management 

Console. Default is enabled. This setting is only meaningful if the Management 
Console as a whole is enabled via the web enable command.

• port—Set the port number for HTTP access to the Web-based Management 
Console. Default is 8080. The no variant resets to default, but does not disable HTTP.

• httpd listen—Configure Web server interface access restrictions.
• enable—Enable or disable (with no) the listen interface restricted list for HTTPD. If 

enabled and at least one non-DHCP interface is specified in the list, HTTP 
connections are only accepted on those specified interfaces. When disabled, HTTP 
connections are accepted on any interface. Default is enabled.

• interface—Add or delete (with no) interfaces to the listen list. If the interface is also 
running as a DHCP client, it is as if the interface was not added. If DHCP is later 
turned off on this interface, it is as if the interface was then added to the listen list. 
Default is eth0.

• https—Configure HTTPs access to the Web-based Management Console.
• enable—Enable or disable (with no) HTTPS (HTTP over SSL) access to the Web-

based Management Console. Default is enabled. This setting is only meaningful if the 
Management Console as a whole is enabled.

• port—Set the port number for HTTPS. Default is 443. The no variant resets it to the 
default, but does not disable HTTPS.

• proxy—Configure Web proxy settings. See “web proxy," below, for details.

• session—Configure session settings.
• renewal—Control the length of time before Web session cookies are automatically 

regenerated. Default is 30 minutes. Use no to reset default.
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• timeout—Configure time after which a session expires. Default is 15 minutes.

show web

Web-based Management Console settings.

web proxy
Manage Web proxy settings. Web proxy is disabled until you configure a host. See 
“Configuring Web-Based Interface (Management Console) Proxy” on page 80 for task details.

web proxy 
auth

authtype {<auth_type> | none | basic}
basic password <plaintext_password> username <username>

host <IP_address> [port <TCP_port>]

Configure a Web proxy; use no web proxy to delete. 

Notes:

• auth—Configure authentication settings for the Web proxy.
• authtype—Configure the type of authentication to be used with a Web proxy.   Only 

matters if a proxy is configured with web proxy host. The no variant resets the 
authtype to its default, which is none.
• none—No authentication required.
• basic—HTTP basic authentication.

• basic—Configure HTTP basic authentication settings for the Web proxy.
• password <plaintext_password>—Specify a plaintext password for HTTP 

basic authentication with an authenticating proxy. Only used if the web proxy 
auth authtype is set to basic. Note the password is accepted and stored in 
plaintext.

• username <username>—Specify a username for HTTP basic authentication with 
an authenticating proxy. Only used if the web proxy auth authtype is set to 
basic. Note the user name is accepted and stored in plaintext.

• host—Specify a proxy to be used for any HTTP or FTP downloads. If no port is specified, 
the default is 1080.

write
write 

memory 
terminal

Notes:

• memory—Save running configuration to the active configuration file.

• terminal—Show the currently running configuration, rather than the active saved 
configuration. Displays commands to recreate the current running configuration.
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CHAPTER 7

Media Flow Controller Web-Based Interface

The Web-based user interface (Web UI), or Media Flow Controller Management Console 
provides a subset of the command line interface management functions; however, there are 
many configurations you can make. This chapter describes the tabs and pages of the 
Management Console.

Figure 8 Media Flow Controller Login Page

Monitoring Tab
The Monitoring tab gives you quick access to statistics and information about the current
system, including bandwidth usage, namespace usage, CPU load, and more. 

Monitoring > Summary
The Monitoring > Summary page is the opening page after login and provides statistics and
graphs of the managed Media Flow Controllers; and this information: 

• Summary—Date and Time, Hostname, Uptime, Version, Model, Host ID (system serial 
string from the motherboard), System Memory (used, free, and total), RAM Cache Size, 
Number of CPUs/Cores, and CPU load averages.

• Interface Statistics—The current TX (transmissions out) and RX (transmissions 
received) system statistics.
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Monitoring > Statistics
Current system thresholds and status. Includes counters for:

• Cache Hierarchy

• HTTP Origin

• Virtual Player

• Connections

• HTTP Delivery

• HTTP Tunnel

• Real-Time Streaming Delivery

• Alarms

Monitoring > Bandwidth
A last-hour graph of Bandwidth Usage. Includes Pause and Resume buttons to stop/start
graph charting. See Figure 9 for graphic.

Figure 9  Monitoring > Bandwidth Usage (Last Hour) Chart Example
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Monitoring > Namespace
Lists all configured namespaces and the current number of GET requests.  

Monitoring > CPU Load
A last-hour graph of CPU Load; choose from the drop-down menu to view Aggregated
(default), Per CPU, or Per CPU Stacked graph. Includes Pause and Resume buttons to stop/
start graph charting. See Figure 10 for graphic.

Figure 10  Monitoring > CPU Load Page Detail
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Monitoring > Network
A last-hour graph of Network Usage including detailed information on all data ports. Includes 
Pause and Resume buttons to stop/start graph charting. See Figure 11 for graphic.

Figure 11  Monitoring > Network Usage (Last Hour) Page Detail

Monitoring > Memory
A last-day graph of Memory Utilization plus a pie chart of Current Memory Statistics
including statistics of Physical and Swap memory (Total, Used, and Free). Includes Pause
and Resume buttons to stop/start graph charting.
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EZconfig Tab
Allows you to easily configure first-day Media Flow Controller setup.

System Hostname
Set the system hostname. See Figure 12 for graphic

• Host Name (FQDN)—Enter a FQDN hostname for the system.

• DNS IP—Enter an IP address for your domain name system (DNS) server.

Figure 12 EZconfig Page Detail (System Hostname)

Network Parameters
Set global network connection options; see Figure 13 for graphic.

• Max-Bandwidth per Session(kbps)—Limit the allowed bandwidth for any one session. 
The actual session bandwidth is between the configured Assured Flow Rate and this 
value. Even if there is available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow Controller does not 
allocate more than this value for a session. When there is a full download, Media Flow 
Controller tries to allocate this value to the session. Default is 0 (unbounded) with the 
Media Flow Controller license, 200 kbps without it.  Important! You must have the Media 
Flow Controller license installed to change the default.

• Network Max Connections—Limit the allowed number of concurrent sessions in Media 
Flow Controller. Default is 5000; maximum allowed is 40,000. Important! You must have 
the Media Flow Controller license installed to change the default (10 without the license).

• Assured Flow Rate (kbps)—Set the assured flow rate (AFR) for any connection. AFR is 
the minimum rate at which a connection is allowed to exist in the system. Connections 
usually get a bandwidth between this and the Max-Bandwidth per Session setting. 
Default is 0 (zero), means means AFR is disabled so Media Flow Controller delivers at a 
best-effort but does not assure a particular bit rate per video.

Figure 13 EZconfig Page Detail (Network Parameters)
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Virtual Player
Create a virtual player for the namespace. See Figure 14 for graphic.

• Virtual Player Name—Create a virtual player with a name.

• Virtual Player Type—Choose a type. More configuration options are available for virtual 
player under the Service Config tab Service Config > Virtual Player page.

Figure 14 EZconfig Page Detail (Virtual Player)

Add Namespace
Create a namespace; See Figure 15 for graphic. More configuration options are available for
namespaces under the Service Config tab  Service Config > NameSpace page. 

• Namespace—Give the namespace a relevant name. 

• URI-Prefix (required)—The uri-prefix refines what requests Media Flow Controller 
accepts; see “uri-prefix” on page 22 for usage details.

• Domain—Specify a domain or use * (asterisk) to indicate any domain. 

• HTTP Origin— Use HTTP for origin fetch of content not in cache; specify the Hostname/
IP Address of the origin server.

• NFS Origin—Use NFS for origin fetch of content not in cache; specify the Hostname/IP 
Address of the origin server.

• Virtual Player—The namespace uses this virtual player instead of the default settings of 
Network Parameters. 

Figure 15 EZconfig Page Detail (Add Namespace)
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Enable Interfaces
Specify IP addresses and netmasks for detected ethernet interfaces; also, enable or disable
interfaces. See Figure 16 for graphic.

Figure 16 EZconfig Page Detail (Enable Interfaces )

Service Restart
Several services require restart after making changes.
Tip! When any changes are made to delivery protocols or network settings, you must restart
the mod-delivery service; use mod-ftp for changes made to FTP settings, and mod-log for
changes to logging settings. The mod-oom service (offline origin fetch manager) is provided
for debugging purposes only. Select a service from the drop-down menu and click Restart.
See Figure 17 for graphic.

Figure 17 EZconfig Page Detail (Service Restart)

System Config Tab
Configure all system settings for the Media Flow Controller. Includes these pages.

System Config > Interfaces
View and set Network Interfaces options. 

eth0 state
View interface status and set network interfaces, including IP address, Speed, Duplex, MTU,
and a Comment for each discovered interface. 

eth0 configuration
Make configurations including: 

• Enabled—Select to enable the interface for activity, default; or de-select the checkbox to 
disable the interface, respectively.

• Obtain IP Address Automatically (DHCP)—Allow DHCP to assign the IP address for 
this Media Flow Controller. OR
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• Specify IP Address Manually—Enter the IP address and Netmask you want for this 
Media Flow Controller.

• Speed and Duplex—Choose Auto (default) for the Speed and Duplex to be set 
automatically based on hardware. Or you can set these options to alternate values in the 
drop-down menu. Note! Juniper Networks highly recommends that Speed and Duplex 
not be changed from the auto-configured defaults.

• MTU—The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) sets the largest number of bytes a frame 
can carry. Default is 1500.

• Comment—A description for the interface.

Click Apply to immediately apply changes; Cancel to revert to existing configuration. Click
Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent. See Figure 18.

Figure 18 System Config > Interfaces Page Detail (eth0 configuration)

DHCP Primary Interface
Set DHCP (dynamic host configuration protocol) primary interface and/or verify the current
primary DHCP interface. 
DHCP allows new network devices to be automatically supplied with an IP address and other
information, depending on the setup of the DHCP server. Media Flow Controller has no
primary DHCP interface by default. Setting a primary interface ensures that DHCP messages
arrive only on that interface; to do so, choose a Configured primary interface from the drop-
down list.
Click Apply to immediately apply changes; Cancel to revert to existing configuration. Click
Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent.

Add new interface aliases
An interface alias lets you assign multiple IP addresses to the same interface. You must know
the Alias index, IP address, and Netmask to use.
Click Apply to immediately apply changes; Cancel to revert to existing configuration. Click
Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent.
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System Config > Routing
Set IP Routing parameters, including Default Gateway and Static Routes.

Default Gateway
Enter an IP address and click Set Default Gateway to immediately apply changes; click Save
at the top of the page to make them persistent across reboots.  See Figure 19.

Figure 19 System Config > Routing Page Detail (Default Gateway)

Static and Dynamic Routes
View all configured static and dynamic routes. A static route is a hard coded (manually
defined) path that specifies the route to a certain subnet using a certain path.

• Destination—The subnet/path for this static route.

• Mask—The netmask for this route.

• Gateway—The configured gateway (path to the Internet) for this static route.

• Interface—The port configured for this static route.

• Active—Whether or not this route is being used currently.

• Static—Whether or not this route is static (hard coded).

Select a route and click Removed Selected to immediately apply changes; click Save at the
top of the page to make them persistent across reboots.

Add Static Route
Static routes set a path in the routing table for a particular destination. You must know the
Destination you want a static route to, the Netmask, Gateway IP address, and Interface to
use. Click Add Route to immediately apply changes; click Save at the top of the page to make
them persistent across reboots. See Figure 20.

Figure 20 System Config > Routing Page Detail (Add Static Route)
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System Config > DNS
View, add, modify, or remove Static and Dynamic Name Servers and Domain Names from 
your Domain Name System (DNS).

Static and Dynamic Name Servers
View all configured static and dynamic name servers. 

• IP Address—Of the configured name server.

• Active—Whether or not this name server is being used currently.

• Source—”Configured” means it was manually added; “Dynamic” means it came from a 
name server.

Add or Modify Name Servers
You can set up to three dynamic name servers.  See Figure 21.

• Primary DNS IP address—This name server is tried first.

• Secondary DNS IP address—This name server is tried second.

• Tertiary DNS IP address—This name server is tried last.

• Click Apply to immediately apply changes; Cancel to revert to existing configuration. 
Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent.

Figure 21 System Config > DNS Page Detail (Add or Modify Name Servers)

Static and Dynamic Domain Names
 View all configured static and dynamic domain names:

• Domain—The configured name for that domain.

• Active—Whether or not this domain name is being used currently.

• Source—”Configured” means it was manually added; “Dynamic” means it came from a 
name server.
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Configured Domain Names
All configured domain names. You can select a name and click Remove Selected. Click Save 
at the top of the page to make changes persistent. See Figure 22.

Figure 22 System Config > DNS Page Detail (Configured Domain Names)

Add New Domain Name
Enter a name and click Add Domain Name to add a new configured domain name; can be
removed from the list of Configured Domain Names described above. Click Save at the top
of the page to make changes persistent. See Figure 23.

Figure 23 System Config > DNS Page Detail (Add New Domain Name)

System Config > Hostname
View or change the System Hostname. See Figure 24.

Figure 24 System Config > Hostname Page Detail (System Hostname)
Click Apply to immediately apply changes; Cancel to revert to existing configuration. Click
Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent.

System Config > Hosts
Set static host entries; a static host is not subject to IP address changes via DNS (dynamic
name sever. Click Remove Selected to delete any static host entries you have created. Click
Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent.
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Static Host Entries
View, configured Static Hosts (hostname/IP mappings for /etc/hosts). The default loopback
host entry cannot be removed.  See Figure 25.
Select an entry and click Remove Selected to delete it. Click Save at the top of the page to
make changes persistent.

Figure 25 System Config > Hosts Page Detail (Static Host Entries)

Add New Host
You must know the IP address and Hostname to enter a static host mapping.  See Figure 26. 
Click Add Entry to immediately apply changes. Click Save at the top of the page to make
changes persistent.

Figure 26 System Config > Hosts Page Detail (Add New Host)

System Config > ARP (Address Resolution)
Manage Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) entries.

Static and Dynamic ARP Entries
View Static and Dynamic ARP Entries. 

• IP address—The configured IP address for this entry.

• MAC address—The physical address of this entry.

• Interface—The port configured for this entry.

• Active—Whether or not this entry is being used currently.

• Static—Whether or not this entry comes from DNS.

Click Remove Selected to delete an entry. Click Save at the top of the page to make changes
persistent. See Figure 27.
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Figure 27 System Config > ARP Page Detail (Static and Dynamic ARP Entries)

Add Static Entry
You need the IP address and MAC address of the system you want to add to the ARP cache
as a static entry.
Click Add Entry to immediately apply changes; Cancel to revert to existing configuration.
Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent. See Figure 28.

Figure 28 System Config > ARP Page Detail (Add Static Entry)

Clear Dynamic ARP Cache
Click Clear to empty the ARP cache. See Figure 29.

Figure 29 System Config > ARP Page Detail (Clear Dynamic ARP Cache)
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System Config > Web
Configure the Media Flow Manager Web-based interface options. 

Web UI Configuration
Set parameters for the Media Flow Controller Web-based interface:

• Enable Web Configuration—This allows configurations through the Management 
Console.

• Auto Logout Timeout—Control the length of user inactivity required before the 
Management Console automatically logs out a user. 

• Enable HTTP and set an HTTP Port, de-select to disable HTTP.

• Enable HTTPS and set an HTTPS Port, de-select to disable HTTPS.

• Web Session Renewal—Control the length of time before Web session cookies are 
automatically regenerated. 

• Web Session Timeout—Configure time after which a session expires. 

Click Apply to complete operation; Cancel to revert to existing configuration. You can also
Generate New HTTPS Certificate by clicking that button. Click Save at the top of the page to
make changes persistent across reboots. See Figure 30.

Figure 30 System Config > Web Page Detail (Web UI Configuration)

Web Proxy Configuration
Set parameters for the Media Flow Controller Web-based interface when proxied:

• Web Proxy address—Specify a proxy to be used for any HTTP or FTP downloads. 

• Web Proxy port—If no port is specified, the default is 1080.
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• Authentication type—Configure the type of authentication to be used with a Web proxy; 
either None or Basic.

• Basic auth username—If your authenticating with Basic HTTP authentication, enter a 
username and a ...

• Basic auth password for that user.

Click Apply to complete operation; Cancel to revert to existing configuration. Click Save at the
top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots. See Figure 31.

Figure 31 System Config > Web Page Detail (Web Proxy Configuration)

System Config > CMC
Set server address, name, and rendezvous options to enable this Media Flow Controller to be
managed by a Central Management Console (CMC). 

Enable Configuration Changes
If this Media Flow Controller is already managed by a CMC server, this area displays to allow
you to temporarily override the CMC management and Enable configurations. See Figure 32.

 

Figure 32 System Config > CMC Page Detail (Enable Configuration Changes)
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CMC Client Setup
Set client parameters. See Figure 33.

• Enable CMC Client—Allows this Media Flow Controller to be managed by a CMC server.

• Automatic Rendezvous—Allows this Media Flow Controller to initiate connections to the 
configured CMC server.

• Confirm config changes—Makes an administrator’s confirmation required for any 
changes initiated by the CMC server.

• CMC Server Address—The IP address of the CMC server so the CMC client for this 
Media Flow Controller can initiate connections.

• CMC Service Name—Only cmc is available for Release 2.0.1.

Click Apply to immediately apply changes; Cancel to reset the option to previous value (if
any). Remember to click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent.

Figure 33 System Config > CMC Page Detail (CMC Client Setup)

CMC Status
View monitoring parameters, and take the following actions, if needed

• Refresh Status—Causes the Media Flow Controller to immediately send a status 
message to the CMC managing it.

• Rendezvous Now—Causes the Media Flow Controller to immediately seek a connection 
to the CMC managing it.

Figure 34 System Config > CMC Page Detail (CMC Status)
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System Config > Users
View, remove, enable, disable, and add new users; plus change existing user passwords. 

Active Users
View configured users: 

• Username—Used for logins.

• Full Name—For the user, as configured.

• Line—How the user is connected, SSH or Web.

• Host—What system this user is configured on.

• Idle (seconds)—Time since the last command execution of this user.

User Accounts
For each configured user account:

• User—Used for logins.

• Full Name—For the user, as configured.

• Capability—The privilege level assigned this user. Capabilities are described 
below.Enabled—Whether or not this user account is enabled. User accounts are enabled 
by default. Disabling an account makes it inactive (logins are disallowed) but does not 
delete it from the system.

Select a user account and Remove, Enable, and/or Disable it. Click Save at the top of the
page to make changes persistent across reboots. See Figure 35.

Figure 35 System Config > Users Page Detail (User Accounts)

Add New User
To add a new user to Media Flow Manager, you need this information:

• User—Login name.

• Full YPName—Displays in User Accounts list.

• Capability— There are three pre-defined capabilities: 
• admin—Full privileges (default); in Enable mode all EXEC commands are available.
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• monitor—Privileges for reading all data and performing all actions, but not for 
changing any configuration.

• unpriv—Unprivileged.
Click Add User to complete operation. Click Save at the top of the page to make changes
persistent across reboots. See Figure 36.

Figure 36 System Config > Users Page Detail (Add New User)

Change Password
For each user, admin, cmcclient, cmcrendv, and monitor are default users, set or change
the password. May be left empty if no password is required. Click Save at the top of the page
to make changes persistent across reboots.

System Config > SSH
View Host Keys, and Generate Host Keys. See ssh for details. See Figure 37.

• Key Type—Either RSA1 (inventors initials) or DSA2 (Digital Signature Algorithm, 2).

• Finger Print—A human-readable string so you can check the key manually.

Figure 37 System Config > SSH page detail
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System Config > AAA (authentication)
Configure AAA (authentication, authorization and accounting) settings; accounting options are
not supported at this time. RADIUS and/or TACACS+ authentication must be configured
before these options can be specified with this command. 

Authentication Method List
Set the list of acceptable authentication methods for system logins. The order in which the
methods are specified is the order in which they are attempted. See Figure 38.
Click Apply to complete operation; Cancel to revert to existing configuration. Click Save at the
top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots.

Figure 38 System Config > AAA Page Detail (Authentication Method List)

Authorization
Set authorization options. See Figure 39.

• Map Order— Determine how the remote user mapping behaves when authenticating 
users via RADIUS or TACACS+. If the authenticated user name is valid locally, no 
mapping is performed. Options:
• remote-first— If a local-user mapping attribute is returned and is a valid local user 

name, map the authenticated user to the local user specified in the attribute. 
Otherwise, if the attribute is not present or not valid locally, use the user specified as 
the default-user. 

• remote-only — Only try to map a remote authenticated user if the authentication 
server sends a local-user mapping attribute; otherwise, no further mapping is tried.

• local-only — All remote users are mapped to the user specified by Map Default 
User. Any vendor attributes received by an authentication server are ignored.

• Map Default User—Specify what local account a non-local user authenticated via 
RADIUS or TACACS+ is logged on as; you must select a local and enabled user. This 
mapping is used depending on the setting of Map Order.
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Figure 39 System Config > AAA Page Detail (Authorization)

System Config > RADIUS
Configure RADIUS authentication options. 

Default RADIUS Settings
View and change Default RADIUS Settings. See Figure 40.

• Key—A shared secret text string. If no key is set, the user is prompted for the key.

• Timeout—Timeout for retransmitting a request to any RADIUS server. Range is 1-60, 
default is 3.

• Retransmit—The number of times the client attempts to authenticate with any RADIUS 
server. Range is 0-5, default is 1.

• Login-lat-group—The string that identifies the groups that the user is authorized to use 
when Login-service is defined as LAT (local area transport). If none is set, the user is 
prompted for the string.

Click Apply to complete operation; Cancel to revert to existing configuration. Click Save at the
top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots. 

Figure 40 System Config > RADIUS Page Detail (Default RADIUS Settings)

RADIUS Servers
In the server list: Remove, Enable and/or Disable RADIUS Servers. See Figure 41.

• Server—The configured IP address for this RADIUS server.

• Auth-Port—The configured port for authentication requests to this server.

• Key— The configured shared secret text string. If empty, the user is prompted for the key.
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• Timeout—The configured timeout for retransmitting a request.

• Retransmit—The configured number of times a client may attempt to authenticate.

• Login-lat-group—The configured string that identifies the groups that the user is 
authorized to use when Login-service is defined as LAT (local area transport).

• Enabled—Whether or not this RADIUS server is enabled. Disabling a server makes it 
inactive but does not delete it from the system.

Figure 41 System Config > RADIUS Page Detail (RADIUS Servers)

Add New RADIUS Server
Add a new RADIUS server. See Figure 42.

• Enabled—The server must be enabled to do authentication.

• Server IP—IP address for the server.

• Auth Port—The port authentication requests should come in on; default is 1812. You can 
use the same IP address in more than one host as long as the auth-port is different.

To override defaults for a new RADIUS server, you can also specify different Key, Timeout,
Retransmit, and Login-lat-group values for this RADIUS server from the default RADIUS
settings you made above. Click Add RADIUS Server to complete operation. Click Save at the
top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots. 

Figure 42 System Config > RADIUS Page Detail (Add New RADIUS Server)
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System Config > TACACS+
Configure RADIUS authentication options. 

Default TACACS+ Settings
View and change Default TACACS+ Settings. See Figure 43.

• Key—A shared secret text string. If no key is set, the user is prompted for the key.

• Timeout—Timeout for retransmitting a request to any TACACS+ server. Range is 1-60, 
default is 3.

• Retransmit—The number of times the client attempts to authenticate with any TACACS+ 
server. Range is 0-5, default is 1.

Figure 43 System Config > TACACS+ Page Detail (Default TACACS+ Settings)

TACACS+ Servers
In the server list: Remove, Enable and/or Disable TACACS+ Servers. See Figure 44.

• Server—The configured IP address for this TACACS+ server.

• Auth-Port—The configured port for authentication requests to this server.

• Auth-Type—The configured type of authentication this TACACS+ server will use.

• Key— The configured shared secret text string. If empty, the user is prompted for the key.

• Timeout—The configured timeout for retransmitting a request.

• Retransmit—The configured number of times a client may attempt to authenticate.

• Enabled—Whether or not this TACACS+ server is enabled. Disabling a server makes it 
inactive but does not delete it from the system.

Figure 44 System Config > TACACS+ Page Detail (TACACS+ Servers)
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Add New TACACS+ Server
Add a new TACACS+ server. See Figure 45.

• Enabled—The server must be enabled to do authentication.

• Server IP—IP address for the server.

• Auth Port—The port authentication requests should come in on; default is 49. You can 
use the same IP address in more than one host as long as the auth-port is different.

• Auth Type—Which type of authentication this TACACS+ server will use; both 
authentication types transmit the username and password in un-encrypted text and are 
acceptable when passwords are stored in an external database. Choose either:

• ascii—American Standard Code for Information Interchange.
• pap—Password authentication protocol (default). 

To override defaults for a new TACACS+ server, you can also specify different Key, Timeout,
and Retransmit values for this TACACS+ server from the default TACACS+ settings you
made above. Click Add TACACS+ Server to complete operation. 
Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots.

Figure 45 System Config > TACACS+ Page Detail (Add New TACACS+ Server)

System Config > SNMP
Configure SNMP server options. In Release 2.0.1, there is no support for SNMP v3. 

SNMP Configuration
Enable SNMP and set SNMP authentication parameters. See Figure 46.

• Enable SNMP—Enable the SNMP server. Un-check to disable; this stops serving SNMP 
variables and the sending of SNMP traps.
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• Enable Communities—Enable or disable (by un-checking) community-based 
authentication on this system. If disabled, the community configured is ignored. 

• Enable Traps—Enable or disable (by un-checking) sending SNMP traps from this system. 
The SNMP server must be enabled first. See snmp traps for details.

• Sys Contact—Set the syscontact variable served from the System MIB in MIB-II.

• Sys Location—Set the syslocation variable served from the System MIB in MIB-II. 

• Read-Only Community—Set a name for read-only (ro) SNMP requests. The read-only 
community means only queries are performed. In Release 2.0.1 only SNMP ro is 
supported.

• Default Trap Community—The string used if no specific string has been set for the trap.

Click Apply to complete SNMP configuration, Cancel to revert to existing configuration. Click
Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots.

Figure 46 System Config > SNMP Page Detail (SNMP Configuration)

SNMP v3 admin user
Not supported in Release 2.0.1. 

Trap Sinks
View, Remove, Enable, and/or Disable trap sinks; trap sinks are created enabled. An SNMP
“trap” is an unsolicited message issued by a managed device to the management station; a
“trap sink” is where the trap is sent. See Figure 47.
See snmp traps events for more information. 
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Figure 47 System Config > SNMP Page Detail (Trap Sinks)

Add New Trap Sink
Add hosts to receive traps. See Figure 48.

• Trap Sink IP—Add hosts to receive SNMP traps. 

• Community—Specify which community of traps to send to this host; default is "public."

• Trap Type—Specify the SNMP version of traps to send to this host; choices are v1 or v2c.

Click Add New Trap Sink to complete adding the new trap sink. Click Save at the top of the
page to make changes persistent across reboots.

Figure 48 System Config > SNMP Page Detail (Add New Trap Sink)

System Config > Faults
Configure Fault Reporting (event notification) options. See email for CLI details.

Fault Reporting
Set SMTP server, Domain name overrides, Return address, and other options. See Figure 49.

• SMTP server—Use a hostname or IP address to set the mail relay (mailhub in the CLI) 
to use to send notification emails. .

• Domain name override—Use a hostname or IP address to set the domain name from 
which emails are to appear to come (provided that the return address is not already fully-
qualified). This is used in conjunction with the system hostname to form the full name of 
the host from which the email appears to come. The rules are as follows:

a. If an email domain is specified using this command, it is always used. If the hostname 
has any dots in it, everything to the right of the first dot is stripped and the email 
domain is appended.

b. Otherwise, if the hostname has dots in it, it is used as is.
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Otherwise, the currently-active system domain name is used. This can come either from 
the resolver configuration, or from state dynamically instantiated by DHCP.

• Return address—Set the username or fully-qualified return address from which email 
notifications are sent. If the string provided contains an at (@) sign, it is considered fully-
qualified and is used as-is. Otherwise, it is considered just the username, and Media Flow 
Controller appends @<hostname>.<domain>. The default is do-not-reply, but this can 
be changed to admin or as desired in case something along the line doesn't like fictitious 
addresses. 

• Include hostname in return addr—Include (or do not include by un-checking) the 
hostname in the return address for email notifications. This only takes effect if the return 
address does not contain an at (@) sign. 

• Enable autosupport notifications—Enable or disable (by un-checking) the sending of 
email to vendor autosupport when certain failures occur. 

Click Apply to complete Fault notification configuration, Cancel to revert to existing
configuration. Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots.

Figure 49 System Config > Faults Page Detail (Fault Reporting)

Notify Recipients
View and Remove Recipients for stats alarms. See Figure 50.
See email class for additional information. 

• Email—Address of configured recipient.

• Detail—Whether or not this recipient is sent detailed or summarized emails. Each email 
potentially has both a detailed and summarized form, where the detailed form has a 
superset of the information.

• Infos—Whether or not this recipient receives Info class emails.

• Failures—Whether or not this recipient receives Failure class emails.
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Figure 50 System Config > Faults Page Detail (Notify Recipients)

Add New Notify Recipients
Add recipients for email notifications of fault events. See Figure 51.

• Email Address—Address of recipient.

• Get Detail—Choose to send this recipient detailed or summarized emails. 

• Infos—Choose to send this recipient Info class emails.

• Failures—Choose to send this recipient Failure class emails.

Click Add Recipient to complete adding the new notify recipient. Click Save at the top of the
page to make changes persistent across reboots. 

Figure 51 System Config > Faults Page Detail (Add New Notify Recipients)

System Config > Logging
Configure logging options. 

Local Log Filtering
Set log filters. See Figure 52. Severity level options are:

• Notice—Normal but significant condition or response that could affect operations (default).

• Emerg—System is unusable or cannot recover.

• Alert—Action must be taken immediately for functioning to continue. 

• Critical—An unexpected error-causing condition or response for unknown reasons.

• Error—Error conditions.
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• Warning—An anomalous condition that can be ignored and functioning continue, but may 
affect operations.

• Info—Normal but significant condition or response that does not affect operations.

• Debug—Messages generated by the system debugging utility.

If None is specified for the log level, Media Flow Controller does not log anything from this
class.
Click Apply to complete Log filtering configuration, Cancel to revert to existing configuration.
Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots. 

Figure 52 System Config > Logging Page Detail (Local Log Filtering)

Local Log Rotation
Set log rotation parameters; this is especially valuable if this Media Flow Controller will be 
managed by Central Management Console. See Figure 53. Options are: 

• Rotate every—Day (at midnight), Week (first day, at midnight), or Month (first day, at 
midnight).

• Rotate when log reaches—Either a certain size OR a percentage of storage space. If a 
size criteria is chosen, the file size is checked hourly, so if it passes the threshold in the 
middle of the hour it is not rotated right away.

• Keep at most <n> log files—How many logs to maintain on the system. If the number of 
log files exceeds this number (at rotation time, or when this setting is lowered), the system 
deletes as many as necessary, starting with the oldest, to bring it down to this number. 

Click Apply to complete Log rotation configuration, Cancel to revert to existing configuration.
Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots.
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Figure 53 System Config > Logging Page Detail (Local Log Rotation)

Remote Log Sinks
View and Remove configured Log Sinks (remote servers receiving log messages from this
system). See Figure 54. 

• Remote Sink—Address of configured Remote Sink.

• Minimum Severity—The configured log severity level for this Remote Sink.

Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots.

Figure 54 System Config > Logging Page Detail (Remote Log Sinks)

Add New Remote Sinks
Enter IP address and and choose a Minimum Severity level (described above). See
Figure 55.
Click Apply to complete Remote Sink configuration, Cancel to revert to existing configuration.
Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots. 
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Figure 55 System Config > Logging Page Detail (Add New Remote Sink)

Log Format
Choose either Standard (default) or WELF (Web trends Enhanced Log Format). If you
choose WELF, a WELF firewall name option displays; specify the firewall name that should
be associated with each message logged in WELF format. If no firewall name is set, the
hostname is used by default. See Figure 56.

Figure 56 System Config > Logging Page Detail (Log Format)

System Config > Config Mgmt
Manage configuration files. 

Configuration Files
Select a file and use the buttons to Delete it, Switch-To that configuration, or Download the
selected configuration as a binary file. See Figure 57. For each Configuration File:

• Filename—Name of the configuration.

• Active—Whether or not the configuration is currently in use.

Select a configuration and Delete, Switch, and/or Download it. Click Save at the top of the
page to make changes persistent across reboots.
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Figure 57 System Config > Configurations Page Detail (Configuration Files)

Active Configuration
For the current, active configuration: Save it to the active configuration file, Revert the running
configuration to the saved active configuration, Reset both the running and the active
configuration files to the factory defaults, or Save As a new file. See Figure 58.

Figure 58 System Config > Configurations Page Detail (Active Configuration)
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Upload Configuration File
Upload as local binary file or a local text file. See Figure 59.

Figure 59 System Config > Configurations Page Detail (Upload Configuration)

Execute CLI Commands
Use this text box to enter CLI commands to be executed ad-hoc.

Import Configuration
Retrieve a configuration from a remote system. See Figure 60.

• Hostname or IP address—The location of the desired configuration.

• Remote Username—Login username.

• Remote Password—Login password for the set Remote Username.

• Remote Config Name—File name of the desired configuration.

• New Config Name—A new name for the imported configuration (optional).

• Import shared data only—Uncheck to import all nodes, even those not available on this 
system.

Figure 60 System Config > Configurations Page Detail (Import Configuration)
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System Config > Date and Time
Set system Date and Time, and Time Zone; enable/disable NTP time synchronization. See
Figure 61. Click Apply to complete Date and Time setup, Cancel to revert to existing
configuration. Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent.

Figure 61 System Config > Date and Time Page Detail (Date and Time)

System Config > NTP
Configure Network Time Protocol (NTP) options.  

NTP Setup
Enable/disable NTP time synchronization. See Figure 62. Click Apply to complete enabling
NTP, Cancel to revert to existing configuration. Click Save at the top of the page to make
changes persistent across reboots.

Figure 62 System Config > NTP Page Detail (NTP Setup)

NTP servers
Manage existing NTP servers. See Figure 63. For each configured NTP server:

• Server—IP address of the NTP server.

• Status—Whether or not the server is currently in use.

• Stratum—The hierarchical system this NTP server uses.

• Offset (ms)—Whether or not an offset (a degree in milliseconds of difference) of the 
server’s time is configured.

• Reference Clock—How the NTP server is finding its reference (base) clock; INIT means 
this is configured in the /etc/init.d directory.
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• Poll Interval (sec.)—How often the server exchanges information with its configured 
reference clocks.

• Last response (sec.)—When the last response from the reference clock was received.

• NTP version—The set version of NTP.

Select a server and Remove, Enable, and/or Disable it. Click Save at the top of the page to
make changes persistent across reboots. NTP servers are enabled by default.

Figure 63 System Config > NTP page Detail (NTP Servers)

Add New NTP Server
Enter IP address, version, and enable/disable; then click Add NTP Server. See Figure 64.
Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots.

 

Figure 64 System Config > NTP page Detail (Add New NTP Server)
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System Config > Licensing
Use this page to view and remove installed licenses, and add new licenses. 

Installed Licenses
View and Remove licenses. See Figure 65 for graphic.

Figure 65 System Config > License Page Detail (Installed Licenses)

Add New License(s)
Use this area to manually enter a license key. See Figure 66.

Figure 66 System Config > License Page Detail (Add New License(s))
Click Add License to complete adding the new license. 
Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots.
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System Config > Reboot
Reboot or Shutdown the appliance. See Figure 67 for graphic.
A reboot brings up the same configuration that was last active.

Figure 67 System Config > Reboot Page Detail

System Config > Upgrade
Use this page to install upgrades. 

Installed Images
View installed images and Switch Boot Partition. You may need to switch the boot partition if
the image you want to install is in the other partition. See Figure 68.
Click Save at the top of the page to make changes persistent across reboots.

Figure 68 System Config > Upgrade Page Detail (Installed Images)

Install New Image
To set partition; use Switch Boot Partition, above, if needed.

• Install from URL—Enter the URL and file path of the install image.

• Install via SCP—Enter the URL and file path of the install image and a password allowing 
access.

• Install from local file—Use the Browse button to locate the file on your local system.

• View image upgrade process— When this is checked, you get a progress bar and status 
messages of the upgrade process.

Click Install Image to complete upgrade. Click Save at the top of the page to make changes
persistent across reboots. See Figure 69.
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Figure 69 System Config > Upgrade Page Detail (Install New Image to Partition N)

Service Config Tab
Configure Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller appliance service functions. Includes these 
pages.

Service Config > Delivery Network
Set global network connection parameters; they may be overridden by a defined virtual player. 

Network Connection 
These options are set in the CLI with the network connection commands. See Figure 70.

• Connection Idle Timeout (sec)—The socket idle time out in seconds; this is the time the 
network waits before closing the connection due to data inactivity. This applies to the client 
(Media Flow Controller inbound) and the origin server (Media Flow Controller outbound) 
connections. 

• Connection Max-Bandwidth (kbps)—Set the maximum bandwidth for a session. The 
actual session bandwidth is between the network connection assured-flow-rate and 
this value. Even if there is available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow Controller does not 
allocate more than this value for a session. When there is a full download, Media Flow 
Controller tries to allocate this value to the session. Important! You must have the Media 
Flow Controller license installed to change the default (200 kbps without the license).

• Connection Concurrent Sessions—Set a limit on concurrent sessions in Media Flow 
Controller. Default is 5000; maximum allowed is 40,000. Important! You must have the 
Media Flow Controller license installed to change the default (10 without the license).

• Connection Assured Flow Rate (kbps)—Set the assured flow rate (AFR) for any 
connection. AFR is the minimum rate at which a connection is allowed to exist in the 
system. Connections usually get a bandwidth between this and the connection max-
bandwidth setting. Default is 0 (zero), means Media Flow Controller best effort. Note that 
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AFR is disabled by default; if needed, you can enable it with these configurations or with a 
virtual-player configuration.

Figure 70 Service Config > Delivery Network Page Detail (Network Connection)

Service Config > Delivery Protocol
Set delivery options—including traffic interfaces—for delivering content to the player (end-
user/consumer). If the command is not specified, then no action is taken in the delivery path.
These are set in the CLI with the delivery protocol commands. 

Set HTTP Listen Port
Set the HTTP listen port, if needed; default is 80. See Figure 71.

Figure 71 Service Config > Delivery Protocol Page Detail (Set HTTP Listen Port)

Configure Rate Control
Set the maximum HTTP GET rate Media Flow Controller is expected to handle. Default is
30,000. This command cannot be deleted. See Figure 72.

Figure 72 Service Config > Delivery Protocol Page Detail (Configure Rate Control)

Configure/Add Selected HTTP Listen Interfaces
Specify the set of interfaces on which the media delivery protocol listens for incoming
requests. If not specified, the delivery protocol listens on all interfaces (default). You can
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specify a list of space-separated interfaces such as eth2 eth3 eth4 eth5 or eth10 eth11 eth12
eth13 eth20 eth21 eth22, and so on. Up to 10 can be specified.  See Figure 73.

Figure 73 Service Config > Delivery Protocol page detail (Configure/Add Selected HTTP Listen Interfaces)

HTTP Listen Interfaces
View and/or remove selected configured listen interfaces. See Figure 74.

Figure 74 Service Config > Delivery Protocol Page Detail (HTTP Listen Interfaces)

HTTP Listen Ports
View and/or remove selected configured listen ports. See Figure 75.

Figure 75 Service Config > Delivery Protocol Page Detail (HTTP Listen Ports)

Service Config > Virtual Player
Create a virtual player and set virtual player options; these are set in the CLI with the virtual-
player commands. 

Add Virtual Player
Add a virtual player and then click Configure in the List of Virtual Players to open a new
window and make configurations. See Figure 76. 
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• Virtual Player Name—Name the virtual player; you use this name when adding a virtual 
player to a namespace.

• Virtual Player Type—Choose Type0 (default) for a generic virtual player; this type has 
the most configuration options.

Figure 76 Service Config > Virtual Player Page Detail (Add Virtual Player)

List of Virtual Players Added
Displays existing virtual-players and provides a Configure link to jump to the configuration
pages (in a new window) for that type of virtual-player, and a Show link to view the
configurations of the selected virtual-player.  See Figure 77. 

Figure 77 Service Config > Virtual Player Page Detail (List of Virtual Players Added)

Virtual Player Type 0 Configuration (Generic)
After adding a Type 0 virtual player, click Configure in the list of virtual players to open
configuration pages (in a new window) for that type of virtual-player. Click Add/Update on
each configuration page and simply close the window when you are done. Verify your
configurations by clicking Show in the virtual player list.

• Full Download Configuration: Allow the delivery to download content at the fastest 
possible speed, limited by the set connection max-bandwidth and possibly exceeding 
the set assured-flow rate.
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Always—Download all requests at the maximum possible speed.
• Match String—Only download requests with this value in the URL at the maximum 

possible speed.
• Query String Param—Enter a query param to signal full download.
• Header—Only download requests with this header at the maximum possible speed.

• Connection Configuration
• Max Session Rate (kbps)—Set the maximum bandwidth for a session. The actual 

session bandwidth is between the AFR (Assured Flow Rate) and this value. Even if 
there is available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow Controller does not allocate more 
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than this value for a session. When it is a full download, Media Flow Controller tries to 
allocate the max-bandwidth to the session. Default it is 0 Kbps (unbounded) with the 
Media Flow Controller license. Important! You must have the Media Flow Controller 
license installed to change the default (200 kbps without the license).

• Assured Flow Configuration
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Rate (kbps)—Set a rate no higher than the configured connection max-bandwidth.
• Auto—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• Query String Param—Enter a query param to signal the desired assured-flow rate.

• Fast Start Configuration
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Size (KB)—Define how many kilobytes should be expedited.
• Time—Define how many seconds should be expedited.
• Query String Param—Specify a query param (associated value must be in kilobytes).

• Hash Verify Configuration See “Using hash-verify” on page 61 for details.
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Data String—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• UOL Length—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• UOL Offset—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• URI Query String Param—This is the indicator of the provided hash value in the URL 

that, when processed by the hash digest, must match the Shared Secret Value .
• Digest—Only md-5 is supported in Release 2.0.1.
• Shared Secret Type—Either append or prefix to the URL the shared secret value 

(entered next).
• Shared Secret Value—A secret key which must match the hash value provided in the 

URL and indicated by the URI Query String Parm.

• Seek Configuration 
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Query String Param—Enter a name to tell Media Flow Controller whether or not to 

implement seek.

Virtual Player Type 1 Configuration (Assured Flow, Fast Start, Hash, and Seek)
After adding a Type 1 virtual player, click Configure in the list of virtual players to open
configuration pages (in a new window) for that type of virtual-player. Click Add/Update on
each configuration page and simply close the window when you are done. Verify your
configurations by clicking Show in the virtual player list.

• Assured Flow Configuration
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Rate (kbps)—Set a rate no higher than the configured connection max-bandwidth.
• Auto—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• Query String Param—Enter a query param to signal the desired assured-flow rate.
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• Fast Start Configuration
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Size (KB)—Define how many kilobytes should be expedited.
• Time—Define how many seconds should be expedited.
• Query String Param—Specify a query param (associated value must be in kilobytes).

• Hash Verify Configuration See “Using hash-verify” on page 61 for details.
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Data String—Not supported in Release 2.0.1. 
• UOL Length—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• UOL Offset—Not supported in Release 2.0.1. 
• URI Query String Param—This is the indicator of the provided hash value in the URL 

that, when processed by the hash digest, must match the Shared Secret Value .
• Digest—Only md-5 is supported in Release 2.0.1.
• Shared Secret Type—Either append or prefix to the URL the shared secret value 

(entered next).
• Shared Secret Value—A secret key which must match the hash value provided in the 

URL and indicated by the URI Query String Parm.

• Seek Configuration 
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Query String Param—Enter a name to tell Media Flow Controller whether or not to 

implement seek.

Virtual Player Type 2 Configuration (Assured Flow Rate Map)
After adding a Type 2 virtual player, click Configure in the list of virtual players to open
configuration pages (in a new window) for that type of virtual-player. Click Add/Update on
each configuration page and simply close the window when you are done. Verify your
configurations by clicking Show in the virtual player list.

• Rate Map Configuration: Change the assured flow rate associated with each string or 
specify a parameter for Media Flow Controller to use to find the desired rate in the URL.
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Match String—Set the assured-flow rate with a string value.
• Query String Param—Enter a name to tell Media Flow Controller the rate to use. Not 

supported in Release 2.0.1.
• Rate—Extracts the value from the URL to calculate the assured flow rate needed for 

each HTTP request. 
• UOL Length—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• UOL Offset—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.

By default, the match string (length 2 bytes) is extracted by going to the end of the URL and
skipping 12 Bytes from the end. The value in that location is mapped to the configured rate in
kbps. Example:
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http://video.example.com/public/BBB87026/xy_750_1938344/
AC60E15B2A7C4A45AC4C1472E2AC0816_030000003F.flv

In the URL above, the value 03 (12 Bytes from the end of the URL) is extracted, and the 
corresponding assured flow rate (1000Kbps) is applied. The configured CLI looks like this:

virtual-player my_virtual_player type 2
rate-map match 01 rate 300 
rate-map match 02 rate 500 
rate-map match 03 rate 1000 

In this way, URLs containing 01 in the correct place (12 bytes from the end) maps to an
assured flow rate of 300; with 02 the assured flow rate is 500; and so on. Instead of using the
default match (12 bytes from the end of the URL) you can specify a query-string-parm or a
uol offset and length. For details on these options see “Terminology” on page 19.

Virtual Player Type 3 Configuration (Authorization and Health Probes)
After adding a Type 3 virtual player, click Configure in the list of virtual players to open
configuration pages (in a new window) for that type of virtual-player. Click Add/Update on
each configuration page and simply close the window when you are done. Verify your
configurations by clicking Show in the virtual player list.
Compute MD-5 hash of query string parameters representing stream-id, auth-id, a
configured shared-secret, and time-interval; and match the computed value with the
specified match query-string-parm <string>. The HTTP GET proceeds if the computed MD-
5 hash matches; if there is no match, the session is rejected. Use virtual player <name> type
3 no req-auth to disable.
Important! Virtual-player Type 3 requires a license to be configured.

• Req-Auth Configuration
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Auth ID URI Query String—String value to be hashed.
• Digest—Only md-5 is supported in Release 2.0.1.
• Match URI Query String—String value must match computed hash of Auth ID URI 

Query String, Shared Secret String, Stream ID Query String Param, and Time 
Interval values.

• Shared Secret String—String value to be hashed.
• Stream ID Query String Param—String value to be hashed.
• Time Interval—Integer value.

• Health-Probe Configuration (See “Terminology” on page 19 for explanation and 
example of uol offset and uol length. See “Using hash-verify” on page 61 for 
explanation).
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Query String Param—This is the value that, when processed by the hash digest, 

must match the Match String value.
• Match String—Set the secret string that the hash attempts to verify.

• Seek Configuration 
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
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• Query String Param—Enter a name to tell Media Flow Controller whether or not to 
implement seek.

• Assured Flow Configuration
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Rate (kbps)—Set a rate no higher than the configured connection max-bandwidth.
• Auto—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• Query String Param—Enter a query param to signal the desired assured-flow rate.

Virtual Player Type 4 Configuration (SmoothFlow)
After adding a Type 4 virtual player, click Configure in the list of virtual players to open
configuration pages (in a new window) for that type of virtual-player. Click Add/Update on
each configuration page and simply close the window when you are done. Verify your
configurations by clicking Show in the virtual player list.

• Seek Query Configuration 
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Seek query string param—Enter a name, tells Media Flow Controller to implement 

seek or not .

• Hash Verify Configuration See “Using hash-verify” on page 61 for details.
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Data String—Not supported in Release 2.0.1. 
• UOL Length—Not supported in Release 2.0.1.
• UOL Offset—Not supported in Release 2.0.1. 
• URI Query String Param—This is the indicator of the provided hash value in the URL 

that, when processed by the hash digest, must match the Shared Secret Value .
• Digest—Only md-5 is supported in Release 2.0.1.
• Shared Secret Type—Either append or prefix to the URL the shared secret value 

(entered next).
• Shared Secret Value—A secret key which must match the hash value provided in the 

URL and indicated by the URI Query String Parm.

• Control Point Configuration 
• Control Point string—Choose either player (default) or server as the source of 

bandwidth monitoring and reporting for bit-rate profile adjustments.

• Signals Configuration
• Active—Select to activate the feature; de-select to de-activate it.
• Chunk Query String—Signals the desired video chunking rate.
• Profile Query String—Signals the profile name.
• Session Id Query String—Signals the session ID.
• State Query String—Signals the SmoothFlow state.

• Connection Bandwidth Configuration
• Max Session Rate (kbps)—Set the maximum bandwidth for a session. The actual 

session bandwidth is between the AFR (Assured Flow Rate) and this value. Even if 
there is available bandwidth in the link, Media Flow Controller does not allocate more 
than this value for a session. When it is a full download, Media Flow Controller tries to 
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allocate the max-bandwidth to the session. Default it is 0 Kbps (unbounded) with the 
Media Flow Controller license. Important! You must have the Media Flow Controller 
license installed to change the default (200 kbps without the license).

Service Config > NameSpace
Create a namespace and set namespace options; these are set in the CLI with namespace.

Add Namespace
Enter a name for the new namespace and click Add Namespace. See Figure 77.

Figure 78 Service Config > Namespace Page Detail (Add Namespace)

Configuration List
Select a namespace and click Configure to open a new window and make configurations;
click Show to see current settings; click  Activate / Deactivate to take those actions. See
Figure 79.

Figure 79 Service Config > Namespace Page Detail (Configuration List)

Namespace Configuration
Use this window to configure a new namespace or make changes to an existing one. After
each configuration area, click Apply. When done click the close window icon. 

Origin Server Configuration
Configure fetching content upon a cache-miss. In Release 2.0.1 only one (1) origin server is
supported (either HTTP or NFS); multiple origin servers can be configured using a server-
map; see namespace for CLI details. Click Apply when done. See Figure 80.

• HTTP Origin—Use HTTP for origin-server delivery.
• Hostname and Port—Use HTTP for origin-server delivery; multiple origin servers (up 

to 4) can be specified. Specify either a hostname as an FQDN (Fully Qualified 
Domain Name) or IP address. Specify a port number (default is 80).
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• Server-map—Enter the name of a server-map defined on the system. See server-
map for CLI details; “Using namespace origin-server <protocol> server-map” on 
page 70 for task details.

• Absolute-URL—Select to derive the origin server from the absolute URL set against 
the HTTP access method (GET, HEAD, etc.). Use absolute-url to configure Media 
Flow Controller as a mid-tier, proxy (if set, show namespace output has Proxy Mode: 
forward). Media Flow Controller uses the absolute URL to contact the origin-server. If 
absolute-url is configured and the incoming request (REQ header) does not have the 
absolute URL, then the request is rejected with the appropriate error code.

• Follow-Header—Enter a header name, used in the incoming request, to be the origin 
server. For example, you could configure follow header HOST, and the value of the 
HOST header in the incoming request is used as the origin server. If the configured 
header does not exist, then the request is rejected. The <header name> can be any 
of the well-defined headers OR a custom header. If set, show namespace output has 
Proxy Mode: virtual. Note! In Release 2.0.1, only host is allowed.

• NFS Origin—Use NFS for origin-server delivery.
• Hostname and Port—Specify a port number (default is 2049) for that origin server.
• Server-map—Enter the name of a server-map defined on the system. See server-

map for CLI details; “Using namespace origin-server <protocol> server-map” on 
page 70 for task details.

• Domain—Enter a FQDN (fully qualified domain name) or REGEX (regular expression) 
that is matched with the incoming HOST header. If there is a match, the request is refined 
with match value (next option). See “Using namespace domain <FQDN:Port>” on 
page 68 for implementation details. 
• Host—Domain name.
• Regex—A regex to indicate the domain name.

Figure 80 Service Config > Namespace Configure Page Detail (Origin Server Configuration)
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Match Details
Refine the path of incoming requests (enclose all regex entries in single quotes). All match
options may utilize the optional precedence argument to break ties when namespaces are
defined with the same match criteria. Click Apply when done. See Figure 81

• Precedence—Map incoming requests to a namespace, the lower the the precedence 
number, the higher the preference for that namespace; 0 (zero) is default and highest; see 
“Using namespace match <criteria> precedence” on page 69, for details.

• Uri—Specify a uri-prefix match criteria for this namespace. See “uri-prefix” on page 22 for 
usage details.
• uri-name—Enter a uri-prefix, use / (slash) for “any.” See “Terminology” on page 19 for 

definition and example of uri-prefix.
• uri-regex—Enter a regex to indicate the uri-prefix.

• Header—A header name and value; can also be a regex. Optionally, set a precedence 
(defined above). 
• header-name and header-value
• header-regex

• Query-string—A header name and value; can also be a regex. Optionally, set a 
precedence (defined above). 
• query-name and query-value
• query-regex

• Virtual-host—Enter the address and port (optional) of a virtual host.
• virtual-IP and virtual-port—The IP address must be a /32 address; it can be 0.0.0.0, 

which means any IP address. Port number specification is optional. To map requests 
by TCP port number only, set the IP address to 0.0.0.0 and configure the port number. 
If you set the domain to any, configure virtual-host IP to 0.0.0.0, then requests can 
be assigned to a namespace based solely on the port number on which the request 
comes in to Media Flow Controller. Optionally, set a precedence (defined above).

Figure 81 Service Config > Namespace Configure Page Detail (Match Details)
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Parameters

Set cache inherit, status, virtual player, and delivery protocol options. See Figure 82. 

• Cache Inherit—Add the specified namespace’s cache to this one; see “Using namespace 
cache-inherit” on page 67, for details.

• Status Active—Activate the namespace; de-select to de-activate but not delete.

• Virtual Player—Assign an existing virtual player to this namespace; the virtual player 
settings override the global network connection settings (for this namespace).

• Delivery Protocol—Set a protocol for responses from this namespace.

Figure 82 Service Config > Namespace Configure Page Detail (Parameters)

Pre-Stage User Configuration

Set a password for the auto-created FTP user for this namespace. See Figure 83.

• New Password and Confirm Password—For each configured namespace FTP user 
(created automatically), set or reset a password.

Figure 83 Service Config > Namespace Configure Page Detail (Pre-Stage User Configuration)

Origin Fetch

Configure options for fetching content from origin upon a cache miss. See Figure 84.

• Cache Age Default—Specify a cache age value in case it is not specified in the data 
fetched from the origin server. Default is 28800 seconds (8 hours).

• Date Header Modify Enable—Select to enable Media Flow Controller to set the Date 
header to the current time when the content is served to the client (no adjustments are 
made to the Cache-Control: max-age = <seconds> header, and the Age header sent 
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from origin is maintained). De-select to disable (default); Media Flow Controller does not 
reset the Date header.

• Cache Directive—Choose follow (default) to tell Media Flow Controller to obey the 
cache-directive (Cache-control : no-cache or Pragma: no-cache) in the HTTP header 
when data is fetched from the origin. Choose override to tell Media Flow Controller to 
always cache.

• Content Store Media Cache Age Threshold—Set a time threshold for newly-fetched 
content stored in media cache (non-volatile) instead of RAM. By default, new content with 
a cache age under 60 seconds is stored only in RAM (the expectation is short cache-age 
implies that the content won’t be served for too long and is not worth storing in media 
cache). To have new content always stored in media cache, set this value to 0 (zero).

Figure 84 Service Config > Namespace Configure Page Detail (Origin Fetch Configuration)

Service Config > Media-Cache
Manage media cache disks. 

Disk Name
Select the disk you want to configure and Activate, Deactivate, Cache Enable, Cache
Disable, or Format it (Repair not supported in Release 2.0.1). See Figure 85.
Click Deactivate if you need to pull the disk for any maintenance purposes; for example, to
upgrade to a higher capacity disk, replace a SATA disk with a SAS disk, or replace a failed
disk. Important! Media Flow Controller allows OIR (On-line Insertion and Removal) of HDD
(Hard Disk Drives). However, the HDD MUST be made inactive to be removed. When a
new HDD is in the disk, it must be made active and (if so decided) enabled for caching.
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Figure 85 Service Config > Media-Cache Page Detail

Logging
Set accesslog options including automatic download of the accesslog. 

Access Log Configuration
Set accesslog parameters. See Figure 86.

• Enable—Enable access logging; this records all user activity on the system. The no 
variant disables. Default is enabled.

• Syslog Replicate Enable—Specify whether or not the access log messages are seen as 
part of SYSLOG also. By default the option is disabled (access log is not seen as part of 
SYSLOG).

• Log Format—Specify the format in which access log is to be obtained. See accesslog for 
CLI details on log formatting.

Figure 86 Service Config > Access/Error Log Page Detail (Access Log Configuration)
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Access Log Copy/Auto Download Configuration
Set automatic downloading of the accesslog. See Figure 87.

• URL—The URL to which the accesslog should be downloaded when it reaches the 
download trigger size, by default when filesize reaches 100MB; this can be changed using 
the CLI.

• Password—The password needed for the download.

Tip! If this Media Flow Controller is going to be managed by a CMC server, set the auto-
upload URL to the address of the CMC server and the filepath to /log.

Figure 87 Service Config > Access/Error Log Page Detail (Access Log Copy/Auto Upload Configuration)

Logs Tab
The Media Flow Controller system log (syslog) records system activity. 

Logs > System Log
Use this tab to access system logs. See Figure 88 for graphic.
Continuous log, updated every 10 seconds.
Current log, that day’s activity.
Download log—Opens a File Open dialog so you can save the trace log locally.
Archived (does not display if not applicable) log (1 - n), past logs.

Example:
Jan  6 00:10:00 test-vos httpd: [Wed Jan 06 00:10:00 2010] [notice] Apache configured -- resuming 
normal operations

Fields (some may not display): 
Date_and_Time System_Hostname_and_Service_Name: [Process_Date_and_Time]
[Severity_Level] Event
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Figure 88 Media Flow Controller Example Current Log

Logs > Service Log 
The Media Flow Controller service log records all service related activity; in the CLI this is the
accesslog.  See “Cache Log (cachelog)” on page 105 for details including Status Codes and
Status Sub Codes. 
Continuous log, updated every 10 seconds.
Current log, that day’s activity.
Download log—Opens a File Open dialog so you can save the trace log locally.
Archived (does not display if not applicable) log (1 - n), past logs.

Example:

172.19.172.192 172.19.172.130 - [04/Jan/2010:20:33:40 +0000] "GET /HNAP1/ HTTP/1.1" 404 0 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Win32)" 52004

Fields: 
Client IP Media Flow Controller IP - [Date_and_Time] "Method_and_Path_of_File"
Status_Code Bytes_Returned “Referrer" "Agent" Status_Sub_Code

Logs > Error Log 
The Media Flow Controller Error log records service related error messages and is mostly
used for debugging; in the CLI this is the errorlog. See “Error Log (errorlog)” on page 106 for
details including module names and message levels.
Continuous log, updated every 10 seconds.
Current log, that day’s activity.
Download log—Opens a File Open dialog so you can save the trace log locally.
Archived (does not display if not applicable) log (1 - n), past logs.
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Example:
[Tue Jan  5 18:27:31.285 2010][MOD_HTTPHDRS.MSG] get_nth_list_element:1697: find_nth_name_value() 
failed rv=1

Fields (some may not display): 
[Date_and_Time] [Module.Message_Level] Function_Name_and_Source_Line:
Error_Message  

Logs > Cache Log 
The Media Flow Controller Cache log records all cache related activity; in the CLI this is the
cachelog. Use this tab to view Media Flow Controller caching events. See “Cache Log
(cachelog)” on page 105 for details including event types.
Continuous log, updated every 10 seconds.
Current log, that day’s activity.
Download log—Opens a File Open dialog so you can save the trace log locally.
Archived (does not display if not applicable) log (1 - n), past logs.

Example:

[Fri Jun 26 19:37:09.754 2009] ADD "/http-cl18:ed239a85/100k-files/117/29" SAS dc_3 32768 [Fri Jun 
26 19:38:14 2009]

Fields (display according to event type): 
[Date] Event_Type "<URI_name>" Cache_Tier_Name Cache_Name
Content_Length_In_Bytes [Expiry_time_for_this_URI]  

Logs > Trace Log 
Media Flow Controller includes a delivery trace facility to help diagnose the handling of a
particular HTTP request; trace results are written to the Trace Log; in the CLI this is the
tracelog. See “Trace Log (tracelog)” on page 113 for details including trace points.
Continuous log, updated every 10 seconds.
Current log, that day’s activity.
Download log—Opens a File Open dialog so you can save the trace log locally.
Archived (does not display if not applicable) log (1 - n), past logs.

Logs > Stream Log 
The Media Flow Controller service log records all service related activity; in the CLI this is the
accesslog. Use this tab to access the Media Flow Controller Service log. 
Continuous log, updated every 10 seconds.
Current log, that day’s activity.
Download log—Opens a File Open dialog so you can save the trace log locally.
Archived (does not display if not applicable) log (1 - n), past logs.
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Logs > FMSConnector Log 
The Media Flow Controller service log records all service related activity; in the CLI this is the
accesslog. Use this tab to access the Media Flow Controller Service log. 
Continuous log, updated every 10 seconds.
Current log, that day’s activity.
Download log—Opens a File Open dialog so you can save the trace log locally.
Archived (does not display if not applicable) log (1 - n), past logs.

Logs > FMSAccess Log 
The Media Flow Controller service log records all service related activity; in the CLI this is the
accesslog. Use this tab to access the Media Flow Controller Service log. 
Continuous log, updated every 10 seconds.
Current log, that day’s activity.
Download log—Opens a File Open dialog so you can save the trace log locally.
Archived (does not display if not applicable) log (1 - n), past logs.

Logs > FMSEdge Log
The Media Flow Controller service log records all service related activity; in the CLI this is the
accesslog. Use this tab to access the Media Flow Controller Service log. 
Continuous log, updated every 10 seconds.
Current log, that day’s activity.
Download log—Opens a File Open dialog so you can save the trace log locally.
Archived (does not display if not applicable) log (1 - n), past logs.

Dashboard Tab
Dashboard page example given “Media Flow Controller Dashboard Example,” next.

Statistics:

• Cumulative—The time since this Media Flow Controller has been running without reboot 
or shutdown.

• GB delivered—The total byte count of all objects Media Flow Controller has delivered 
since running.

• Byte hit ratio—The percentage of cumulative data (bandwidth) served from RAM/Disk/
TFM compared to Total Data Served since the start of Media Flow Controller.

• Cache hit ratio—The number of objects Media Flow Controller served from RAM or Disk 
divided by the total number of objects served.

• Cache hit ratio
• Bandwidth—Total number of bytes delivered from RAM or Disk / Total number of 

bytes delivered.
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• Number of Requests—Total number of objects delivered form RAM or Disk / Total 
number of objects delivered (irrespective of size).

• Objects Delivered—The total number of objects served by this Media Flow Controller 
since running.

Graphs (see Figure 89):

• Active Sessions— Media Flow Controller connections to the client, background 
connections (i.e. fetching from origin) is not shown here.

• Weekly Bandwidth Savings—Saved bandwidth is bandwidth used by traffic that did not 
come from origin. 

• Cache Throughput—Bandwidth and place from which data was served.

• Cache Tier Throughput—Green is served from RAM, Yellow is promoted from RAM to 
disk, Red is evicted from cache.

Figure 89 Media Flow Controller Dashboard Example
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Disk Cache page example; each disk is shown.

Figure 90 Media Flow Controller Disk Cache Graph Example
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Reports Tab (Interface Statistics)
Network Usage Last 24 hours (example)

Network Usage Last 7 days (example)
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Network Usage Daily Stats Last 7 Days of Activity (example)

Network Usage Last 24 hours (example)

Network Usage Last 7 days (example)
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APPENDIX A

Server Map Configuration 

Media Flow Controller can use an XML file for origin fetch. The format-types and syntax for the
XML files that the server-map command provides access to are described in this appendix.
Once you define the XML file, then go to the Media Flow Controller CLI for namespace and
configure the uri origin-server <protocol> server-map option with the URL of the XML
mapping file that you defined. 

host-origin-map XML File Syntax
Use the server-map format-type host-origin-map XML file to map the incoming (target
origin) HOST header value to a specified origin server (no maximum). The XML file must
provide the following tags; note that "PCDATA" indicates data that the XML parser fills in after
reading your file. 

Parent tag for Header and HostOriginEntry tags:

<!ELEMENT HostOriginMap (Header*, HostOriginEntry*)> 

Parent tag for Version and Application tags:

<!ELEMENT Header (Version, Application)> 

Media Flow Controller version; can be left unchanged from default (1.0 in Release 2.0.1):

<!ELEMENT Version (#PCDATA)> 

Type of Media Flow Controller application; should be left unchanged from default (MapXML):

<!ELEMENT Application (#PCDATA)> 

Parent tag for Host, Origin, and Port tags; repeat as needed:

<!ELEMENT HostOriginEntry (Host, Origin, Port, Options)> 

The incoming request HOST header (target origin); may be host:port or just host:
<!ELEMENT Host (#PCDATA)> 

The origin server host to use to resolve cache misses:
<!ELEMENT Origin (#PCDATA)> 

The origin server port to use to resolve cache misses:
<!ELEMENT Port (#PCDATA)> 

Additional options tag (options vary depending on format-type):
<!ELEMENT Options (#PCDATA)> 
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Example host-origin-map DTD 
<!-- HostOriginMap 1.0 DTD, Copyright (c) 2010 by Juniper Networks, Inc. --> 

<!ELEMENT HostOriginMap (Header*, HostOriginEntry*)> 

<!ELEMENT Header (Version, Application)> 

<!ELEMENT Version (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT Application (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT HostOriginEntry (Host, Origin, Port)> 

<!ELEMENT Host (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT Origin (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT Port (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT Options (#PCDATA)>

Example host-origin-map XML File
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 

<!DOCTYPE HostOriginMap SYSTEM "HostOriginMap.dtd"> 

<HostOriginMap>

   <Header>
       <Version>1.0</Version>
       <Application>MapXML</Application>
   </Header>

   <HostOriginEntry>
       <Host>host1.xxx.yyy.com</Host>
       <Origin>host1.com</Origin>
       <Port>80</Port>
   </HostOriginEntry>

   <HostOriginEntry>
       <Host>host2.aaa.bbb.com</Host>
       <Origin>host2.com</Origin>
       <Port>81</Port>
   </HostOriginEntry>

   <HostOriginEntry>
       <Host>host3.ccc.ddd.com</Host>
       <Origin>host3.com</Origin>
       <Port>82</Port>
   </HostOriginEntry>

</HostOriginMap>

Validating
When generating host-origin-map XML files, you can validate the XML against the DTD by
running the following under linux:

xmllint --noout --dtdvalid <DTD filename> <XML filename>
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Example: 
xmllint --noout --dtdvalid ./dtd/HostOriginMap.dtd HostOriginMap.xml

Note! Ignore the following xmllint warning:

HostOriginMap.xml:2: warning: failed to load external entity 
"HostOriginMap.dtd"

<unspecified_default> server-map XML File Syntax (NFS)
The XML file for NFS origin server-map provides a list of NFS mount-points; mainly,
hostname and publishing point, and some other information. The XML file must provide the
following tags (example follows).
Note! For Release 2.0.1, Media Flow Controller NFS origin server map uses a proprietary
parser to extract data from the XML file; the file must use the tags and format given below.
The standard response code when indicating success in calling the NFS service; you can
modify the description:

<response scode="0" scode_description="success!">

The polling interval; you can modify the number of seconds. This can also be set in the Media
Flow Controller CLI with the server-map command; the CLI setting overrides the XML file
setting:

<PUBLISHINGPOINTS INTERVAL-SEC="3600">

A file to use in the case of a missing file path; only needed if you will be handling streaming of
Windows Media content:

<MISSINGFILE PATH="C:\path1\path2\path3\<filename>" /> 

A file to use in the case of an invalid publishing point; only needed if you will be handling
streaming of Windows Media content:

<INVALIDPUBLISHINGPOINT PATH="C:\path1\path2\path3\<filename>" /> 

The NFS mount point for that file path:

<PUBLISHINGPOINT NAME="<name>" 
PATH="\\<name>.<name>.<name>.com\<mount_point>" />

Important! The defined Publishing Point Names are expected to be the first component in the
incoming URI request. For example, if you define a Publishing Point Name "p12s34"
(<PUBLISHINGPOINT NAME="p12s34">), then incoming URI requests must include that
name in the first part of the URI for the mapping of that publishing point to be successful, i.e. 
http://p12s34.example.com/path/filename.
Note! When defining a server-map for NFS origin fetch, ignore the format-type option.

Example <unspecified_default> server-map XML File (NFS)
<response scode="0" scode_description="success!">

<PUBLISHINGPOINTS INTERVAL-SEC="3600">

<MISSINGFILE PATH="C:\path1\path2\path3\FileNotFound.wma"/>
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<INVALIDPUBLISHINGPOINT PATH="C:\path1\path2\path3\StorageOffline.wma"/>

<PUBLISHINGPOINT NAME="name1" PATH="\\<name>.<name>.<name>.com\name1"/>

<PUBLISHINGPOINT NAME="name2" PATH="\\<name>.<name>.<name>.com\name2"/>

<PUBLISHINGPOINT NAME="name3" PATH="\\<name>.<name>.<name>.com\name3"/>

<PUBLISHINGPOINT NAME="name4" PATH="\\<name>.<name>.<name>.com\name4"/>

</PUBLISHINGPOINTS>

</response>

Using the server-map Command
In the Media Flow Controller CLI, you define the server map with the server-map command,
and then assign it to a defined namespace. To define a server map:

1. First, create the server-map with a <name>. 

2. Next, set the format-type. 
• If this server-map will be assigned to a namespace with an NFS origin-server, do not 

set format-type. In Release 2.0.1, format-type default (when unspecified) is 0 and 
this applies to the default NFS server map.

• If this server-map will be assigned to a namespace with a HTTP origin-server(s) 
without cluster hashing, set the format-type to host-origin-map. 

• If this server-map will be assigned to a namespace with an HTTP origin-server, and 
you want consistent hashing for a cluster configuration, set the format-type to 
cluster-map. 

• If this server-map will be assigned to a namespace with an HTTP origin-server, and 
you want to configure origin escalation, set the format-type to origin-escalation-
map. 

server-map <name> [format-type <type>]

3. Set a URL for the server-map; this tells Media Flow Controller where to go to fetch the 
XML mapping file. Also, change the refresh interval (how often Media Flow Controller 
refreshes the XML file). The default refresh-interval is 0 (zero), which means no refresh; 
note this can also be set in the XML mapping file; the CLI setting overrides the XML file 
setting.
file-url <URL> refresh-interval <time>

4. The final step is to assign the server-map to a namespace, and set options. Note! You 
can assign multiple server-maps in Releases 1.2 and 2.0.1.
namespace <name> uri <uri-prefix> origin-server <protocol> server-map 

<name>
Example (for HTTP origin):
test-vos (config) # server-map format-type host-origin-map newMap 
test-vos (config server-map format-type host-origin-map newMap) # file-url 

http://example.com/vod/ refresh-interval 9000
test-vos (config server-map format-type host-origin-map newMap) # exit
test-vos (config) # show server-map
Server-map : newMap
    Format-type : host-origin-map
    Map File : http://example.com/vod/
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    Refresh Interval : 9000
test-vos (config) # namespace newTest uri / origin-server http server-map 

newMap
test-vos (config) # 
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APPENDIX B

Media Flow Controller MIB Definitions 

-- VARIABLES --

system OBJECT IDENTIFIER
    ::= { variables 1 }

systemVersion OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      OCTET STRING
    MAX-ACCESS read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "System software version string"
    ::= { system 1 }

cpu OBJECT IDENTIFIER
    ::= { system 2 }

cpuLoad1 OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      Unsigned32
    MAX-ACCESS read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "One-minute CPU load in hundreths"
    ::= { cpu 1 }

cpuLoad5 OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      Unsigned32
    MAX-ACCESS read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "Five-minute CPU load in hundreths"
    ::= { cpu 2 }

cpuLoad15 OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      Unsigned32
    MAX-ACCESS read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "Fifteen-minute CPU load in hundreths"
    ::= { cpu 3 }
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cpuUtil1 OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      Unsigned32
    MAX-ACCESS read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "Percentage CPU utilization, aggregated across all CPUs, rolling
        average over the past minute"
    ::= { cpu 4 }

procmgr OBJECT IDENTIFIER
    ::= { system 3 }

procTable OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SEQUENCE OF ProcEntry
    MAX-ACCESS  not-accessible
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "List of processes managed or monitored by PM"
    ::= { procmgr 1 }

procEntry OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      ProcEntry
    MAX-ACCESS  not-accessible
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Entry for one process"
    INDEX   { procIndex }
    ::= { procTable 1 }

ProcEntry ::=
    SEQUENCE {
        procIndex             Unsigned32,
        procName              OCTET STRING,
        procStatus            OCTET STRING,
        procNumFailures       Unsigned32
    }

procIndex OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      Unsigned32
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Synthetic numeric unique ID of process"
    ::= { procEntry 1 }

procName OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      OCTET STRING
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Unique name of process"
    ::= { procEntry 2 }
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procStatus OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      OCTET STRING
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Current state of process"
    ::= { procEntry 3 }

procNumFailures OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      Unsigned32
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Number of times process has crashed or exited unexpectedly"
    ::= { procEntry 4 }

cmc OBJECT IDENTIFIER
    ::= { variables 2 }

applTable OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SEQUENCE OF ApplEntry
    MAX-ACCESS  not-accessible
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "List of appliances managed by the CMC"
    ::= { cmc 1 }

applEntry OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      ApplEntry
    MAX-ACCESS  not-accessible
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Entry for one managed appliance"
    INDEX   { applIndex }
    ::= { applTable 1 }

ApplEntry ::=
    SEQUENCE {
        applIndex             Unsigned32,
        applName              OCTET STRING,
        applConnected         TruthValue,
        applOK                Unsigned32
    }

applIndex OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      Unsigned32
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Synthetic numeric unique ID of appliance"
    ::= { applEntry 1 }
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applName OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      OCTET STRING
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Textual ID/name of appliance"
    ::= { applEntry 2 }

--
-- 3 and 4 were applConnected and applOK when they were Unsigned32
-- (0=false, 1=true).  They were retired when the new TruthValue versions
-- of each were introduced on 5 and 6.
--

applConnected OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      TruthValue
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Is CMC connected to this appliance (1=yes, 2=no)"
    ::= { applEntry 5 }

applOK OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      TruthValue
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Did this appliance pass its most recent status check 
            (1=yes, 2=no)"
    ::= { applEntry 6 }

-- NOTIFICATIONS
--

notificationPrefix OBJECT IDENTIFIER
    ::= { notifications 0 }

procCrash NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    OBJECTS { procName }
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "A procCrash trap signifies that a process managed by PM
            has crashed and left a core file.  The variable sent with
            the notification indicates which process crashed."
    ::= { notificationPrefix 1 }

procExit NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    OBJECTS { procName }
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
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            "A procExit trap signifies that a process managed by PM
            has exited unexpectedly, but not left a core file.
            The variable sent with the notification indicates 
            which process exited."
    ::= { notificationPrefix 2 }

cpuUtilHigh NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "The average CPU utilization in the past minute has gone
            above the acceptable threshold"
    ::= { notificationPrefix 3 }

pagingActivityHigh NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "The system has been paging excessively (thrashing)"
    ::= { notificationPrefix 4 }

smartError NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "SMART has sent an event about a possible disk error"
    ::= { notificationPrefix 5 }

unexpectedShutdown NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "The system has shut down unexpectedly"
    ::= { notificationPrefix 6 }

diskSpaceLow NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Disk space on the system is low"
    ::= { notificationPrefix 7 }

procLivenessFailure NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    OBJECTS { procName }
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Process Manager has detected that a process has hung,
            and will now perform its restart action"
    ::= { notificationPrefix 8 }

cmcStatusFailure NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    OBJECTS { applName }
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "One or more status criteria on a CMC-managed appliance 
            have failed"
    ::= { notificationPrefix 9 }
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memUtilizationHigh NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Memory utilization on the system is high"
    ::= { notificationPrefix 10 }

netUtilizationHigh NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Network utilization on the system is high"
    ::= { notificationPrefix 11 }

diskIOHigh NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "Disk I/O on the system is high"
    ::= { notificationPrefix 12 }

cmcVersionMismatch NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    OBJECTS { applName }
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
            "The system software version on a CMC managed appliance does

    not match the server version"
    ::= { notificationPrefix 13 }

END
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